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I n t r o d u c t i o n

You have to figure out how to guide that cloud . . .

S e n a t o r  G e o r g e  S m a t h e r s  (D- Florida), 1951

Weather control. Juxtaposing those two words is enough to raise eyebrows 
in a world where even the best weather models still fail to nail every fore-
cast and the effects of climate change on sea- level height, seasonal averages of 
weather phenomena, and biological behavior are being watched with interest, 
regardless of political or scientific persuasion. But between the late nineteenth 
century, when the United States first funded an attempt to “shock” rain out 
of clouds with cleverly deployed explosives, and the late 1940s, rainmaking 
(as it had been called earlier) became weather control. Methods then under 
development intrigued people in the highest reaches of the American state. 
Clear fog for landing aircraft? Check. Punch large holes in clouds to allow 
departing aircraft to leave and returning aircraft to spot their landing field? 
Check. Gentle rain for strawberries? Sufficient rain in semi- arid regions for 
grain production? Enhanced snowpacks for hydroelectric utilities? Drying up 
clouds so that precipitation would not damage ripe cherries? Check, check, 
check, check. By the late 1950s, proposed uses and the money to undertake 
them continued to increase. Enhance agriculture at home and dry up the land 
of our enemies? Trigger precipitation from clouds to put out forest fires? Put 
an end to “evil” hurricanes? All that and more. Weather control was not a 
pie- in- the- sky concept. It was a water- in- the- sky, sun in the upper Midwest 
in winter, fog- free runway, and nontraceable weapon of war concept. It was 
designer weather on demand.

How might one tell a story about the history of weather control, given the sur-
feit of jaw- dropping pieces of correspondence, newspaper accounts, scientific 
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articles, government reports, and legislative hearings? The challenge is greater 
than one may at first imagine, for the options are many. I could focus on the 
engineering behind the seeding devices, and how and why they changed over 
time— that is, a history of technology. A history of science could examine the 
theoretical constructs underpinning weather control and various internal and 
external events shaping their development. A social history of weather con-
trol could answer questions like, How did people think about weather and 
climate, and the ways to adapt to them? Or, How did religious beliefs fit into 
these ideas? A legal history of weather control is a possibility— there have been 
enough lawsuits aimed at weather controllers to develop conclusions about 
how it fits in with other environmental cases; when these were added to laws 
that were proposed and passed, or proposed and shot down, one could find 
more than enough material to support such a study. A study of the many ideas 
related to environmental control? That would be intellectual history. How 
were weather control ideas and claims treated in newspapers large and small, 
and in popular literature? A history of popular culture would do the trick. 
Alternatively, one could connect weather control to geoengineering writ large 
or to inadvertent weather modification, the approach taken by James Rod-
ger Fleming in Fixing the Sky, in which he reminds would- be geoengineers 
that they are following in a long line of mythical beings, fictional characters, 
scientists, and engineers who have long sought to change the atmosphere.1 
A military history focused on the tactical and strategic uses of the weather 
weapon, or a diplomatic history examining the state’s use of weather control 
to win friends and influence allies during the Cold War along the same lines 
as Atoms for Peace, Food for Peace, and Water for Peace— both are options. 
Taking a different route, one could narrate the weather control story as a case 
study examining the role of expertise in making high- level decisions, or as a 
history of moral decision making, or as a history of conspiracy theories.2

But instead of going narrow, I decided to step back and look at the weather 
control story from as many angles as possible. All those viewpoints led back 
to the same starting point: weather control in the United States reached diz-
zying heights in the 1960s because it was heavily funded and adopted as a 
foreign and domestic policy tool by the federal government, and then plunged 
into virtual oblivion on the public stage in the 1970s as the funding dried up.3 
Since the whole is greater than the sum of these already intriguing parts, Make 
It Rain thus weaves together the story of how federal officials— politicians, 
bureaucrats, military leaders, or diplomats— pursued their goal of producing 
designer weather on demand, even as meteorologists were struggling to fig-
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ure out how the atmosphere functioned, how to model it, and how to make 
viable weather and climate forecasts. For while state officials knew what they 
wanted— weather on demand— the meteorologists knew what they did not 
know: under what circumstances clouds produced rain, snow, drizzle, or any 
other hydrometeor, to use the all- purpose scientific term. And no matter how 
proponents of weather control spun it, weather control was really about con-
trolling only one weather element: water. Not atmospheric circulation, not 
temperature, not atmospheric pressure. Just water. Water for drought- stricken 
areas, the US West, and increasingly crowded urban areas. Water for hydro-
electric power, for irrigation, for transportation, and for recreation. Water for 
life for our friends and allies. Too much or no water for our enemies.

What we know now, and what observers could have discerned at the time, 
was a very large disconnect between weather control advocates and meteo-
rological experts. Decision makers in the early 1950s were being enticed to 
consider weather control as a real possibility for whatever weather problem 
ailed them by prominent scientists whose reputations screamed out “elite ex-
perts”: Nobel Prize– winning chemist Irving Langmuir of the General Electric 
Research Laboratory in Schenectady, New York; famed computer architect 
and mathematician John von Neumann of the Institute for Advanced Study at 
Princeton University; physicist Vladimir Zworykin (known for his invention 
of the scanning television camera) at the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) 
Laboratory, also in Princeton, New Jersey; and thermonuclear bomb creator 
Edward Teller. But while all of these men were convinced that controlling the 
weather was just a matter of lab time and money, meteorologists— whether 
members of the US Weather Bureau or academics in research universities— 
understood that controlled laboratory conditions had little relation to the wild, 
chaotic atmosphere and its interactions with Earth’s varied surface, where 
one did not get to select the initial conditions before an experiment began nor 
get to control the many variables that influence what we call weather. Con-
sequently, mid- twentieth- century meteorologists were loath to get involved 
with anything smacking of weather control other than the microscale controls 
available to farmers who chose to save their crops from freezing temperatures 
by smudging, spraying water on plants, or circulating air with large fans. They 
knew, at a time when it was still difficult to make a good forecast thirty- six 
hours in advance, that controlling the weather over hundreds of acres of grass-
land or mountain ranges, much less continents, was out of the question. And 
bringing massive hurricanes and tightly wound tornadoes to heel? As New 
Yorkers might say: fuhgeddaboudit! But our distinguished nonmeteorologist 
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experts had sufficient clout to make federal leaders take notice and, in turn, 
dismiss the concerns of atmospheric scientists who were attempting to explain 
the difficulties involved.

Dazzled by promises of water in the sky becoming “gently falling” water on 
the ground, members of the US Congress have been holding hearings on Cap-
itol Hill about weather control for more than fifty years even though humans’ 
ability to control the weather— which was “just a few years away” in the 1950s, 
and then the 1960s, then the 1970s— remains elusive. The reasons behind sup-
porting weather control— drought, floods, famine, wars, fires— change with 
the decades, but the tantalizing idea of controlling the uncontrollable remains 
firmly entrenched. Now .  .  . with the global temperature rising, larger and 
larger chunks of ice calving from Antarctica’s ice sheets, glaciers melting at a 
faster clip, sea level rising, weather appearing wildly erratic— although when 
one gets hit by nasty weather it generally seems wildly erratic whether it is 
within norms or not— people will start itching for their leaders to do some-
thing, preferably quickly, painlessly, and cheaply. Such was the reasoning in 
the late nineteenth century when the first federal appropriations were granted 
for explosives to shock water out of the sky over the dry Texas plains. It con-
tinued through the twentieth century, and it will likely continue through the 
twenty- first and beyond. And that is why and how “weather control: a grand 
idea” turned into “weather control: a state tool.”

C o n s i d e r i n g  t h e  “ S ta t e ”

But what do we mean by the state? It seems deceptively easy, yet “speaking 
coherently about the state,” writes sociologist Patrick Carroll, “is far more 
tricky than it might at first appear.”4 No kidding. And even trickier is doing 
so without resorting to jargon- laden, head- scratching prose unique to the ac-
ademic tribes who think and write about the state. Nevertheless, we cannot 
discuss weather control as a state tool without first engaging with the question, 
what is the state?

A typical starting point is Max Weber’s early twentieth- century argument 
that a state is a coercive organization that controls territories and those who 
reside therein.5 That sounds an awful lot like a “government,” but political 
scientist Alfred Stepan argues, “The state must be considered more than the 
‘government.’ It is the continuous administrative, legal, bureaucratic, and co-
ercive systems that attempt not only to structure relationships between civil 
society and public authority in a polity, but also to structure many crucial 
relationships within a civil society as well.”6 And political scientist Stephen 
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Skowronek describes a “sense of the state” in American politics that “is the 
sense of an organization of coercive power operating beyond our immediate 
control, and intruding into all aspects of our lives” even though “the absence 
of the sense of the state . . . has been the great hallmark of American political 
culture.”7

The rise of weather control efforts took place against this “absence of the 
sense of the state” as the United States’ bureaucratic underpinnings began to 
flower during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, helped along 
by the reform movement of the Progressive Era, by World War I, and by the 
New Deal Era that accompanied the Great Depression. The further expan-
sion of the federal bureaucracy (also termed “state building”) picked up steam 
during World War II and continued on at full speed during the Cold War, 
not only due to the expansion of national security concerns but also due to 
responses to civil rights and environmental concerns that had been simmering 
below the surface for decades. Throughout the twentieth century, the state bu-
reaucracy had been building upon its capacity to take action through various 
agencies’ efforts to use science and technology to control nature on a variety of 
fronts via, for example, dam and levee building, modification of river channels, 
insect control, and forest management in addition to weather control. In all of 
these instances, we are seeing the federal government bureaucracy expand and 
“mold institutional capacities” as it responded to domestic and international 
crises, class conflicts, and the increasing complexity of daily life.8 Historians, 
political scientists, sociologists, anthropologists, and other social scientists 
have used many terms to describe this emerging state, including administra-
tive, bureaucratic, welfare, industrial, post- industrial, capitalist, regulatory, 
warfare, garrison, national security, proministrative, scientific, technology, and 
engineering. But the pithiest way to look at those who sought to use weather 
control harkens back to economist and labor historian John R. Commons’s 
“The state is . . . officials- in- action.” Or, as historian Margot Canaday writes, 
“What officials do.”9 I prefer this definition, particularly for the weather con-
trol story, because it is essentially all about officials in action.

Those officials— elected, appointed, civil servants— may only take action 
to regulate growing seasons or to control the weather if the state has both the 
autonomy and the capacity to act. Let’s consider autonomy first. Sociologist 
Theda Skocpol argues that in the United States, state autonomy has been 
historically in short supply because state power is “fragmented, dispersed, 
and everywhere permeated by organized societal interests.” However, she also 
notes that Stephen Krasner, in Defending the National Interest, uses state au-
tonomy to explain US foreign policy, arguing that the president and secretary 
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of state are relatively insulated from “specific societal pressures” and hence 
act in “furthering the nation’s general interests.” Political scientist Daniel P. 
Carpenter argues that bureaucratic autonomy depends on bureaucracies being 
politically differentiated from those who seek to control them, able to solve 
problems and create plans, and seen as legitimate organizations.10

But aren’t all federal agencies tasked with furthering the nation’s general 
interests? And if that is the case, aren’t all of these federal officials acting on be-
half of the state at least somewhat removed from special interests? Certainly in 
the case of weather control, agencies that were actively promoting its develop-
ment (Departments of Defense and Interior) and those that were not (Weather 
Bureau) were acting under their own volition and thereby autonomous. What 
of Carpenter’s conditions for autonomy in the weather control case? That is 
a little bit tougher, particularly for the Weather Bureau. It certainly had inter-
ests and a worldview that diverged from the politicians who were trying to 
influence it, but it lacked the power to successfully push back against them. It 
had the ability to solve problems, if by that we mean the ability to efficiently 
provide appropriate weather forecasts and warnings throughout the nation. 
What it didn’t have, primarily due to budgetary constraints, was the ability to 
create new programs. And what it completely lacked was a strong organiza-
tional reputation, perhaps because before World War II ended, meteorology 
wasn’t considered much more than a “guessing science.”11 The Departments 
of Defense and Interior were in much better positions to fulfill the first two 
conditions, although Interior suffered from organizational problems in the 
early twentieth century. So while the Weather Bureau, the agency most likely 
to be involved in weather control, had little autonomy, the military services, 
backing the initial experiments, had considerably more.

And what of state capacity? Skocpol writes that, to be effective, a state needs 
to have control over its territory, loyal, skilled officials, and adequate financial 
resources. But even a state that possesses all three of these attributes will not 
necessarily be able to successfully enact and carry out policies in every area 
under its jurisdiction. Some of those policies, Skocpol points out, may be 
stronger or weaker than others.12 In the US case, we have territorial integrity, 
the financial means, and the staffing to fulfill the requirement for state capaci-
ties. How does that play out for the relevant agencies in the fights, some secret, 
some in the public view, over implementing weather control? The Weather 
Bureau, in particular, had an extremely dedicated workforce, which before 
World War II included almost every meteorologist in the country. Similarly, the 
military services and the Department of the Interior’s Geological Survey had 
significant numbers of highly qualified scientists. Interior’s Bureau of Recla-
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mation, focused on practical undertakings such as building dams, tended to 
have less scientific strength and significant organizational problems early in 
the twentieth century, but had significantly enhanced its engineering staff by 
midcentury. Financially, the Weather Bureau was always in the worst shape, 
invariably operating on a shoestring budget compared to other units and con-
sistently lacking research funding.13

In any event, for our purposes the state encompasses the actions of offi-
cials in all branches of the federal government from the president on down, 
and in all relevant departments, agencies, and bureaus. Some of those actions 
were taken directly; others were made possible by government contracts with 
universities and private companies. But the entity exerting control via funding 
and policy decisions was the American state, which was being legitimized by 
its “instrumental uses of science and technology.”14

S c i e n c e  a n d  t h e  S ta t e

So how are science and the state connected? This, too, seems deceptively easy. 
Science and the state have been intertwined since sixteenth- century English 
natural philosopher and courtier Francis Bacon suggested using the power of 
science to control nature for the benefit of the state, and for the state to fund 
science to fulfill that purpose. Some scientists think their work is unaffected by 
anything outside of their laboratories or field sites, whether politics or patron-
age. But scholars who have examined this relationship present a very different 
story: science has been political for centuries and is integral to modern states’ 
political systems. Science and the state are about control— the former controls 
nature and the latter controls territory and people. And since the control of 
territory also involves controlling the environment in which we all live, the 
practices of science and the state are effectively joined at the hip. With the 
rapid technological revolution of the last couple of centuries, science, technol-
ogy, and the state are so closely intertwined that it is almost impossible to tease 
them apart.15 As sociologist Sheila Jasanoff puts it, “there cannot be a proper 
history of scientific things independent of power and culture. . . . Science and 
technology operate, in short, as political agents.”16

In Make It Rain, I view weather control as a political agent: politicians, with 
the aid of entrepreneurial scientists, were (and are) attempting to use it for their 
own political ends, be that domestic (bringing home water to their states) or 
foreign (as a weapon or diplomatic tool). But those entrepreneurial scientists 
and their scientific and technological expertise were not playing on the same 
level as the state officials calling the shots: they were subordinates, taking the 
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funding and producing the science, but not in a position to determine how 
it would be used.17 The scientists, who received state funding to conduct re-
search in the many facets of weather control, particularly during the Cold War, 
may have naively considered their research as basic as opposed to applied, but 
the eventual uses of their discoveries about atmospheric behavior were not 
going to be under their control, or even under their influence. Weather control 
was in the hands of the American state.

Make It Rain unfolds in three parts. Part I, “Weather Control: From Scientific 
Fringe to Scientific Mainstream,” opens the story in 1891 with the earliest fed-
eral appropriation for weather control (at the time, most often termed “rain-
making”) and its less- than- scientific explosive techniques (chapter 1) to its 
post– World War II introduction into the scientific mainstream due to research 
conducted at the General Electric Research Laboratory (chapter 2).

Part II, “Coming to Grips with Weather Control (1950– 1957),” takes a look 
at what happened as weather control took its first tenuous steps out of the 
laboratory into practical application as seen by federal lawmakers, state law-
makers, and meteorologists— essentially their stories are told independently 
and then folded together at the end of this section. Chapter 3 examines how 
federal legislators’ belief that weather control would become the equivalent 
of atomic energy for both domestic and military purposes led them to pro-
pose the creation of a massive bureaucracy modeled on the Atomic Energy 
Commission, which would keep weather control under control. As they saw 
it, controlling weather control was critical for the nation’s defense posture 
during the Cold War. Failure to impose federal control, moreover, could lead 
to massive domestic problems (states stealing precipitation from downwind 
states, floods in some places, droughts in others), and worse, it might allow the 
Soviet Union to perfect weather control first and thus be able to control the 
world. Chapter 4 moves away from Washington, DC, to the Desert Southwest 
and the Pacific Northwest to examine what happened when commercial cloud 
seeders started selling their “rain enhancement” services across the country, 
leaving unprepared state governments to sort out the disputes among com-
peting customers of designer weather. Unlike congressmen who anticipated 
using weather control as a state tool, state legislators and bureaucrats found 
themselves gobsmacked by piles of irate letters from constituents who were 
convinced that their excess rain (State of Washington) or lack of rain (states 
in the Intermountain West and Desert Southwest) was directly due to the ac-
tions of “rain enhancers” who operated under the regulatory radar. Exactly 
how were they to regulate a service when they knew neither how nor when 
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nor where it was taking place, nor if it even worked? How could they keep 
all their constituents happy when different parts of their states had different 
concepts of “ideal weather”? Moving from the realm of government to the 
realm of gun- shy meteorologists, chapter 5 follows the efforts of meteorolo-
gists within and outside the United States who were attempting to sort out the 
weather control “problem.” And a problem it was for members of a scientific 
discipline that had managed to scrape up some professional credibility during 
World War II and did not intend to lose it as the weather control controversy 
played out in scientific journals, on the front pages of national newspapers and 
covers of major popular magazines, and in congressional hearing rooms. Just 
as meteorologists seldom are in total agreement over a weather forecast, the 
meteorologists of the 1950s were not in total agreement over weather control. 
They generally agreed on the need to conduct a lot more basic research on 
cloud physics and precipitation mechanisms— and were happy to take the 
proffered funding to do so— but they fell into multiple camps when it came to 
efforts to clear fog, enhance rain, mitigate hail, snuff out hurricanes, eliminate 
droughts, and any of the other possible uses of weather control. Commercial 
meteorologists whose firms were offering weather control services wanted to 
press forward with practical applications before the basic theoretical work was 
solidly in place, academic meteorologists generally leaned toward doing the 
research first and maybe applying what they learned later, and the Weather 
Bureau meteorologists . . . well they were aghast that anyone would try to make 
money from the weather, much less promise to solve weather problems with a 
single pellet of dry ice. Could they work out their differences and still look pro-
fessional while they were doing so? Would they hunker down in their respec-
tive camps waiting for the weather control storm to blow over? Or would they 
be able to wrest control of their research agenda back from federal lawmakers 
who knew little about the atmosphere other than they wanted it changed?

Part III, “Weather Control as State Tool (1957– 1980),” begins in the late 
1950s as President Eisenhower’s Advisory Committee on Weather Control 
submitted its final report just two months after the Soviet Union launched 
Sputnik and heated up the Cold War’s space race. Amid concerns that the 
Soviets would control the world’s weather before the United States, funding 
for weather control research kicked into high gear, followed by even more 
funding for weather control applications. Chapter 6 examines efforts to use 
weather control techniques for domestic purposes by discussing three such 
cases. The first sought to reduce lightning strikes, thus reducing the number 
of lightning- caused fires— and if the fires started anyway, to extinguish them 
with induced precipitation (US Forest Service: Project Skyfire). The second 
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sought to tap water from the atmosphere to fill existing reservoirs that fed 
irrigation and hydroelectric power systems (Bureau of Reclamation: Project 
Skywater). And the third sought to snuff out hurricanes while they were small 
or, alternatively, steer the bigger ones “harmlessly out to sea” (Weather Bureau/
Air Force/Navy: Project Stormfury). Skyfire started in the early 1950s, while 
Skywater and Stormfury began in the 1960s, but by the 1970s they all lost their 
funding and were discontinued. Why was that? There were a variety of reasons 
(all explored in the conclusion of Part III), but the fallout from the military’s 
weather control efforts was not helpful. Those efforts are discussed in chap-
ter 7. While the domestic programs were being touted in the press with the 
help of black- and- white glossy photos and breathless press releases, the mili-
tary and diplomatic programs were very much SECRET even though the same 
(military) personnel behind the Project Stormfury hurricane- control project 
were using classified versions of the same techniques to attempt to secretly 
break the devastating mid- 1960s Bihar drought in India (Project GROMET) 
and simultaneously to wash out the Ho Chi Minh trail and North Vietnamese 
military emplacements during the Vietnam War (Project Popeye and Project 
Compatriot). Although the story of weather control efforts in Vietnam was 
broken in the Pentagon Papers, detailed by columnist Jack Anderson and jour-
nalist Seymour Hersh in the early 1970s and then disclosed more fully in hear-
ings led by Senator Claiborne Pell (D- Rhode Island), much of the material on 
both the India and Vietnam weather control efforts has only been declassified 
in the past ten to fifteen years. I examine what members of the Lyndon B. 
Johnson administration were thinking when they ordered the execution of 
these projects, and how using weather as a weapon jibed with using weather to 
improve agricultural output and keep the home front strong. The Conclusion 
draws the story to a close, examining why weather control faded as a state tool 
in the 1980s, but never really died completely . . . and how it may return as an 
“answer” to the weather that ails us and the problems with the natural resource 
none of us can live without: fresh water.



* I *

Weather Control: Scientific Fringe to 
Scientific Mainstream (1890– 1950)

There can be no full conquest of the earth, and no real satisfaction to humanity, if large 

portions of the earth remain beyond his highest control.

J o h n  W i d t s o e , 19281

C o n t r o l  ( W h a t  I t ’ s  A l l  A b o u t )

Before diving into weather control in its early guises, let’s talk about control 
in general. As we have seen, by definition, the state controls territory and the 
people living within it. Expanding territory and population requires ever more 
complex control over time.

With its ofttime fellow traveler, technology, science is about control as well: 
the control of nature. And if the state and its people can use science and tech-
nology to control nature, then why not control the weather and thereby the 
production and distribution of water for the nation’s benefit? During the late 
nineteenth century, the United States was overrun by technological enthusi-
asm. Professional engineers and tinkerers alike were masters of innovation and 
invention, creating and producing new communications devices (telegraph, 
telephone); more efficient steam engines to power railroads, ships, and facto-
ries; and internal combustion engines that would power automobiles and, in 
a few short years, airplanes. These innovations brought people closer together 
as travel and communication became faster and easier.

Writing in Scientific American (1896), Edward W. Byrn called the patent- 
rich period following the Civil War “an epoch of invention and progress unique 
in the history of the world . . . a gigantic tidal wave of human ingenuity and 
resource.”2 Thomas Parke Hughes, the historian of technology, later agreed: 
“Interest in invention and inventors was a manifestation of the realization of 
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the power of technology.”3 By the end of the century, many Americans thought 
technology “was a broader, generalized, man- made force that could be applied 
at will to a wide variety of problems as they arose. Technology could bring 
order out of chaos, provide boundless energy, support business enterprise, 
and win wars.”4 And so the idea of controlling the weather was not really out 
of touch with the times— despite a lack of underlying scientific theory. Indeed, 
it made perfect sense, taking its place among all of the other rational, efficient 
methods that were being used or being proposed to be used to control forests, 
fisheries, agricultural output, or water resources.

T h e  P r o g r e s s i v e  E r a :  P u t t i n g  S c i e n c e  t o  W o r k 
f o r  t h e  S ta t e

The market was driving innovation in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, and industry was striving to meet the demand.5 The combined syn-
ergistic effect of science- supporting universities, nascent scientific profession-
alism, early corporate research and development, the introduction of scientific 
elites to the political process, and the rise of philanthropic foundations that 
were funding scientific efforts heightened the success of all of these entities.6 
As the state grew in tandem with the professionalization of science, academ-
ics began offering solutions to state problems. What the state did not do was 
provide funding for these scientific efforts. In the days of “small science,” phil-
anthropic donations were sufficient to keep laboratory and fieldwork going. 
Indeed, as scientists were attempting to find solutions for societal problems, 
they took great pains to maintain their objective and disinterested status by 
not seeking federal funding. The role of federal funding for science would not 
come into play until after World War II.7

The drive for innovation was already well underway when the scientifically 
informed, reform- minded responses to Gilded Age excesses became focused 
during the Progressive Era (1890 to 1920, give or take a few years). In their 
“search for order,” as historian Robert Wiebe put it, reformers wanted to apply 
rational, that is, scientific and efficient, controls to the workings of government 
that would encourage more democratic participation while also putting a pre-
mium on the use of experts to find solutions to major problems.

At the same time, waves of new immigrants were pouring in from central 
and southern Europe, many of them Roman Catholic, Jewish, and peasants. 
But instead of walking off ships at Ellis Island and heading west to establish 
farms as earlier immigrants had done, these new arrivals settled in East Coast 
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cities where they found opportunities to make their way in a new land. Faced 
with rapid population growth, big city governments had to provide them with 
basic services, including education, sanitation, transportation, safety, and 
housing, and jobs as they became part of the fabric of their municipalities. 
Bureaucracies grew to accommodate those needs, strengthening the state ap-
paratus at all levels.8

Anti- urban ideas intensified as the population of dark- haired, dark- eyed, 
darker- skinned, non- Protestant people grew along with suffering and distress 
in big cities. Some politicians suggested mitigating this “immigration prob-
lem” by packing these folks up and sending them out West. Certainly there was 
plenty of land for homesteading, as earlier settlers had done when “out West” 
meant Ohio, not some dry, treeless expanse west of the Mississippi River. But it 
was dry out there, so expensive irrigation projects would be needed to extract 
value from the land. Considering that a worldwide agricultural depression 
was underway at the same time, investing huge amounts of money in irrigation 
projects did not make a lot of sense. What if, however, there were another way 
to bring water to the parched land? Enter rainmaking. New inventions were 
appearing every day, and there was definitely a need for cheap water. So why 
not pursue it? As journalist Walter Lippmann put it, “We shall use all science 
as a tool and a weapon.”9 Using science would bring progress to the twentieth- 
century American state.10

Similarly, state bureaucracies grew to provide rational control over natural 
resources. Gilded Age entrepreneurs had systematically exploited natural re-
sources, including timber, water, minerals, and agricultural land, to advance 
their industrial and economic agendas. But the devastation they left behind 
fed fears of scarcity and deprivation, particularly in view of the millions of 
newcomers whose needs had to be met. In response, society moved from a 
position of wastefulness to one of centralized efficiency, and conservation took 
on new importance. Mind you, the conservation of the early twentieth century 
was not the preservation of wild lands that we think of today when discussing 
conservation, but the maximum sustainable use of the resource in question. To 
determine just how to get the maximum use from a resource without depleting 
it for future generations would require the input of scientific experts, who were 
standing by to provide it to the increasingly strong bureaucratic state.11

Bureaucratic development was most effective in the hands of strong agency 
heads, who assembled outstanding talent and built legitimacy, and thus their 
organizations’ reputations, as they capitalized on the authority accorded to 
scientific experts. The agencies that pulled off this feat— the US Department 
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of Agriculture is the premier exemplar— were able to make social changes 
through the efforts of their in- house experts.12

D e v e l o p i n g  E x p e r t s  a n d  E x p e r t i s e

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, scientific authority carried 
weight with the broader society, and its status remained undisputed until the 
1950s.13 Liberal writers Herbert Croly and Walter Lippmann associated scien-
tific expertise and professionalism with being objective and disinterested, and 
hence scientists undertook their work in the best interests of both the state and 
its people. As esteemed solar astronomer George Ellery Hale argued in a 1923 
National Research Council report, science was about truth and progress, and 
“its work for humanity has only just begun.” For Hale, his colleagues, and most 
middle- class Americans, science was “cumulative and ever progressing.”14

Hence, scientific experts were the ones best suited to solve complex prob-
lems for the state, and their authority as scientists was used to obtain admin-
istrative autonomy for the agencies that employed them. In addition, federal 
administrators often worked with professional associations on problems so 
that it did not appear as if the state were meddling directly in scientific issues. 
All of these experts came out of academic settings since for many disciplines 
basic research was undertaken in the new research universities.15 After World 
War I, relatively new scientific fields, including meteorology and geophysics, 
formed professional associations for the first time, and the interwar years 
proved important for professionalization in those and many other scientific 
disciplines.16 Indeed, this professionalization of the sciences fed into the 
technocracy movement, which called for the institutionalization of techno-
logical change for state purposes and argued that civilization’s progress was 
directly tied to scientific progress, and took root during the 1920s.17 How-
ever, elite scientific researchers, that is, those working at prestigious research 
universities, who were more than happy to weigh in on federal policy issues, 
avoided federal funding throughout the 1930s because they did not want the 
state to control their research agendas.18 They spent the decade creating in-
stitutional ties among science, universities, industry, and the state, which were 
then set into motion by World War II and its massive technoscience under-
takings to create all kinds of military hardware, medical breakthroughs, and, 
of course, the atomic bomb. By the time the war was over, state funding of 
science was solidly in place, and scientific experts were firmly in service to  
the state.
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A d v o c a t i n g  C o n s e r va t i o n ,  B u i l d i n g 
B u r e a u c r a c i e s :  W a s t e  N o t ,  W a n t  N o t

And advance the ideas behind conservation they did, with a laser- like focus on 
scientific management. Conservation ideals arose from implications of science 
and technology in modern society, with professionals and experts using the 
results of applied science to provide input for federal policy decisions. State- 
sponsored science and scientists within cabinet agencies were solidly in place 
before World War I. As might be expected, the federal government was strongly 
involved with supporting agriculture, and the US Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) became the premier scientific executive department, with research 
arms that extended throughout the country. Its subordinate services and bu-
reaus were science- based, with the Forestry Service, for example, borrowing 
and implementing European techniques of forest management starting in the 
late nineteenth century, while other USDA offices started promoting insect and 
weed control to improve crop yields in the first half of the twentieth century.19

One of the USDA’s subordinate organizations, however, was not as scien-
tifically solid: the US Weather Bureau (USWB). Established under the USDA 
in 1891, it consolidated earlier federal weather services provided by the US 
Army Signal Service. But unlike the USDA offices that dealt with agricultural 
sciences— which were staffed with personnel holding discipline- appropriate 
college degrees— USWB offices were filled by people who had learned weather 
forecasting on the job, often starting as observers when they were teenagers 
and then working their way up to higher positions. Why the difference? US 
colleges did not offer degrees in meteorology until the late 1920s when the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology set up a graduate program within its 
aeronautical engineering degree program to meet the requirements of US Navy 
officers needing advanced training. Indeed, the very idea of someone getting a 
degree in meteorology was something of a nonstarter. As Harvard climatolo-
gist Robert DeCourcy Ward put it, “Everyone thinks they are a meteorologist.” 
Why study something that you already know? Unlike in the agricultural field, 
there were no “expert” meteorologists. Consequently, any meteorological idea 
was seen to be just as good as any other. So while the Weather Bureau tried to 
provide services to keep people safe, it had very little credibility. It was, one 
physicist opined, a “guessing science.”20 And in the Progressive Era, that was 
not good enough. Expertise depended upon solid science, and meteorology 
was anything but solid. (We’ll return to the theme of expertise— who is an 
expert and who is not— later.)
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Somewhat surprisingly, given John Wesley Powell’s famed report on the 
arid lands of the American West (completed in 1888 by the US Department 
of the Interior’s Geological Survey), Interior was lacking in scientific capacity. 
In 1888, the USGS had measured water supplies, located sites for reservoirs 
and canals, and mapped areas suitable for irrigation in the West. The federal 
government took that information and planned out a strategy for western irri-
gation to bring water to these dry lands because its presence was critical to the 
region’s development and political economy, and westerners were interested in 
finding ways to access untapped water resources.21 By the late 1890s, federal 
reclamation presented the United States with the ability to engineer its way out 
of its water- related problems and was seen as a way to aid established western 
farmers and landowners, as well as to boost private development.22 Irrigation, 
in particular, was important to preserving the American way of life, and con-
sequently, as historian Donald J. Pisani notes, “nostalgia for rural America 
helped make irrigation a popular science,” especially as immigrants continued 
to cram into eastern cities.23 When the Reclamation Service was founded un-
der Interior in 1902, it appeared that every state could benefit from irrigation. 
Thus, Reclamation “began its life with a great deal of autonomy and forfeited 
its ability to engage in either science or comprehensive planning.”24 But what 
I think Pisani misses here is that hydrology was not an organized science in 
1902— indeed trying to nail down what the science of hydrology is today re-
mains difficult— so the Reclamation Service would have found it difficult to 
embrace a more scientific mode of operation. Instead, it relied on engineering, 
which was also not exactly “scientific” in the early twentieth century.

The Reclamation Service was on the lookout for “excess water” in the 
West— that is, water that was not spoken for by anyone under the various state 
water rights laws, so that it could be stored for eventual use instead of being 
“wasted” by running to the ocean.25 Water would also be wasted if it soaked 
into the ground. The point was to make sure that every drop of water was put 
to “good use.”26 And other agencies followed this same mantra: control over 
the resource meant that nature would be conquered and resources would not 
be wasted. Thus we see state efforts to control rivers via dams, channels, and 
levees built by the US Army Corps of Engineers.27 Similarly, the Forest Ser-
vice under German- trained forester Gifford Pinchot, who used his personal 
wealth to create a network of forestry experts and founded the Yale School 
of Forestry because of the importance of professional expertise, was focused 
on “improving nature” by making “the forest more productive, eliminating 
waste by cutting old growth and simplifying forest structure” to make it easier 
to manage.28 The conservation of forests was critical to getting the maximum 
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possible use from available timber. The idea of “sustained yield,” which later 
became “maximum sustainable yield,” would guide not only forest practices 
but also those related to the game within the forests and the grazing lands 
that surrounded them.29 Forestry experts sought to reduce waste in forests 
by reshaping them in an efficient way. And because timber was so important 
during times of war, forest conservation was tied to national security.30 Virgin 
forests, with their stands of huge old- growth trees, were perceived as reservoirs 
of wood (much like clouds would become airborne water reservoirs in the 
1950s). The only problem? Scientific forestry was easier to undertake in the 
laboratory, where all variables could be controlled, than in the forest, where 
they could not.31

Aldo Leopold, whose career started in forestry before he turned his at-
tention to game management, sought to use the ideas of sustained yield for 
game animals as well as for forests. For him, historian Nancy Langston writes, 
“killing predators meant eliminating waste— a goal at the very heart of conser-
vation.”32 Once the predators were gone, people would be able to hunt and 
eat the game animals. Otherwise, the predators would eat them, and if no one 
were interested in eating the predators, then they were using up resources that 
could have gone to some useful species instead.

The state also controlled fish: the industrial management of fisheries took 
hold in the early twentieth century as well.33 And it mobilized against insects 
that were attacking agricultural lands.34 State involvement in agriculture— soil 
science, fertilizers, hybrids, planting and harvesting technologies— was huge, 
especially during the Great Depression, when unemployment was a problem, 
and during the Cold War, due to national security concerns.35 In the late 1940s, 
the USDA and the Army worked together to make herbicides as inexpensive 
as possible. This state- led attack on weeds, which was justified by war efforts, 
encouraged farmers to use herbicides instead of time- honored mechanical 
methods to keep weeds under control.36

B u i l d i n g  S c i e n c e  a n d  t h e  S ta t e

Part I extends from the Progressive Era to World War I, through the Roaring 
Twenties and the Great Depression of the 1930s, and ends in the immediate 
post– World War II years. From the very beginning, science and technology 
were both embedded in and growing with the American state. Starting in the 
late nineteenth century, science and technology were called upon to solve in-
creasingly complex societal and natural resource problems, and associated 
experts were tapped to use their expertise for the state. By World War I, physi-
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cists and chemists were working on weapons development and deployment for 
the military, and throughout the 1920s and 1930s, agriculture experts helped 
the state to gain control over farm output, while engineers controlled water 
flow and water resources, particularly in the US West. Mobilization for World 
War II brought tens of thousands of scientists and engineers into state service, 
and many of them continued that service during the subsequent Cold War. It 
is into this interwoven fabric of science, technology, and the state that weather 
control first emerged. At the leading edge, it was one idea among many to 
bring water to dry western lands and thus revive the American love affair with 
an earlier agrarian ideal. By the late 1940s, it appeared to be backed by solid 
scientific expertise. Why and how would the state use it then?



C h a p t e r  1

Ka- Boom!
Invention has almost placed the word “impossible” on the retired list.

T a g l i n e , The Inventive Age, 1891

Three p.m., August 18, 1891, near Midland, Texas. Robert G. Dyrenforth, 
US Patent Office assistant commissioner and self- titled “General,” and a team 
of assistants exploded a hydrogen- filled balloon some 6,600 feet above the 
dry prairie, as nonprecipitating clouds scudded past. Cattle moseying nearby 
watched the preparations with narrowed eyes and raised eyebrows, and 
promptly stampeded in the opposite direction. Shortly thereafter, electrical 
charges ignited several dynamite- laden kites. As the air shuddered with the 
final explosion, the Washington Post reported, the air pressure dropped and 
the “rain came down in ‘torrents.’”1

Thus began the US government’s first foray into weather control, an ef-
fort devoid of meteorological theory, scientific thought and methodology, and 
expert advice. Today the effects of climate change are no longer in scientific 
dispute as popular media and academic presses alike routinely report on sea- 
level rise, retreating glaciers, and extreme weather events. Nations and their 
people are increasingly concerned about the availability of sufficient fresh 
water from rain-  and snowfall. Inventive, people have always sought ways to 
mitigate and/or adapt to environmental impacts, whether by devising and 
making shelters and clothing or by damming streams to create a more stable 
water source for direct consumption or irrigation. But available technologies 
could not, until recently, change the climate. Today those technologies, some 
of them more plausible than others, do exist. Should we use them or not? 
What might happen if we do? What might happen if we don’t? Who will get 
to make those choices?

We have become accustomed to controlling much of nature, whether by 
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planting crops, draining swamps, carving through mountains to ease transpor-
tation, using pesticides to kill insects or fertilizers to promote plant growth, 
or aiming to get the maximum sustainable yield from timberlands or ocean-
going fish stocks. In fact, we control so much of nature that we don’t often 
think about it. But while the idea of being in control has been in place for 
centuries— don’t we all like to think we are in control most of the time?— 
the technological ability to be in control has not. And in the United States, 
a young, by European standards, nation established with a deliberately frag-
mented government lacking an extensive bureaucratic structure, state control 
only became a possibility in the late nineteenth century. It came at a time when 
science and technology were providing opportunities to maintain greater con-
trol over our natural surroundings as well as our hemisphere. As the necessary 
bureaucracies for exerting state control over the entire country were formed, 
not much seemed impossible. And if people could settle dry lands west of the 
Mississippi, working the land, channeling water to support agriculture, trying 
to turn it into some semblance of the land they had left behind, how far- fetched 
would it be to control the weather? It was just another opportunity to engineer 
the way out of a problem.

Originally, state control of the weather was about agriculture and the expan-
sion of the West. But within a couple of decades, controlling the weather would 
be about expanding military aviation, and as World War II wound down and 
the Cold War spun up, it would be about preserving national security. Weather 
control, like land surveys, timber cruises, pesticide development, and road 
building, was a tool in the hands of the state.2

As nineteenth- century Americans packed up and moved west to the Great 
Plains and beyond, they encountered unfamiliar landscapes and climates. In 
lieu of abundant moisture, flora, and fauna, they found arid and semi- arid 
conditions supporting grasslands at best, and large tracts of only the heartiest 
scrub at worst. For settlers moving west of the Mississippi River, change was 
in order. They could either change the way they lived or they could change the 
existing environment to resemble what they had left behind, which they did by 
undertaking relatively small- scale irrigation projects, as Mark Fiege argues in 
Irrigated Eden.3 Alternatively, they could go big and change the weather, and 
eventually the climate. In an age of technological enthusiasm, why not? Viable 
ideas at the time included deliberate weather control by firing cannons into 
the air or “natural weather control” due to the spread of railroads and farms 
across the country, as in the “rain follows the plow.”4

In the nineteenth century, scientific understanding of weather and climate 
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was sketchy by today’s standards. How could man or state justify attempts 
to control the weather? Were allusions to science just a gloss to make them 
respectable? Or did practitioners of “rainmaking” have a scientific plan?

S c i e n t i f i c  T h o u g h t s  o n  R a i n m a k i n g — 
N i n e t e e n t h   C e n t u r y

Following the first state- sponsored rainmaking experiments in 1891, several 
scientists jumped into the fray, explaining the primary “theories” behind them 
and recounting earlier attempts to induce rainfall. The essence of their expla-
nations: nothing new here!

Harvard climatologist Robert DeCourcy Ward discussed the possible roles 
of explosions and fire, reaching back to Plutarch’s Life of Marius (first cen-
tury, CE), which claimed that rain fell after battles. Explosives were not in use 
then, but that did not stop advocates from touting their possible use to trigger 
rain. By the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, a few scientists had 
examined and discarded the possibility of using cannons to stop hailstorms 
and artillery barrages to dissipate clouds and stop thunderstorms. Until the 
early nineteenth century people were more likely to think that large explo-
sions or other big noise producers actually eliminated storms, but by the mid- 
nineteenth century this idea had been turned on its head as the idea that large 
explosions triggered rainfall became more commonly accepted. Puzzled by 
this 180- degree conceptual change, Australian astronomer and meteorologist 
Henry Chamberlain Russell surmised that obtaining rainwater had become 
more important than keeping storms at bay.5

Meteorologist James Pollard Espy, self- described “meteorological advisor 
to Congress,” was the first American to propose testing the effects of fires on 
rain, another old idea. His greatest theoretical work addressed atmospheric 
moisture and the idea that as rising air cools, the moisture it carries condenses. 
In midcentury, Espy argued that air moves inward toward areas of rain and “of 
course upwards,” forming large clouds that move, gather additional moisture, 
and expand. His conclusion: volcanic explosions and large fires could produce 
rain. If one observed smoke rising from fires, it appeared that smoke contrib-
uted to cloud formation, as did particulate matter emitted by factories and 
chimneys. However, not all fires would produce clouds and rain. Air that held 
insufficient moisture or was thoroughly mixed by upper- level winds would not 
be affected by rising smoke. Espy was willing to risk having his experiments 
fail “if Congress or the State Legislature [would] promise a sufficient reward 
in case of success.” Counting on sufficient summer humidity, Espy planned to 
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assemble large piles of combustible material and ignite them at “various places 
at once” under favorable atmospheric conditions. Pointing to letters support-
ing the idea that fires could induce rain, he advised farmers to save brush and 
timber waste for summer’s first dry period and, in a collaborative effort, light 
fires with others in the vicinity. According to Espy, the farmers would reap a 
twofer: extended rains benefiting agriculture and brush disposal.6

Smithsonian Institution director Joseph Henry was skeptical. Professing 
respect for Espy’s “scientific character” and acknowledging that heat rising 
above a fire might trigger a storm by overturning air in an unstable atmosphere, 
Henry did not find the plan economically viable.7 Congress wisely declined 
to fund Espy’s experiment.8 But with this storms- from- fires idea on the back-
burner, using concussions from artillery fire or ringing church bells to induce 
rainfall periodically resurfaced.9

The early 1870s witnessed renewed interest in rainmaking. Writing in Na-
ture, mathematician/meteorologist turned naval historian John Knox Laugh-
ton acknowledged that Espy had given scientific credence to the old idea of 
large fires triggering rain. However, noting many more cases where fires had 
not triggered rainstorms, Laughton argued for care when making cause- and- 
effect determinations without considering atmospheric conditions. If Espy 
were correct, wouldn’t one expect more rainfall in chimney- filled towns and 
cities? And yet there was no evidence that London— full of smoke- belching 
chimneys— got more rain than outlying areas.10

Concussions as rain producers suffered similar problems. Theoretically, 
Laughton wrote, it might be possible to argue that a “violent shock” could 
cause moisture particles to condense into drops large enough to fall as rain. 
But where was the supporting evidence? Whitaker’s Almanac (1869) had 
mentioned several powder- mill and colliery explosions, but not one had been 
followed by rain. Similarly, some battles were followed by rain, and many were 
not. Laughton noted that several major battles had been fought in fine weather 
that continued after the guns fell silent. He concluded that since storms’ causes 
were still unknown, it was insufficient to point to explosive- caused air move-
ment and fires as proximate causes of precipitation in the absence of favorable 
atmospheric conditions.11

N o  E v i d e n c e ?  N o  P r o b l e m !  L e t ’ s  T e s t !

The lack of causal evidence did not discourage American civil engineer Ed-
ward Powers, who published his first edition of War and the Weather (1871) 
in Chicago just a few months before the Great Fire erupted, destroying the 
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published copies and the printing plates. In the years that followed, he traveled 
the country giving lectures about the possibility of influencing the weather to 
benefit “the human race and more especially the farmers of America.” In so 
doing, he fit right in with other late nineteenth- century inventors who were de-
veloping all manner of contraptions that had the potential to radically change 
society.12

Powers’s Espy- influenced book provided evidence based on vague, cherry- 
picked examples that stated neither the interval between the end of battle and 
the beginning of rainfall nor whether the rainfall was proportional to the num-
ber of artillery fired. Powers neglected to report if the battles had taken place in 
advance of an approaching frontal system, which would explain the rainfall.13 
These wishy- washy examples, however, held a magnetic attraction for those 
seeking to change the weather, and his arguments in War and the Weather 
came to provide the underlying support for conducting rainmaking experi-
ments despite a complete lack of support from meteorologists.

Scientific reviews of Powers’s book were not favorable. Skewering Powers’s 
argument connecting battles with rainfall as “lame,” a reviewer writing in Silli-
man’s Journal noted that all of the exemplar battles had taken place in regions 
where rain typically falls once every three days or so. A battle that started 
after rain had stopped and lasted for a day or two would almost certainly be 
followed by rain. Because he failed to provide details about pre- existing at-
mospheric conditions and any evidence that the rain arrived earlier than it 
would have without the battle, Powers had, the reviewer wrote, failed to make 
his case. Powers’s failure to provide any examples that did not bolster his case 
also undermined his argument. In a final slam, the reviewer requested that 
Powers or someone else discuss this subject using a “truly scientific method.”14

The Great Fire of Chicago spurred new interest in the effects of fire on 
rainfall while simultaneously casting doubt on them. Many people thought the 
fire had been extinguished by fire- induced rain. However, when meteorologist 
I. A. Lapham, assistant to the chief signal officer (the Army Signal Corps was 
the nation’s weather service until 1891), analyzed the fire and its aftermath, he 
debunked that idea. Apparently a telegram sent to London had stated the fire 
was “checked” on the third or fourth day by a heavy downpour, possibly due 
to fire- induced atmospheric disturbances. Lapham discovered that there had 
been no downpours during the fire— only widespread gentle rain amounting 
to a few hundredths of an inch. The fire had died out after exhausting all 
combustible materials upon reaching the city’s extreme northern boundary 
and Lake Michigan’s shore to the east. The downpour? It had occurred four 
days after the fire was nothing more than smoldering embers. Lapham did 
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not claim, however, that this single example disproved Espy’s theory of fire- 
induced rain.15

Twenty years passed between the first and the revised edition of War and 
the Weather, a time in which, Powers noted in the latter edition, extensive 
efforts to develop “schemes of irrigation” had been underway to supply water 
in the US West. He scoffed at the idea that irrigation could supply sufficient 
water to this huge geographical area, and he called attention to the promise of 
human intervention in the weather process, which depended upon testing the 
premise that heavy artillery discharges brought rain. Congress, Powers argued, 
should take legislative action to fund relevant experiments.16

Those efforts to develop “schemes of irrigation” stemmed directly from 
John Wesley Powell’s “Report on the Lands of the Arid Region of the United 
States.” Powell, who led several surveying expeditions to the West starting in 
1867, argued that the Rocky Mountain Region (which he called the “Arid Re-
gion”) constituted one- fourth of the nation’s land, received insufficient rainfall 
for agriculture, and would only become productive with an irrigation program, 
albeit a more limited one than has come to pass. According to Powell, only 
small areas of the US West that were located along streams were irrigable.17 
Powers wanted to cover the rest with artificial rain.

The “science” behind Powers’s arguments was based on rain formation and 
moisture source concepts found in oceanographer Matthew Fontaine Maury’s 
Physical Geography of the Sea and Yale science professor Benjamin Silliman’s 
Principles of Physics or Natural Philosophy. Powers argued that streams of 
moisture flowed through the atmosphere above the United States as the pre-
vailing westerly winds carried water vapor originating from the Pacific Ocean. 
People needed to tap those streams to provide precipitation to dry areas when 
nature failed to “act at the proper times”18— an argument resurrected in the 
early 1960s by the Bureau of Reclamation for its Project Skywater.

Powers backed up his “rain follows battles” claim by using examples found 
in US Navy logbooks and Army officers’ accounts of battles in the American 
Civil War and the Mexican- American War. Anticipating those dismissive of his 
anecdotal evidence, Powers issued a pre- emptive strike: those unconvinced by 
his battle accounts would not be convinced by additional examples. So why 
bother? As he discussed individual battles, he criticized those who took issue 
with his “science.”19

Testing Powers’s ideas would be expensive. He estimated each experiment 
would cost about $80,000 ($2 million in 2015 dollars), and he wanted to devise 
and run two experiments: one to originate a storm in the absence of a Signal 
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Service forecast of an incoming storm, and one to determine if a “Signal Ser-
vice storm” could be forced from its natural course. According to Powers, 
after the successful completion of the preliminary experiments, the cost to 
generate one storm would be about $20,000 ($500,000 in 2015 dollars)— a 
bargain considering the millions of dollars worth of water that would fall from 
the sky.20 Pennies from heaven? Artificial rainmaking was going to be a much 
bigger deal than that, and one US senator decided to help.

T h e  F i r s t  F e d e r a l ly  S p o n s o r e d  E x p e r i m e n t s

In late 1890, Senator Charles B. Farwell (R- Illinois) decided that Congress 
needed to take a hand in advancing rainmaking. Aware of those rivers of mois-
ture flowing through the atmosphere, he told Scientific American that “by 
means of a sufficient number of first class bangings,” the moisture would con-
dense and fall as rain. “It was,” according to Farwell, “a question of applying 
what you know.” That scientists knew little and Powers knew less bothered 
him not one whit.

Farwell’s technological enthusiasm was based on the “fact” that heavy rain 
had fallen after all the great battles of the nineteenth century. He trotted out 
reports by Senate colleague Leland Stanford (R- California), a Central Pacific 
Railway magnate whose dynamite- wielding crews had observed rain fall ev-
ery day in semi- arid areas. Should Stanford’s words not seal the deal, Farwell 
pointed to observations made by German naturalist Alexander von Humboldt, 
who noted that South American volcanic eruptions in dry seasons fostered 
rainy seasons and that there were reports of extensive fires in Nova Scotia 
that had been followed by flooding rains. That settled the matter for Farwell: 
exploding dynamite triggered rain. He suggested conducting experiments in 
eastern Iowa, Colorado, or western Kansas, preferably along railway lines, for 
seven or eight hours a day.21

Not so fast, a US War Department signal officer told Scientific American. 
He argued that it would be wise to assess existing atmospheric conditions be-
fore launching an explosives barrage to make rain. Setting off ordnance under 
low moisture conditions— high pressure or just after a frontal passage— was 
unlikely to produce rain. A better test would involve conducting experiments 
three hundred to six hundred miles southeast of a low pressure center, placing 
observers every ten miles or so east of the explosions, up to a distance of two 
hundred miles. The observers would watch the clear skies for cloud devel-
opment. However, even if rain developed, he thought it unlikely that its value 
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would exceed the explosives’ cost.22 Perhaps they expected a group of weather 
enthusiasts to be willing to camp out in the middle of nowhere as they watched 
for clouds as no- cost, trusted observers.

With abundant, free, just- waiting- to- be- tapped moisture floating overhead, 
Farwell asked Senate Appropriations Committee members to add $10,000 to 
the House Appropriations bill “for rain.” Laughing, they added his request as 
a personal favor. Plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose. The House removed 
the “rain appropriation” from the bill; the Senate restored it. With the bill’s 
items listed by number, no one from the House questioned the small amount 
for “No. 17” and it passed.23 The appropriation finally totaled $2,000 (about 
$50,000 in 2015 dollars), later increased to $7,000, and it was given to the 
Agriculture Department’s Forestry Division for experiments using dynamite 
to induce rain. Why Forestry? Presumably its scientifically inclined person-
nel would be delighted to find a way to increase rain on woodlands, thus in-
creasing timber yields.24 Farwell joined Agriculture Secretary J. M. Rusk and 
several others to consult Patent Office chemist Claude O. Rosell and General 
Robert G. Dyrenforth, who opened this chapter, on the most effective deliv-
ery method for the explosives. They suggested launching balloons containing 
explosive gas instead of filling the balloons with expensive helium and then 
weighing them down with explosives. Initially, Dyrenforth had considered 
using artillery, but changed his mind after getting results from early versions of 
the oxohydrogen- filled (i.e., a combination of oxygen and hydrogen) balloons 
tested near Washington, DC. Those tests had shown that exploding a ten- foot- 
diameter balloon filled with a 2:1 mixture of hydrogen and oxygen produced 
a very large concussion. Skeptical members of the science- savvy and highly 
reputable Forestry Division declined to be involved with Farwell’s brainchild; 
Dyrenforth eagerly took charge.25

In late summer 1891, Dyrenforth took the train to Midland, Texas, and then 
bounced in wagons across the Texas prairie to the experimental site on the 
“C” Ranch, about twenty- five miles away. Joining him in Texas were Rosell, 
Edward Powers, meteorologist George E. Curtis of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, and Oberlin College’s John T. Ellis. The remote location, required for 
safety, made it difficult to get supplies on short notice. Steady high winds in-
terfered with balloon launches, and the highly alkaline water sickened most of 
the workers. Nevertheless, they filled the balloons with gas and ignited them 
with battery- provided electrical charges, as illustrated in the cheeky cartoon 
in figure 1.1.

Claiming great success— more rainfall over a larger area than in the previ-
ous three years— Dyrenforth concluded that the concussions triggered the rain 
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by disturbing upper air currents and “jarring the particles of moisture which 
[hung] in suspension in the air.” Alternatively, frictional (i.e., static) electricity 
generated by the concussions and the mingling air might have produced, he 
wrote, a “polarized condition of the earth and the air, and so [created] a mag-
netic field which may assist in gathering and so condensing the moisture of 
the surrounding atmosphere.”26 Fascinating! The enthusiastic Dyrenforth was 
ready to take his successful blasting technique to El Paso, Texas, for another 
demonstration.

A number of scientists— including the Smithsonian’s Curtis, who had an 
entirely different take on the Midland experiments— were not impressed. Cur-
tis reported that the initial explosives were set off while he was en route to the 
site. Dyrenforth had reported good but unmeasured “grass rain,” the same 
types of showers Curtis had encountered while approaching from the east. 
The experimenters, however, did not claim their explosions had triggered the 

F i g u r e  1 . 1 .  General Dyrenforth says to the “professors,” “Hurry up the inflation, touch 
off the bombs, send up the kites, let go the rackarock; here’s a telegram announcing a storm. 
If we don’t hurry, it will be on us before we raise our racket.” Cartoon by H. Mayer. The Farm 
Implement News 12, no. 11 (1891).
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rainfall. Between August 16 and August 20, the team touched off explosives as 
threatening clouds hovered nearby and Curtis captured 0.02 inch of rain in 
his gauge, not exactly the “torrents” reported by Dyrenforth.27

The evening of the twenty- first, Dyrenforth’s team exploded 156 pounds 
of rackarock (an explosive consisting of potassium chlorate and mono- 
nitrobenzene) in fourteen blasts just as a “norther”— a fast- moving cold front 
that brings precipitation followed by lower temperatures and clear skies— 
entered the area. Sure enough, the pressure rose, the temperature fell, and a 
fine mist lingered into the following day. The team connected the mist to the 
explosions, but Curtis scoffed that the norther had been en route for several 
days and the mist resulted from incoming cold air wedging up warmer surface 
air. The last, and largest, experiment took place on the twenty- fifth, under 
favorable conditions. The explosions stopped at 11 p.m., rolling thunder ar-
rived at 3 a.m., and “torrents” (the favorite adjective) of rain lasted until 8 a.m. 
However, no one measured the fallen rain, and observers told Curtis that it was 
“nothing but a sprinkle.” Indeed, the weather forecast had called for showers.28

S c i e n t i s t s  P a r s e  t h e  R e s u lt s

“In view of these facts,” Curtis wrote in Nature, “it is scarcely necessary for 
me to state that these experiments have not afforded any scientific standing 
to the theory that rainstorms can be produced by concussions.” However, he 
also fretted that some would say that since they did not get definite results, the 
experiments didn’t prove or disprove the efficacy of concussions on rainfall.29 
The federal appropriation had lent credibility to the idea that concussions 
could lead to rain. Curtis pointed to a New York Times editorial that com-
mented, “This theory is really so important that it ought to be thoroughly 
tested,” as it urged additional rainmaking approaches. But, he argued, a con-
gressional appropriation did not make the “theory” more important “scientif-
ically or practically” than it had ever been.30 Artificial rainstorms, Curtis stated 
with scientific confidence, would never be triggered by noise or concussions.31

Curtis was not the only skeptic. Simon Newcomb, US Naval Observatory 
astronomer, National Academy of Sciences member, and former president of 
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, noted that with 
the success of steam shipping, the laying of the trans- Atlantic cable, and other 
technological developments, the word “impossible” seemed to be disap-
pearing from people’s vocabularies.32 Science, he wrote, presents boundless 
opportunities. For example, scientists knew that Earth received enough so-
lar radiation every day to power all of the steamships on the ocean and the 
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machinery on land for thousands of years. “The only difficulty,” he wrote, 
was “how to concentrate and utilize this wasted energy.” And waste was not 
acceptable in the super- efficient Progressive Era, whereby any idle resource 
was being “wasted”: standing timber, river water that was not diverted for 
irrigation but flowed to the ocean, deer that weren’t being killed and eaten . . . 
all “wasted.”33 (In the mid- twentieth century, weather control advocates used 
the same kinds of language to justify their efforts: untapped clouds floating 
overhead held “wasted water.”) While not claiming that it would never be 
possible to make rain, Newcomb argued that people had to employ adequate 
means to make that happen. Scientists should be able to determine in advance 
if rainmaking proposals could work or not. If not, why try?34

Newcomb also pointed out that no one understood how water particles 
floating in the atmosphere joined into raindrops. Smoke particles might aid the 
process, in which case it might be smoke rising from battlefields that triggered 
rain, not the concussions. “If this is the case,” Newcomb wrote, “then by burn-
ing gunpowder and dynamite we are acting like Charles Lamb’s Chinamen 
who practiced the burning of their houses for several centuries before finding 
that there was a cheaper way of securing the coveted delicacy of roast pig.”35

What dismayed Newcomb was the US government’s lack of effort to obtain 
“expert scientific evidence” before proceeding with technological solutions 
to problems. The question of expertise, particularly scientific expertise and 
its use by the state, were typical of the Progressive Era milieu. As science and 
technology took on increased importance, the state came to rely on men of 
science and engineering to provide expert testimony before making science- 
related decisions.36 In this case that had not happened, much to Newcomb’s 
chagrin. Conceding that scientific investigators tended to be “quiet, unimpres-
sive men” who did not excite the public and who were “wholly wanting in the 
art of interesting the public in their work,” he concluded that not even the most 
distinguished scientists of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries— Lavoisier, 
Galvani, Ohm, or Maxwell— could have pried even a tiny appropriation out 
of Congress to make their great discoveries. After all, they had not dealt with 
projects as captivating as “attacking the rains in their aerial stronghold with 
dynamite bombs.”37 Newcomb, one of the few late nineteenth- century Amer-
ican scientists with an international reputation, remained unimpressed by the 
sound and light show taking place in Texas.

Equally unimpressed were physicists attending an American Association 
for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) meeting in Washington, DC, while 
Dyrenforth was exploding gas- filled balloons and rackarock. Several told the 
Washington Post that they favored experimentation, but thought Dyrenforth’s 
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experiments would have been more scientifically meaningful had he fired off 
explosives when conditions did not favor rainfall. And they reiterated New-
comb’s point: the dust from the blasts may be the trigger, not the concussion. 
The physicists questioned whether explosives could stop rain, and whether 
the benefits of using them outweighed the costs. But others were still intrigued 
by Powers’s “rain follows battles” ideas: perhaps moisture rose with smoke 
or evaporating blood from the battlefield. A water supply expert opined that 
if Dyrenforth and his team had produced rain, then they had “accomplished 
wonders.” He pointed out that the resulting water supply would be worth 
millions of dollars in states such as Texas and Kansas, but experiments should 
be performed in the spring when any precipitation following explosions would 
be a “case of propter hoc, instead of post hoc.”38

The press was less magnanimous than the physicists. Science “can admit 
neither big medicine nor prayer among her ‘motors,’” wrote Walter J. Grace 
in the North American Review, but that was not true for the agencies support-
ing the Texas experiments. The researchers might think that rain would be 
shocked out of the clouds, much like nuts showering down from a shaken tree, 
but the better scientific explanation was that the explosion expanded the air, 
which then cooled to the condensation point and the cloud appeared.39 And 
from the editorial board of the Washington Post: if it rains after Dyrenforth’s 
experiment, how will anyone know if it was caused by the explosions or not? 
[This argument resurfaced in the mid- twentieth century.] Although Dyren-
forth never claimed that he caused the rain, he did claim to have “encouraged” 
it. Reviewing the theory on the cooling of expanding air, the editorialist con-
tinued, “This theory may or may not be scientifically accurate, but it is always 
wisest to ascertain that the facts are beyond controversy before attempting 
to settle their philosophy.” As for the oft- repeated statement that rain falls 
“immediately and invariably” after large explosions, the Post suggested that 
people credited its veracity without having attempted to verify it.40 The Boston 
Sunday Herald editorialists poked fun at the Dyrenforth expedition and the 
officials who were trying to disavow it: “it never had no father.” The highly re-
garded Department of Agriculture claimed it had been given the responsibility 
for the expedition, and being perfectly helpless, had passed it on to General 
Dyrenforth. The editorial concluded: “Gen. Dyrenforth himself, when you 
finally front him, is potent with thunder lightning. You don’t know why, but 
you are sure he is charged with something, and you remain in his presence 
constantly on the outlook for him to _____ off.”41

Lack of press and scientific enthusiasm aside, a month later Dyrenforth 
and his team conducted experiments in El Paso, Texas, which were witnessed 
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by public, military, and US Geological Survey officials. In over ten hours they 
triggered seven thousand cubic feet of oxohydrogen gas, one thousand pounds 
of dynamite and rackarock, and one hundred twenty- one- pound bombs. The 
result: no rain at the explosion site. However, some rain did fall some twenty 
to thirty miles to its south, east, and northeast, about which the El Paso news-
papers wrote favorably.42

Scientists and the press looked askance at such precipitation following an en-
tire day of explosions, but the upbeat Senator Farwell told a New York World 
correspondent, “I think the experiments have now demonstrated the sound-
ness of my theory. For twenty years I have had no doubt rain could be pro-
duced in that way, and quite expected the experiments to be successful.” Look-
ing into the future, Farwell anticipated that the Agriculture Department would 
be requesting annual appropriations for rainmaking— along with the usual 
ones for hog inspections— of between $500,000 to $1 million ($12 to $24 mil-
lion in 2015, not small change). Just as Agriculture had teams of inspectors 
tracking crop conditions, moisture inspectors would advise the secretary on 
where and when rain was needed, and he would respond by sending in “men 
and appliances and make the rain.” Scientific American’s editors, however, did 
not see rain in the future; they saw “the extraction of money from the public 
treasury” as the practical result.43

Division of Forestry Chief E. B. Fernow was not impressed either. He had 
declined to spend the rainmaking appropriation, calling the experiments a 
“waste of public money.”44 Fernow argued that the theories behind rainmaking 
were still “incomplete and unsatisfactory,” and it was impossible to know how 
any given action would affect it. To say that the explosions had not affected 
precipitation in Texas would be “presumptuous,” but there was “no reason-
able ground” to say they were effective. The Texas experiments had proved 
nothing. It would make more sense to run laboratory experiments first before 
trying these techniques in the atmosphere.45

Famed Harvard geographer William Morris Davis also weighed in on the 
theoretical problems presented by both natural and artificial rainfall, and the 
need for both in the US West. Land in the western plains would be worth a 
lot more money if water were available, and the same was true for the far West. 
People living in the East, Davis argued, were not much concerned about water. 
But once they moved west, they might have sufficient water one year and too 
little the next. Therefore, they often eagerly embraced any plausible theory 
that might lead to rainfall, even to the point of asking Congress to support 
experimental tests. “While it is certainly not creditable to congressional action 
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to undertake experiments upon the artificial production of rain in our pres-
ent knowledge of meteorology, it is, perhaps,” Davis wrote, “not surprising in 
view of the arguments that affect congressional action that several thousand 
dollars should have been appropriated for such a purpose.” Unfortunately, 
Davis argued, those experiments were undertaken based on Edward Powers’s 
ill- conceived writings when there are men just “as sincere as he is . . . and much 
better informed upon subjects bearing on meteorology.” And current science 
did not justify pursuing this line of inquiry.46

So while Farwell and other congressmen thought it was worth a few thou-
sand dollars to “test” Powers’s rainmaking ideas in Texas, and then to develop 
even more expensive long- term programs to increase western land values, 
members of the scientific community were shaking their heads in dismay at 
the lack of connection between scientific knowledge and the experimenters. 
Fifty years later, more science would be present, but once again, congressional 
involvement muddied the water more than it cleared the smoke— literally and 
figuratively— surrounding the rainmaking fray.

S ta t e  I n v o lv e m e n t :  H e l p  o r  H i n d r a n c e ?

With spatial and temporal distance from Dyrenforth’s explosives- palooza, 
Smithsonian meteorologist Curtis considered these rainmaking attempts in 
a social and political context for Engineering Magazine. He noted that even if 
explosives did trigger rain showers— and there was no definitive support for 
this contention— the experiments had not proven that it was possible to pro-
duce measureable rain in sufficient quantities to increase the economic value 
of semi- arid regions. Dyrenforth and his team had expended several thousand 
dollars, had not modified the climate, and were not close to doing so. “But 
the mere waste of nine thousand dollars,” Curtis wrote,” would be of small 
consequence if the effect of the enterprise could be confined to the coffers of 
the treasury.” What worried him was the experiments’ effect on the average 
citizen’s thoughts about the possibilities of “fruitful meteorological investiga-
tion.” State- funded experiments took on more importance than those funded 
privately. An individual who disregarded scientific counsel and conducted 
experiments to test impractical schemes received little to no public attention in 
the days before the Internet. But when the government did it, people assumed 
it was backed by rational thought. After all, the average person did not have 
the scientific expertise required to weigh a project’s merits. In this case, Curtis 
pointed out, a single member of Congress managed to push through the ap-
propriation without the endorsement of USDA scientists or of any “reputable 
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[US] physicist.” Nevertheless, the average citizen assumed that the USDA 
had initiated this investigation and therefore the responsibility for its outcome 
had been placed on the government, its scientists, and on science in general.47

While it was wonderful, Curtis argued, that people were confident of the 
government’s scientific work, that confidence should not be abused. Echoing 
Newcomb’s thoughts on expertise, Congress should “hear the opinions of 
competent specialists before engaging in doubtful scientific projects.” Sim-
ilarly, scientists should not recommend that government agencies undertake 
experiments and projects that would not withstand the “closest scrutiny.” 
When Curtis had been traveling in Texas for the Dyrenforth experiments, he 
had been struck by the complete faith people had in government, science, and 
the “honesty and sincerity of the Government’s agents” in carrying out the 
project. They were convinced of the possibility to produce rain that would 
allow their farms and ranches to flourish and improve their way of life, even as 
meteorologists attempted to make clear that no rational theory or accumulated 
data supported such an outcome. To think that loud noises would bring rain, 
Curtis wrote, was to revert to an earlier, less civilized time when folk beliefs 
held sway over rational thought.48

The public’s perception of the rainmaking project had not been aided by 
the first sensational newspaper accounts. Late nineteenth- century “tweets” 
hyped the results: a test blast one day caused rainfall the next. [“The Hon. C. B. 
Farwell, Chicago: Preliminary. Fired some explosives yesterday afternoon. 
Raining hard today.”] The breathless reports that followed the experimental 
firings sped down telegraph lines throughout the United States and abroad. 
But as more reasoned reports emerged, the press became less accepting and 
more skeptical, leading to accounts ridiculing Dyrenforth and his team. Un-
fortunately for the USDA and government meteorologists, the greatest number 
of people had read the initial dispatches and not the full accounts disputing 
them. Curtis bemoaned that most people thought the experiments had been 
successful and explosive- induced noise could produce rain on demand. “So 
error which will require years of teaching to eradicate,” he wrote, “has been 
sown broadcast in a single summer, and the rainmaking myth is added to the 
numerous errors about the weather which already prevail.” These promising 
accounts of rainmaking success had opened the door to “charlatans and sharp-
ers” who were establishing “artificial- rain companies” and contracting with 
farmers to produce rain in semi- arid regions. Meanwhile, the plodding scien-
tific investigations that had the greatest hope of advancing the understanding 
of the atmosphere and its processes had become even less likely to attract the 
average citizen’s interest.49
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Curtis was writing in 1892; published today, his words would still ring true 
with the meteorological community. When it comes to atmospheric sciences 
and weather control, public and scientific views have not changed much. De-
spite scientific journal articles pointing out the fallacies of explosives- as- rain- 
creator experiments, the public was not interested in pessimistic statements. 
Or to paraphrase the Peanuts comic strip’s Lucy van Pelt, they didn’t want 
any “downs, just ups, ups, and ups!” Three years after the initial experiments, 
the USDA continued to receive inquiries about artificial rainfall. When the 
volume threatened to overwhelm his staff, the Agriculture secretary created 
a “stereotyped letter form” advising interested citizens that the experiments 
had not been successful and there was no justification for farmers or anyone 
else to pursue them. “In this determination, judgment, and opinion,” Secretary 
Morton wrote, “I am supported by the scientists and other alleged experts in 
Meteorology, connected with the US Weather Bureau.” Explosive- induced 
concussions were not a “commercially successful” way to induce precipita-
tion.50 And yet interest in rainmaking continued unabated. And a number of 
“rainmakers” stood ready to make it rain.

R a i n m a k i n g   .   .   .  D r e a m s  a n d  S c h e m e s

Dyrenforth had had state patronage, but other rainmakers were happy to sell 
their unregulated services directly to local citizens. What they shared was 
secrecy of process and materials, much like alchemists of old. For the most 
part, expensive concussive blasts were not the tool of choice for commercial 
rainmakers who plied their trade around the country. Among them were Wy-
oming’s Frank Alberson and Ohio’s Frank Melbourne, both of whom claimed 
to trigger rain from buildings with holes in their roofs that allowed unknown 
agents to float into the sky.51

While Alberson, Melbourne, and others moved around the country “mak-
ing rain,” others continued to argue that it was the presence of increasing 
numbers of humans in the US West that was changing the climate. In the 
nation’s “Great American Desert,” people had cultivated the land and thereby 
changed the soil conditions so that rainfall soaked in instead of running off, 
leading to more evaporation, cloud creation, and precipitation. Planted trees 
produced the same result.52

In 1912, cereal entrepreneur C. W. Post wrote about his rainmaking ideas 
and efforts in the popular Harper’s Weekly. His rainmaking interests derived 
from his inability to get irrigation lines to his withering crops in Texas. “It was 
under the stress of these conditions,” Post wrote, “that I resolved to carry the 
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war into the country of Jupiter Pluvius and bombard him until he surrendered 
enough rain to save the crops.” “Battling” the clouds, he claimed that only the 
“fusillade directed at the heavens” could have produced the rain that fell. And 
it was economically sound as well. The rains had extended over four hundred 
thousand acres at a cost of one- fourth cent per acre— much less than the cost 
of installing and maintaining an irrigation system.53 This very same argument 
would be made in the mid- twentieth century as weather control promoters 
championed it as a less expensive alternative to massive irrigation projects in 
the US West.

Post, however, was not interested in science, just in results. He was con-
vinced that shocking rain out of the sky would “revolutionize” farming in 
water- short areas. “It will,” Post wrote, “make the southwestern section of the 
United States the choicest farming region on the face of the earth.”54 Well . . . 
not exactly. But the idea showed amazing persistence throughout the twentieth 
century.

And in the face of that persistence, publications like Scientific American 
continued to push back, opining after one of Post’s tests that “the rain- making 
hallucination is, apparently, one of the incurable forms of mental disease.”55 
And it periodically tried to debunk the “rain follows battles” idea that would 
not fade away: “Once in the early Stone Age somebody remarked to somebody 
else that rain frequently occurred after battles . . . the evolution of the idea was 
probably complete long before the Age of Bronze.” The editorialist was dis-
appointed that he had never been able to launch another suitable cause- and- 
effect idea for the production of rain: “A big sneeze is often followed by rain.” 
At least a sneeze increases local humidity, costs nothing, and is easy to find. 
As Simon Newcomb had pointed out, clapping one’s hands in a steam- filled 
room did not trigger a shower.56

Despite the scientific press’s clear contempt for rainmaking, inventors and 
newspapers did not stop touting the effectiveness, or potential effectiveness, 
of various rainmaking schemes. In the US West and Canada, probably the 
most famous— or infamous, depending on one’s point of view— person trying 
to modify the weather was Charles Hatfield, “the rainmaker.” That he used 
“secret” chemicals did not detract from his operations, since many noted that 
industries often used “secret processes” and they were not expected to share 
them. He was just successful enough at observing the weather and acting at 
appropriate times that his fame spread to England, which was suffering from 
a water shortage, not so much because of a lack of rain but because of a lack of 
rain in the right places. Hatfield could not only make rain, he could clear fog. 
And he told the Illustrated London News that he wanted to “dispose” of his 
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system to the British and US governments simultaneously so that they could 
take over his rainmaking system and handle their own water problems. Not 
mentioned: the price of “disposal.”57

The contention that producing additional rainfall was just a matter of “as-
sisting” nature would reappear in the mid- twentieth century when rainmakers 
sold their proprietary methods as “enhancing” rain, not “making” it. In so 
doing, they seemed to be providing, as was Hatfield, a cloak of respectability 
in light of scientific skepticism. But most of the rainmakers were dealing with 
farmers and ranchers. By the 1920s, the US military would be supporting rain-
making for its own purposes. The state was back in the game.

T h e  R o a r i n g  T w e n t i e s

In contrast to the short- lived state- funded project to trigger rainfall on parched 
Texas grasslands in the early 1890s, the 1920s witnessed the first multiyear 
military- assisted effort to control the weather. Instead of focusing on produc-
ing rain by explosions, this new project initially focused on spreading elec-
trified sand from aircraft to “bust” clouds and/or fog in support of military 
aviation, which had grown tremendously since World War I. But whether for 
creating rain where it was desired, or eliminating clouds or fog where they 
weren’t, meteorologists remained skeptical and dismissive of their efforts.

Organized in 1919, the American Meteorological Society (AMS) was a new 
scientific organization with an immediate challenge: how best to inform the 
public about the fraudulent nature of rainmaking. In its official journal, the 
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society (BAMS), A. H. Palmer held 
that preventing the “wasteful expenditure of public money, or the foolish in-
vestment of funds by otherwise intelligent people in projects which are fraud-
ulent,” was a worthy objective. Adopting the flamboyant Charles Hatfield as 
a poster boy for rainmaking charlatans, Palmer disputed claims that efforts to 
assist naturally occurring precipitation yielded more rain. The AMS owed 
the public a scientific explanation. “While it would be too much to attempt 
to inform the masses concerning all forms of scientific quackery and charla-
tanism,” Palmer wrote, “it ought at least be possible to reach city officials and 
more intelligent farmers. . . . Only the ignorant masses through some pseudo- 
scientific trickery allow themselves to be deceived.”58

A month later, BAMS was back with updates on Hatfield’s latest ventures. 
In May 1920, the Ephrata (Washington) Commercial Club had hired Hatfield 
to produce rain in Grant County, east of the Cascade Range in Central Wash-
ington. The payment scheme was as follows: no compensation for the first 
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inch, $3,000 for the second, and $3,000 for the third. Earlier, the farmers had 
approached the Grant County extension agent, who had declined to endorse 
this undertaking. In turn, he had contacted a “reliable source” at the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, extension office to find out more about Hatfield. 
By mid- July, Hatfield had produced no rain in the eastern Washington town, 
prompting a rival to write from Indiana, offering to produce the rain if he 
would not be penalized for failure.59

And there had been other suggestions, not only for producing rain but also 
for modifying the climate. The Boston Sunday Herald reported that “Science 
[sic!] at last has a definite plan for bringing the nice, warm Gulf Stream to our 
New England coast. Result— New England will have a climate like that of the 
Carolinas.” That was too much for Boston- based AMS president Charles F. 
Brooks, whose letter to the editor explained, “ocean currents and climates 
are ruled by forces too great for control by men.” He chastised the Sunday 
Herald’s editors for publishing the opinions of “engineers” on topics that were 
better addressed by oceanographers and climatologists. Could they not check 
with men of suitable authority— for example, those included in the latest edi-
tion of American Men of Science— and print an opinion that was scientifically 
sound?60

But while the AMS meteorologists were convinced that rainmaking, cloud 
busting, and fog dispersal were not on the horizon, the US Army Signal Corps 
decided to take a chance on dissipating fog. In summer 1921, Signal Corps of-
ficials began discussing the use of electrically charged sand to clear runways 
and airfields of fog. The idea: determine the charge of fog droplets, spray 
them with oppositely charged fine grain sand, and watch the fog disappear 
so that planes could land safely. Seeking a professional opinion, Signal Corps 
major William R. Blair asked University of Minnesota physicist W. F. G. Swann 
to comment.61 After providing scientific and technological insights, Swann 
added in a postscript that it would be rather easy to get charged particles: hang 
a long tube from the aircraft, slide the particles down the tube, and they would 
be charged by induction due to the atmospheric potential gradient.62

It was not quite that easy. Businessman L. Francis Warren— an interest-
ing character who falsely claimed to hold a doctorate and be associated with 
Harvard College— had been collaborating with Cornell physical chemistry 
professor Wilder D. Bancroft to develop a viable technique for charging fine 
particles. In turn, Warren had contacted Harvard physicist E. L. Chaffee, who 
was investigating the properties of several types of particulate matter, for ex-
ample, more finely divided sand, marble dust, clay, and cement dust. Chaffee 
advised Warren that the finer particles could hold a greater electrical charge. 
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Including a couple of news clippings on rainmaking in his letter, he noted 
that there seemed to be “plenty of money for the one who can with a certainty 
produce rain.”63 And for Warren, making money was the primary motivation 
for his weather- changing venture.

The Army Air Service— barely airborne on its much- reduced postwar 
budget— was extremely interested in the possibility of eliminating fog from 
landing strips, which were typically large grassy fields. In the early 1920s, good 
landing zones for aircraft, military or not, were rare. In the pre- instrument 
flying days, pilots needed to see the ground to land safely. Fog or dense, low 
clouds could force them to seek an alternate landing site. However, if they 
were running low on fuel, they might not be able to make it.64 The solution? 
Get rid of the fog or clouds. L. Francis Warren was delighted to be of service.

At the Army Air Service’s invitation, Warren traveled to McCook Field in 
Dayton, Ohio, to try out his proposed technique, which used a static machine 
to charge and disperse up to two hundred pounds of sand every three minutes. 
Chaffee’s job was to identify the most appropriate type of sand and to create 
the static equipment.65 The earliest success occurred in November 1921, when 
an airplane dispersing charged sand into clouds triggered a snow flurry.66 By 
mid- May 1922, the researchers were struggling with material and equipment 
problems.67 By late June, using military aircraft and, in this case, a Navy pilot, 
they were back in the air attempting to break- up clouds with charged sand. 
(See fig. 1.2.) At six thousand feet, the pilot “attacked” a cumulus cloud ap-
proximately three miles long, a half- mile wide, and five hundred feet deep. 
Flying 110 mph about fifty feet above the cloud, the pilot released sand over 
the full length of the cloud, continuing past its outer edge to see the effects: 
the cloud “immediately divided into two parts,” and was mostly destroyed. 
He attacked the cloud three more times, ultimately causing the cloudbank 
to disintegrate. The pilot thought he could have destroyed the entire cloud 
had he been carrying enough charged sand. Observing no precipitation, he 
concluded the dry air surrounding the cloud had absorbed its moisture.68 
The military pilots were undoubtedly impressed; thick clouds were a flight 
safety challenge.

In February 1923, after sixteen months of steady experimental work, Ban-
croft and Warren made a public statement that was picked up by the Times of 
London and the New York Times.69 The page one story in the New York Times 
reported that Bancroft and Warren were planning to move their operation from 
Dayton, Ohio, to storm clouds over the Atlantic Ocean in an effort to trigger 
precipitation. They chose the over- water location so as not to cause flooding. 
The Times reporter stressed the importance of being careful when presenting 
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such claims to the public “because rain making is a subject in which quacks 
have reveled for more than a century.” One needed solid evidence to be cred-
ible. In this case, Army officers were providing supporting statements.70 Who 
could be more credible?

The military pilots were not only credible; they used very vivid language to 
describe their experiences. One officer described how a cloud had melted “as 
breath into the wind.” A Navy pilot maintained that he was “not particularly 
gullible,” and indeed had been very skeptical of the whole cloud- busting idea. 
In fact, he had been convinced that it was another situation where “a fool and 
his money are soon parted.” After the demonstration? He was a believer.

Warren forthrightly credited the military services for their assistance; they 
were providing the aircraft. He told the Times that the pilots were eager to 

F i g u r e  1 . 2 .  Making Rain with Electrified Sand. Science and Invention, v. 10 n. 12, April 
1923. Wilder Bancroft papers, #14- 8- 135. Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell 
University Library.
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help out, but they were “handicapped by insufficient appropriations.” The 
air service was “starved” and “the decisive part which it will probably play in 
future wars is overlooked.”71 The lack of funding was true. Rapid demobiliza-
tion after World War I had left the Army and the Navy with too little money, 
and too few qualified people, especially those associated with the growing 
field of aeronautics.

The possible use of this cloud- busting effort to garner additional appropri-
ations for the air service was not lost on the Department of War. The Office 
of the Chief of Air Force wrote to Chaffee, encouraging him to travel to Wash-
ington, DC, and let people know about the experiments underway in Ohio. 
Publicity? The War Department had a “very complete machinery . . . to ac-
complish publicity on any subject,” and newspapers from around the country 
were “clamoring” for details about the “cloud dissipation scheme.” The tim-
ing was especially good; the congressional term was ending, and newspaper 
agencies were filing their reports. Farmers were interested in rainmaking too, 
and the Army Air Service thought it a “good idea to get this before congres-
sional minds,” which it was trying to focus on the importance of aviation and 
its military role. Indeed, its publicity shop would make Chaffee “the greatest 
recognized scientist in the world,” and guarantee him a medal of old “Rain in 
the Face.”72

Electrified sand might be used to clear dirty air over cities, remove fog from 
harbors, and “brighten the day . . . around dawn and sunset,” but the empha-
sis was on military applications. The Navy wanted the capability to clear fog 
banks that could hide enemies or clear a path through foggy seas. The down-
side? What if “enterprising governments abroad” pursued these techniques 
and the United States neglected them?73 How might that affect our military 
readiness? While this might have seemed like a logical argument for the Army 
and Navy flyboys in Dayton, it would have been a tougher sell to military and 
government leaders in the early twenties. Hadn’t they just concluded a war to 
end all wars?

Consequently, Warren, emphasizing economics, proposed his method as a 
way to prevent droughts and “make deserts bloom.” The Times gushed, “of 
course the discovery is destined to change geography and history, to remake 
the maps and later the future of the human race,” although neither Bancroft nor 
Warren had claimed success for anything other than clearing fog and clouds.74 
But not everyone was convinced, as the cartoon in figure 1.3 illustrates.

By late summer 1923, the electrified sand project was in disarray. Money 
and tempers were short, vendors were clamoring for payment, and Warren 
was blithely urging project members to “say your prayers regularly and tighten 



F i g u r e  1 . 3 .  A cartoonist’s take on the electrified sand method of rainmaking. Literary 
Digest, March 17, 1923, 25.
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your belts at least one hole a week.” He was more concerned about readying a 
demonstration run for flamboyant airpower proponent General Billy Mitchell 
and a number of foreign officers. Because Warren had no contract with the 
US government— he billed the Army Air Service for expenses— he urged his 
colleagues to be patient and “work in harmony.”75 Chaffee, under tremendous 
pressure to produce the equipment, suffered an emotional collapse and re-
mained incommunicado. His associate had to single- handedly produce the 
nozzles used to spray the sand.76

In early 1924, Chaffee was back on the job, and Bancroft and Warren con-
tinued their experiments, shifting some of them from Ohio to the Aberdeen 
Proving Ground in Maryland as they dealt with equipment and financial diffi-
culties. Since Warren had not been completely forthcoming with the Army Air 
Service about the cost of Chaffee’s special- made equipment, when the money 
started running out in fall 1924, Chaffee was left unpaid for his time and un-
reimbursed for his equipment.77 Indeed, Harvard had charged the Army less 
than its standard rate because it was a new project connected with the federal 
government. To keep the project going, Harvard had absorbed the costs— and 
it wanted to be reimbursed.78

Nevertheless, the Army demonstrated the cloud- busting technique by 
“shooting down” clouds over Bolling Field (at the time sharing a grass landing 
strip with Naval Air Station Anacostia), within sight of the US Capitol. Two 
Army aviators spread fine silica into a cloudbank, which dissipated in their 
wake. They thought the technique might be useful for clearing an approach 
path to a runway. The Associated Press reported that President Coolidge was 
interested in the experiments and hoped that they might be continued. Warren 
argued that the demonstration was just an extension of earlier experiments, 
and that with larger planes (the demonstration run used aircraft that could 
only release thirty pounds of sand per minute) that could spray 1,100 pounds 
of sand per minute he could modify frontal systems, not just small fog banks. 
(Note the size of the aircraft in fig. 1.4.) However, “commercial rainmaking was 
within the grasp of man,” and one of nature’s cheapest commodities— silica— 
could be used to make rain for $3/ton. The small cost of silica, Warren said, 
would be the only cost in addition to maintaining the equipment and operating 
the aircraft.79 Considering that maintenance and operating costs would far ex-
ceed any amount paid for silica— which was probably not clear to the average 
reader— Warren seemed to be disguising the true cost of the project.

The New York Times revisited the project just a month later, discussing 
the possible civilian and military uses of the electrified- sand technique for 
conquering “the shortcomings of nature.” The experiments had become “so 
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important . . . to the whole science of aeronautics and weather control” that the 
federal government had been financing them, with the Army Air Service pilots 
being the first to dissipate clouds before the general public. Although Army 
planes could carry only about two hundred pounds of sand, dirigibles could 
carry tons of sand, thus making possible widespread casting of electrified sand 
over larger cloud systems. In the meantime the author envisaged a day when 
a “flotilla of pilots goes aloft in the teeth of a storm” and “man first defies the 
clouded brow of Jove and challenges his thunderbolts in mid- air.” As the Army 
and Navy became “extensively equipped with dirigibles,” these advance par-
ties of electrified- sand- bearing pilots would be able to clear the way for a safe 
landing during low visibility conditions.80 With the federal government back-

F i g u r e  1 . 4 .  Aeronautical pioneer Col. Billy Mitchell at Bolling Field, site of the electrified 
sand experiments, in 1925. The US Capitol is visible in the background, just above the “5” on 
the fuselage. National Photo Company Collection, Library of Congress.
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ing the experimental work, the obvious applications to war fighting and the 
possibility of turning large arid sections of the country into lush gardens were 
looking entirely plausible. Why have the tool and not use it to benefit the state?

The Warren- Bancroft- Chaffee experiments eventually ended. Army fund-
ing evaporated and a patent dispute over equipment between Chaffee and 
Warren dragged on into the 1930s without a happy resolution for anyone. The 
Dust Bowl years dried up people’s faith in rainmaking, atmospheric moisture, 
and the nation’s crops. Not even the country’s more prominent rainmakers 
could make rain out of nothing at all.81

But while the New York Times reporters may have asked too few tough 
questions and been blinded by the promise of plentiful water in arid lands, 
some of the most prominent meteorologists of the day were not dazzled by the 
rainmakers— and they pushed back by writing books for the general public.

T a k i n g  o n  t h e  R a i n m a k e r s

Briton Sir Napier Shaw, one of the most distinguished meteorologists of the 
early twentieth century, took on the rainmakers in his 1923 book The Air and 
Its Ways, writing: “The control of weather is engineering. It is no more me-
teorology than the building of the Channel tunnel is geology.”82 So already 
in 1923, we see the split between meteorologists and engineers (as opposed 
to the charlatans) over whether it was even possible to control the weather. 
During World War I, Shaw had directed the British Meteorological Office 
and noticed weather control schemes burbling up to the highest levels of gov-
ernment. Those making the pitches argued that “the enemy had learned to 
produce rain at pleasure” and the government had a duty to “go them one 
better” by using some proffered apparatus. Of special note were the methods 
that purported to dissipate cumulus clouds by shooting them from below, 
when it was quite obvious to anyone fighting on the front that there was no 
correlation between battles and rainfall. Shaw wrote that gunfire produced 
two types of effects: physical (due to explosions and thermal expansion) and 
chemical (due to burning material). The thermal effects paled in comparison 
with the sun’s influence, and the chemical effects were insignificant compared 
to those of pollutants being belched skyward by coal- fired industries.83 As 
Blue Hill Observatory’s Alexander McAdie suggested, it might be better to 
place bets “on the weather rather than on the rainmaker.”84

McAdie published his own book, Making the Weather, a few months later, 
arguing that meteorologists did not yet know how clouds were made, and 
therefore ideas for modifying them were premature.85 Scientists needed to 
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know a lot more about cloud physics before they could possibly determine 
the cause and effect of rainmaking techniques.

The Weather Bureau’s W. J. Humphreys entered the fray in 1926 with 
his book Rain Making and Other Weather Vagaries. Placing “rain control” 
schemes into three categories (magical, religious, and scientific), he provided 
many examples of magical and religious methods before discussing so- called 
scientific means. Humphreys reminded readers that they already modified 
their “personal weather” through clothing choices, and by using heating and 
cooling devices. Small- scale modification in gardens and orchards already ex-
isted; people covered plants on cold nights, used smudge pots to keep plants 
from freezing, and irrigated the land. Dissecting every weather modification 
idea since Plutarch, Humphreys pointed out that they were nonsensical, sci-
entifically bogus, too expensive, or humanly impossible.86

Naturally occurring precipitation would have to suffice, and meteorologists 
needed to do plenty of theoretical work before they could even think about 
controlling it. While the 1920s had seen increased state interest in weather 
control with funding to match, meteorologists in particular had pushed back 
against the idea that an underfunded scientific discipline that had a difficult 
time getting the raw data needed for predicting atmospheric conditions would 
soon be able to change weather on demand. In the 1930s, meteorologists— 
influenced by the Dust Bowl— embraced cloud physics and actively sought to 
develop the theoretical underpinnings of precipitation processes. But would 
advancing theory be enough to advance control? And would meteorologists be 
interested in doing so even if they could? As the British fog clearer Sir Oliver 
Lodge told an audience at London’s Institute of Physics, “There are meteorol-
ogists who know far more about the atmosphere than I do. They will, I expect, 
be conservative in their estimate. It may be that physicists rush in where me-
teorologists fear to tread.”87 As the century moved forward, physicists would 
not be the only ones rushing in to control the weather.

T h e  T h i r t i e s :  R e s e a r c h  i n t o 
P r e c i p i ta t i o n   P r o c e s s e s

Scientists had a fairly good grasp of cloud formation processes by the end of 
the nineteenth century— moist air parcels rose, for example, when they were 
heated by the sun and moved upward relative to surrounding air, or were car-
ried up a mountain slope, expanded because air pressure decreased with ele-
vation, cooled because of the expansion, and formed clouds as the water vapor 
cooled to the condensation point. But the water droplets only had 4 × 10-9- inch 
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diameters, and the smallest precipitation droplets had diameters of at least 
0.04 inch. How did they form larger droplets? They didn’t, unless they found 
their way to a hygroscopic (water- attractive) particle, for example, a particle 
of sea salt, dust, or sulfuric acid droplets formed from combustion. But even if 
they found such a particle, assuming that they were floating around together, 
it could take weeks to form a droplet large enough to fall. That could not be 
correct. Under suitable conditions, people could watch clouds form and pro-
duce rain in just a few hours.

Dutch meteorologist August W. Veraart, who conducted artificial precipi-
tation experiments and published his results in 1930, held that the technique 
could be used to reduce hail storms, relieve drought conditions, bring more 
sunshine to cities and thus improve health, keep floods under control, extin-
guish forest fires, disperse fog at airports, clear clouds away from astronomical 
observatories, produce snow for ski resorts, and create clouds that would re-
duce radiational cooling at night, thus preventing crop- killing frosts. He also 
thought it would be more convenient if rain only fell at night, so people could 
go about their day without dodging raindrops. Almost two decades later, US 
Weather Bureau meteorologists deemed his work “not too thorough.” His 
ideas were roundly criticized because no one had confirmed his precipitation 
totals and the experiments lacked sufficient controls.88

Two hypotheses posited processes whereby a raindrop could form faster. 
One, labeled drop capture, assumed that larger drops, falling faster than 
smaller ones, picked up water molecules on their way down through the cloud. 
The faster they fell, the more drops they picked up, the larger they grew, and 
then, when they could no longer be held aloft by upward- moving air, they 
dropped to earth. The second, which relied on vapor transfer, had been pro-
posed in 1911 by German geophysicist Alfred Wegener during his research 
on hoar frost. Wegener suggested that if ice crystals were present in a cloud 
packed with minute, supercooled water droplets (i.e., the liquid drops would 
have a temperature below the freezing point), the latter would be drawn to the 
crystals until they were, once again, heavy enough to fall out. Wegener’s frost 
research had attracted scientific attention, but the possible extension of his 
work to precipitation processes had not.89

A more serious examination of precipitation processes resulted in the 
groundbreaking work published by Swedish meteorologist Tor Bergeron. Fas-
cinated by clouds since his childhood, he read Wegener’s work and applied it 
to the precipitation problem. In February 1922, just before leaving Sweden to 
work with Vilhelm and Jacob Bjerknes at the Geophysical Institute in Bergen, 
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Norway, Bergeron had vacationed at a mountain resort. Hiking on a trail cut 
through the forest, he noticed that if the air temperature were below freezing, 
then the supercooled stratus clouds shrouding the hillside did not fill the path 
and he was hiking in clear air. However, in above- freezing temperatures, the 
clouds lowered all the way to the ground and became fog. As Bergeron thought 
about this puzzle, he became convinced that ice remaining on tree limbs in 
subfreezing temperatures pulled moisture from the cloud, leaving clear air 
below. But when ice on the limbs melted at higher temperatures, the cloud 
reached the ground.

Although much of Bergeron’s time in Bergen was taken up by making 
weather forecasts, he collected additional data about how ice crystals affected 
cloud development. His 1927 doctoral dissertation— published the next year in 
the Norwegian journal Geofysiske Publikasjoner (Geophysics Publications)— 
gave a detailed account of his ideas on ice crystals, but received limited atten-
tion in the United States and England.90

In 1933, Bergeron represented Norway at the International Union of Ge-
odesy and Geophysics (IUGG) meeting in Lisbon, Portugal, and presented 
a detailed paper on his ice crystal theory. He argued that in a supercooled 
cloud containing a few ice crystals, the latter would attract the supercooled 
droplets, growing larger and larger until they fell out. Bergeron concluded that 
all raindrops started as snowflakes (even in the summer) and fell to earth as 
snow if the air temperature were cold, and melted and became raindrops if it 
were warm. His ideas became a major topic of discussion at scientific meetings 
and his paper was frequently cited in academic literature. While meteorolo-
gists working in middle and high latitudes concurred in his conclusion, those 
working in the tropics vehemently disagreed that ice crystals were a major 
factor in rain production.91

In the late 1930s, German meteorologist Walter Findeisen provided addi-
tional measurements and calculations that helped to refine Bergeron’s theory, 
and the ice crystal process of rain formation became known as the Bergeron- 
Findeisen process.92 It remained the most widely accepted precipitation 
mechanism until World War II when meteorologists were confronted with 
reports from military aviators flying in tropical areas which forced them to look 
for different mechanisms in regions with significantly higher air temperatures 
aloft. Further research revealed that while the Bergeron- Findeisen process 
was plausible in middle latitudes during the winter, summer temperatures at 
higher altitudes were not cold enough for the process to work. The result-
ing collision- coalescence process posited that approximately one in 1 million 
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droplets was larger than others in its vicinity, which allowed it to fall faster 
than the surrounding drops and to pick up the smaller drops as it crashed into 
them. When the drop was large enough, it fell out.93

While Bergeron and Findeisen were conducting research in Europe, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) meteorologist H. G. Houghton and 
his research team were conducting tests on fog dissipation for the Navy’s Bu-
reau of Aeronautics. Instead of the electrified sand of the 1920s, Houghton was 
planning to spray specially formulated calcium chloride powder provided by 
Dow Chemical on fog at a Boston- area airfield and then collect the resulting 
droplets on a “fog- water collector”; we would call it a screen. They intended 
to suspend the powder in solution held in large tanks and then to tow the 
tanks and accompanying spraying devices around the airfield with a truck. In 
at least one test carried out in 1934, visibility increased from five hundred feet 
to over two thousand feet in three minutes— a significant improvement for a 
fog- bound pilot. Houghton’s quarterly report filed in August 1936 had been 
sufficiently positive that Navy admiral Ernest King (the former chief of the 
Bureau of Aeronautics) and Army general Oscar Westover (chief of the Air 
Corps) thought the project should continue.94 Therefore, military interest in 
weather modification continued, at least as it was connected to fog dissipation 
and/or dispersal.

Research on cloud physics and precipitation mechanisms continued 
throughout the twentieth century as weather radar became more sophisticated 
and provided detailed information on cloud formation and behavior, while 
additional research focused on air pollutants and topographic influences. But 
in the 1940s, US researchers began taking a close look at ways of introducing 
nuclei to nonprecipitating clouds to produce rain or snow where desired. So 
did scientists in the Soviet Union, having earlier established the Turkmenistan 
Institute of Rainfall for carrying out rainmaking experiments by introducing 
chemicals— burning them on the ground or spraying from aircraft— to “wring 
adequate rain from them, virtually producing rain from a cloudless sky.”95

Weather control may have been elusive, but the explosive- laden plans of 
the nineteenth century were giving way to science- based weather control in 
the mid- twentieth century. Both US and Soviet state interests provided a sub-
stantial boost to these efforts.
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Weather in an Icebox:  
Scientific Weather Control

We may yet have rain or sunshine by pressing radio buttons.

D a v i d  S a r n o f f , Chairman, Radio Corporation of America

September 30, 1946, New York City. Speaking at a glittering testimonial dinner 
honoring his forty years of service to radio, Radio Corporation of America 
(RCA) president David Sarnoff told the one thousand distinguished attendees 
that weather control was a scientific possibility. “For example,” Sarnoff de-
clared, “man may learn how to deflect air movements with consequent changes 
in weather and he may discover how to neutralize a storm or detour it from its 
course.” Eventually people might be able to choose their weather much as they 
chose a radio station. When that day arrived, he continued, “we shall need a 
World Weather Bureau in which global forecasting and control will be vested.”1

Sarnoff was giving voice to the postwar euphoria that embraced a science- and- 
technology- can- fix- anything approach to all of America’s problems, natural or 
man- made.2 But he was not the only person discussing weather control. RCA 
physicist Vladimir Zworykin was promoting his idea of using an electronic 
digital computer to forecast the weather and ultimately control it. And when 
his colleague, internationally known mathematician John von Neumann, sub-
mitted a proposal to the US Navy to develop numerical methods of weather 
prediction using his still- on- the- drawing- board electronic digital computer in 
spring 1946, weather control was the anticipated outcome.3

While Zworykin and von Neumann had pie- in- the- sky visions of how 
weather control might work as their “virtual weather” became “real- world 
weather,” Nobel Prize– winning chemist Irving Langmuir and his team at the 
General Electric Research Laboratory in Schenectady, New York, were ac-
tively seeking ways to make it happen. As laboratory researchers, they were 
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convinced that what they controlled in the lab could be controlled in the at-
mosphere. Meteorologists— for whom the atmosphere was a massive, com-
plex, uncontrollable natural space containing too many variables to track— 
vehemently disagreed.4 And for postwar- America’s military and civilian 
leaders willing to exploit any advantage in the nation’s increasingly adversarial 
relationship with the Soviet Union, the possibility of ensuring national secu-
rity by controlling the weather was too tantalizing to pass up.

If we consider these three groups— weather control innovators and pro-
moters, Weather Bureau meteorologists, and federal government civilian and 
military leaders— as occupying the nodes of a triangle, the partnerships and 
tensions between the resulting pairs provide a window into the development 
of weather control techniques and policies starting in the immediate postwar 
years. As each group jockeyed for position in early 1947, federal funds and mil-
itary materiel flowed to weather control research as science- and- technology- 
can- fix- anything ideals infused the sciences, engineering . . . and the state.5

S m o k e  a n d  I c e :  T h e  G e n e r a l  E l e c t r i c  L a b

The GE lab, site of technological innovation and scientific development since 
its 1900 founding by Thomas Alva Edison and several others, had been Irving 
Langmuir’s scientific home since 1909. A man of tremendous intellect and 
wide- ranging curiosity, Langmuir had researched numerous phenomena in-
cluding lighting, reactions at high temperatures and low pressures, thermal ef-
fects in gases, chemical forces, and electrical discharges in gases. Starting in the 
late 1930s and continuing until his death in 1957, he also turned his attention to 
phenomena outside the laboratory. During World War II, he created cloaking 
smokes and the equipment to produce them, and he improved gas masks for 
the Army. In 1943, Langmuir and his assistant, Vincent Schaefer, undertook 
a military contract focused on the buildup of rime and clear ice on aircraft, 
which entailed studying cloud droplet size and crystal formation.6 Langmuir, 
noticing that moisture- laden clouds did not always precipitate, hypothesized 
that they lacked “ice nuclei.”7

While they studied what caused some clouds to precipitate while others did 
not, Schaefer obtained a GE home freezer in which he planned to introduce a 
supercooled cloud and artificially created ice crystals. To clearly see crystals 
a few microns in diameter, he lined the freezer compartment with black velvet 
and directed a strong beam of light into it. The temperature was ˗23ºC (˗9ºF) 
at the bottom of the freezer, and Schaefer created a “cloud” by exhaling into 
it. He then tested chemicals one after another, sprinkling a few particles into 
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the freezer in hopes of producing ice crystals from the cloud. The few he saw 
were always near the bottom of the freezer. Frustrated by his lack of success, in 
July 1946, Schaefer rapidly cooled the freezer by adding a block of dry ice (with 
a surface temperature of ˗78.5ºC or ˗109.3ºF). He was stunned by a flurry of 
ice crystals that filled the freezer box before fluttering to the bottom. Eagerly 
pursuing this line of experimentation, Schaefer dropped smaller and smaller 
bits of dry ice into the box, generating a miniature snowstorm each time. In-
deed, any substance chilled to ˗40ºC (˗40ºF) produced the same result: ice 
crystals formed about one millimeter apart for a total of 100 million ice nuclei 
in the freezer.8

Langmuir moved Schaefer’s empirical research onto theoretical ground 
by studying the growth rate of nuclei produced when dry ice pellets were 
dropped through supercooled clouds. He concluded that the limiting factor 
in “seeding” (adding dry ice pellets to) clouds was not the number of nuclei, 
but their distribution rate. According to Langmuir, when supercooled liquid 
water droplets evaporated, the amount remaining as gaseous water vapor was 
considerably less than the amount that condensed onto ice nuclei. The con-
densation process added latent heat to the cloud, triggering upward vertical 
motion and turbulence. Although the turbulence eventually retarded the up-
ward motion, it brought in air from outside the cloud and increased air move-
ment within. The lateral and vertical spreading of seeds throughout a stratus 
(flat) cloud would, Langmuir thought, lead to its complete nucleation— and 
precipitation— in about thirty minutes.9

To test Langmuir’s hypothesis, Schaefer and another GE scientist climbed 
into a single- engine Fairchild airplane and took off from the Schenectady air-
port in search of promising clouds. The morning’s stratus clouds were dissi-
pating, so they flew until they found stratus of temperature near ˗20ºC (˗4ºF) 
at an altitude of about 4,300 meters (fourteen thousand feet). Thirty miles 
away from the airstrip, Schaefer scattered three pounds of dry ice shavings out 
of the cockpit window along a three- mile- long line. Atop the airport’s control 
tower platform, Langmuir scanned the clouds with his binoculars and watched 
as snow fell from beneath the seeded cloud. Three minutes later, the flat stratus 
cloud began growing cauliflower- like bulges extending upward almost five 
hundred feet before disappearing into a “veil of snow.” Within five minutes of 
seeding, the entire cloud had been transformed into snow that fell about two 
thousand feet toward the ground before evaporating into the dry autumn air.10 
Schaefer made several more test runs, all of which successfully turned large 
clouds into ice crystals. When he seeded a cumulus cloud, it was completely 
transformed into ice crystals.11
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Based on their observations, Langmuir concluded that a plane flying two 
hundred miles per hour could seed one thousand square miles of clouds in an 
hour. Since the GE scientists could dissipate a single cloud layer in less than 
thirty minutes by seeding from above a cloud for landings and from below for 
takeoffs, a plane carrying a seeding apparatus could create a hole large enough 
to fly through, thus preventing aircraft icing. In addition to this military appli-
cation, Langmuir thought that seeding subfreezing clouds on the windward 
side of mountains would augment rain-  and snowfall, producing more runoff 
for summer irrigation. Another possible application: seeding the tops of cu-
mulonimbus clouds (“thunder clouds”) to make them less destructive, thereby 
reducing the annual $15 million in hail damage in the US West.12

While Schaefer experimented with dry ice, another member of the research 
team, atmospheric scientist Bernard Vonnegut, had been identifying addi-
tional seeding agents that mimicked ice nuclei structure. Silver iodide was 
the winner; dissolving it in a strong potassium iodide solution and diluting 
it with acetone yielded a solution into which small charcoal briquettes could 
be dipped. Once dried and burned, the briquettes released about 100 trillion 
silver iodide nuclei (or seeds) per second. Using silver iodide ground gener-
ators (fig. 2.1) in windward mountain areas, upslope winds carried the seeds 
into clouds, inducing precipitation at negligible cost.13 Silver iodide seeds had 
another advantage over dry ice: they did not evaporate, remaining airborne 
much longer.14

Langmuir, Schaefer, and Vonnegut thought they had viable techniques for 
weather modification, but many questions still needed to be addressed. What 
characteristics did “foreign” nuclei have, and how effective were they? What 
types of nuclei produced the best results? How susceptible were different cloud 
types to seeding? What was the distribution of droplet sizes in clouds? What 
were cloud conditions before rain or snow began to fall? What happened if 
cloud tops were seeded?15 To answer these and other more practical questions, 
the team needed to conduct basic research, which required a patron with deep 
pockets, aircraft, and the resources to protect General Electric from liability 
if an experiment went awry. The US military services were pleased to help.

T h e  R e s e a r c h  a n d  D e v e l o p m e n t  B o a r d  T a k e s  o n 
W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l

Like many other scientists who had supported the war effort, Langmuir had 
close connections to the military services, and less than two weeks after his 
initial tests the dry ice- based cloud- seeding technique attracted the attention 
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of the military’s Research and Development Board (RDB) and its chairman, 
federal science policy guru Vannevar Bush. The RDB had played a vital role 
in the military’s wartime use of science, and Bush later became the principal 
science adviser to Secretary of Defense James Forrestal. Bush’s task was to 
bring civilian scientists and military officers together to develop policy re-
lated to the research and development (R&D) of new weapons,16 and he had 
more than academic interest in Langmuir’s snowmaking experiments. If a few 
pounds of dry ice could dump tons of snow on an enemy, then this method 
had serious military applications. (As fig. 2.2 indicates, the military services 
were interested in a wide variety of earth science applications in support of 
their activities.) Bush asked the RDB’s Committee on Geophysical Science to 

F i g u r e  2 . 1 .  Portable silver iodide generator. From C. R. Holmes and William Hume II, 
“Final Research Report to the State of New Mexico Economic Development Commission Water 
Resources Development,” New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, September 1951.



F i g u r e  2 . 2 .  The Research and Development Board was very interested in the connections 
between geophysical sciences and military applications. This list of geophysical applications 
includes weather control under meteorology. From RDB Committee on Geophysical Sciences 
Annual Report, July 1, 1947– June 30, 1948, June 15, 1948 [SECRET], Box 227/4, RG 330, RDB 
Entry E341, NARA II.
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explore weather control, assess its military implications, and recommend the 
best way to supplement basic research in atmospheric processes with broader 
studies related to military applications.17 The investigation’s leader: Carl- 
Gustav Rossby, chairman of the Panel on Meteorology, who had spearheaded 
the training of thousands of American meteorologists during World War II. Of 
equal importance: the entrepreneurial Rossby was probably the most promi-
nent meteorologist in the world at the time, and he commanded tremendous 
professional respect, making him an ideal leader for a group examining a very 
controversial topic.18

The committee’s interim report addressed the long period of controversial 
scientific development that had preceded Schaefer’s successful experiment, 
and the need for additional experimentation to determine the implications 
and possible exploitation of weather control, especially for military purposes. 
The ability to determine in advance the location and timing of precipitation 
was important to military planners. Other possible uses included temporarily 
dissipating solid cloud layers, thereby permitting pilots to locate targets or use 
airfields for landings and takeoffs, and reducing flight hazards, such as icing 
and static, that could lead to lightning strikes or instances of St. Elmo’s Fire, 
an electrical discharge that may occur when the magnitude of the environ-
ment’s electric field is high, which can destroy aircraft radar domes. Despite 
the uncertainty, the secretary of war considered seeding’s possible military 
uses to be so sensitive that he maintained complete control over related press 
releases, and Army and Navy representatives classified practical applications 
of cloud seeding.19

Meteorology panel members concluded that cloud seeding showed eco-
nomic and military promise, and they recommended funding R&D related 
to it, keeping the basic science unclassified since much of it was readily avail-
able and openly publishing research results to speed up development. Many 
Western scholars thought that the German meteorologist Walter Findeisen, 
who had dropped out of sight during the war, had fallen into Soviet hands and 
thus it would be fruitless to keep precipitation processes classified— echoing 
the same concerns that had been expressed over nuclear fusion in the United 
States and the cancer- fighting KR preparation in the USSR.20 Panel mem-
bers also discussed possible legislation to control cloud modification, per-
haps patterned after irrigation law, with the federal departments most likely 
to be affected by weather control— War, Navy, Commerce, Agriculture, and 
Interior— forming a joint oversight commission.21

While weather control’s scientific considerations and operational appli-
cations remained under review, the military services “peddled” its technical 
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possibilities to operational personnel, seeking potential tactical uses.22 They 
responded enthusiastically. Artificial rain could hinder enemy forces, precip-
itating snow away from urban areas could reduce snow removal expenses, 
and inducing precipitation over agricultural areas could ensure sufficient soil 
moisture for increased crop yields. Future uses with the greatest long- term 
implications included diverting precipitation and exhausting clouds’ water 
content.23 The Army advocated clearing clouds to aid photoreconnaissance, 
foiling the use of cloud cover by enemy defenses, and opening “holes” near 
airborne forces’ drop zones. Weather control could reduce enemy troop mo-
rale by inflicting excessive, periodic inclement weather on staging and resting 
areas, destroy the enemy’s will to continue conflicts by damaging its harvests, 
and trigger snow to expose camouflaged emplacements and reveal signs of 
enemy activity on supply routes.24

These potential military uses were classified, but the science behind them 
was not. Increasingly, it found its way into the popular press, and oft- exaggerated  
media coverage sparked civilian queries for assistance to break droughts, snuff 
out forest fires, and bust hurricanes. Since the military services were funding 
weather control for military, not civilian, applications, the RDB referred civil-
ian requests for weather intervention to the US Weather Bureau. Funding for 
civilian applications had to come from other sources, while the military budget 
for weather control grew along with its possible operational uses.25

After one year of investigating weather control, the RDB had no answers 
on its efficacy for the Joint Chiefs of Staff; however, it argued that potential 
uses fully justified intensive R&D efforts.26 The many scientific, technical, 
legal, and political difficulties needed to be addressed by a variety of agencies 
during the research process. In the meantime, Langmuir’s research project had 
already secured military funding. It was called Project Cirrus.

T h e  U S  A r m y  S i g n a l  C o r p s  C o n t r a c t s —  P r o j e c t 
C i r r u s  B e g i n s

The US Army Signal Corps signed its inaugural contract for fog-  and cloud- 
dispersion research with General Electric in February 1947. Initially dubbed 
the “snow project” and later renamed Project Cirrus, the contracts continued 
through September 1952 at a cost of almost $800,000 (approximately $6.5 mil-
lion in 2015 dollars). In their joint statement, the Signal Corps and General 
Electric announced that their research might lead to the “manipulation of gi-
gantic natural forces for the benefit of mankind everywhere.” GE’s vice pres-
ident for research, C. Guy Suits, cautioned that widespread weather control 
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was probably far in the future, but that under the right conditions it might be 
possible to change clouds and induce precipitation wherever and whenever 
desired.27 The “wherever” and “whenever” attracted the most military inter-
est, and military officials made the trip to see GE’s laboratory experiment for 
themselves (figs. 2.3 and 2.4).

Not everyone was thrilled. Climatologist Helmut Landsberg, deputy exec-
utive director of the Air Weather Service’s R&D branch, requested a copy of 
the contract, but its arrival failed to shed light on the classified reasons behind 
the contract. A Signal Corps representative reminded Landsberg that it would 
not have awarded the contract had it not expected to obtain usable scientific 
information. If the Army could find a way to trigger precipitation processes, 
its forces could precipitate clouds before they could interfere with military 
operations, dissipate them to remove cover from enemy staging areas or tar-
gets, or precipitate clouds on enemy troops, hampering ground operations. 
“Making weather” was nothing more than taking advantage of nature for mil-
itary  purposes.28

Despite the Army’s practical needs, Project Cirrus was not solely focused 
on applications. Its scientific purpose was to increase understanding of the 
physics and chemistry behind the formation of hydrometeors (rain, snow, hail, 
drizzle, etc.) and thereby improve weather forecasts for military operations. 
Researchers would examine cloud microstructure, determining cloud par-
ticles’ water content, their size- based distribution, and clouds’ vertical growth 
rate. They would attempt cloud modification with dry ice and other experi-
mental nuclei to produce rain or snow, using smoke bombs during initial trials 
to differentiate between treated and untreated stratus clouds.29

The contract included Langmuir and Schaefer’s services, but to protect GE 
from liability for perceived damage from induced precipitation, military per-
sonnel would conduct the field tests. Neither the Army nor GE would release 
results without permission from the War Department.30 The lack of indemnity 
for contractors conducting state- sponsored weather control experiments in 
the open atmosphere would contribute to efforts to pass weather control leg-
islation starting in 1951 (see chapter 3).

By mid- July 1947, Langmuir was analyzing flight results, establishing ex-
perimental procedures, and planning methods and techniques for future 
programs. He was also developing a mathematical theory to address how air 
movement within clouds affected the growth of cloud particles, water droplets, 
and ice crystals. Schaefer was conducting laboratory experiments on basic 
processes, assisting Langmuir, and keeping track of cloud studies worldwide. 
Vonnegut was developing ground and airborne silver iodide generators, 



F i g u r e  2 . 3 .  Members 
of the Army Signal Corps 
observe the “ice box” exper-
iment on March 13, 1947, at 
the GE Laboratory in Sche-
nectady, NY. Courtesy of the 
Museum of Innovation and 
Science, Schenectady, NY.

F i g u r e  2 . 4 .  The iconic 
photograph of (clockwise 
from the top) Irving Lang-
muir, Bernard Vonnegut, 
and Vincent Schaefer with 
the icebox. Courtesy of the 
Museum of Innovation and 
Science,  Schenectady, NY.
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 determining meteorological conditions that were most favorable to ground 
generator use, and assisting the Navy with a fog generator. Others concen-
trated on instrumentation and gathering data.31

The GE team members took a three- pronged approach, conducting lab-
oratory, photographic, and field studies. In the laboratory, they studied su-
percooled clouds and how seeding affected the production of ice crystals 
and their growth rate. They also developed field kits to detect ice nuclei, and 
they examined the properties of clouds under high electric fields. The photo-
graphic team took time- lapse photographs to provide evidence of changes in 
seeded clouds. Field studies included detecting supersaturation (i.e., relative 
humidity greater than 100 percent) by creating cirrus clouds in clear skies by 
launching balloons carrying dry ice in open mesh bags and tracking their paths 
(fig. 2.5). Sublimation trails (much like jet contrails) left behind by the floating 
dry ice bags provided evidence of supersaturation.32

Based on early results, Langmuir concluded that their seeding techniques 
held huge possibilities for modifying weather: altering cloudiness over the 
northern United States and providing sunshine to the upper Midwest during 
winter, decreasing cloud cover, preventing ice and freezing rainstorms, and 
reducing aircraft icing. By reducing cloud cover, they could lower albedo (i.e., 
the amount of reflectivity), increase the amount of heat absorbed from sun-
light, and thus raise the average air temperature of some regions. Langmuir 
proposed trying these techniques in sparsely populated Alaska or northern 
Canada before trying them out in the lower- 48 states.33 There is no indication 
in the archival records of what Alaskans or Canadians thought of this plan.

Team members continued testing various dry ice granule sizes (fig. 2.6) 
depending on cloud type and the effectiveness of silver iodide smoke under 
different atmospheric conditions, and running experiments to determine how 
seeding modified clouds, how seeds propagated through clouds, and how long 
the effects lasted. In mid- November, Langmuir announced another method 
for producing rain: dispensing water droplets into actively growing cumulus 
clouds to start a “chain reaction” within the cloud. The droplets, which were 
large compared to the cloud droplets, would fall through the cloud, picking 
up moisture along the way until they got so big that they broke into smaller 
droplets, which would be carried aloft within the cloud to start the process 
again. Ultimately, the entire cloud would produce heavy rain. Not every cloud 
was susceptible to the charms of water droplets. The ideal cloud had to have 
five miles per hour of upward vertical motion, fully grown cloud water drop-
lets, a high water content, and several thousand feet of thickness— the kinds of 
clouds found in the US Northeast in summer, and year- round in the southern 



F i g u r e  2 . 5 .  Weather balloons carrying mesh bags filled with dry ice during artificial nucle-
ation experiments in New Mexico. From C. R. Holmes and William Hume II, “Final Research 
Report to the State of New Mexico Economic Development Commission Water Resources 
Development,” New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, September 1951.
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Pacific Coast states and the tropics.34 Experiments conducted by the Pine-
apple Research Institute in Honolulu, Hawaii, also contributed to Langmuir’s 
“chain reaction” theory, and his hypotheses were tested later in Puerto Rico 
during the Thunderstorm Project.35 However, it was much more difficult 
to figure out what was happening during field experiments than during lab 
experiments— just as meteorologists had always argued.

L e g i s l a t i o n :  D i r e c t i o n  a n d  C o n t r o l

The military- funded Project Cirrus was seeking basic scientific knowledge 
and practical weather control applications when Representative Sid Simpson 
(R- Illinois) introduced a bill to appropriate $500,000 to investigate turning 
clouds into rain. The proposed legislation, H.R. 4582, directed the chief of the 
Weather Bureau to conduct experiments concerning methods of controlling 

F i g u r e  2 . 6 .  The Project Cirrus team loading dry ice into boxes before a cloud- seeding 
run. Courtesy of the Museum of Innovation and Science, Schenectady, NY.
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rainfall and perfecting methods of triggering and controlling rainfall for speci-
fied areas. Apparently unaware of ongoing military involvement, Simpson also 
suggested that the experiments might have military significance. A skeptical 
RDB member noted on his file copy: “This ought to buy a lot of rattles and 
snake skins.”36 A half- million dollars was a lot of money, but Simpson’s grasp 
of science was tenuous at best if he thought it would enable the perfection of 
weather control.

During the March 1948 committee hearings, General Electric’s represen-
tative discussed his company’s involvement in cloud seeding and argued that 
bringing weather control to fruition would cost a lot more than $500,000. 
However, lawsuits, not money, were GE’s major concern. The bill’s language 
allowed the Department of Defense (DoD) to indemnify contractors, but GE 
wanted protection from multimillion- dollar lawsuits. Their larger legal ques-
tions included: To whom does cloud- borne water belong? Does any individ-
ual have the right to precipitate water? If water may be precipitated, where 
and when may it be done? Who is liable for any resulting damage?37 Directing 
weather control research had more far- reaching implications than just produc-
ing rain on demand. And based on GE’s questions, they all concerned water.

The Weather Bureau bristled at Congress’s attempt to dictate its research 
program, but federal agriculture- related agencies were positively disposed to-
ward weather control research. Secretary of Agriculture Clinton P. Anderson, 
eight months shy of being elected New Mexico’s junior senator, supported the 
bill because of rain’s “vital importance” for crops in semi- arid and drought- 
affected humid regions. So did the Agriculture Research Administration 
(ARA) and the US Forest Service (USFS).38 The ARA argued that rain falling 
in the right place at the right time and in the right amount would be terrific. 
But since induced rain might fall on those who did not want it, the federal 
government should carry out the experimental work.39 The USFS desired in-
creased humidity reducing fire threats and aiding fire suppression. Dissipating 
thunderstorms and preventing lightning would be a plus. It recommended 
experimenting in remote areas of the Pacific Northwest: very few people lived 
there and the forests would benefit.40 The Weather Bureau realized it could not 
talk its way out of weather control research, so it took the money and applied 
it to basic cloud physics.

T h e  C l o u d  P h y s i c s  P r o j e c t

In May 1948, the Weather Bureau, Air Force, and the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics (NACA) launched the Cloud Physics Project, directed 
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and staffed by USWB meteorologists.41 The project’s mission was to produce 
or suppress precipitation on demand and to increase visibility for aircraft. To 
differentiate between artificially induced and natural weather effects, project 
members installed instruments designed to continuously record air pressure, 
temperature, humidity, wind velocity, and precipitation at fifty- five ground 
stations covering 160 square miles near Wilmington, Ohio. They also had 
access to two upper- air stations and two “high power ground radars”: the for-
mer launched instrument packages (radiosondes) that measured temperature, 
pressure, and relative humidity as they were carried aloft by large balloons, 
while the latter provided a continuous photographic record of the radar re-
turns. The team monitored all aircraft traffic in the area, recorded all precipi-
tation, and used airplanes for both seeding and photography.42

That project director Ross Gunn, a meteorologist, and his colleagues were 
dubious about the ability of seeding to trigger massive rainfall is an under-
statement. Just two weeks into the project they had their evidence: artificially 
induced rain never fell unless natural precipitation was falling within thirty 
miles of the seeded area. There were no exceptions. Seeding had not produced 
economically significant rainfall nor had it initiated self- propagating storms.43 
Over the next few months, during which time they also had access to airborne 
radar that could estimate precipitation rates, they found no additional data that 
changed their minds. The researchers could convert nonprecipitating clouds 
filled with supercooled water droplets into snowing clouds in winter, but so 
what? Under no conditions could they “extract more water from clouds or 
the air than contained therein.” However, Gunn and his team still wanted to 
examine the effects of orographic lifting (forced lifting of air by mountains) 
and spot- check the effects of seeding on clouds in other parts of the country 
so that their critics could not argue that the results were valid only in Ohio.44

Six months into the project, in late November 1948, the Air Force unexpect-
edly dropped out of the project and into a buzz saw of snarky press criticism.45 
A New York Times editorial wondered what had happened to the ideas of alle-
viating droughts and steering hurricanes away from populated areas, and the 
newspaper cheekily forecasted a “dry spell” in rainmaking. GE’s hometown 
newspaper accused the Air Force of making a very old mistake: thinking that 
what couldn’t be done in the present couldn’t be done in the future. Its riposte: 
“Wanna Bet?”46

The joint USWB/USAF report, overshadowed by the untimely press re-
lease, reiterated Gunn’s earlier conclusions: seeding clouds was not economi-
cally viable and it did not cause storms. Only large masses of moist air carried 
in by winds that induced large- scale cooling produced significant amounts of 
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rain or snow.47 Weather control’s two main desired applications— significant 
precipitation on demand for domestic use and tactical weather control for the 
military services— were not likely to result from the research underway.

The Australians, working on their own cloud physics project, begged to 
differ. A New York Times front page story, which likely sent Weather Bureau 
chief Francis W. Reichelderfer right over the edge, reported that the Aus-
tralian research team not only thought rainmaking had real value, but that 
it could identify which clouds were most amenable to seeding.48 Therefore, 
the Australians could guarantee significant results from cloud seeding. The 
ever- skeptical Reichelderfer, realizing that press stories about scientific topics 
could often be unreliable, wrote to the director of Australia’s Meteorology 
Bureau, asking for its unfiltered scientific results. He advised the Australian 
meteorologists that some of the Cloud Physics Project’s tests might have been 
labeled “successful” had it lacked radar evidence showing naturally occurring 
rain just outside the seeding area.49 Reichelderfer emphasized the importance 
of looking at the larger meteorological picture before judging cloud seeding’s 
effectiveness, lest they conclude that their actions had produced rainfall when 
they had not.

With this mostly political flap behind them, the Cloud Physics Project’s 
second phase focused on the practical limits and economic importance of 
cloud modification processes, specifically the effectiveness of dry ice, lead 
oxide, and potassium iodide seeding of cumuliform clouds. Again, the over-
arching problem was separating naturally occurring from artificially induced 
precipitation, and once again, artificially induced rain was more likely in the 
presence of naturally precipitating clouds. Seeded cumulus clouds, however, 
tended to dissipate rather than precipitate— not a promising outcome for alle-
viating drought conditions by seeding “fair weather cumulus” dotting brilliant 
blue skies as the ground dried beneath them.50 Hence, the Weather Bureau 
investigators held firm to their original conclusion: seeding- induced precipi-
tation was not economically important.

While the Commerce Department– based Weather Bureau dealt with eco-
nomics, the Air Force researchers focused on their primary meteorologically 
based desire: all- weather flying. Could they modify clouds to eliminate prob-
lems created by low cloud ceilings, poor visibility, severe icing, and turbulence? 
Could they dissipate thunderstorms, which could ruin a pilot’s day and air-
craft? In their preliminary report (labeled RESTRICTED), they reached the 
same discouraging conclusions as their Weather Bureau counterparts, but did 
uncover two possible benefits for aviation: seeding individual cumulus clouds 
that were growing larger often led to rapid dissipation, which would prevent 
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thunderstorm formation, and seeding might also dissipate stratus clouds, but 
to a lesser degree.51 Of the nineteen experimental runs at the Wilmington site, 
not one significantly changed cloud behavior.52 The Air Force’s overall assess-
ment of weather control techniques: not overwhelmingly positive.

Air Force and Weather Bureau meteorologists uncovered basic science 
underlying cloud physics, but little evidence to bolster hopes of mitigating 
weather- related aviation hazards or making drier portions of the country 
bloom without huge irrigation projects. Nevertheless, they moved their ex-
periments to a variety of spots around the country: Brookhaven, New York, 
to run tests on supercooled fog when it proved too cold to conduct seeding 
experiments in Fairbanks, Alaska, and later to the West Coast to seed clouds 
heading east from the Pacific Ocean.53

While the Cloud Physics Project team had been working in Wilmington, 
Ohio, Langmuir and the Project Cirrus team had set up shop in New Mex-
ico’s high desert. His conclusion would be diametrically opposed to that of 
Reichelderfer and the Cloud Physics Project team: not only was seeding eco-
nomically important; it was possible to control weather all across the continent 
with minimal seeding. Those conclusions would spark a very public tiff with 
Reichelderfer in early 1949. But before we engage with that turf battle, let’s 
check in with Project Cirrus.

L a n g m u i r  P r o m o t e s  W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l —  P r o j e c t 
C i r r u s  i n  N e w  M e x i c o

Frustrated that the Cloud Physics Project was holding fast to its conclusion 
that cloud seeding did not produce economically significant amounts of rain, 
Langmuir doubled down as he busily promoted Project Cirrus and its results 
to anyone who would listen. A crucial part of his message: he had never en-
countered a supercooled cloud that could not be converted to ice crystals by 
adding dry ice particles. With that outcome assured, Langmuir was convinced 
that it would be possible to eliminate conditions that produced dangerous 
aircraft icing by converting all supercooled cloud droplets into harmless ice 
crystals. He was so sure of success, he wanted to scale- up his experimental 
area to roughly five hundred square miles and conduct a large- scale test just 
off the coast of Alaska.54

Langmuir was also conducting seeding experiments on white, puffy cumu-
lus clouds, particularly cumulus congestus, which are typically characterized 
by sharp outlines and extensive vertical growth and are commonly known as 
“towering cumulus.” Frequently associated with torrential downpours, given 
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favorable conditions cumulus congestus can grow into cumulonimbus (i.e., 
“thunder clouds”), instantly recognizable due to their fibrous, ice- crystal- 
laden anvil- shaped tops. Conducting field experiments in New Mexico (some 
of which used mobile seeding generators like the one in fig. 2.7), Langmuir 
was especially interested in the effects of seeding on towering cumulus clouds 
that had not yet become cumulonimbus. He claimed that seeding towering 
cumulus tops made “things happen very fast” and produced unusual phenom-
ena. While he was driving under a seeded cloud in New Mexico, the rain had 
come down in “torrents,” forcing him to pull off the road. The accompanying 
violent wind— probably a downdraft associated with the dissipating stage of 
the thunderstorm— knocked over trees. Then came the hail, “small pieces” 
of one- half- inch diameter, which may have seemed unusual to Langmuir, but 
were not rare in New Mexico. Langmuir, wondering why the seeded clouds 

F i g u r e  2 . 7 .  Mobile silver iodide generator mounted on an automobile for seeding exper-
iments in New Mexico. From C. R. Holmes and William Hume II, “Final Research Report to 
the State of New Mexico Economic Development Commission Water Resources Development,” 
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, September 1951.
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had precipitated out so rapidly, surmised that a “chain reaction” had occurred 
in nature’s storm, which led to the fragmentation of snow crystals and hence 
snowfalls. If true, it might be possible to induce larger amounts of precipita-
tion by using dry ice to trigger the chain reaction in moisture- laden, naturally 
growing storms. Convinced of his ability to trigger large storms, Langmuir felt 
obligated to say that he did not want to trigger such a snowstorm over New 
York City and leave officials with a $5 million cleanup.55 The Big Apple must 
have been relieved.

Langmuir being Langmuir, reporting on experimental results without de-
veloping a mathematical theory to explain them would have been unthinkable. 
He calculated that, given air moving upward at five miles per hour, enough 
moisture to produce at least one- tenth of an inch of rain, and individual 
twenty- micron diameter cloud particles, a single drop of water would cause 
an entire cumulus cloud to release its moisture. Indeed, in warmer tropical 
clouds, seeding with water droplets would be just as effective as seeding with 
dry ice.56 Less expensive, too.

Langmuir also wanted to apply his techniques to forest fire prevention and 
hurricane steering. The former had been tried in New England by seeding 
clouds, but rain started falling before he could seed. The Navy was interested 
in steering hurricanes away from ships at sea, and, perhaps more importantly, 
from bases where many ships were docked and in danger of sinking next to 
piers. Langmuir expressed his eagerness to study hurricanes far off shore. His 
experimental plan was to fly back and forth over hurricanes and observe if 
seeding modified them or steered them onto different (and presumably less 
dangerous) paths. Langmuir thought increased knowledge about seeding’s 
effects would make it possible to “abolish the evil effects” of hurricanes.57

Langmuir had big plans for weather control— so big that the language he 
used tied it more closely to atomic energy than to meteorology. His use of the 
term “chain reaction” to describe what was taking place in seeded clouds har-
kens back to the same language used by nuclear scientists to describe events 
taking place during atomic explosions. Indeed, we will see this same language 
incorporated into statements supporting 1950s- era state control of the weather. 
On the other hand, Langmuir also displayed his lack of meteorological under-
standing. His description of weather phenomena associated with New Mexico 
thunderstorms could have been given by almost any longtime resident of the 
Desert Southwest. And yet, Langmuir did not ask the most obvious question: 
Did I just experience phenomena outside recorded meteorological extremes? 
Instead, he immediately concluded that his seeding experiments caused the 
driving rain and fell back on his theoretical calculations to declare that a single 
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drop of water could work as the trigger. And Langmuir implied that he could 
effectively produce weather on demand by referring to the inadvisability of 
dropping heavy snow on New York City. Similarly, his remarks about modify-
ing (weakening) and steering hurricanes implied that he fully understood the 
nuances of hurricane structure in 1948— nuances that are still unknown in the 
early twenty- first century. Langmuir traded on his status as an elite scientist 
to proffer ideas that would have been quickly dismissed as being from the 
scientific fringe at best, and quackish at worst, had they come from just about 
anyone else. To their chagrin, Weather Bureau scientists were routinely left to 
justify their assertion that Langmuir’s ability to control the weather was not 
ready for prime time.

At the August 1948 International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG) 
meeting in Oslo, Francis Reichelderfer informed fellow geophysicists about 
the Cloud Physics Project’s results. Langmuir was furious, but kept quiet. By 
January 1949, however, when Reichelderfer and Langmuir both presented pa-
pers at the annual American Meteorological Society meeting, their mutual en-
mity made its public debut. What were Langmuir’s main points of contention?

The finding that seeded clouds were more likely to rain when other clouds 
were raining within thirty to sixty miles of the seeding site? Langmuir claimed 
the Weather Bureau was trying to “belittle” any “positive” results. A thirty- mile 
radius encompassed 2,900 square miles; a sixty- mile radius, 11,600 square 
miles— a lot of territory. “Surely,” Langmuir wrote, “the occurrence of rain 
within such a large area cannot be taken as proof that any given cloud would 
have seeded itself at the time that the experiment was carried out.”58 Langmuir 
missed Reichelderfer’s point. If clouds in the vicinity rained on their own, 
couldn’t the seeded clouds have rained eventually without seeding? Were rain-
ing clouds significantly different than nonraining clouds? Were clouds in the 
same region markedly different from one another?

Reichelderfer acknowledged that clouds could be dissipated with dry ice, 
but doubted the possibility of making large- scale rain. When Langmuir pro-
tested, Reichelderfer claimed he was counteracting Langmuir’s “grossly exag-
gerated statements” on the efficacy of rainmaking, specifically the ones related 
to controlling hurricanes. Langmuir was nonplussed. Contrary to Reichelder-
fer’s claim that hurricanes were too large to influence with seeding, Langmuir 
argued that since larger storms contained more energy, seeding at the “proper 
stage of development” should produce widespread effects. “To assume that a 
hurricane could not be successfully modified by even a single pellet of dry ice,” 
Langmuir wrote in his notes, “is like assuming that a very large forest fire could 
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not be set on fire by such a small thing as a single match.”59 Had Reichelderfer 
ever seen this note, he likely would have rolled his eyes dismissively before 
replying, “No, modifying a hurricane with a single pellet of dry ice would be 
like extinguishing a very large fire with a single drop of water. Neither one of 
them would be effective.”

The Weather Bureau’s lack of laboratory tests was a continuing sore point 
for Langmuir, who was convinced that questions about artificial nucleation 
were going to be very difficult to settle by atmospheric experiments. He 
thought it was “far better to arrive at a thorough understanding of the mete-
orological factors based on laboratory experiments and suitably chosen sets 
of meteorological data.” Then he could “lay out a theoretical basis” for the 
meteorological phenomena found in supercooled clouds.60 For Langmuir, 
the laboratory beat out the atmosphere for research because he could control 
everything in the laboratory. He wanted to control atmospheric conditions as 
he controlled every aspect of his laboratory, and would learn how to do it in 
the laboratory. No wonder Weather Bureau meteorologists looked askance at 
Langmuir’s scientific approach. Observational data gathered in situ were what 
counted— and they did not forecast the weather for a laboratory.61

And yet, when Langmuir made his case at the annual AMS meeting, he 
argued that GE and Project Cirrus had not, in general, been trying to make 
rain— especially due to potential legal problems— and then summarized the 
“fundamental facts” of seeding.62 Considering that Langmuir had been ex-
tolling the possibilities of controlling rainfall since late 1946 and the military 
services were performing the Project Cirrus field experiments to shield GE, 
his comments appear a tad disingenuous.

Reichelderfer took a different tack, discussing weather control as one of 
three approaches (improving observations and forecasts being the others) to 
aid the aeronautics community. He argued that weather modification’s mission 
was to “abolish” the weather, which sounds odd until we remember that on a 
delightfully fair day with virtually no wind there is “no weather.” Reichelderfer 
was saying that weather control was about controlling unfavorable phenomena 
or “bad weather.” It was inaccurate to say that artificially producing a desired 
weather condition was impossible, but some weather “controls” were more 
practical than others. Considering the massive volume of air and energy car-
ried by storms, and the costs and consequences of large- scale weather control, 
it seemed unlikely that it would solve aviation’s weather problems. Small- scale 
changes, such as dissipating fog near airports, were more likely to be practical 
and cost- effective.63

Reichelderfer likely thought he had given a realistic appraisal of weather 
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control’s possibilities. But the Department of the Interior disagreed, charging 
the Weather Bureau with attempting to prove the impossibility of weather con-
trol and then requesting funding for its own experiments as a countermeasure. 
Stung by Interior’s perception, Reichelderfer pondered how to change it. As 
he gathered data from other research teams in the United States, Canada, and 
Australia, he was struck by two findings: they were convinced that the Cloud 
Physics Project had had only negative results (while everyone else had had 
some positive and some negative results), and their raw data differed little from 
the Weather Bureau’s. Consequently, Reichelderfer and his team were per-
ceived as being so hostile to weather control that they could not acknowledge 
successes, while in turn, Reichelderfer thought the others were overstating 
their successes.64 How could they get their message out about the efficacy of 
weather control without appearing overtly negative?

T h e  M e d i a  D e f e n s i v e

Reichelderfer could not have led a charm offensive on behalf of the Weather 
Bureau’s weather control results. He was not that kind of person. However, to 
get their version of the story out, Reichelderfer and his staff needed to carefully 
choose their words as they approached the press and spoke about weather 
control at a variety of venues.

Ross Gunn made the first attempt, writing an article about the Cloud Phys-
ics Project for Physics Today. Considering Reichelderfer’s almost paranoid 
desire to hold information about weather control close, Gunn wisely (or not) 
routed it to him for comments. Reichelderfer’s response: was Gunn writing 
as a disinterested observer, or as a partisan in the cloud seeding controversy? 
Reichelderfer argued that it was best to let the facts speak for themselves; 
press controversy just confused readers and wasted time. And, he told Gunn, 
leave your personality, your personal opinions, and references to the Weather 
Bureau out as well.65

Reichelderfer’s comments might have made sense if Gunn had been writing 
for the popular press, but physicists were Physics Today’s audience. Gunn 
was not disinterested; he was party to the controversy. How could he just 
“stick to the facts”? Scientific facts rarely speak for themselves. Someone must 
interpret them. Should that person be, in this case, a meteorologist? Or did 
Reichelderfer think that a journalist could do a better job? And the bit about 
Gunn suppressing his personality and personal opinions? Did Reichelderfer 
really think that Langmuir’s Nobel Prize– winning reputation, and by exten-
sion his personality, had not played a role in how government officials and 
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the public had received his pronouncements on weather control? They were 
undoubtedly thinking: how could a Nobel Prize winner be wrong? Who do 
these Weather Bureau meteorologists think they are, disputing the word of a 
chemist in a white lab coat? Perhaps Reichelderfer clung to the comfortable 
notion that scientists were completely “objective,” hermetically sealed from 
any factors that might interfere with the appropriate interpretation of experi-
mental data. But his lack of media savvy was not helpful.

Shortly after reining in Gunn, Reichelderfer went on the offensive with a 
speaking- to- the- choir talk at Washington, DC’s Cosmos Club— an invitation- 
only organization then composed primarily of prominent earth scientists— 
about cloud physics and cloud seeding research. After reiterating what at-
mospheric scientists knew and did not know about cloud development and 
precipitation mechanisms, he turned to Langmuir’s seeding ideas. Using tech-
nical language and lots of facts, Reichelderfer’s core message was this: Look, 
fellow earth scientists, these GE folks, who are not meteorologists, think they 
can use dry ice or silver iodide to tinker with the atmosphere and make it do 
what they want. But we meteorologists know that the enormous amounts of en-
ergy spread throughout a large volume of air will not be modified by something 
as small as silver iodide seeds, no matter how many of them are introduced into 
the atmosphere.66 Except all those attending the luncheon already knew that. 
He still was not getting his message out to a broader audience. Perhaps more 
important: was he getting his message out to fellow government bureaucrats 
who needed some solid guidance?

E va l u a t i n g  “ P r o g r e s s ”  i n  W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l

By mid- May 1949, Reichelderfer was concerned that Weather Bureau person-
nel were spending more time on operations and less on basic research since the 
Cloud Physics Project had moved from Ohio to the West Coast. He thought it 
important to stop “short of the boondoggling stage,” which was fast approach-
ing, and not spend time and money on tests for little return.67 The pullback on 
the Cloud Physics Project did not mean that Reichelderfer wanted to cut ties 
with Project Cirrus. Indeed, his overarching desire was to keep a close eye on 
Project Cirrus and Langmuir.

Simultaneously, the Research and Development Board’s Panel on the At-
mosphere reported that clearing airfields of fog and military areas of clouds, 
increasing visibility in clouds, and eliminating aircraft icing hazards were 
all important military applications, and it predicted future cloud seeding 
 effectiveness:
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• In 5 years: 80 percent effectiveness in dispersing supercooled clouds and 
50 percent in dispersing supercooled fogs; 10 percent of warm clouds (tem-
perature above freezing) dispersed;

• In 10 years: all supercooled fogs and clouds would be dispersed; 20 percent 
of warm clouds dispersed;

• In 15 years: no further problems dealing with supercooled clouds; 20 per-
cent of warm clouds dispersed.

The panel recommended more research on all phases of cloud physics to 
extend knowledge of cloud and fog phenomena, including worldwide cloud 
seeding experiments to include a variety of climate types.68 Considering the 
lack of evidence, its predictions were at best overly optimistic, and at worst, 
based on wishful thinking.

Meanwhile the Weather Bureau’s Project Cirrus consultant— mole is more 
accurate— was visiting Langmuir at the GE Research Laboratory. Reichelder-
fer had planted William Lewis in the project to monitor Langmuir’s undertak-
ings while providing sorely needed meteorological sense. Lewis concentrated 
his efforts on data from cumulus cloud seeding that had taken place in New 
Mexico in summer and early fall 1948. The main problem: the grid spacing be-
tween hourly reporting stations was larger than the convective systems, which 
tended to slip undetected between the grid points much as small fish slip 
through trawler nets. Contrary to Langmuir’s contention, heavy rains were 
not unusual in the Santa Fe area and therefore provided no evidence for or 
against cloud seeding effectiveness. Writing to Langmuir, Lewis argued that 
the Project Cirrus team was facing a problem that was more complex than 
Langmuir was acknowledging and needed to use statistical analysis to deter-
mine seeding’s significance. Furthermore, although most meteorological sit-
uations produce a wide variety of scientific opinions (as meteorologists know 
all too well), Lewis wrote that he had never been in a cumulonimbus cloud 
that did not have ice crystals. That clean- cut flat anvil top? It looked that way 
because of the distance between the observer and the cloud, not because of 
ice crystals, which likely formed far below 33,700 feet. The photographs in 
which the clouds looked diffuse did not offer proof of ice crystals. The clouds 
only looked diffuse because the photograph was taken with the dissipating 
part of the cloud against the light. There was no proof that the seeds’ effects 
moved with the tallest cloud, nor was there reason to believe that clouds Lang-
muir thought were seed- induced had not occurred naturally. Furthermore, 
ice crystals could fall from cumulonimbus into lower- level clouds, effectively 
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serving as natural seeds, which provided an alternative hypothesis for cloud 
development without artificial seeding.69 In all probability, Langmuir did not 
appreciate Lewis’s observations.

While Langmuir and his team were trying to analyze the seeding results from 
their New Mexico field experiments, with or without Lewis’s advice, mili-
tary advisers for the Cloud Physics Project decided that the next experiments 
should be conducted on warm season cumulus clouds. Florida was an ideal 
test site because a large variety of single- cell and isolated cumulus clouds were 
readily available.70

Because stratiform clouds did not produce precipitation, the military was 
only interested in seeding enough of the cloud to create holes for pilots to fly 
through. Therefore, project scientists decided to conduct cold season super-
cooled stratus and fog seeding from a base in New England or Newfoundland 
to ascertain the effectiveness of seeding for military operations. For example, if 
seeding created a hole like the one in figure 2.8, did it stay open long enough 
for a pilot to use it? Weather Bureau meteorologists suggested that military 
units lead this set of experiments, while they would analyze the data.71 The 
Air Force and Navy agreed and proceeded accordingly.72

Military meteorologists also agreed to cooperate with a cumulus- seeding 

F i g u r e  2 . 8 .  Military officials wanted seeding experiments to prove the viability of putting 
holes in stratus clouds to aid aviation. US Air Force Photo, NOAA Central Library.
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project planned for New Mexico since Air Force resources were available. 
However, they concentrated on clearing fog and low clouds that were potential 
aviation hazards, leaving precipitation enhancement to civilians.73

C o n t i n e n ta l  W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l ?

Throughout the late 1940s, Irving Langmuir’s comments generally addressed 
cloud clearing and “local” weather modification activities. After moving his ex-
perimental work to New Mexico, however, he became convinced that his local 
actions had continental- sized influence, and he shared his conclusions widely. 
Most people working with technologies realize they spawn both intended and 
unintended consequences. Similarly, most people realize that their words may 
produce unintended consequences, too. Langmuir, apparently, was not among 
them. As a result, General Electric soon found itself in a rather uncomfortable 
position.

In July 1949, Langmuir conducted a cloud seeding experiment in New 
Mexico that, he claimed, showed that silver iodide could produce rain large 
distances— thirty to fifty miles— away from the seeding site, and that induced 
rain would be “easily” detectable at distances of two hundred miles or more. 
He subsequently arranged for his team to seed in New Mexico’s high desert 
from December 1949 through September 1950. Because it took the Weather 
Bureau three months to compile national monthly climatological data, Lang-
muir had to wait until April for the station data needed for his analysis. How-
ever, in January 1950, he learned of flooding in the Ohio and Wabash river 
valleys— the most serious in many years. He directed his GE staff to gather 
twenty- four- hour rainfall totals from relevant watershed observation stations. 
Struck by a weekly rainfall periodicity over the entire area, Langmuir con-
cluded that seeding in New Mexico had been at least partly responsible for the 
flood- inducing rains, and he scaled back seeding from three days per week to 
two days every other week.74 A few weeks later, flooding started to affect the 
Mississippi River. And yes, Langmuir took credit for enhancing precipitation 
in that case as well.

Weather Bureau meteorologists looking at the same data reached a different 
conclusion: the precipitation was due to natural causes. If, however, Langmuir 
were proved correct, the results would be of “extreme importance” to the 
military; an independent appraisal was needed. The Signal Corps’s Michael 
Ference— a Project Cirrus adviser— recommended that the Research and De-
velopment Board appoint a team of consultants to meet with Langmuir and 
discuss his results.75
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The consulting team members— George P. Wadsworth (Mathematics/
MIT), Gardner Emmons (Engineering/ NYU), Hurd C. Willett (Meteorol-
ogy/ MIT), and Bernhard Haurwitz (Meteorology/ NYU), all distinguished 
academics— visited Langmuir in Schenectady, but his mountain of data was 
too much for them to analyze in a single day, so they carried it home, intend-
ing to conduct statistical and synoptic checks of the data before returning for 
another visit. The team planned to spend only one more day with Langmuir, 
who thought they would stay for extended discussions.76

Following their second meeting, team members concluded that Langmuir’s 
data did not support his contention that he had triggered the rain that had 
fallen in the Mississippi Valley. If Langmuir wanted them to accept that claim, 
then he needed to offer considerably more evidence. While their charge had 
not been to analyze the fundamental concepts of cloud physics, they pointed 
out that the current state of scientific knowledge made it impossible to de-
termine from physical reasoning what happened inside seeded clouds. They 
also could not determine the horizontal and vertical transportation and distri-
bution of seeding material through the atmosphere, and they could not track 
the seeds from New Mexico to the Mississippi River Valley. Observed rain 
was insufficient to prove or disprove Langmuir’s claim that his seeding had 
spawned a low- pressure area that produced large amounts of rain almost one 
thousand miles away.77 Based on the tenuous nature of Langmuir’s argument, 
the evaluators fell back on a standard scientific recommendation: do more 
experimental work with better controls, followed by a robust statistical anal-
ysis of the data.78

Because the report disputed Langmuir’s claims, it turned into a political 
hot potato and its release was postponed despite the RDB Panel on the Atmo-
sphere’s decision to make it public. An Army representative was particularly 
concerned because under the terms of the Signal Corps/GE contract, GE got 
a “cut” on any press releases and might issue a rebuttal. It would be unseemly 
for the Department of Defense to disagree with its own contractor.79

As military officials struggled with releasing the Emmons et al. report, 
Langmuir was in the tiny dust- and- scrub- filled high desert town of Socorro 
to address the New Mexico School of Mines’ graduating class. In his speech, 
Langmuir tied “indiscriminate and promiscuous” seeding [by ranchers] in 
New Mexico with flooding in Manitoba, some 1,500 miles to the north. Fas-
cinated Canadian officials contacted General Electric for more information. 
Within days, GE’s General News Bureau asked Langmuir to “recall” those re-
marks and get them to the company as soon as possible.80 Manitoba was not on 
any kind of storm track that passed through New Mexico, and the conditions 
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leading to the floods, which included massive winter snows, had been months 
in the making, but those facts did not concern Langmuir. They did concern 
meteorologists, who were trying to keep up with, and tamp down, Langmuir’s 
more meteorologically unsupportable public statements.

Failing to take heed when meteorologists told him that seeding clouds in 
New Mexico likely only affected weather within a few miles of the seeding site, 
an undeterred Langmuir published a paper in Science, one of the oldest and 
most influential journals in the American scientific community, that reiterated 
his idea that seeding near Albuquerque had triggered 0.35 inch of rain over 
four thousand square miles in a single day— 100 million tons of rain. Upon 
recalculating the amount, he increased it eightfold to 800 million tons, all from 
seeding. He then claimed that by shooting a single pellet of dry ice from a 
pistol into a cloud, he could make it rain. (Just how that could be done and 
leave the dry ice pellet intact is a mystery.) Running with this idea, Langmuir 
leaped to proposing that it was “highly probable” that hurricanes could be 
modified and prevented from reaching land if they were seeded in an incipient 
stage.81 The Weather Bureau’s Ferguson Hall and Emmons and his colleagues 
lambasted the article in letters to the editor.82 Writing separately, they dis-
sected Langmuir’s argument with such precision that it makes one wonder if 
Langmuir’s article had gone through peer review, or if he had just been given 
a “pass” as a Nobel Prize winner.

Shortly before Langmuir’s article appeared in Science, the RDB released 
the Emmons et al. report accompanied by the Army’s dissent and a fact sheet. 
In an interesting development, almost immediately thereafter RDB chairman 
William Webster decided that for “security reasons” it was not a good idea to 
identify the Department of Defense with the implication that weather control 
was not going to be viable for several years, if then. Therefore, the report, 
especially any comments related to the DoD and the RDB, or to possible stra-
tegic or tactical inferences that could be “plainly” drawn from it, needed to 
be classified “confidential” and everyone possessing a copy had to mark and 
handle it accordingly.83

The Justice Department also obtained a copy of the report and queried 
the Commerce secretary about Weather Bureau activities related to certain 
“unconventional methods of attack.” The Commerce secretary truthfully re-
sponded that except for “incidental” studies made by the bureau related to 
“weather control,” it had not been involved with military activities.84 How-
ever, the entire handling of this incident, from the investigation conducted 
at the RDB’s behest by Emmons et al. to the debate over the report’s release, 
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followed by Langmuir’s article in Science, indicates the level of confusion sur-
rounding weather control’s efficacy as well as its potential use as a state tool.

While mulling over the Emmons et al. report’s implications, the Panel on the 
Atmosphere assembled its 1950 edition of the “technical estimate” of the status 
of military- related atmospheric research. The first draft acknowledged the im-
portance of more accurate, longer- range weather forecasts, but weather control 
possibilities were gaining ground. Realistically, however, progress was slow, 
and being able to modify the microclimate of orchards was not equivalent 
to large- scale weather control.85 The final, more circumspect version of the 
report suggested that the military might be able to modify local cloud cover 
and thereby induce precipitation, and modify natural storms in a small way.86 
The military services wanted to be in on the ground floor with weather control, 
but cooler heads prevailed in the creation of official documents. Members of 
the Panel on the Atmosphere did not want to criticize Langmuir, particularly 
because of the contracts between the Signal Service and GE, nor did they want 
to make unsupportable claims for weather control.

L a n g m u i r  S ta k e s  h i s  C l a i m

Despite the overt skepticism of atmospheric scientists, in 1950 Langmuir was 
still pursuing his theory that induced rainfall was proportional to the square 
of the amount of silver iodide used. He concluded that the chance of this 
enhanced rainfall being due to a random (natural) event was 1 million to one. 
He also concluded that seeding with a single pound of silver iodide each week 
would modify the US climate, and burning additional silver iodide– treated 
briquettes would produce more widespread effects.87

He was also nursing a tremendous grudge against meteorologists in general, 
and those of the Weather Bureau in particular. Langmuir would later tell New 
York Times reporter John Pfeiffer: “[Weather experts] tend to feel that anyone 
who hasn’t specialized in meteorology isn’t in the run. But all of us have to be 
prepared for the unexpected, for things that don’t make sense according to 
our old ideas. We must continue to experiment with open minds. That’s the 
scientific method.”88 Unless, of course, the data do not support the argument 
and one continues to make it anyway. In that case, an unsupported hypothe-
sis should just fade away. Langmuir was completely convinced that his data 
supported his hypothesis, and the “orthodox weather experts” were unable 
to see it.
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With his ideas spurned by the nation’s “highest possible authorities,” Lang-
muir decided to make his case at the National Academy of Sciences meeting 
on October 12, 1950, in Schenectady. When Langmuir presented, with “great 
vehemence,” his paper connecting seeding in New Mexico with regular rainfall 
across the United States, attendees were “startled.” He argued that the seven- 
day periodicity was “quite beyond the range of any fortuitous effects.” But 
when asked if seeding had directly caused the rain, he demurred. “The ordi-
nary concept of cause and effect,” he declared, “cannot be applied in this case.” 
Although many “experts” had said that such large- scale weather modification 
was impossible, Langmuir used terms like “astounding” and “magnificent” to 
describe his results.89 Meteorologists were not impressed.

However, Langmuir did not attempt to publish the paper, and only the ab-
stract appeared in Science on October 20, 1950.90 Based on his own account, 
it appears that Langmuir was unwilling to expose his data analysis to peer 
review, especially if the reviewers were meteorologists. As a Nobel Prize win-
ner, he seemed disturbed that his ideas were not immediately embraced and 
that a bunch of niggling meteorologists, so very low in the scientific pecking 
order, should be thumbing their collective noses at his obvious inducement of 
periodicities across the United States.

Curious about the paper, Reichelderfer asked Langmuir for a copy. In his 
fourteen- page response, Langmuir proposed testing his theory of periodic 
rainfall and having the USWB’s statisticians determine if the periodicities were 
“so high that they practically indicate certainty.” Then, Langmuir wrote, they 
could work together to determine their underlying causes. He thought that 
the possibility of inducing economically significant amounts of precipitation 
paled into “insignificance” compared to what he saw as the most important 
outcome: the complete revision of the underpinnings of synoptic meteorol-
ogy.91 Langmuir was not only convinced that he was correct— seeding in New 
Mexico had changed the weather all across the continent— but that his work 
was so revolutionary that it would change the course of meteorology. While 
he accused the Weather Bureau of being obstructionist, Langmuir apparently 
felt completely justified in ignoring hard data and analysis presented by people 
who had been working in the field for decades. This may have been the point 
when Langmuir’s weather control efforts started to fall apart: arrogance set 
him up to look foolish at best when weather control failed to materialize.

As 1950 ended and news of the proposed Weather Control Act was hitting 
newspapers, United Press International quoted Langmuir as saying that 
weather control could be “as powerful a war weapon as the atom bomb.” 
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Therefore, the federal government should do for weather control what it had 
done for atomic energy. Liberating the energy from thirty milligrams of sil-
ver iodide under “optimum conditions” would be equivalent to the energy 
released from an atomic bomb. Charging that the Weather Bureau opposed 
his ideas, Langmuir maintained that weather control could produce drought, 
torrential downpours, and deprive hydroelectric plants of fuel.92

Two weeks later, GE announced it would not enforce its patents related to 
the use of silver iodide to induce precipitation to “permit a maximum freedom 
of research in this field.” Vice President and Director of Research C. Guy Suits 
acknowledged that the company research lab needed to accomplish much 
more developmental work before anyone would see the full benefits of its dis-
coveries.93 And the benefits would be many: the correct types and amounts of 
precipitation at the optimum time, the elimination of hazardous weather, and 
sunshine for those who remained under cloudy skies most winters.

And Langmuir? Earlier in the year he had resigned as a State University 
of New York trustee so he could pursue rainmaking. Langmuir said, “I be-
lieve that the best service I can render to the national welfare is to increase 
rather than decrease my activities in [rainmaking].”94 He may have been con-
vinced that rainmaking and national welfare— and defense— went together, 
but the Research and Development Board’s committees were not yet firmly in 
Langmuir’s camp. But they didn’t need to be. Langmuir had already hooked 
a bigger fish, one who saw weather control as a state tool and could lead the 
charge for state- funded weather control: former secretary of Agriculture and 
junior senator from New Mexico Clinton P. Anderson.





* II *

Coming to Grips with Weather 
Control (1950– 1957)

“War,” wrote sociologist and historian Charles Tilly, “made the modern 
state.” And the Cold War, with its pervasive, imminent threat of war, solidi-
fied a “powerful central state” in mid- twentieth- century America that drew 
heavily on science, technology, and natural resources to create overwhelming 
military strength to counter and surpass the similar efforts of its rival, the So-
viet Union. For the United States— a nation in which strong antistate ideals 
have long  prevailed— a crisis is a necessary, although not sufficient, condition 
for triggering a state- building period. Economic meltdowns like the Great 
Depression count. Wars, hot and cold, count. The Cold War counts.1 In the 
1950s, Cold War national security concerns drove the United States to use all 
available science and technology to build an offensive and defensive arsenal 
to preserve “truth, justice, and the American way,” and inspired planning for a 
new bureaucracy (Weather Control Commission) around weather control and 
its use as a new, relatively inexpensive, nontraceable, radiation- free weapon. 
Add in drought conditions around the country and unregulated attempts to 
mitigate them with weather control, and the smaller crises started to multiply. 
In short order, weather control looked like an ideal state tool to address both 
international and domestic problems— a tool that would require significant 
state patronage— and become yet another part of the scientific state.2

In Part I, scientific management and its concomitant efficiencies were cen-
tral to Progressive Era thought, and the state increased patronage for govern-
mental science and its in- house experts throughout the early twentieth century. 
But scientific management by the state really took off during World War II, 
when the entire country (scientists and engineers included) was mobilized 
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for the war effort. As Brian Balogh puts it, “Exchanges between experts and 
the federal government evolved from what might be characterized as a coy but 
chaste Progressive Era courtship, to a triumphant marriage during the early 
years of the Cold War.”3 Add in some less- than- chaste flings in the Roaring 
Twenties— including attempts to use electrified sand to clear clouds for Army 
aviators— and science began shifting from simply a rational method for making 
progress in the world to a “national resource . . . and a ward of the state.” The 
state supported its new ward, and in turn, society reaped the benefits. But 
state support inevitably comes with strings attached. Patrons always make the 
rules, and scientists in the 1950s found themselves struggling to negotiate this 
new reality as they worked to advise the state on science- related policy while 
working at the state’s behest, adapting to the state’s agenda. Science, then, 
played an integral role in the American state— which, in the 1950s, was not 
only a scientific state, but also a national security state.4

Science and technology had played outsized roles in the winning of World 
War II, and America’s science maven, Vannevar Bush, who had headed the 
US Office of Scientific Research and Development, wanted to ensure that they 
continued to play an outsized role in the nation’s future. His report Science— 
the Endless Frontier argued that scientific progress was of “vital interest to the 
Government,” because without it, people would be less healthy, the standard of 
living would plunge because of insufficient job creation, and the nation would 
be unable to fight back against tyranny. In short, the state needed to use science 
for the national welfare because the nation’s security depended upon it.5

With the end of World War II and the beginning of the Cold War, the De-
partment of Defense (DoD) became the patron for science, a science that was 
no longer small, but big . .  . very big. Big science generally brings to mind 
military investments in physics and engineering related to nuclear weapon 
development, but the earth sciences, including meteorology and oceanogra-
phy, were not bit players during a time when 80 percent of the federal research 
and development budget was in the hands of the DoD. Government labs, ma-
jor industrial labs (including General Electric), and science departments of 
major universities were on the receiving end of the DoD’s largesse, which 
was directly related to the national security state.6 Because “civilian strategists 
regularly overestimated the power and malignity of their Soviet adversary,” as 
historian Bruce Kuklick has written— and those same strategists maintained 
that an appropriate measure of what American supremacy should look like was 
how it had looked in 1945, when the United States was the only major power 
left with its economy and infrastructure intact— requesting more money for 
scientific and technological endeavors that would keep the American state 
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ahead of the Soviet state became a winning strategy for scientists and the agen-
cies that funded them, particularly the DoD, Atomic Energy Commission, and 
National Science Foundation.7

Patronage, for science or any other field of endeavor, influences the direc-
tion that work takes. For centuries, artists produced religious works because 
wealthy donors commissioned them for churches. When military patrons pro-
vide funding for scientific research, then scientists’ research agendas will be 
subtly, or not so subtly, steered toward answering questions of military con-
cern over time, or they will find a new patron with deep pockets. In that way, 
the state exerts political control over science.8 The 1950s- era weather control 
story is interesting because it fits into the overall story of Cold War weap-
ons development without being about physicists: the military wanted to keep 
cloud modification research solely under its auspices. But considering the 
scientists who were trying to advance this work, it is not exactly a meteorology 
story either. While some eye- rolling meteorologists may have been willing to 
encourage cloud seeding research if it had solely involved enhancing rainfall, 
they drew the line at being involved in weapons development. Instead, they 
strongly argued that they didn’t have sufficient knowledge of atmospheric pro-
cesses to control the weather. Period. All stop.

Perhaps, had they not been so worried about their professional reputations, 
they might then have added, “Okay . . . you want to control the weather? Fine. 
First we need a large wad of money to tease apart basic precipitation processes. 
That will take a few years. Then, we’ll need another large wad of money . . . 
oh, and aircraft for experimental platforms, special movie cameras, lots of film, 
plenty of people . . . to run years of tests on a variety of cloud types in different 
topographical areas. And that will just be to test clearing fog, punching holes 
in clouds, and enhancing precipitation. If you want us to prevent floods, bliz-
zards, tornadoes, and/or hurricanes, that will cost you another gazillion dollars 
over a few decades. Let us know when you want us to start!”

But they didn’t. Why not? Because leaders of the US Weather Bureau 
(USWB), which still employed the majority of US meteorologists in the 1950s, 
knew that they did not have sufficient bureaucratic autonomy to change the 
military’s agenda or the minds of congressmen who had decided that a full- 
scale assault on weather control supervised by a Weather Control Commission 
was a way to strengthen national security and to overcome problems facing 
individual states who were (mostly unsuccessfully) trying to address intra-  
and interstate weather control conflicts.9 As it turned out, the USWB’s lack 
of public legitimacy and bureaucratic entrepreneurs during the Cold War 
doomed its personnel to fighting a rearguard action against congressional pa-
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trons who wanted to change the direction of the nation’s weather service from 
one of forecasting to one of control. When senators holding checkbooks found 
the meteorologists to be recalcitrant in the face of their entreaties, scientists 
who were not meteorologists were willing to step in and accept the checks.

How could that have happened? If the American state were built on scien-
tific principles and depended on disciplinary expertise, how could congress-
men have ignored the meteorologists? Wouldn’t they have been the experts in 
this case? Well, yes and no. Yes: they were the ones who knew the most about 
the atmosphere, and they were also the ones who knew what they did not know 
about the atmosphere and said so. What good are scientists who don’t know 
everything? Isn’t that their job? That is what makes them experts. However, 
the Nobel Prize– winning chemist Irving Langmuir— he of white coat and a 
leader at a major industrial laboratory (General Electric)— while he did not 
know nearly as much about the atmosphere and its behavior as the USWB 
meteorologists, emphatically and confidently defended his claim that he had 
controlled the weather over the entire continent. The senators were enthralled. 
He was an expert. As my students would say, he was awesome.

And because, as sociologists Harry Collins and Robert Evans write in Re-
thinking Expertise, “distance lends enchantment,” knowledge appears to be 
more certain the farther one is from the creation of that knowledge. Langmuir 
was trying to pass weather control off as a certainty— and his congressional 
audience had no way to check the validity of the argument. Thus, they re-
lied on his personal reputation. The USWB meteorologists, who could show 
that Langmuir was wrong, simply could not measure up. Their voices didn’t 
count, and they were scooted over to the kids’ table so the grownups (sena-
tors) could rhapsodize about a future where lousy weather was banished, and 
where “scientists in white coats . . . [were] given license to speak with authority 
on almost any subject.” Why was this? Because in the 1950s, scientists spoke 
about all of science with authority, even when they did not know what they 
were talking about— and some did it more than others, especially the weather 
control proponents.10 Consequently, the congressional decisions on weather 
control were not informed by science, but by politics: the politics of national 
security in the Cold War.

As the 1950s opened, three disparate yet related groups were seeking answers 
to questions about weather control: federal lawmakers (and the executive de-
partments and their subordinate agencies that sought to exploit and provide 
some measure of control over weather control activities); state lawmakers and 
agencies (seeking to referee brewing legal fights concerning intrastate and in-
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terstate weather control); and the atmospheric scientists— in other words, the 
subject matter experts. (As it turns out, these researchers— in government, 
academe, and the commercial sector— were not easily divided into pro–  or 
con– weather control camps.)

The trajectories of these groups run in parallel throughout the decade, with 
occasional intermingling among them. Somewhat like a play— one where the 
audience sees the same event from the viewpoint of three different actors— the 
next three chapters explore the themes of state influence on science, examining 
how scientific expertise and professional associations influenced state deci-
sions regarding science and technology vis- à- vis weather control.





C h a p t e r  3

US Congress:  
Controlling Weather Control

The nation that first learns to plot the paths of air masses accurately and learns to control 

the time and place of precipitation will dominate the globe.

G e n e r a l  G e o r g e  C .  K e n n y , US Air Force1

Cold warriors were fascinated by weather control’s possibilities. By late 1950, 
the theoretical underpinnings of cloud physics and the potential practical uses 
of weather control had grabbed the attention of General George C. Kenny, for-
mer commander of the Strategic Air Command, who foresaw global domina-
tion by the state able to produce weather on demand. Equally enamored were 
residents of the US West whose states lacked sufficient water to support the 
postwar boom in population, agriculture, and industry. Although the Desert 
Southwest most commonly springs to mind, cotton and tobacco growers en-
during droughts in the East, ranchers scratching out a living in the rain shadow 
of Pacific mountain ranges, farmers in the semi- arid Plains, and New York 
City’s leaders: all were eyeing weather control to fix whatever atmospheric 
problems ailed them.

While the military’s weather control efforts were cloaked in secrecy, media 
reports— fed by Irving Langmuir’s overly positive claims of success— attracted 
attention around the country. Writing in the New York Journal- American in 
1950, reporter Louis Reid gushed, “Rainmakers will soon be taking orders— to 
provide just the kind of weather you want.” Langmuir, Reid reported, claimed 
that science had “penetrated the secrets” of weather control. Any weather con-
dition could be changed. Farmers and cities could get rain; skiers snow. Big 
snow headed for your town? Intercept the clouds and let the snow fall “harm-
lessly” over a forest or an ocean. Instead of letting nature seed clouds willy- 
nilly, target the seeds. Scientists could change winter cloud cover and raise the 
air temperature by sending 1/1000th of an ounce of silver iodide up through 
the bases of large, supercooled cumulus clouds encompassing thirty cubic 
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miles of air, thereby liberating more heat than an atomic bomb. Langmuir, 
wrote Reid, had produced 320 billion gallons of water over thirty thousand 
square miles for about twenty bucks.2 While the overwhelming hype disturbed 
US Weather Bureau (USWB) and academic meteorologists, typical readers 
were led to believe that weather control did not reside in the realm of science 
fiction. It was already standing by to solve all of their weather problems.

S t i r r i n g  u p  L e g i s l a t i o n  ( S e p t e m b e r – 
D e c e m b e r   1 9 5 0 )

Suggestions for regulating rainmaking and other weather control efforts began 
to burble up alongside the hype, as scientists, including GE’s Bernard Von-
negut, openly worried that uncontrolled seeding could hinder their ability to 
control experimental conditions. Senator Clinton P. Anderson (D- New Mex-
ico), the former agriculture secretary, was receptive to their concerns, and in 
September 1950, Washington, DC’s muckraking newspaper columnist and 
radio broadcaster Drew Pearson announced that Anderson would introduce 
a bill to establish a federal commission to regulate rainmaking.3

Pearson was correct: Anderson was considering legislation. Unsure how to 
proceed, Anderson and his aide, Edward E. Triviz, began seeking advice. The 
USWB told them to put regulations on the back burner until scientists under-
stood their experimental results.4 That was the wrong answer. They continued 
to cast about for guidance and landed at the Library of Congress’s Legislative 
Reference Service (LRS), explaining that cloud seeding might benefit one area 
to another’s detriment. Were any federal agencies vested with the power to 
regulate rainmaking? Was a new agency required? What existing regulatory 
body might be a model? Would weather control legislation be timely? Was 
there sufficient justification to pursue it?5 Can we do some state building here?

A year earlier, a House of Representatives report had rejected weather con-
trol activities as being appropriate undertakings for the federal government 
because they would duplicate existing government and private sector work 
and could draw the federal government into litigation brought by states and 
municipalities. That same congressional session had led to the Cloud Physics 
Project (chapter 2). With that in mind, the LRS suggested two approaches: 
provide general authority for federal research and experiments or else establish 
extensive and complete federal control over all research and experiments. The 
first option would enhance collaborations among groups addressing all types 
of precipitation enhancement without hampering private, state, and municipal 
efforts and would fall under the Federal Tort Claims Act. The second would 
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require the establishment of a new agency, perhaps a “Federal Precipitation 
Commission,” because the understaffed and underfunded USWB lacked the 
administrative resources to manage a weather control program. The US De-
partment of Agriculture (USDA), however, thought the USWB was the most 
logical agency to carry out weather control research. Anderson already knew 
that. He had made the same argument as agriculture secretary.6

However, at least two other constitutional clauses provided suitable legis-
lative options: the commerce clause, since weather affected interstate traffic, 
flood control, and watershed development; and the war powers clause, be-
cause weather control could be used in peacetime for national defense. Indi-
vidual states could not claim exclusive rights to rain and weather under the 
Tenth Amendment (powers reserved to the states), so that could not block 
the bill. Although it might make sense to postpone legislation until weather 
control was less controversial, the LRS suggested that Anderson could offer 
the use of weather control for eliminating droughts, ensuring adequate precip-
itation for agriculture, and preventing heavy rainfall and floods, while provid-
ing proper control of the weather for air transportation, national defense and 
health.7 Weather control was still in its earliest stages of development, and yet 
the LRS saw it as a possible fix for several potential problems.

Even though Weather Bureau chief Francis Reichelderfer made another 
attempt to persuade him to drop the idea of the bill, Anderson continued to 
look for possible legislative models.8 Triviz then suggested using the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1946 as a possible model because Anderson wanted to advance 
weather control by establishing a commission that would authorize licenses 
for conducting experiments. Perhaps the USWB chief could be an ex- officio 
member, and other members could be drawn from interested cabinet depart-
ments (Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, and perhaps State, but interestingly 
enough, not Defense). The bill would further indemnify contractors acting on 
behalf of the state and provide for international agreements. The Legislative 
Council Office agreed to look into it.9

The direct tie between weather control and water resources became clearer 
a few days later when Anderson, accompanied by other New Mexico leaders, 
advised the president’s Water Resources Policy Commission to strictly control 
rainmakers before their activities got “out of hand.” New Mexico governor 
Thomas J. Mabry concurred: his state needed moisture, but “indiscriminate 
seeding” could do more harm than good if damaging rains resulted.10

Anderson’s pending bill got another boost when Drew Pearson published 
an overly enthusiastic column on the possibilities of weather control, which 
could turn the Far West into a “Garden of Eden” and other areas into des-
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erts, totally disrupting the agriculture secretary’s crop balance. Reporting that 
wheat growers in eastern Washington State had doubled their harvest by cloud 
seeding— a dubious, unsourced claim— Pearson suggested that rainmaking 
projects might make expensive irrigation projects unnecessary. Rainmaking 
could raise the water table in California’s Central Valley, settle feuds over Col-
orado River water, and take water from one place and give it to another, all 
reasons why the “farsighted Senator Clinton Anderson” was proposing the 
legislation.11

With draft legislation proposing an independent Weather Control Com-
mission in hand, Triviz discussed it with USWB, Air Force, Army Signal 
Corps, and Civil Aeronautics Board personnel. He was shocked to find them 
unsupportive. The USWB’s take: “the most farsighted proposal ever submit-
ted to Congress or possibly the biggest hoax.” The Signal Corps representa-
tive suggested that a $500,000 research appropriation for the USWB made 
more sense than a large bureaucracy. One attendee referred to the draft bill 
as a “bourbon- eyed monster.” Triviz had not heard comments like these from 
Langmuir. Stunned, he realized that if similar comments were uttered in an 
open committee hearing then Anderson’s proposal would crumble.12

Conflicting recommendations left Triviz and Anderson in a tight spot. Rei-
chelderfer, desperate to be taken seriously on a subject he openly opposed, 
sent a follow- up note.13 New Mexico School of Mines president E. J. Workman 
urged Anderson not to use atom splitting as an analogy for weather control, 
and to keep an arm’s length between his bill and the Atomic Energy Act. He 
also recommended pushing back against allegations that weather controllers 
were “invading the realm of Divine Providence,” a claim that applied to any 
other method people use to control nature: irrigation, flood control, antibi-
otics, or even electric lights. Workman was especially concerned about the 
emphasis on military applications, because the connection between scientific 
development and weaponry might cause average citizens to become a mite 
paranoid, and security concerns could limit the number of people involved 
in weather control.14 The Army Signal Corps argued against the bill in toto. 
How could scientists control something that they did not understand? And 
why protect the public from excessive weather control fees? It was not the 
government’s responsibility to prevent people from spending their money for 
unproven purposes.15 No nanny- state for the Army.

Commercial seeders worried that Anderson’s legislation would restrict 
their ability to pursue rainmaking.16 An especially hard- hitting appeal arrived 
from American meteorology’s weather control entrepreneur extraordinaire, 
Irving Krick, who was lawyered up and ready to raise a ruckus. Under no cir-
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cumstances would he support legislation curtailing the efforts of “pioneering 
scientists” engaging in rainmaking.17

As Anderson and his team laid the groundwork for introducing his Senate 
bill, Representative Thomas H. Werdel (R- California) volunteered to sponsor 
a companion House bill, and he introduced a resolution to create a joint con-
gressional committee to study and investigate cloud nucleation.18 (Table 3.1 
lists all of the weather control– related bills.) The first round in the effort to 
regulate weather control at the federal level was imminent.

R e g u l a t i n g  W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l —  R o u n d  O n e 
( D e c e m b e r  1 9 5 0 )

In December 1950, Anderson introduced Senate Bill 4236— The Weather 
Control Act of 1951— to provide for the development and regulation of weather 
modification and control. It provided for programs assisting and fostering 
 private-  and government- conducted R&D, government control of experi-
ments and operations to assure the common defense and national security, 
and administering policies and coordinating international arrangements to 
advance weather control.

Spurning Workman’s advice to separate weather control from atomic en-
ergy, Anderson argued that it was not a sacrilege to control the weather any 
more than it was to split the atom. Water shortages in New York, dust storms 
in the 1930s, and deadly hurricanes illustrated weather’s adverse effects. In-
sufficient rainfall killed crops, imperiled health, and shrank water supplies. 
Too much rainfall produced floods, washed away topsoil, injured and killed 
people and livestock, and damaged property. Weather was a national defense 
problem. Weather control could lead to profound changes in people’s way 
of life, with far- reaching benefits to agriculture, industry, commerce, and the 
general welfare. Federal oversight was critically important to ensure its orderly 
development. The nation’s population was moving west, water consumption 
was outstripping supply, and the nation had to increase its water resources.19 
Weather— specifically precipitation— and water were not just economically 
important; they were crucial to the nation’s security during the Cold War.

Anderson received comments that can be sorted into three categories: sup-
porting, opposing, and “squirrel food.” The latter are the most entertaining 
and provide insight into citizens’ uncensored thinking. We’ll start with those. 
The Glare Research Institute of Chicago complained that GE’s rainmaking 
endeavors were really about gaining illegal possession of its discovery of 
“contra blue rays.” Just like every other rainmaking effort “dating back to the 
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Introduced Bill No.  Title  Purpose

Sept. 1947 H.R. 4582 To investigate turning clouds into rain; 
$500,000 to Weather Bureau.

Dec. 1950 H. J. Res. 550 Cloud nucleation To create a joint congressional committee to 
study and investigate cloud nucleation. Called 
for three members each from the House and 
Senate to determine the potential of cloud 
nucleation to induce or prevent precipitation, 
the need for licensing to prevent indiscrimi-
nate seeding that could lead to flooding and 
property damage, and the necessity for a 
federal agency to develop and control cloud 
nucleation techniques.

Dec. 1950 S. 4236 Weather Control Act 
of 1951

To provide for the development and regulation 
of weather modification and control.

Jan. 1951 S. 222 Weather Control Act To provide for the development and regulation 
of weather modification and control.

Jan. 1951 S. 5 Water Production Bill To provide for the production of water suitable 
for a variety of uses from saline waters as well 
as from the atmosphere; Interior Department 
as lead agency. Amended so that related re-
search could be coordinated with the Defense 
Department or conducted jointly by Defense 
and Interior.

Feb. 1951 S. 798 Precipitation Re-
search Bill

To authorize the Agriculture Secretary to 
conduct research related to the control of and 
provision of precipitation to areas that were 
low on water.

Jan. 1951 H.R. 1180 An act to facilitate the performance of research 
and development work by and on behalf of the 
Departments of the Army, the Navy, and the 
Air Force, and for other purposes.

July 1951 H.R. 4864 Weather Control Act To provide for the development and regulation 
of methods of weather modification and con-
trol (Companion bill to S. 222).

Oct. 1951 S. 2225 Rainmaking Advisory 
Committee Bill

For an advisory committee to study and evaluate 
weather modification, authorize research and 
experiments by federal agencies, and protect 
citizens from exploitation and harmful and 
unwanted effects of rainmaking.

Mar. 1952 H.R. 7325 Rainmaking Advisory 
Committee Bill

Companion bill to S. 2225.

May 1952 H.R. 7785 Rainmaking Advisory 
Committee Bill

Companion bill to S. 2225
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 Egyptians,” the institute director wrote, this one was based on fraud.20 An-
other correspondent claimed that the Russians had been developing cosmic 
rays that could influence the weather and the United States needed to surpass 
this effort.21 The “weather weapon” theme cropped up repeatedly. One writer 
suggested that the United States should “starve out” the Soviet Union because 
the latter had a lot of land and a huge land army. He was so upset about news-
paper articles reporting on this secret subject that he had contacted the CIA.22 
And then there were those who just thought weather control was crazy and a 
waste of money. From Illinois: “Trouble with you government men is that you 
wear too big hats for your brains.”23 Perhaps the first three correspondents had 
been spending too much time reading pulp science fiction. Contra blue rays? 
Cosmic rays? Death and destruction through drought? The last one? Not too 
impressed with government bureaucrats.

While the crank letters were being filed away, Anderson reached out to 
university- based atmospheric scientists. Common themes in their responses: 
the bill was too far- reaching; scientists did not know enough about weather 
control to regulate it; weather control was not equivalent to atomic energy; 
and, the real need was for more government- funded research. Views antago-
nistic to federal control also surfaced: leave licensing to the states and do not 
establish another bureaucratic agency like the Atomic Energy Commission.24 
One academic, who wanted to see coordinated research, provided a suitably 
pithy analogy: conducting several experiments at the same time in the same 
patch of air made “about as much sense as trying to find the separate effects of 
ten different fertilizers all at one time in one pot.”25 Support from atmospheric 
scientists? As pilots say, “No joy.”

Introduced Bill No.  Title  Purpose

Jan. 1953 H.R. 1064 Rainmaking Advisory 
Committee Bill

Reintroduction of H.R. 7325

Jan. 1953 S. 285 Rainmaking Advisory 
Committee Bill

Reintroduction of S. 2225

Jan. 1953 H.R. 1584 Weather modification 
programs

Authorized the Secretary of Commerce to pro-
vide for research, study, and safeguards related 
to weather control.

Feb. 1953 
 
 

 
 
 

H.R. 2580 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Created a committee to study and evaluate 
public and private experiments in weather 
modification (Advisory Committee on 
Weather Control).

T a b l e  3 . 1 .  (continued)
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Who did support Anderson’s bill? General Electric’s scientific team, the 
same folks who had convinced him to draft it. The Weather Bureau and ac-
ademic meteorologists supported funding for research, but not the creation 
of a new bureaucracy. The commercial seeders were none too happy either. 
Their solid opposition led to increasingly public and nasty exchanges with 
Anderson.

R e g u l a t i n g  S e e d i n g :  W e s t e r n  S h o w d o w n 
( J a n u a r y  1 9 5 1 )

As the Weather Control Act was being reintroduced in the new 82nd Con-
gress, weather control supporters in the US West were organizing to oppose it. 
Their antistatist stand was quite clear: short of a war effort, regulation stymied 
private enterprise.26

The National Weather Improvement Association (NWIA), for example, 
was composed of cloud- seeding groups from throughout the West. Its mis-
sion was to raise and spend funds to oppose lawsuits that blamed artificial 
nucleation for “violence committed by nature,” when, they argued, artificial 
nucleation was the way to control violent weather.27 The NWIA’s consensus 
opinion: the bill was premature and too complicated; the science was changing 
rapidly and the law would need to be modified; and cloud seeding endangered 
no one, therefore, the public did not need to be “protected” from it. Legisla-
tion should be simple to avoid hampering weather control’s development.28

Irving Krick did not support the Weather Control Act either, as Anderson 
discovered while reading the New Mexico Stockman. But he would not have 
been surprised had he paid closer attention to the materials Krick had pro-
vided to him several weeks earlier. However, Krick had not explicitly revealed 
his opposition during discussions with Anderson, who wanted to break the 
story wide open. He thought the cattlemen were totally “selfish” for not want-
ing to see further studies on weather control and its implications. Anderson 
was convinced that New Mexico ranchers and cattlemen had seeded so much 
that they had prevented snow from falling in the Rio Grande watershed, shunt-
ing rainfall to their own ranches. He could think of no other reason why Krick 
and his counsel, T. R. Gillenwaters, would have persuaded them to lobby 
against the bill.29

Anderson had postponed introducing the Weather Control Act, he re-
minded the cattlemen, so they could gather more input. But Anderson saved 
his best barbs for Krick. He had wanted to believe that Krick was a “decent 
person” and had told Krick during his visit that bad stories were circulating 
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about him. Anderson had given him the benefit of the doubt, even though 
some believed that “he is a faker and a grafter and that he just plays people for 
suckers.” Anderson had given Krick a fair hearing and then watched Gillenwa-
ters turn around and tell farmers that the bill was bad without giving Anderson 
a chance to reply.30

Anderson took his ire public in the Santa Fe New Mexican, charging that 
“haphazard rainmaking” was threatening the Southwest’s economy. Over-
seeding caused by “uncontrolled and unobserved” rainmaking was leading to 
drought. Greedy individuals working to get a little extra moisture, Anderson 
railed, were destroying the normal rain pattern. He wanted New Mexico offi-
cials to enhance water resources for all citizens.31 The New Mexican was not 
exactly a disinterested publication; its editor was Anderson supporter and 
Economic Development Commission chairman Robert McKinney. The news-
paper supported the bill, arguing that scientists should be able to ascertain 
the validity of rainmaking “without interference from unqualified sorcerers.”32

Picked up by United Press International, Anderson’s January 1951 attack on 
cloud- seeding interests went national as he accused unregulated rainmakers 
of “robbing Peter to pay Paul.” A cloud- seeding induced drought would not 
only harm agriculture, Anderson fumed, but also industry and “defense estab-
lishments” that had been placed in New Mexico at great federal expense. He 
wrote, “I think New Mexico had better watch its step.”33 Was New Mexico’s 
junior senator threatening the state government back home?

Press reports indicated that north- central New Mexico’s water situation 
was at its worst since the 1930s: snow levels were negligible, and wells be-
tween Taos and Santa Fe were running dry.34 As the rhetoric heated up, ac-
cusations flew between Anderson and Krick and his supporters in the press 
and in the mail.

An angry Krick struck back, maintaining that his corporation’s seeding in 
Colorado was not related to the Rio Grande Valley drought. Areas where he 
had been seeding were not drought- ridden.35 His counsel, Gillenwaters, rather 
disingenuously claimed that he was “at a loss” to explain Anderson’s statement 
that he was trying to turn farmers and ranchers in New Mexico against the 
Weather Control Act. He just thought it would be a waste of funds to set up 
this bureaucracy, which would slow down advances in this “revolutionary, 
scientific development.”36

An incensed Anderson responded that not putting the federal government 
in control of weather modification would be a mistake. It controlled the high-
way system, but not because the states could not manage their own roads. 
Anderson had welcomed Krick to his office to discuss the bill and Krick had 
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not stated his opposition. That Gillenwaters had “stabbed him in the back” 
did not sit well with Anderson, who would not have known of Krick and Gil-
lenwaters’s attempts to block his bill if friends in the livestock business had 
not tipped him off.37

While Anderson was promoting his bill, Krick was doing his best to de-
feat it. Speaking to “woolmen” in New Mexico, Krick argued that rainmaking 
should be viewed as a long- term strategy that would allow a wide variety of 
crops and livestock to be raised in semi- arid lands. At the time, Krick’s com-
pany was seeding 100 million acres throughout the West, an area approxi-
mately the size of California.38 No conflict of interest there . . .

A bill in the New Mexico legislature to allow rainmaking groups to organize 
as “benevolent, charitable, and scientific” nonprofit organizations exacerbated 
tensions. Influenced by cattlemen, the bill would allow groups of farmers, 
ranchers, and ski enthusiasts to form nonprofit groups to hire seeders and then 
write off their “charitable donations” on their taxes and evade responsibility if 
they were sued for property damage.39

The cattlemen turned out in force to support the Charitable Rainmaking 
bill, but when President E. J. Workman of the New Mexico Institute of Mining 
and Technology (formerly known as New Mexico School of Mines) took the 
stand to testify against it, those controlling the hearing cut him off— an event 
not lost on the local press.40 To drive the point home, a state senator called 
on Workman and told him that New Mexico Tech’s research appropriation 
would be in danger if he opposed the state’s Charitable Rainmaking bill. An 
enraged Workman wanted to blast the legislators, but kept quiet until the re-
search appropriation passed.41

Seeding groups opposed Anderson’s bill, but those who felt victimized by seed-
ing strongly supported it. Some constituents from north of Santa Fe thought 
they had lost crops to a cloudburst caused by seeding and then had been 
stricken by drought.42 A rancher who lived just north in Colorado compared 
out- of- state commercial rainmakers to racketeers.43 The Stockmen and Farm-
ers group also endorsed state and federal regulation, as did the Farmington 
Chamber of Commerce.44 An Albuquerque attorney thought it “perilous” to 
allow people to seed over large areas when the ultimate effects were unknown. 
He scorned Krick because his contracts were “fool proof,” demanding upfront 
payment to cover expenses and profits, and building bonuses into the remu-
neration if significant rain resulted: a “heads I win, tails you lose” contract.45
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Others supported the bill because individual state rules were clearly in-
sufficient to deal with interstate seeding operations.46 States were more easily 
“‘manhandled’ (lawyer- handled would be a better word) than the Congress,” 
argued the Alamogordo (New Mexico) News’s publisher, who then mused that 
Russian scientists might try to get Pacific storms to dump their precipitation in 
the ocean, pushing the West into a drought. “That may be a fantastical idea,” 
he wrote, “but nevertheless, it is something to think about along with the rest 
of the confusion and hysteria.”47

Similarly, the California State Chamber of Commerce, while maintaining 
that weather control could be very beneficial, also claimed that only atomic en-
ergy presented the equivalent opportunity for disaster. Pointing to the secrecy 
surrounding some of these efforts, the chamber thought that the US military 
might not open up about weather control for a very long time.48

The prolegislation cohort included a wider range of interested groups than 
did those in the opposing camp. Those who thought they had lost property 
due to seeding and those who viewed seeding companies as racketeers, were 
considering the possible ways that weather control could be beneficial, and 
were looking for data to analyze had all come to the same conclusion: the fed-
eral government had a better chance of regulating weather control than did the 
states. It was time to get a law on the books.

As Anderson gathered constituent and stakeholder input, fellow senators in-
troduced additional weather control– related bills, which muddied the legisla-
tive waters.49 Multiple bills meant multiple committee hearings, but arguments 
between committee chairmen were finally settled by arranging a joint hearing 
on all of the relevant bills before representatives from three committees: Inter-
state and Foreign Commerce, Interior and Insular Affairs, and Agriculture.50

By late February 1951, Anderson began contacting potential witnesses. The 
strongly supportive GE group was willing to testify, but Langmuir’s physician 
was so concerned about his testifying in a controversial setting that he forbade 
him to attend. Much to Anderson’s relief, he later relented.51 Anderson also 
sought witnesses from groups whose earlier unfortunate encounters with rain-
making, including the Arizona Cattle Growers Association and the Salt River 
Valley Water Users Association in Phoenix, had turned them into supporters 
of the bill.52

The military services, as usual, were not in total agreement, but at least 
they tried to coordinate their input. Their biggest complaint: they had been 
investigating artificial nucleation for several years, but doubted the tests’ va-
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lidity because of others’ indiscriminate seeding. They needed legislation to 
protect their classified experiments from outside interference. However, the 
Weather Control Act was too expensive and too large. The military services 
wanted weather control work limited to military services and their contractors. 
Modifying the weather would be a criminal offense for anyone else, and the 
federal government should not pay for damages due to contractor negligence.53

The Testimony— Joint Hearings

Calling the subcommittee hearings to order, Anderson announced that mem-
bers were primarily focused on the western states: California, the Rocky 
Mountain States, and states with salinity problems in irrigation water. He dis-
cussed rising temperatures across North America, particularly in the Rocky 
Mountain region, which was heavily irrigated. Rising temperatures and de-
creased precipitation had idled some hydroelectric plants. If rain-  and snowfall 
continued to decrease, it would be important to reconsider irrigation projects 
dependent upon normal precipitation. Pointing to General Electric’s research, 
Anderson held that it might be possible to “correct” this problem. He was not 
ready to say that weather control was possible, but he did think it was worth 
examining closely. Senator Lester C. Hunt (D- Wyoming), with a nod to the 
often- misattributed Twain quote, “Everyone talks about the weather, but no-
body does anything about it,” rejoined: “I hope we do not make a liar out of 
Mark Twain.”54

Weather Bureau representatives testified first, coming under a withering 
attack from Anderson, who attempted to paint their agency as a recalcitrant 
organization unwilling to recognize Langmuir’s brilliant work and Krick’s no-
table rainfall enhancement successes in the West. The witnesses held firm: 
scientific knowledge of cloud processes, which needed to be understood be-
fore weather control would ever be economically viable, remained minimal. If 
the senators wanted to improve weather control’s prospects, provide Weather 
Bureau scientists with sufficient funds to conduct their own experiments and 
to analyze the results obtained by commercial seeders. Until they could de-
termine if weather control produced statistically significant precipitation dif-
ferences, it made little sense to establish a Weather Control Commission.55

In contrast, the GE team was greeted with deference and a friendlier line 
of inquiry. It also took a completely different approach, focusing not on the 
lack of scientific underpinnings for weather control, but on the outsized role 
weather control could play in the nation as it was related to defense and eco-
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nomic prosperity, transcending state and national boundaries. Weather con-
trol, like atomic energy, required extensive research to fully develop economic 
and military applications. And lest the good senators miss the point, GE’s 
man— Langmuir— was a Nobel Prize winner. They should place their bets 
on him. General Electric supported legislation that provided funding for its 
experimental work and kept others out of its way.56

A number of witnesses, including leaders from Interior, Agriculture, and 
their subordinate agencies, stressed the need for more water in the West: wa-
ter for personal consumption, irrigation, and hydroelectric power. Already in 
1951, witnesses noted that water was being “mined”; the aquifers from which it 
was being pumped would never be replenished. Weather control would bring 
needed precipitation to ensure a vibrant agricultural sector and eliminate the 
specter of drought.57

But some of the agencies’ statements could have come straight from Popular 
Science. Not only could weather control bring gentle, non- eroding rain in just 
the right amount to a variety of crops; it could stop tornadoes, snuff out hur-
ricanes, and prevent blizzards and floods.58 Weather control was an all- in- one 
natural disaster prevention program.

The senators loved it. Discussing the possibility of moving precipitation 
from the rainy and snowy windward sides of mountains to the dry “rain 
shadow” side, Senator George Smathers (D- Florida) remarked, “You have to 
figure out how to guide that cloud sooner or later, to put a rudder on it, which 
also may have some possibilities.”59 Let’s just say that the senators’ collective 
grasp of basic atmospheric science was marginal. In the middle of the hearing, 
Wyoming senator Lester Hunt accused South Dakota of stealing his state’s 
rainfall with its cloud- seeding effort, even though Wyoming is upwind from 
South Dakota, not downwind. Anderson jumped in to defuse the argument be-
fore it escalated: here was the problem with having no federal controls. States 
would be pointing fingers at each other, seeding to grab moisture for them-
selves, and “[destroying] the whole weather pattern” in the United States. If 
they had a plan, then everyone could get the weather they wanted.60

Others argued that cloud seeding and other potential weather control 
techniques would not respect political boundaries, hence the need for federal 
legislation that would address the entire United States, the only entity that 
could address the issue with other nations. Only the American state could 
act on everyone’s behalf. Weather control was about more than water; it was 
about the weather, all weather, and it affected everyone.61 But . . . it was mostly 
about water.
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Vannevar Bush argued for more research and experimentation in a new 
agency that would spur competition. He would not give it to the “too skep-
tical” USWB because rapid progress came from “enthusiasts.” When asked 
about weather control’s military significance, Bush responded that he could 
see the possibilities, but “no clear pattern.” Quizzed on the potential to modify 
the rainy season in Korea, Bush proposed using weather control in a different 
way: to alter crop- growing conditions. If weather could aid agriculture, then 
the United States could help countries overcome difficult climates and thereby 
“extend our favorable influence over the free world.”62

Massachusetts Institute of Technology meteorologist Henry Houghton 
provided expert scientific testimony— so expert that it was way over the heads 
of his hearing room audience. He directly challenged Langmuir’s assertion 
that it was possible to modify large- scale atmospheric processes, and then he 
made a pitch for funding and manpower for a long- term atmospheric research 
program and for protecting citizens from unscrupulous rainmakers. Qualified 
people in existing agencies could handle this— scrap the Weather Control 
Commission.63

The first witnesses had favored some action, even if it was scaled down from 
the bills being considered. But not all the witnesses supported federal inter-
vention, and Irving Krick led off for the opposition. He testified that he had left 
the California Institute of Technology and taken the meteorology department 
staff with him to form a nonprofit, private research firm specializing in meteo-
rology and related fields. (He did not say that Caltech president Lee DuBridge 
had eliminated the entire meteorology department to get rid of Krick and his 
vast array of consulting contracts that threatened his institution’s reputation.)64 
Following preliminary studies, Krick had formed the Water Resources Devel-
opment Corporation (WRDC) in 1950, to undertake large- scale practical ap-
plications of weather control. It had provided cloud- seeding services to wheat 
growers in eastern Washington and then had expanded into northeastern New 
Mexico and southern Colorado.65 Krick and other seeders did not want any 
government interfering in their seeding programs.

The Military Viewpoint: Unexpected Opposition

Representing New Mexico, Anderson was focused on water resources. He was 
also concerned about the relationship between weather control and national 
defense, suggesting that the uncontrolled use of silver iodide could be more 
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harmful to the nation’s defense than “five atomic bombs.” The danger would 
come from seeding that caused flooding rains in one area and massive drought 
in another. Silver iodide was more problematic than dry ice as a seeding mate-
rial because the latter only worked locally, while the former could cover larger 
areas for a longer period.66 Anderson thought his Weather Control Act was 
the answer; the military services did not.

All of the military branches opposed the weather control bills: they were 
overkill and other agencies might invade what had been, more or less, the 
military’s exclusive turf. But they could not agree on what they did want, other 
than “modest controls” and basic licensing.67

“Modest controls” or not, the military services ultimately agreed that they 
needed restrictions on cloud modification to protect their experimental work, 
but not regulations that would hamper their efforts to explore additional 
weather control possibilities or mislead the public into thinking that weather 
control was imminent. The desired “simple” bill would require all seeding to 
meet regulations issued by a government agency, perhaps the Interstate Com-
merce Commission; create a board to provide expert advice to the regula-
tory agency, review the status of weather modification, and suggest additional 
legislation as necessary; require all seeders to provide information on their 
activities to the USWB; and require coordination of all seeding with DoD.68

Because of the hearing, the Research and Development Board (RDB) 
scheduled a meeting to discuss weather control’s status with GE’s Vincent 
Schaefer, MIT’s Henry Houghton, and RDB legal counsel, J. C. Morrissey.69 
Schaefer and Houghton brought the RDB members up- to- date on seeding 
techniques and precipitation processes, respectively. Concerning military 
interests, Schaefer thought it might be possible to dissipate supercooled 
fogs, but not warm or ice fogs, and that large- scale control might be possible. 
Houghton thought it might be possible to punch holes in clouds and suppress 
or increase rain, and that large- scale control was not possible. He supported 
continued cloud physics research, as well as legislation that would aid research 
and development.70

Morrissey, presenting the legal briefing, opined that legislation would not 
stop litigation, and more litigation could impede research. The main question: 
“Who owns the clouds?” No one had an answer.71 Morrissey was in touch with 
GE’s counsel to ensure that DoD was aware of legal matters that could affect 
weather modification R&D. Indeed, GE had told him that it could no longer 
accept the risk of being involved in fieldwork due to potential liability, and 
that London underwriters had begun to insure against rainmaking damage.72 
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If the RDB and the military services were intent on using weather control as 
a weapon, they needed to continue receiving the latest information from GE 
and others doing this cutting- edge research.

R e g u l a t i n g  W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l —  R o u n d  T w o  ( J u n e 
1 9 5 1 –  D e c e m b e r  1 9 5 2 )

While the military services and DoD were attempting to hammer out a united 
position for Anderson, Senator Warren Magnuson (D- Washington)— whose 
state would soon be ground zero in the weather wars— was hearing from com-
mercial seeding supporters, including the National Weather Improvement As-
sociation’s Jim Wilson. The NWIA did not oppose federal legislation, but it 
thought that the earlier bills were too expensive and gave the federal govern-
ment too much power. It wanted to finance and control its operations because, 
he said, “we believe it shows that old- fashioned virtues of character, integrity, 
and self- reliance have not gone completely out of style in the USA.”73 Having 
staked his claim on the American myth of self- sufficiency, Wilson neglected to 
say that NWIA hoped to continue its experiments without any reporting of, 
or interference with, its work.

As debate on Anderson’s bill continued, additional weather control– related 
bills were introduced throughout 1951 in both houses of Congress. As if there 
were not enough bills floating around the Senate, Senator Francis Case 
 (R- South Dakota) introduced S. 2225 (rainmaking advisory committee bill) 
in October 1951.74 He claimed that experimentation in weather control had 
reached the stage where applications appeared practical, but the social, eco-
nomic, political, and national security implications remained unknown. There-
fore, it was important to fully explore artificial precipitation’s potential uses.75

Unlike the earlier bills, Case’s bill contained no controls. It would establish 
a temporary committee to examine the results of rainmaking experiments and 
research, and recommend permanent weather control legislation at the end 
of its two- year lifespan.76 Once again, constituents, federal agencies, and the 
armed forces chimed in with their opinions. Constituent letters came in on 
both sides, but particularly from people who thought rainmakers were affect-
ing the weather.77 Some were convinced that atomic bomb tests had changed 
weather patterns in the Desert Southwest and that rainmaking efforts were 
worsening the situation.78 An Illinois resident blamed heavy rains there on 
rainmakers in Arizona, Nevada, and New Mexico, whose cloud seeding was 
wafting east. He asked Case to “shut off” the rainmakers.79 Anderson was get-
ting letters inquiring about the Weather Control Act and complaining about 
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“doctored weather” that had produced rain in the Ohio Valley and ruined 
crops.80 A New Mexico farmer thought Irving Krick’s rainmaking efforts were 
contributing to drought conditions and wanted him stopped, as did another 
hundred ranchers and farmers in Harding County in northeast New Mexico, 
who had signed the petition he had circulated against rainmaking.81

So not all letter writers were supportive. The Oregon Wheat Growers 
League had spent considerable time and money evaluating the efficacy of 
rainmaking and did not want to see any state or federal regulations until such 
evaluations had been completed.82 Apparently league members had missed 
the point of S. 2225, which did just that.83

Defense- related organizations, still unable to present a united front on 
weather control, agreed that the proposed evaluation committee would need 
more than two years to do a thorough job. As a group, they recommended two 
years to construct an interim report, with a final report in five.84 In early May 
1952, S. 2225 was successfully reported out of committee and on its way to the 
full Senate, while its companion bills headed to the full House.85

Why did Case’s rainmaking advisory committee bill survive the committee 
vetting process when other bills had not? Nonscientific and pseudoscientific 
rainmakers had been practicing weather control for a number of years, and the 
public was appropriately skeptical. Important questions remained unresolved: 
How often are atmospheric conditions conducive to successful weather mod-
ification? Will seeding produce economically viable amounts of rainfall? 
Another factor: rainmaking was becoming a big business. Millions of dollars 
were changing hands in attempts to bring water to semi- arid and arid regions. 
Although most meteorologists doubted the efficacy of weather modification, 
it was possible that it could have catastrophic effects and the public needed 
protection from unnatural weather disasters. Supporters included Vanne-
var Bush and the State Department, which acknowledged that international 
problems had not yet surfaced but that it would be a good idea to liaise with 
bordering countries since weather modification activities could not be con-
tained within political boundaries.86 Indemnity for damage was still a problem, 
although most of the experiments— fog dispersal, statistical evaluations— were 
not the least bit risky. However, hurricane modification could become a huge 
liability if seeding worsened its effects. Oregon’s Senator Cordon pushed for 
indemnity for all government contractors.87

Passing out of committee does not mean coming up for a vote, and by fall 
1952, S. 2225 was languishing. The military services were still whining about 
insufficient indemnity for private contractors, insufficient controls on private 
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seeders, and insufficient time for the advisory committee to do its work. Fix 
those problems, and DoD would support the bill.88 But despite the fixes, the 
bill died.89

R e g u l a t i n g  W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l —  R o u n d  T h r e e 
( J a n u a r y –  A u g u s t  1 9 5 3 )

As 1953 and the first session of the 83rd Congress got underway, the Rainmak-
ing Advisory Committee bills were reintroduced as S. 285 and H.R. 1064.90 
Despite another Army attempt to modify the bill, S. 285 came up for a full 
vote, was passed in June, signed into law in August, and ultimately created 
the Advisory Committee on Weather Control (ACWC).91 Senator Anderson 
had not gotten his desired Weather Control Commission, but he had secured 
an investigatory group that would analyze deliberate weather modification, 
judge its efficacy, and recommend legislation that would determine the future 
of weather control as a state tool.

President Dwight D. Eisenhower formally established the ACWC in late 
1953, naming retired Navy captain Howard T. “Shorty” Orville, a consultant 
at Bendix Aviation Corporation in Maryland, as its chairman.92 For the next 
several years, congressmen, the press, and public closely followed its work 
as hyped- up versions of weather control’s promise continued to overshadow 
the day- to- day scientific grunt work to determine whether the promise would 
turn into reality.

W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l  i n  t h e  P r e s s   .   .   .  a n d  i n  t h e 
P u b l i c  E y e

The press had been giving plenty of coverage to some of the wilder weather 
control efforts since the late nineteenth century, and the ACWC’s visibility 
gave journalists additional opportunities to venture into a scientific field about 
which little was known, but which seemed to have possibilities for unlimited 
applications lurking just around the corner.

“U.S. to Do Something about the Weather” landed on the New York Times’s 
front page on December 10, 1953, but the much bigger story— that weather 
control could be used as a weapon— squeaked in on page 49 a day later. In the 
latter story, the Times reported that ACWC chairman Orville thought weather 
could be used as a weapon and that someday the United States might be able 
to induce flooding rains or prolonged droughts in the Soviet Union. He em-
phasized that America’s Cold War nemesis, the USSR, could at most affect 
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the weather in Alaska or western Canada. Most readers probably thought, 
“Well . . . who lives in Alaska or western Canada anyway?” However, Orville 
acknowledged that there was no scientific evidence supporting the possibil-
ity of modifying weather over long distances, contrary to Irving Langmuir’s 
claims and military desires. He thought it would be possible to use seeding to 
prevent tornadoes and hail storms, but there was little scientific data to sup-
port these ideas.93 Similar press reports prompted additional letters from con-
cerned constituents and the continued promotion of “appropriate” weather 
control by Senators Anderson and Case.

Despite, or perhaps because of, the passage of the rainmaking advisory 
committee bill, Anderson continued to hear from constituents about the con-
nection between drought and seeding. Others worried about atomic test ex-
plosions and the weather.94 A resident of tiny Mountainair claimed that the 
folks at Kirkland Air Force Base in Albuquerque were sending out planes to 
bust clouds so that their radar systems would work properly. If this was a 
national defense issue, that was fine, but if not, then some other government 
department was “confiscating” the water he needed without compensation.95 
The Air Force’s reaction: its planes flew through clouds; they did not do any-
thing to clouds.96

Senator Case took his weather control ideas to the public. Attempting to 
show that weather control was becoming routine, he noted cloud- seeding pro-
grams all over the world: General Francisco Franco’s government was trying 
to break the drought in Spain, and the French had “belatedly” tried cloud 
seeding on the “Reds in Indo- China . . . just ahead of the monsoons.” The 
Australians were putting the largest part of their research budget toward rain-
making, hoping to convert a third of their desert into viable sheep- raising land. 
Case mused that if the Australians could bring water to the desert, one should 
consider what the United States might be able to do in its “short grass coun-
try.” He often heard from people who thought it was “wrong to interfere with 
nature.” To them he said: we drill wells and dam rivers, both of which interfere 
with Earth’s natural course. The more we learn about nature, the better able 
we will be to control it. Or as ACWC member Lewis Douglas asked one of his 
neighbors who questioned the correctness of tampering with the weather: “Do 
you castrate any of your calves?”97

Rainmaking’s supposed efficacy led to sensational newspaper accounts. 
The Associated Press (AP) reported that the United States might be able to 
“cause torrents of rain” by seeding, or cause severe drought that would dry 
up crops in the Soviet Union. The Russians, the article continued, could not 
so damage the United States because the weather “moves from West to East.” 
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The source of this conjecture: none other than ACWC chairman Orville, who 
did not know if weather control would work or not, but his committee was 
trying to find out. The USWB’s Harry Wexler, however, told the reporter that 
claims of marked increases in precipitation due to weather modification had 
not been verified.98 And apparently neither the AP reporter nor Orville had 
recalled that the earth is spherical, and hence the eastern Soviet Union is west 
of the United States.

W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l  T a n ta l i z e s  t h e 
P r e s i d e n t ’ s   C a b i n e t

The ACWC came up to speed quickly on potential state uses of weather 
control. Military uses had been under discussion since the late 1940s, but as 
money poured in and designer weather began to seem probable, civilian agen-
cies began contemplating how they might advantageously use the weather. 
Members of the ACWC queried cabinet- level officials for suggestions. Agri-
culture had obvious uses for controlling adverse weather that often doomed 
thousands of acres of crops during the growing season. Others, such as the 
Bureau of Mines, seemed to be stretching for a reason to control the weather, 
but their ideas were no less engaging.

What is important here is that all of these departments and agencies were 
already in the “control of nature” business, so controlling the weather was 
just one more step along the continuum to total control of the natural world. 
The Department of Agriculture controlled fire ants, insects, and weeds using 
techniques that had been developed originally for military use . . . just like 
weather control.99 Its Forest Service controlled fire and managed forests to en-
sure sustainable yields.100 The public health arm of what had become Health, 
Education, and Welfare in 1953 had been heavily involved in eradicating ma-
larial mosquitoes using DDT, giving rise to the Centers for Disease Control.101 
Interior and its Bureau of Reclamation (BuRec) had been controlling water 
resources since the early twentieth century.102 The Fish and Wildlife Service 
sought to manage stocks of fish and game using maximum sustainable yield 
approaches, while the Bureau of Land Management similarly controlled graz-
ing lands.103 And the Defense Department? It was all about control.104

All of these agencies controlled something a bit different than the others, 
but when it came to weather control they desired the same thing: water. Water 
for crops, forests, and fire suppression (Agriculture/Forest Service); to fill res-
ervoirs for irrigation and recreation (Interior/BuRec); to carry away effluent, 
but not so much that it flooded (HEW/Public Health); for adequate stream 
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flow for fish and migratory water fowl (Fish and Wildlife Service); for grazing 
land and fire suppression (Bureau of Land Management); and for streamflow 
and hydroelectric power on the Columbia River (Bonneville Power Admin-
istration).105

Some agencies did not specifically ask for precipitation. Commerce, which 
included several agencies that dealt with transportation and industry, and De-
fense were keen on clearing fog and low clouds for aviation.106 And the Bureau 
of Mines was interested in clearing particulate matter out of the air, perhaps by 
having it washed out by precipitation, or blown away by the wind.107

And the National Park Service was not interested in weather control at all 
unless it was going to impinge on the natural state of its parks. In that case, 
its officials wanted to make sure that any weather control efforts only affected 
land outside the parks.108

The newest agency in the weather control line- up was the National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF), whose mission was to support and encourage basic 
research and education in the sciences. National Science Foundation scientists 
argued that progress in weather control would depend on understanding the 
underlying physical mechanisms— knowledge that was currently unavailable. 
They advocated for more laboratory and field research, and expressed a will-
ingness to sponsor conferences and symposia to advance weather control.109 
Perhaps this willingness to focus on basic research before jumping into un-
proven applications ultimately brought NSF to the forefront of civilian weather 
control.

Based on input from departments, bureaus, and agencies, government bu-
reaucrats had wide- ranging ideas for using the weather to mitigate, solve, or 
prevent a whole host of social and economic problems. Regardless of the in-
coming data, the Advisory Committee on Weather Control could scarcely have 
concluded that experimental work should not continue. Press coverage that 
included science- fiction- like statements made by scientists involved in weather 
control research and applications had already led many to believe that oper-
ational weather control was within reach. During the Cold War, when people 
often felt at the mercy of powers beyond their control, the thought of people 
controlling something as seemingly uncontrollable as the weather would have 
been a strong motivator to continue. And it was. We’ll pick up the rest of the 
ACWC story in chapter 5.

And what about Clinton P. Anderson’s attempts to control the controllers? 
They did not prove so easily controlled— after all, how could one prove 
whether dry ice, silver iodide, water, salt, or the latest seeding material du 
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jour had made a difference or not? And that inability to provide proof— on 
either side of this controversy— led each side to line up and take aim at the 
other. Anderson may have wanted to forestall the weather wars with his leg-
islation, but he was too late. In states around the country, the battle lines had 
already formed.



C h a p t e r  4

State Governments:  
Averting “Weather Wars”

It shouldn’t surprise anybody, in the near future, to see “Keep Off the Clouds! This 

means YOU!” signs displayed in prominent places on clouds everywhere.

“A m a t e u r  R a i n  M a k e r s ,” Indianapolis Star in the Christian Science Monitor1

If two adjacent landowners contract for different designer weather, what re-
sults? A weather war. Whether inter-  or intrastate, one person’s ideal weather 
could be a neighbor’s economic disaster. In the early 1950s, commercial 
weather controllers started marketing their services to customers dreaming 
of more or less precipitation. Caught flatfooted, affected states scrambled to 
find a solution before dueling weather controllers created massive discontent 
among their residents. How could they keep all their citizens happy? They 
couldn’t.

One might think most of these disputes would have taken place in the 
water- deficient US Desert Southwest or Intermountain West. No . . . the ear-
liest rumblings of designer weather grievances came from opposite edges of 
the continent: New York City and Washington State. On the coasts or in be-
tween, state lawmakers, bureaucrats, and citizens spent the 1950s finding out 
how hard it was to determine where and when rain and snow were going to 
fall— or not.

W a t e r  f o r  t h e  B i g  A p p l e  ( 1 9 5 0 –  1 9 5 1 )

Facing a serious water shortage in early 1950, New York City leaders asked 
Irving Langmuir if cloud seeding could fill their reservoirs. Of course it could. 
Enthusiastically embracing rainmaking, the city’s Department of Water Sup-
ply hired Langmuir’s recommended meteorologist: Wallace E. Howell, a self- 
effacing researcher from Harvard’s Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory. 
Howell, who held degrees from MIT and Harvard and who directed New 
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Hampshire’s Mt. Washington Observatory, was a World War II veteran of the 
Air Weather Service, had served on the National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics Subcommittee investigating aircraft icing problems, and was asso-
ciated with the US Weather Bureau’s (USWB) Regional Forecasting Center.2

As Howell surveyed the city’s water situation, the New York legislature 
introduced a bill freeing the city from rainmaking- related legal liabilities. The 
mayor of Albany, New York, had already attacked the plan, fearing it would 
steal water from his city. He was not alone; New England farmers were equally 
worried. Harvard meteorology professor Charles F. Brooks tried to allay those 
concerns by explaining the mechanics of rain- laden systems that move north 
along the Atlantic Seaboard. Since they picked up moisture en route, if water-
sheds feeding New York City’s reservoirs received an extra 0.10 inch of rain, 
that would likely reduce rain across New England by only 0.001 inch— a min-
iscule amount. Water vapor picked up from the Atlantic Ocean would bring 
normal rainfall to points north of the city, seeding or no seeding.3

Complaints aside, the plan continued. Five planes for aerial seeding were 
made available: four from the police and one from American Airlines.4 An ad-
vising team composed of local physics professors joined the effort, and USWB 
chief Francis Reichelderfer promptly reminded them that it was impossible to 
evaluate rainmaking experiments without first carefully analyzing the synoptic 
weather situation.5

Filling the reservoirs with man- made rain would not be cheap. Howell was 
charging $100/day ($1,000 in 2015 dollars), and $50,000 ($500,000 in 2015 dol-
lars) had been appropriated to fund the first six months. The New York Times 
reported it would be the “first time rainmaking has been attempted scientif-
ically for practical purposes,” discounting all of the military activity already 
underway. Besides boosting the water supply, Howell hoped to gather data 
applicable to other regions. Determining whether rain had stemmed from nat-
ural or man- made causes was difficult, he cautioned, and rain would only fall 
during appropriate weather conditions.6 The inability to determine whether 
a particular cloud- seeding attempt had triggered resulting precipitation con-
tinued to dog weather controllers throughout the century.

A New York Times editorial pointed out that Howell could not guarantee 
rain, but the appropriated funds were small compared to a potential return of 
water worth millions of dollars. Langmuir claimed that rainmaking depended 
upon both the synoptic situation and the number of ice nuclei, natural or 
artificial, in the clouds, the Times continued, but the USWB was only in-
terested in the synoptic situation.7 That comment did not sit well with the 
thin- skinned Reichelderfer, who challenged this “criticism” as being typical 
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of rainmakers who “misconstrue the bureau’s desire to obtain facts” before 
forming conclusions. It would be more accurate, he argued, to say rainmakers 
ignored the synoptic situation entirely. The USWB, in contrast, had closely 
considered probabilistic and statistical work, and it made every effort not to 
allow “wishful thinking” to guide its conclusions on weather control. The 
controversy surrounding rainmaking would disappear if everyone published 
well- documented reports. Was weather control possible? Certainly. It just was 
not economically viable.8 City bureaucrats didn’t seem to care if scientific ev-
idence was lacking; only the possibility of success mattered.

Howell planned to use both ground and air seeding, and he hoped to sta-
tion observers in the Catskill watershed to report on rainfall.9 Although 1950s- 
era weather radar was terrible compared to today’s easily accessible NEXRAD 
images, it was better than nothing. The Air Force loaned one to the project 
so meteorologists could determine where rain was falling. They could check 
the seeding plane’s location against the radar image to determine if the rain 
fell before or after the seeding started.10 As was typical for weather control 
experiments at the time, there is no evidence that Howell installed a rain gauge 
network to record rainfall on the ground. Therefore, hard data for verifying the 
efficacy of his seeding efforts were unavailable.

Lawsuits landed on city desks before the first seeds flew. Property own-
ers and civic associations in Ulster County, the northernmost county in the 
New York City metro area, claimed the city was “about to become engaged 
in a dangerous and unusual experiment.” Seeding could trigger an unstop-
pable chain reaction that would lead to a stream- flooding, people- drowning, 
property- destroying deluge. Mayor William O’Dwyer’s dry response: “Some-
body does not want it to rain, I take it.”11 “Somebody” had probably been 
reading too many accounts of “unstoppable chain reactions” associated with 
atomic bombs. Worries about nuclear bombs and weather control were com-
mon during the 1950s. Similarly, in the absence of solid scientific explanations 
for resulting rain, answered prayers might be a possibility. When rain started 
falling before the seeding started, an itinerant Baptist preacher from Texas 
claimed his prayers had been responsible for the precipitation, and asked the 
city for a $7,000 donation. New York governor Thomas Dewey declined to 
comment.12 Wise decision.

While city crews worked to staunch leaks in the water system, other work-
ers prepared the dry ice. Police airplanes awaited Howell’s signal to fly, but 
rain was falling, and officials did not want to enhance rainfall and cause stream 
flooding.13 As GE’s Vincent Schaefer was telling the Royal Meteorological 
Society in London, New Yorkers should not count on cloud seeding to fill 
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up their reservoirs. Seeding worked best when rain was imminent, and he 
was concerned about sensationalized press reports. While praising the city’s 
efforts, Schaefer warned that neither Howell nor anyone else could work 
 miracles.14

In early April, Howell directed the first dry ice– seeding run, but he could 
not determine if the resulting unseasonable snow was natural or artificial.15 
Natural or not, unhappy residents jammed city hall’s phone lines to complain 
about “Howell’s Snow.” Thrilled city officials credited seeding for the addi-
tional moisture.16 Days later, heavy rains sent water over the banks of a city 
reservoir, but officials remained unsure of its cause.17 Once the water receded, 
Howell began seeding with silver iodide over the Catskill watershed.

Howell declined to take credit, even though a cursory check of surrounding 
watersheds found more rain in seeded areas. He suggested comparative stud-
ies of natural and artificial precipitation.18 But how to tell the difference? The 
drops looked the same, acted the same, and did not contain markers allowing 
them to be sorted. Not even the weather controllers knew for sure.

As April turned to May, the rainmaking team used ground generators to 
send billowing clouds of silver iodide smoke into the clouds, which yielded 
little rain.19 But by mid- month, weekenders and farmers downwind from the 
seeders were howling that seed- triggered rain was spoiling their activities. 
Annoyed by the complaints, Howell and the meteorologist- in- charge of the 
local USWB office argued that the weather was entirely natural. They would 
not know for months if seeding efforts had boosted rainfall. Unhelpfully, the 
Weather Bureau official added, “Only God can make a cloud.”20 Natural or 
not, heavy rainfall coupled with water conservation efforts filled reservoirs. As 
Memorial Day approached, residents besieged city hall with requests to stop 
making rain lest it spoil outdoor fun. But Howell only seeded when conditions 
were ripe for rain, so if the rains were going to come, they would regardless of 
cloud seeding.21

By early June, the reservoirs were almost full and consumption was drop-
ping. The rainmaking team seeded from above and below the clouds, and 
heavy rain fell over the watershed. Howell still refrained from taking credit. 
Despite his demurs, those whose holiday weekend plans had been washed out, 
and businesses that had had fewer customers than expected, bombarded city 
hall with protests. Officials continued to deflect criticism: there was no proof 
that seeding had contributed to the heavy rains.22 And therein lay the beauty 
of cloud seeding: by not taking credit for the “good” results, one could escape 
taking the blame for the “not so good” results as well.
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Soon the reservoirs were not just full— they were overflowing. Howell tem-
porarily stopped seeding. The Dutchess County agricultural agent pleaded 
with the governor’s office: halt the seeding! Albany was being hit by drought, 
and the agent suggested shifting the seeding projects further north.23 But two 
weeks later, the water levels had receded and Howell prepared the ground 
generators for more seeding, which continued into early July.24 Meanwhile, 
seventy- five miles north of the city, the Sullivan County Board of Supervisors 
passed a resolution calling the city’s rainmaking efforts a “public nuisance,” 
hinting they might request a grand jury inquiry. They urged city officials to 
stop rainmaking to “avoid future ill- feelings and legal activity.”25

Howell’s contract ended in August. Should city officials extend it or not? 
Mayor O’Dwyer was extremely enthusiastic about continuing, even though 
no one, including Howell, had claimed that seeding was responsible for filling 
the reservoirs. Rainfall was 8 percent above normal for the calendar year, and 
for the first time in fifteen years, the reservoir waterline had risen between 
June 1 and July 16.26 Because they wanted data from all four seasons, the city 
extended the contract for another six months. The New York Times headline: 
“Rain- maker Gets Another 6 Months.”27 It sounded as if the city had tossed 
Howell into Rikers Island jail and left him there; those northern counties 
would have been cheering.

Farmers had mixed feeling about extending the rainmaking project. Some 
farmers in the southeastern counties thought seeding had helped their crops, 
and others thought Howell had “dug a watery graveyard” for their hay and 
caused a fungus ruining their apples. The Dutchess County Farm Bureau 
agent argued that control of rainmaking should rest with the state because 
it was not fair for the city to induce rainfall during the haying season. All the 
farmers were convinced that Howell was changing the weather. One Hyde 
Park– area farmer reported that he had seen “freakish clouds” appear in the 
middle of the day. “The sun would be shining and then a funny- looking cloud 
would come along and it would rain for about ten minutes— just long enough 
to wash the spray off the apple trees. I know some people,” he continued, “who 
would shoot Dr. Howell on sight.”28 The farmer’s response was common. No 
one had proof that seeding changed the weather, and in its absence people 
would have grumbled about the inopportune rain or complained about the 
forecast, but cloud seeding led to the default assumption that it caused unde-
sirable weather, wet or dry.

New York City continued to support the seeding program, but farm or-
ganizations were lobbying New York governor Thomas Dewey to regulate 
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rainmaking. They argued that if the government could regulate radio’s “ether 
waves” and aviation airways, then it ought to regulate the wringing of precipita-
tion from clouds. Five days later, the state assembly introduced a bill to do so.29

Meanwhile, disgruntled property owners continued to file lawsuits against 
the city. In February 1951, eighty property owners in a resort area of Delaware 
County (about 150 miles north of the city) filed a $1 million lawsuit claiming 
damage from induced rainfall.30 This was followed by an almost $300,000 
lawsuit filed by residents of upstate New York. By the summer, additional 
residents— including the operator of a “seal college”— claimed artificially in-
duced rainfall flooded a local creek, damaging their property.31

By late 1951, New York City appropriated funds to determine whether the 
previous year’s rains had occurred naturally. City experts thought the 1950 
Thanksgiving storm had blown in from the Ohio Valley (it had) and was not 
due to seeding (it wasn’t). Damage claims due to weather modification were 
“so new” they thought it prudent to conduct an intensive investigation and 
escape a legal hook.32 With the end- of- year deadline upon them, lawsuits 
flooded New York City’s Corporation Counsel office. Totaling $1.5 million, 
over one hundred summonses and complaints named city officials and Wallace 
Howell as defendants. They charged Howell with “trespassing” on their land 
with his recklessly produced rain that had damaged their property.33

Once again, the New York Times editorial board chimed in, opining that 
the city had enhanced problems more than rain by hiring Howell. The USWB 
continued to maintain that rainmaking was a “dubious procedure,” but con-
ceded it was possible to locally alter clouds. The American Meteorological 
Society (AMS) had warned in its policy statement that there was “no pres-
ent scientific basis for the belief that we now possess the ability to modify or 
control the weather and climate of a major portion of the country,” but it still 
supported cloud physics research. The editorial board concluded that cloud 
seeding still held out the most hope of enhancing precipitation of all the other 
techniques that had been tried since the mid- nineteenth century.34

But in 1953, when New York City once again faced a water shortage, the city 
decided against rainmaking and in favor of conservation, estimating that the 
city lost 100 million gallons of water each day due to leaky pipes and faucets. It 
made more sense to repair the leaks.35 The decision was influenced by the state 
assembly’s passage of a bill giving the Water Power and Control Commission 
jurisdiction over artificial rainmaking.36 The legal entanglements involved with 
“making rain” outweighed the benefits, particularly when that expensive rain 
was never making it into residents’ homes. The added benefit: repairing leaks 
was not controversial.
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Although rainmakers, Howell included, were not necessarily claiming 
credit for making or enhancing rain, regulating weather controllers at the state 
or local level became contentious during the 1950s. What kind of heartburn 
was rainmaking creating on the other side of the continent? Normally damp 
Washington State provides another view of competing designer weather.

D a m p  i f  Y o u  D o   .   .   .  D a m p  i f  Y o u  D o n ’ t :  D e s i g n e r 
W e a t h e r  i n  t h e  P a c i f i c  N o r t h w e s t  ( 1 9 5 1 –  1 9 5 2 )

When drought struck the Pacific Northwest in the early 1950s, it menaced 
hydroelectric power needed by aluminum smelters, not urban residents. Alu-
minum was a Cold War strategic asset, so the federal government moved in to 
help with cloud seeding. The Department of the Interior announced it would 
seed 61 percent of the watershed that fed the reservoir behind the Columbia 
River’s Bonneville Dam. Although this was not a “sure cure,” Interior hoped 
for success. Some aluminum production lines had already shut down for lack 
of hydropower. Industrialist Henry J. Kaiser thought he would be able to con-
tinue operating his Pacific Northwest aluminum facilities, but only if Washing-
ton’s residents made “every sacrifice necessary.”37 The citizenry would need 
to skimp on water and power to maintain aluminum production, even though 
Kaiser would have been hard- pressed to find cheaper power elsewhere.

In addition to boosting water to power Kaiser’s aluminum plants, weather 
modifiers had contracts with farmers and with power and lumber companies 
throughout Washington. University of Washington meteorologist Philemon E. 
“Phil” Church was worried about the increasing presence of rainmakers, and 
that adverse public reaction might affect both the university and its meteorol-
ogy department. In a letter to his dean, he laid out several concerns. Only the 
rainmaking firms knew the time and location of seeding, materials used, and 
results. Consequently, he and his colleagues could not verify them. Some of the 
companies’ claims were clearly false, and people were being “fleeced.” Church 
held that while two of the firms were extremely professional, two were uneth-
ical. With no laws to regulate their activities, there was no control over rain-
makers. The meteorology department’s faculty members felt obliged to protect 
the state’s citizens, who were currently shelling out approximately $150,000 
per year ($1.5 million in 2015 dollars) to rainmakers operating on both sides 
of the Cascade Mountains, which run north- south through the western half 
of the state and create the dry “rain shadow” on the eastern side.38 Church’s 
letter landed in the hands of University of Washington president Raymond B. 
Allen, who forwarded most of the contents to Washington governor Arthur B. 
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Langlie. The university was willing to help, but had no funding to conduct the 
necessary research.39 Although the letter did not include an “ask,” President 
Allen implied his meteorologists would be on the job in no time if funds were 
forthcoming.

Within two months, the state legislature’s Subcommittee on Natural Re-
sources announced hearings on artificial cloud stimulation. The first hearing, 
held in December 1951, attracted academics, commercial cloud seeders, and 
state officials. Testifying on behalf of Irving Krick’s Water Resources Devel-
opment Corporation (WRDC), then seeding for wheat farmers in semi- arid 
eastern Washington, was the aptly named T. H. Hazzard. After discussing the 
technical details of weather modification, he told the legislators that he and 
his team were not “rainmakers,” they were “rain increasers” who produced 
more rain than would have fallen naturally. The legislators asked: if more rain 
falls on an area, what happens to areas downwind? No problem, Hazzard told 
them. Doubling the rainfall in the target area would still leave 99 percent of 
the rainfall for those in the storm system’s path. Why? Because natural rainfall 
was inefficient, and that allowed his firm to “operate” on the same system as it 
moved across the continent.

What about people who did not want extra rainfall? Everyone in the West 
needed more water. At the very least, additional rain would raise the water 
table, benefiting everyone— a claim like the one Frederick Newell had made 
in the early twentieth century that irrigation would be good for every state. 
The WRDC team was increasing rain; people might get a little wetter if it were 
seeding. Hazzard also claimed seeding clouds led to gentler, less wildly un-
controlled, less erosive, and thus more valuable rainfall.40 The “kinder, gentler 
weather phenomena” argument was virtually identical to the one proffered in 
the nineteenth century. Modifying rainfall was not just about more rain; it was 
about the right kind of rain in the right place.

Hazzard understood that people were worried about the 300 million acres 
of land affected by seeding. Some in Washington State thought the firm was 
going to bring in clouds and open them up right over ripening cherries, caus-
ing them to split, and ruining the harvest. He wished he and his team had 
that much control over nature; they could do so much good. When people 
understood what they were doing and why, they did not find much opposi-
tion. When legislators mentioned grain growers who opposed his activities, 
Hazzard was dumbfounded. Why would they protest cloud seeding? Every 
grain grower in eastern Washington needed more rain.

When queried about a recently completed Colorado A&M (now Colorado 
State University) cloud- seeding study that countered the WRDC’s opinions, 
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Hazzard admitted that he had not read the report, but he had heard of it and 
its author’s claims that insufficient data existed to develop a firm conclusion 
about rainmaking’s efficacy. The WRDC agreed: there was no proof that its 
weather modification techniques enhanced rainfall. Its teams had noticed 
“very unusual things” occurring after their operations and assumed seeding 
was the cause. However, it was impossible to make a judgment after operating 
just one year in Washington; the WRDC would need at least five years to make 
a final determination.41

The legislators also wanted to know why rainmaking had stopped in Eu-
rope. Hazzard summed up the reason in one word: lawsuits. Cities, industry, 
and agriculture were closer together there, and it was impossible to create 
weather that met everyone’s needs simultaneously. For that reason, the WRDC 
did not operate in the eastern United States.42 And therein lay the crux of the 
problem: people wanted different kinds of weather, and if it worked, some of 
them were not going to get the weather they wanted. Where Hazzard erred, or 
deluded himself, was in thinking that this would be a problem only in heavily 
populated areas.

Support for rainmakers came from a predictable quarter: the wheat farmers 
who had hired them. The farmers contracted with rainmakers because they 
needed water and would take necessary steps to get it. The cost was $0.15 per 
acre, or about $500 (about $5,000 in 2015) for the average farmer. The average 
annual rainfall was only 7.5 inches, and the enhanced rainfall meant a signifi-
cantly better wheat harvest. Other than grass for cattle, wheat was the only 
viable crop in eastern Washington. The wheat farmers agreed that rainmaking 
needed evaluation and control. They were not the only agriculturalists who 
wanted to know whether it was economically effective. Orchardists, including 
the cherry growers, wanted to control rainfall so that it did not fall during blos-
som time (knocking the blooms from the trees) or during harvest time (causing 
the cherries to split). It was impossible to control something like precipitation 
when so little was known about it. Cloud seeding was still in the “little known” 
stage, but some growers thought that all seeding should be prohibited between 
April 1 and November 1 to reduce possible crop damage.43

Despite its uncertainties, one of the legislators wondered if rainmaking 
could replace reclamation projects. Would the money being spent on the Co-
lumbia (River) Basin reclamation projects be wasted if rainmaking could bring 
water to where people needed it, when they needed it?44 Having reached no 
conclusions, the subcommittee adjourned.

In spring 1952, the subcommittee held another hearing that included a 
different cohort of interest groups, including cherry growers, foresters, and 
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meteorologists.45 Orchardists viewed rainmaking differently than did their 
wheat- growing colleagues. Cherries and other fruit crops suffered serious 
damage if rains came at inopportune times. They had no control over natural 
rain and could live with that, but rain caused by seeders was a problem. Since 
the government had put in the irrigation system they were using and paying 
for, the farmers needed to harvest a decent crop to earn the money to pay 
for it. One orchardist had lost $35,000 worth of cherries when one of Irving 
Krick’s WRDC seeding operations spread rain outside the target area (or so 
he claimed). Other farmers had lost crops as well: apple growers had been 
unable to harvest, bean growers suffered large losses when the harvested beans 
rotted in their sacks, and alfalfa- seed losses had totaled several million dollars. 
Orchardists acknowledged others’ need for water, but everyone needed to be 
responsible for their actions. If irrigators let water overflow into others’ fields, 
they were liable for the damage. If the wheat growers wanted to experiment 
with rainmaking, that was fine. They should not do it, however, in a way that 
could financially harm farmers for whom rain was a problem.46

Those involved with lumber and forestry thought controlling rainfall would 
greatly benefit fire- protection and logging industries. For example, in 1951, 
Washington State’s Forestry Division had had to close down logging for al-
most a month because of excessively dry conditions that exacerbated fire dan-
gers. Both lumbermen and foresters wanted more data from controlled tests, 
and sufficient regulation to keep the air from being “polluted with artificial 
seeds.”47

Representing meteorologists and the AMS’s Puget Sound Chapter, Phil 
Church testified that atmospheric scientists wanted a full accounting of 
weather modification activities: what rainmakers were doing, what materials 
they were using, and how, when, and where they were using them.48

Unlike the earlier hearing, this one addressed the topic of overseeding: us-
ing large amounts of silver iodide seeds to dry up clouds and prevent rain. 
The cherry growers were interested in overseeding because they could achieve 
higher profits if they could prevent rain during blossom and harvest times. 
Would proposed legislation allow them to overseed?49

The cloud seeders also participated. Water Resources Development Corpo-
ration’s Robert Elliott, formerly of Caltech’s meteorology department, argued 
that any legislation had to be based on extant knowledge about weather con-
trol, and there was considerable disagreement within the scientific community. 
“Our exact knowledge,” Elliott conceded, “is so nebulous at this time that . . . 
I don’t think that any of us could propose any clearly defined legislation.”50

The hearings settled nothing and by late June 1952, a full- fledged “weather 
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war” was underway between grain and cherry growers. In a letter to Phil 
Church, State Representative Wilbur G. Hallauer only half- jokingly wrote 
that the cherry growers were probably working hard at overseeding so that no 
rain would fall until clouds reached Montana or points east. Convinced that 
professional meteorologists needed to be involved in cleaning up this mess, 
he sought suggestions.51 Church recommended that weather control opera-
tors be licensed, exhibit a high degree of professional competency, provide 
transparency when dealing with the public, and supply data for independent 
evaluations. Church, however, did not see a way to legislate happiness for the 
conflicting sides:

If the cherry growers succeeded in getting legislation to prevent rain in a pe-
riod, then the railroads might want a provision such that they could prevent 
snow in the winter to the detriment of irrigation and power interests, house-
wives would want legislation such that they could be guaranteed no rain on 
Monday from 10:00 am to 2:00 pm so the washing could dry, and office work-
ers would seek legislation to aid them in having dry streets when they drive to 
and from work.52

And back at the weather wars? Krick and the WRDC, working for the wheat 
farmers, had been seeding for rain, and their rainmaking competitor, Jack 
Hubbard, had been overseeding to keep cherries dry. Subsequent heavy rain-
fall caused crop losses for both groups.53 The AMS’s Puget Sound Chapter 
stayed out of this dispute but told Governor Langlie that seeders’ activities 
should be public knowledge; its members assured him that they would be 
happy to provide advice on future legislation.54 That legislation remained 
stalled for another year, and another, and another. We’ll catch up with the 
State of Washington’s attempts to regulate the weather controllers a little later.

S ta t e s  i n  t h e  M i d d l e :  E x p e r i m e n t s  a n d 
R e g u l a t i o n s  ( 1 9 5 0 –  1 9 5 3 )

Taking a cue from New York City, states in the Desert Southwest and In-
termountain West, perennially short on water, were considering their own 
large- scale rainmaking operations by early 1950. With the East suffering from 
drought, westerners thought it might be easier to get more funding from the 
Bureau of Reclamation (BuRec), which had been responsible for water sup-
plies west of the Mississippi River since 1902.55 Several states explored the pos-
sibilities of systematic rainmaking activities as well as the wisdom of passing 
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legislation to regulate cloud- seeding activities. Legislation often included es-
tablishing a board or committee composed of academics, agriculturalists, and 
industry interests to investigate and/or mediate disputes over cloud seeding.

By mid- 1950, New Mexico became the first state to launch its own rainmak-
ing study. Governor Mabry formally approved the newly established Economic 
Development Commission’s decision to have the New Mexico School of 
Mines (soon to become the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, 
or NM Tech) in the tiny high desert town of Socorro conduct a four- month- 
long study of all aspects of rainmaking. Irving Langmuir, in New Mexico with 
Project Cirrus, agreed to collaborate. Experimentation was not the only point 
of contention. Many farmers and ranchers had decided to take rainmaking 
into their own hands. Langmuir was concerned that such “indiscriminate rain 
induction” could cause severe weather elsewhere (see chapter 2) and might 
have contributed to drought by inducing storms in Texas that had prevented 
the normal northwesterly movement of moisture from the Gulf of Mexico.56

Analyzing the resulting data, School of Mines scientists thought the ex-
periments had yielded one snowstorm and two cloudbursts. They did not, 
however, make a “positive claim of results.” The snowstorm had taken place 
twenty- five minutes after silver iodide generators had started spewing out 
seeds into mountains northeast of Santa Fe, and snow only occurred in the 
clouds affected by silver iodide smoke. The cloudbursts had resulted from ear-
lier tests, which had used several hundred pounds of ammonia as the seeding 
agent.57 Once again, the results were not definitive.

Wyoming also decided to act on weather control. In February 1951, the state 
legislature passed an act declaring sovereignty over atmospheric moisture 
overlaying the state, encouraging rainmaking experiments and their evalua-
tion, requiring licenses for seeding experiments, and establishing a rainmaking 
commission comprised of the state engineer, the commission of agriculture, 
and the University of Wyoming president. The annual licensing fee: $25.58 
Later that year, Wyoming became the first state to grant a cloud- seeding 
 license.59

In fall 1951, the Wyoming Agricultural Experiment Station completed five 
months of analyzing commercial seeding results. Some experiments had pro-
duced significant increases, but there was no proof that large- scale ground 
seeding operations had produced significant precipitation. As was common, 
the results had fallen within natural variation. Areas receiving little rainfall on 
average often experience large inter- annual rainfall differences, making statis-
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tical analyses difficult. The research team could not reach a firm conclusion 
on seeding efficacy.60

Meanwhile, residents of five Colorado mountain towns complained that 
cloud seeding was causing mineshaft cave- ins that threatened their livelihoods. 
Miners presented a petition to Colorado governor Daniel I. J. Thornton, 
claiming that they had been buried under record amounts of snow since seed-
ing had commenced in fall 1950. Following a second complaint about excessive 
snowfall, Thornton asked his state’s Weather Control Board to examine the 
allegations. Businesses in the Estes Park resort area sixty miles northwest of 
Denver complained that cloud seeding was ruining its tourist trade.61 By late 
June, the Weather Research Association— while denying any responsibility— 
turned off its eighteen ground generators in southeastern Colorado because 
too much rain, some with hail, had fallen.

Colorado also passed a weather control act in 1951 to assist private and 
public weather modification R&D, and protect people and property from as-
sociated damage. The act defined weather modification as changes to weather 
phenomena and air masses: temperature, wind velocity, precipitation, or fog. 
The related advisory committee included academics, as well as representatives 
from state agencies, utilities, agriculture, and industries that would likely be 
affected by weather control.62

Farther west, California and Oregon lawmakers were also working on 
cloud- seeding legislation. California’s bill called for regulating and licensing 
of “interference or attempts to interfere” with natural precipitation processes: 
“public interest, health, safety, welfare, and necessity” required scientific ex-
perimentation in weather modification, which should be encouraged to help 
conserve and develop state water resources.63 By late 1952, Oregon’s legisla-
tion also promoted public health, safety, and welfare by licensing, regulating, 
and controlling artificial techniques of inducing precipitation. Specifically, it 
decreed that no one could participate in weather modification activity with-
out a license. Those who met licensing requirements and engaged in weather 
control had to submit reports and pay appropriate fees.64 In early 1953, Oregon 
introduced additional legislation to regulate weather modification activities, 
appropriate funds, and provide for controlled experiments and penalties. A 
State Weather Modification Board would issue licenses and supervise weather 
control activities. Oregon State College’s (now University) R. T. Beaumont 
advised legislators that any weather control regulations should be the same as 
Washington’s. Experimental work done on the Columbia River, the boundary 
between the states, would affect both of them; consistent rules were  necessary.65
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Assessing Oregon’s situation since 1949, Beaumont noted nine different 
projects that included rainmaking, hail suppression, and fog dispersal. Public 
opinion ranged from complete approval to bitter resentment. Southwestern 
Oregon’s Jackson County had narrowly rejected a bill to outlaw cloud seeding 
because scientific evidence did not support either side. Beaumont opined, 
“Cloud seeders have better press agents than the groups performing impartial 
evaluations.” He recommended that Oregon undertake an impartial experi-
ment, making sure that the chosen test area would not be impinged upon by 
other cloud- seeding operations.66

Looking back east, Massachusetts established a Weather Amendment 
Board consisting of commissioners of agriculture, public health, and conserva-
tion, to certify and approve the actions of would- be weather modifiers. Public 
hearings on the operations had to be announced at least forty- eight hours in 
advance. The bill clarified that heating or moving air to preclude crop damage, 
e.g., using smudge pots or large fans, was not weather modification.67

Whether on the Eastern Seaboard or the West Coast, or in the Intermoun-
tain West or Desert Southwest, states tried to keep the possibility of weather 
control alive while keeping controllers on a relatively short leash. One group 
wanted to see that leash either become longer or disappear altogether: the 
commercial seeders.

C o m m e r c i a l  S e e d i n g  a n d  t h e  S ta t e s

As the push for state and federal legislation became serious in 1951, consulting 
meteorologists interested in weather control organized the Artificial Precipi-
tation Operators Association. They did not want their operations restricted, 
nor did they want people to be victimized by unethical rainmakers. Others 
engaged in cloud seeding, including some former crop dusters, were ethical; 
they just lacked basic scientific understanding. If association members could 
provide them a solid scientific background and help them evaluate their re-
sults, the crop dusters- cum- cloud seeders could bring their work up to higher 
standards. Association members wanted to “clean up the situation” before a 
government agency did it for them.68

But while those commercial seeders were on the lookout for less- qualified 
individuals infiltrating their ranks, some government entities were eyeing 
consulting meteorologists active in cloud seeding. The primary target: Irving 
Krick and his Water Resources Development Corporation.

In 1951, Krick came under increasing scrutiny in New Mexico, where he 
had been hired to break the drought. The Albuquerque Journal reported that 
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the drought was continuing and Krick had not produced promised rain. Krick 
responded that he and his men were not “miracle men”: they could not create 
rain, only enhance it under the right conditions.69 New Mexico’s farmers had 
made a significant investment in Krick and his weather modification operation, 
more than $115,000 (about $1 million in 2015 dollars) to alleviate the drought. 
Water supplies were low, and fires were a problem too.70 Krick claimed that 
half of the rain that had fallen in the state was due to his work; the entire state 
was under contract to his firm. “We’ve got New Mexico pretty well taken care 
of,” Krick said, claiming the drought would be over by July.71 Or not. In late 
May, farmers in the San Luis Valley pulled out because rain was not falling. 
Krick argued that it was not his fault that there were no clouds to seed.72 By late 
July, Krick declared the drought “broken,” but New Mexico had a way to go 
before being back to normal. The USWB took a less- positive view: there was 
little hope that the state would meet its normal rainfall average unless it was 
hit by a series of cloudbursts.73 No one in New Mexico, save Krick, believed 
the drought was over.

New Mexico’s water problems aside, Senator Clinton Anderson was con-
cerned that Krick may have caused flooding in Oklahoma. Was he operating 
there or not?74 Krick was not and denied any connection between his seeding 
projects and flooding in either Oklahoma or Kansas. Indeed, the idea was 
“laughable.”75 But former Krick acolyte Robert D. Elliott, who had abandoned 
the WRDC to join North American Weather Consultants, a cloud- seeding 
firm headed by meteorologist Eugene Bollay, was concerned that Krick’s ac-
tivities would give all cloud seeding a “black eye.” Elliott told Anderson that 
he (Elliott) and Bollay were using a precise, predictable technique, not a “shot- 
gun method,” and it would bring water of economic value.76 Elliott repeated 
his message to Irving Langmuir, claiming that he and Bollay could find no 
downwind effects more than fifty miles away from their seeding generators and 
that they were using 1/100th the amount of seeding material they had used in 
the past and that many others were still using.77

Krick’s methods were also being eyed in Idaho, where T. H. Hazzard (who 
we met in Washington State) spoke to Idaho Reclamation officials about rain-
making. Explaining that airborne dry ice could not be evenly distributed, he 
touted Krick’s new seeding technique that would overcome these problems. 
After giving his “we are rain enhancers” pitch, Hazzard claimed Krick’s group 
was operating on over 250 million acres in the United States, South America, 
Mexico, and South Africa. In the United States, it had covered most of the 
central western states. Hazzard estimated Krick’s teams could increase rainfall 
by 50 percent to 75 percent, but they did not seed in areas where they could 
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accomplish very little. They had increased rainfall in eastern Washington State 
by 406 percent— a phenomenal amount. (What was really phenomenal was 
that they thought their calculation was scientifically significant: 406 percent?)78

Hazzard maintained that the WRDC could provide more water at less ex-
pense. It was so inexpensive that if California and Colorado quit suing each 
other over water and took the money devoted to legal fees and spent it on 
cloud seeding, they would have so much water that litigation would no longer 
be necessary. In answer to a “rain- stealing” question, Hazzard gave the same 
answer he gave in Washington: if they doubled the rainfall in an area, the extra 
amount represented just 1 percent of the moisture that was passing over the 
area.79 Hazzard excelled at staying on message.

Not all of the attendees were impressed, least of all a USWB meteorologist, 
who downplayed Krick’s World War II military service and attributed the sil-
ver iodide process to GE’s Bernard Vonnegut and not to Krick. Meteorologists 
remained uncertain about precipitation processes, even if Krick did not. A 
proper meteorological survey of potential seeding areas would require special 
observations over several years. Krick was not doing that. And scientific con-
trols over seeding? No chance that Krick’s operation had them.80

Fed up, the meteorologist- in- charge (MIC) of the Idaho Falls Weather Bu-
reau office laid it all out for a Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) agent. 
Hazzard’s audience had included Idaho’s governor, several congressmen, and 
some three hundred other people who had come to hear Krick. The MIC 
had “no doubt that Krick [was] operating a fraudulent organization for per-
sonal profit.” Why? Krick was an “above average” meteorologist, but he had 
no answers when confronted with what was actually known about rainmak-
ing. Therefore, Krick knew he was not on solid scientific ground and that his 
operations were dishonest. “Furthermore,” the meteorologist wrote, “he has 
a long record of unscrupulous pseudoscientific activities.” Based on Krick’s 
use of inexpensive ground generators and the amount of land under contract, 
the MIC estimated that Krick’s outfit would gross approximately $10 million 
($100 million in 2015 dollars) during 1951. To make matters worse, Krick’s 
group was getting observational assistance from the Pocatello, Idaho, Weather 
Bureau office by calling in at night to speak with the observer when the MIC 
was at home.81 Could the FBI help?

By mid- July 1951, USWB chief Francis Reichelderfer was targeting Krick 
and his weather modification activities. In an administratively restricted letter 
to his security officer, Reichelderfer wanted to know if he should advise the 
US attorney general that Krick’s nonprofit research group was operating too 
closely to his for- profit rainmaking outfit, which might make Krick guilty of 
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fraud. The government, he wrote, was interested, and Krick was misleading 
thousands of farmers as he claimed to be the source of the water falling on 
their land.82

Following up on Reichelderfer’s letter, the USWB security officer contacted 
the Idaho Falls MIC about Krick. How did Krick and other rainmakers in-
duce agricultural interests and others to sign rainmaking contracts? How were 
Krick’s research and operational organization integrated? Was the research 
group a nonprofit entity? If so, did it share in the profits from the operational 
side of the business? Furthermore, was the FBI investigating rainmakers in 
the area?83

Like gumshoes in a pulp mystery, the MIC and an assistant followed Krick’s 
activities. They knew he had been working in their area because local farm-
ers had been solicited through letters, brochures, and personal contacts. The 
farmers were then invited to joint meetings where they were encouraged to 
form groups that contracted with Krick’s firm. While the company’s represen-
tatives chatted up the farmers, its press office fed articles extolling the scientific 
legitimacy of cloud seeding to local media.

The plot thickened when the MIC attended one of these meetings led by 
an “ordinary farmer,” who obviously was not. The “farmer” told the audience 
that he was ignorant of meteorology and could not explain processes for en-
hancing precipitation, but the company’s representatives were standing by to 
study their particular situation and increase their rainfall. While the MIC’s 
blood pressure skyrocketed, the man glorified Krick, cited his successes, and 
indicated that some of the farmers had been placed in contact with enthusiastic 
customers in New Mexico. The MIC was especially disturbed by the man’s 
criticism of government agencies, the USWB in particular, in “vicious and 
particularly objectionable” language. The “ordinary farmer” implied that the 
USWB was attempting to corner the weather control market while simulta-
neously failing to develop new scientific methods for improving agriculture. 
This front man, the MIC believed, would be collecting a rather “fat commis-
sion” after the contracts were signed, and his “local accomplice” was import-
ant for the sales plan.

Like an evangelist issuing an altar call at a revival meeting, Krick’s represen-
tative asked farmers to come forward with their checks to start the program. 
The farmers failed to show sufficient interest, so a local person offered to make 
rain. At that point, the MIC and his assistant stood and pointed out some 
of the falsehoods shared during the presentations. A closed meeting, which 
still failed to produce sufficient funds to engage Krick’s firm, followed this 
outburst, and the contract went to the local rainmaker, who admitted that his 
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technique did not always work. The MIC advised the USWB security officer 
that the Idaho Falls FBI office had taken no action against Krick. Officials of 
the FBI knew how Krick’s organizations were operated, but they could do 
nothing to stop him. Since Krick had not gotten the contract, the Idaho Falls 
FBI office was no longer interested in investigating him and his firm, and it 
took no further action.84 But Reichelderfer, who kept an extensive dossier on 
Krick, was still very much interested in learning more about him, and the MIC- 
turned- gumshoe continued monitoring Irving Krick’s rainmakers.

By early 1952, Senator Clinton Anderson was claiming that rainmaking outfits 
were sending people into New Mexico to encourage farmers and ranchers to 
lobby against federal regulation of weather control. He noted that if people like 
Krick were not responsible for droughts and other unfortunate outcomes from 
cloud seeding that damaged crops and livelihoods, then they had nothing to 
fear from federal legislation. New Mexico governor Edwin Meachem, in office 
for just a year, decided not to ask his legislature to enact weather modification 
regulations because of state border issues. Since the operations and their ef-
fects extended beyond the state line, it was not within the state’s purview to 
control them.85

While the situation in New Mexico remained quiet throughout 1952, by 
summer 1953 conflicts spawned by commercial rainmaking were beginning 
to heat up. Robert McKinney, editor of the New Mexican, was investigating 
rainmaking businesses operating in the state, and he found that commercial 
rainmakers were “closed- mouthed,” and their burned customers “sheepish” 
and mostly unwilling to talk. After the charitable rainmaking bill (chapter 3) 
passed the New Mexico legislature, at least a dozen tax- exempt rainmaking 
organizations sprang up, most of them contracted with Krick, and for the next 
two years silver iodide smoke rose all over the state. The drought intensified, 
and ranchers sold their stock at prices approaching Great Depression lows. 
The last of the rainmaking contracts expired in August 1953, as President Ei-
senhower and a number of federal leaders visited New Mexico to view the 
latest dust bowl. By mid- October, New Mexico had received nothing from 
Washington, but nature had provided unassisted rain.86

Indeed, widespread drought conditions became a major incentive for de-
veloping weather control techniques. Colorado’s Weather Control Commis-
sion recommended conducting a survey to determine if it should sponsor a 
rainmaking project, but no funds were available and the legislature was not 
likely to appropriate them. A Texas Republican national committeeman urged 
Colorado to join Texas by contributing to an interstate fund to investigate rain-
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making, but Colorado governor Thornton, who argued that rainmaking funds 
should come from the agricultural interests and private utilities most likely to 
benefit, opposed it. With government support off the table, the commission 
suggested that agricultural organizations contribute to the fund.87

A year later, the Washington Daily News reported that eighty- three counties 
in hard- hit Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, and Wyoming had been declared 
disaster areas, and Eisenhower had been asked to declare Missouri, Geor-
gia, Alabama, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kansas, Kentucky, and Illinois as disaster 
states. The dry area extended east through the Carolinas and Virginia, which 
opened these states to the allure of weather modification. Although the drought 
was not as serious as that of the 1930s, the long- term forecast of above- normal 
temperatures and below- normal precipitation was worrisome.88 Thirty- three 
more counties in the South were later added to the federal disaster area list.89

Had the early to mid- 1950s seen normal moisture levels across the United 
States, it is doubtful that commercial weather modification would have taken 
hold as quickly as it did. However, agricultural interests without sufficient 
water will do whatever they must to save their crops, livestock, and livelihoods. 
As conditions worsened, states felt pressured to “do something” about the 
weather, and providers such as Irving Krick were standing by.

Each of these states took a different approach to handling uncontrolled 
commercial rainmaking. Let’s return to the state of Washington to see how 
government entanglements with weather modification played out during the 
rest of the decade.

L e g i s l a t i n g  W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l :  W a s h i n g t o n  S ta t e 
( 1 9 5 3 –  1 9 5 7 )

As drought- stricken states were sorting out their weather control woes, the 
state of Washington sought to rein in weather controllers by establishing a 
weather control board. Affected interest groups immediately chimed in with 
recommendations, but it was all for naught when the bill died.90 Two years 
later, legislators took another stab at establishing a weather modification board 
and defining its duties.91 Alas, this bill died as well. Another two years, another 
new legislature, another bill . . . third time’s the charm, the bill passed and was 
signed into law. Weather modification and control were defined as the use 
of artificial methods to change, control, or attempt to change or control the 
development of clouds and precipitation in the troposphere (the part of the 
atmosphere that extends from Earth’s surface to approximately eleven miles 
above the surface in the middle latitudes). The director of conservation and 
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development would chair the new weather modification board, whose mem-
bers, appointed by the governor, would include two faculty members— one 
each from the University of Washington and the State College of Washington 
(now Washington State University)— plus a person engaged in horticulture 
and a person engaged in other agricultural products. They would issue li-
censes and permits to would- be cloud seeders.92

Washington State’s Weather Modification Board was not a perfect solution, 
but at least it provided a way to track weather control activities, answer citizens’ 
and rainmaking firms’ complaints, and incorporate weather control techniques 
into its water resources plans. Board membership gradually changed as addi-
tional groups requested a seat at the table, but a solid mechanism was in place. 
Meteorologists were able to inject scientific background into the deliberations, 
and they could access the data provided by the weather controllers as they 
attempted to determine what was happening in the atmosphere. For the other 
board members, the difficulties of providing preferred designer weather across 
the state were becoming clearer with each request and complaint.

We will leave Washington and its weather skirmishes behind for now. While 
the cloud seeders, power companies, agriculture interests, state residents, 
meteorologists, state officials, and politicians continued to wrestle with the 
weather during the 1950s, the meteorological community was trying to gain 
atmospheric knowledge that would allow it to determine whether weather con-
trol was possible or not. Would the meteorologists continue to play second 
fiddle to the lab- based Irving Langmuir? How would they dodge the charge 
that they were closed- minded? Next up: the meteorologists.
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The Meteorologists:  
Corralling the Research Agenda

It is reasonable to anticipate that further advances in our knowledge [of natural weather 

processes] will suggest other ways in which the relatively puny hand of man can modify 

the vast forces of nature for the common benefit.

H e n r y  H o u g h t o n , MIT Meteorologist, 19541

Federal and state politicians and agency leaders spent the 1950s focused on 
the national security implications of weather control— including the need to 
augment water supplies— as they wrangled over how, or even if, it needed to be 
regulated. Meteorologists, however, focused on understanding the underlying 
physics of precipitation processes. But the weather control juggernaut threat-
ening to discredit their newly won scientific reputation tore them away from 
data and equations and deposited them into the science policy arena. In this 
relatively new role, some meteorologists found themselves developing policy 
statements for the American Meteorological Society, advising congressional 
leaders on weather control legislation, and serving on the Advisory Committee 
on Weather Control (ACWC), which would help to determine the future of 
state- controlled weather.

What did meteorologists know about precipitation processes in the early 
1950s? Not much. They knew that about ten thousand average- size cloud 
droplets could fit on the head of a pin, and if 1 million of those droplets co-
alesced, the resulting drop would be heavy enough to fall out. They also knew 
that the Bergeron method (chapter 1) described the precipitation process in 
middle and upper latitudes, but not in the tropics. Meteorologists had also 
determined that dry ice particles spurred the coalescence process in super-
cooled clouds, but not in those with above- freezing temperatures, and that 
dry ice particles could successfully punch holes in supercooled stratus clouds. 
Silver iodide seeds, which also worked as artificial nuclei, could be sent aloft 
from ground- based generators if an inversion were not in place that prevented 
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the seeds from reaching the clouds. (Under inversion conditions, air gets 
warmer with increasing altitude, and warm air at the surface only rises until 
it reaches equilibrium with the warm air aloft.) Meteorologists also knew that 
sometimes it rained even if ice crystals, natural or artificial, were not present. 
They did not know how ice crystals occurred naturally or how air moved 
within clouds. Consequently, they could not predict the trajectory of seeds, 
how mixing would affect their diffusion, how fast silver iodide could work 
before sunlight reduced its effectiveness, or even how many freezing nuclei 
were already present in the atmosphere. Because of these uncertainties, me-
teorologists could not use physical reasoning to determine whether seeding 
produced precipitation or not.2

To understand precipitation processes, meteorologists needed to do much 
more research in the atmosphere. Langmuir kept arguing that laboratory work 
was key to solving the weather control puzzle, but meteorologists knew that 
only in- situ experimentation would yield needed data. In the meantime, their 
professional community needed to influence the national discussion about 
weather control.3

D e v e l o p i n g  P o l i c y :  T h e  A m e r i c a n 
M e t e o r o l o g i c a l  S o c i e t y

As the weather control controversy intensified, the American Meteorological 
Society (AMS) appointed a committee to investigate related claims with the 
goal of creating a policy statement. The committee members represented three 
sectors of the meteorology community: Chairman Henry G. Houghton from 
MIT represented academe; Henry T. Harrison, manager of weather services 
for United Air Lines, represented commercial interests; and Sverre Petters-
sen, of the Air Weather Service, brought insights from the military/federal 
government.4 Although most meteorologists downplayed weather control’s 
possibilities due to their slim understanding of precipitation mechanisms, 
meteorologists had not formed a monolithic opposition group. Some were 
cautiously optimistic, some were providing weather control services, and some 
who opposed it were just as worried about the discipline’s professional repu-
tation as they were about weather control’s validity.

The professional implications burst into the open during an AMS council 
meeting when a member attacked Henry Harrison’s more favorable disposi-
tion toward weather control, charging that it would eliminate “all scientific 
progress made during the past twenty- five years.” Meteorologists were pain-
fully aware that their discipline had not been considered a “real” science until 
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after World War II when the scientific community and the public acknowl-
edged weather forecasting’s importance for military success. Some AMS mem-
bers thought venturing into a scientifically dubious undertaking like weather 
control could take the discipline down a few pegs to the “guessing science” 
category of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Weather control’s 
tight connection to the military with its concomitant secrecy also threatened 
to impede scientific progress in the atmospheric sciences, especially if mili-
tary security continued to restrict the release of experimental data— a concern 
many US scientists shared during the Cold War.5

Meteorologists’ primary worry, however, focused on the lack of scientific 
evidence supporting weather control efforts. As an airline employee, Harri-
son recognized that effective weather control techniques could aid aviation. 
He urged his colleagues to avoid the “negative, reactionary, and unrealistic” 
positions that many people thought the meteorology community held while 
they assessed the evidence. Harrison was concerned that the USWB and Air 
Force’s distinct lack of curiosity during the Project Cirrus experiments would 
not serve the discipline well.

Harrison also brought news from the West. Undeterred by weather con-
trol’s shaky scientific underpinnings, residents of semi- arid regions were con-
templating how they might exploit a new economy based on artificial nucle-
ation. Needing water, westerners were not keen on the government restricting 
weather control. Government officials who thought those living downwind 
from seeding areas were being harmed should prove it. “Weather associations” 
should be able to work out any problems occurring along state lines, and the 
federal government should butt out. Most press attention had focused on large 
rainmaking operations, but quieter work was underway. Actuarial associations 
were interested in hail suppression that might reduce insurance payouts, for-
estry departments were considering lightning suppression to reduce fires, and 
some airports were pursuing fog dispersal. To counteract the Boston- based 
AMS’s eastern US focus, the Denver- based Harrison’s mission was to bring 
information about weather control from the West and encourage a more sym-
pathetic approach.6

But after Harrison and Houghton testified before Senator Clinton Ander-
son’s joint subcommittee in March 1951 (chapter 3), Harrison rued the futility 
of their efforts. They had taken a middle path on weather control, but An-
derson had put them “far to the right and just one notch to the left” of the US 
Weather Bureau’s extremely dismissive view. He fretted that the USWB had 
been “discredited and humiliated” at both the formal hearings and an informal 
rump session Anderson had held with USWB personnel and a large number 
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of audience members. Harrison was especially concerned that Anderson did 
not understand that cloud seeding could extend beyond state lines, but not 
one thousand to two thousand miles downstream.7 Houghton went further, 
convinced Anderson and other committee members had thrown their weight 
behind weather control in advance of the hearings. No fan of weather control, 
he was starting to “waver.” Scientists needed to stick to scientific facts, but 
should not reject the future possibility of large- scale weather control.8

Consequently, Houghton toned down the strident language in his initial 
draft of the AMS weather control statement. He changed “seeding will not draw 
water from a stone” to precipitation required pre- existing moist air and appro-
priate cloud- forming processes. Not everyone reading the statement would be 
meteorologically savvy, so he defined “large scale” as most of the country, not a 
few counties. Houghton emphasized the need for cloud physics experiments 
designed by scientists possessing expert knowledge of cloud physics, synoptic 
meteorology, and statistics. They had “missed the boat” on the Senate hearings 
and needed to be ready for the upcoming House hearings.9 Houghton, Harri-
son, and Petterssen, recommending that a committee of “eminent” scientists 
be appointed to thoroughly evaluate rainmakers’ claims, supplied copies of 
their report on weather control to Anderson and other relevant lawmakers.10

Their middle- of- the- road approach would not please everyone. Rainmak-
ers would dub it “reactionary,” while AMS’s conservative factions would find 
it “radical.” Harrison thought the draft section on licensing requirements and 
qualifications was too severe: “sincere and true pioneers” in cloud seeding 
who lacked scientific training but approached it in a scientific way would be 
shut down. A prime example: Weather Control, Inc., in Medford, Oregon, 
which had a fog- clearing contract with United Airlines. How could these 
men continue their valuable work while AMS eliminated “rank amateurs and 
quacks”? Even Langmuir and Schaefer would have been kept from their ex-
periments since neither was an AMS “professional meteorologist.”11 Hough-
ton conceded the point, but AMS needed to keep the quacks out. If weather 
control became big business, “it [would be] unlikely that many qualified mete-
orologists [would] have the capital to enter [the field].” AMS could not require 
individual and corporate seeders to become members, but it could suggest that 
they meet the same requirements as AMS’s professional members.12

Houghton et al. reported to AMS secretary Charles F. Brooks on the prob-
lems inherent in weather control legislation. They did not want to be perceived 
as a “minority pressure group” or as dictating legislative language; they just 
wanted to encourage congressional leaders to base legislation on scientific 
principles and public protection. AMS Council members might not think 
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weather control legislation was inevitable, but Houghton and his colleagues 
were convinced it was coming. It was too late to influence Senate bills, but they 
still had a chance in the House. Recent floods, which some thought had been 
triggered by seeding, had given Congress additional impetus to pass legisla-
tion.13 The AMS’s Statement on the Legislative Aspects of Weather Modifica-
tion favored federal legislation that matched the “small scale” status of current 
weather modification. It also recommended federal licensing of rainmakers, 
perhaps using AMS’s professional guidelines. The federal government should 
carry out expensive cloud physics experiments, which would be more likely to 
produce scientific knowledge than data produced by commercial rainmakers. 
AMS argued that additional research would allow scientists to determine if 
controlling the weather were possible.14

This statement addressed only legislative approaches, so Houghton et al. 
continued their work on an AMS policy statement. True to his word, Harri-
son continued to forward information on events in “weather control country.” 
Significant seeding programs were underway in major watersheds— Colorado, 
Arkansas, Rio Grande, South Platte, and North Platte— and contracts cover-
ing eastern Colorado had been renewed. Harrison thought seeders might be 
“lying low” because of liability. Major snowfalls during the 1951– 52 winter had 
closed highways, isolated some towns for weeks, and resulted in loss of life. 
The synoptic situation had been ideal for heavy snows, but Harrison thought 
some people would claim seeding had triggered them.15

Harrison was keeping an eye on a weather control evaluation bankrolled by 
a $100,000 ($1 million in 2015) donation from “rain- enhancer” Irving Krick and 
conducted by UCLA meteorologist Joseph Kaplan. Kaplan had an excellent 
reputation, but when the National Weather Improvement Association (NWIA) 
sponsored a roundtable discussion on his findings, Harrison was discomfited 
that the “objective and independent” NWIA was composed entirely of Krick’s 
rainmaking clients.16 Houghton et al. were eager to read others’ evaluations as 
long as weather modification consultants were not influencing them.

By fall 1952, Petterssen was rethinking that position. Based on a report written 
by meteorologist Paul MacCready, who had been conducting weather modifi-
cation tests in Arizona, it might be possible to increase rain over a large county 
or a small state. It might be correct to say that the evidence was inconclusive 
or showed a few positive effects. Petterssen remained skeptical of Langmuir’s 
claims of large- scale effects due to periodic seeding, but could not discount 
them completely. He still wanted to stay clear of licensing and regulations. 
He wondered if cloud seeders were “quacks or scientists.” “Do we want to 
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license quacks?” And even though he favored the latest bill (S. 2225), he still 
opposed military involvement in any legislation. According to Petterssen, the 
military did not need permission to conduct experiments that would benefit 
the nation. Any temporary committee assigned to evaluate weather control 
would also need a longer life span— at least five years, not the two proposed 
by congressional sponsors.17

As they polished the final draft, Harrison worried about how they would 
frame the statement to avoid the “bad press” received by the USWB. He won-
dered if it were possible to change the climate in a small area. Certain topograph-
ical areas might be ideal for seeding: mountainous regions along coastlines 
where upslope winds occurred regularly, or peninsular areas where convergent 
wind flow would provide clouds.18 Harrison was trying to narrow down the 
circumstances under which they might give a positive nod to weather control 
while not indicating that it was effective over large swaths of the country.

With the final draft imminent in early 1953, AMS secretary Brooks began 
polling council members to see which way the wind was blowing on weather 
control. The answer: predominantly light and variable. Some supported the 
draft statement, but admitted to knowing little about weather control. Some 
were undecided and nitpicked scientific details. The consistently disdainful 
USWB chief, Francis Reichelderfer, was generally supportive, but thought it 
might be interpreted too positively. Air Force brigadier general Benjamin G. 
Holzman declined to vote, but agreed with a Washington Post headline: “Rain-
maker says carbon dioxide not needed— only water required for rain.” Others 
wanted much more meteorological detail about the atmospheric prerequisites 
for artificially inducing precipitation.19 In other words, councilors’ opinions 
ranged from indifference to requirements that would have made the statement 
unintelligible to nonmeteorologists.

Houghton, Harrison, and Petterssen dutifully included suggestions in the 
final revision, but remained uncertain of its value. Congress appeared ready 
to pass a weather control bill that would create a commission to study cloud 
seeding and make legislative recommendations. AMS needed to be proactive 
and develop a list of potential commission members. The society needed to 
be seen as having a “liberal, progressive viewpoint,” or government officials 
grappling with weather control would not pay it the least bit of attention. Mete-
orologists were the subject matter experts, but their “reactionary and negative” 
comments had been ignored. The AMS policy statement needed to overcome 
the perception that meteorologists held a negative attitude even as they in-
cluded relevant scientific facts. The “peculiar coincidence” of the weather 
periodicities that Langmuir continued to trumpet to anyone who would listen 
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required leaving the door to weather control “slightly ajar” instead of slam-
ming it shut with a bang.20

After the AMS released its Statement on Weather Modification and Control 
in May 1953, members, including at least one who had voted affirmatively, 
started throwing darts at it. Some disputed the assertion that silver iodide 
seeding had not yielded statistically significant increases in rainfall, referring 
to an obscure publication known only to those who worked in the West.21 
One member thought the statement lacked the “quality of scientific open- 
mindedness.”22 Houghton took these and other comments under advisement, 
but declined to make any changes. If AMS watered down the wishy- washy 
statement even further, it would be too weak to be of value. A statement that 
the entire membership agreed with would be meaningless.23 While the AMS 
wrestled with its official position on weather control in the face of continued 
uncertainty— does it work or not— a number of research groups within and 
outside the United States were trying to put the science of weather control on 
firmer ground.

R e s e a r c h  o n  W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l

Within the United States, weather control research took several paths during 
the 1950s. Some meteorologists attempted to develop viable theories on cloud 
physics and precipitation mechanisms, while others concentrated on the 
practical aspects of creating designer weather. Funding came from the fed-
eral government, foundations, and university- related research centers. Stat-
isticians played a more important role assessing the statistical significance of 
precipitation increases from seeding. Outside the United States, substantial 
projects were underway in Australia and Israel, which needed fresh water. 
Weather control research and efforts in “friendly” nations were not viewed 
as a problem, but Soviet research was seen as a direct threat. Therefore, US 
researchers capitalized on Soviet efforts, not because the American meteorol-
ogists knew what the Russian meteorologists were doing, but because they did 
not. That uncertainty kept the funding spigots open for weather control proj-
ects that could be transformed into offensive and defensive weapons during 
the Cold War.24

Projects in the United States

By late 1951, the Research and Development Board’s Special Committee on 
Cloud Physics concluded that the basic principles underlying weather modi-
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fication techniques were sound; some small- scale processes could be changed 
artificially. However, its members did not agree on the extent to which weather 
processes could be changed by seeding with pulverized dry ice or silver iodide 
seeds. The military services wanted to use weather control to dissipate fog, 
open holes in stratus clouds, induce precipitation from cumulus clouds, in-
crease rainfall over large areas, and steer hurricanes. They had no operational 
techniques for the first two, hail mitigation (related to seeding cumulus clouds) 
continued to be inconclusive, and widespread seeding had yielded mixed re-
sults; in 1947, a seeded hurricane had changed direction, but proof of the cause 
was lacking. The purported periodicity in rainfall claimed by Langmuir during 
Project Cirrus could not be proved nor disproved. If periodic seeding did 
influence continental- scale weather, then it should be possible to modify large- 
scale circulation patterns.25 Possibilities? Yes. Operational techniques? No.

Therefore, committee members recommended (once again) additional 
laboratory research to explore specific properties of artificial nuclei and field 
research to explore cloud droplet growth and coalescence. Weather control 
R&D needed to be commensurate with its potential military and economic 
value. Dissipating supercooled stratus clouds or fog with the goal of creating 
an operational technique should be an immediate focus. Tactical rainfall in-
tensification was more problematic because of cloud variability. Enhancing 
rainfall for agriculture made more sense because it could be beneficial despite 
a lack of pinpoint accuracy. Seeding frontal systems as they moved across the 
country and into “seed- free” zones could help researchers get a better sense 
of seeding’s effects.26 The Artificial Cloud Nucleation (ACN) projects, which 
encompassed all of the military services and the USWB, emerged from this 
final suggestion.

In aggregate, the ACN projects were SECRET— even though the USWB’s 
section was unclassified, the Army and Air Force projects were RESTRICTED, 
and the Navy’s was CONFIDENTIAL. Why? If viewed together, one might 
see a state- funded, broad- scale attack on a weather control problem of military 
interest.

The separate Office of Naval Research– funded “Project Shower” involved a 
multidisciplinary team that coordinated its efforts with the Pineapple Research 
Institute, the Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association, and the Radiophysics Di-
vision of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization 
(CSIRO) of Australia. These federally funded projects are listed in table 5.1.

Research universities in the United States were also carrying out weather 
control investigations. The University of Arizona’s Institute of Atmospheric 
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Physics and the University of Chicago’s Meteorology Department were two 
major academic institutions conducting cloud physics and artificial nucle-
ation research. The Tucson area intrigued atmospheric scientists because ra-
dar images showed rain was initiated high in the clouds at low temperatures, 
whereas in the eastern United States, half of the radar echoes indicated rain 
was initiated at above- freezing temperatures. The Desert Southwest was usu-
ally in need of rain, and Tucson provided the ideal place to determine how 
nature made it. If it were possible to improve the rainmaking mechanism, it 
could mean a significant economic payoff for semi- arid regions worldwide. 
Tucson was also ideal because it was often the site of easier- to- test isolated 

T a b l e  5 . 1 .  Weather Control Research in the United States (federally funded projects, 1950s)

Name  Directed By  Experimental Goals

Artificial Cloud 
 Nucleation (ACN)

Army Signal Corps/
Bernard Vonnegut

• dissipate warm fog and low- level stratus
• modify lattice structure of silver iodide 

crystals to match ice crystals
• study effect of sunlight and atmospheric 

contaminants on silver iodide seeds
• alter seeds to make them effective at 

higher temperatures
Army Signal Corps/

Helmut Weickmann
Examine problems related to:
• overseeding
• lateral spreading of artificially induced 

crystals
• the effects of double seeding
• the effects of different reagents (silver 

iodide, Freon, compressed air)
Air Force/University of 

Chicago
• study physical and chemical attributes of 

warm cloud precipitation
• conduct field studies and develop in-

struments to study natural precipitation
Weather Bureau • study natural precipitation mechanisms 

and effects of cloud seeding on cloud 
structure and precipitation related to Pa-
cific Coast storms in Washington State

Project SCUD Navy • detect seeding effects on the formation 
and deepening of storms near the East-
ern Seaboard

Project Shower 
 

 
 
Office of Naval Research 

 
 

 
• examine precipitation mechanisms in 

Hawaii, including the role of sea salt in 
rain formation
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cloud systems. Statisticians from the University of California, Berkeley, were 
also examining weather control. Unconvinced of cloud seeding’s efficacy, they 
sought to create testing methodologies that would be statistically sound. (For 
details, see table 5.2.)

Research Abroad

Cloud physics and artificial nucleation experiments were underway on every 
continent save Antarctica, as national meteorological services attempted to tap 
atmospheric moisture. In some nations, government meteorologists conducted 
the research, and in others, commercial rainmakers from the United States did 
so. American meteorologists involved in cloud physics research readily shared 
information with their foreign colleagues, even if their colleagues involved in 
the classified realms of weather control could not. (See table 5.3.)

However, weather control efforts underway in the Soviet Union were the 
real drivers of interest in weather control in the United States— and the reason 
federal funding was available for their work. United States meteorologists had 
long speculated that their Soviet counterparts were ahead in weather control 
efforts, but they had limited or no access to Russian- language publications 
on weather control research until the late 1950s when translations became 
available. (Earlier translation efforts had given priority to nuclear physics.)27 
Based on the works cited in their publications, Soviet scientists had access to 
non- Russian language publications, probably much better access than western 
scholars had to theirs.28

T a b l e  5 . 2 .  Weather Control Research in the United States (1950s): University- centered 
Research

University  Experimental Goals

University of Arizona, Institute 
of Atmospheric Physics 
and University of Chicago 
 Meteorology Department

• conduct a cloud census
• determine natural precipitation mechanisms, including 

level of initial precipitation in clouds
• count freezing nuclei in clouds
• perform a synoptic climatology study

University of California, 
Berkeley, Statistics 
 
 

 
 
 
 

• test hypothesis: cloud seeding does not increase pre-
cipitation

• examine medium- scale (county/small watershed) seeding 
results

• determine method of randomizing experiments



T a b l e  5 .3 .  Weather Control Research Outside of United States (1950s)

Continent/Nation Directed By  Experimental Goals/Results

Africa

Tanganyika (now 
Tanzania) 
 
 

 
 
 
 

East African Meteorological 
Department 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Goal: induce rain by seeding clouds with 
thumb- sized “bombs” filled with gun-
powder soaked in silver iodide

Result: overseeded; more rain on non-
seeding days

Europe

France Observatory of Puy de Dome Study:
• effect of sunlight on silver iodide 

strength
Italy Aeronautical Meteorological 

Observatory, Mt. Cimone
• detect presence of silver iodide particles 

in the free atmosphere
Sweden University of Stockholm, 

Meteorology Department
• enhance rainfall by seeding with crop- 

dusters in the mountains
Switzerland Polytechnic Institute, Zurich Study:

• crystal structure of silver iodide
• modification of silver iodide molecules 

and their effect on ice nucleation and 
deactivation

• the effect of rocket propellants on ice 
nucleation

• hail prevention
United Kingdom 

 
 

 
 
 

Imperial College 
 
 

 
 
 

Study:
• relationship of nuclei to cloud par ticles 

and subsequent development of rain 
and snow

Middle East

Israel 
 
 

 
 
 

Ministry of Agriculture/ 
Meteorological Service/ 
Israel Air Force/Weizmann 
Institute of Science

 
 
 

Study: explore possibility of producing 
artificial rain in Israel

Results: Mixed 

(continued )



T a b l e  5 .3 .  (continued)

Continent/Nation Directed By  Experimental Goals/Results

South America

Peru 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

US- Owned Mining Company/
Wallace Howell 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Goal: increase runoff for hydroelectric 
power by sprinkling coal dust on snow

Results: three times as much runoff from 
blackened snow

Goal: spray clouds with silver iodide 
solution to induce showers

Result: induced showers contributed 
to runoff for irrigation at a distant 
plantation

South Asia

Pakistan 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Goal: introduce salt particles to clouds by 
spraying a salt solution on a dirt road 
near the Khyber Pass

Result: up to two inches of rain after 
spraying

East Asia

Japan 
 

 
 
Central Meteorological Obser-

vatory/universities/power 
companies

 
 
Goal: induce rain for hydroelectric power
Study: fundamental rainfall mechanisms 

Australia

Australia 
 
 

 
 
 

Commonwealth Scientific and 
Industrial Research Organi-
zation (CSIRO)/Edward G. 
“Taffy” Bowen

 
 
 

Goal: determine if meteors were show-
ering the Earth with cosmic dust that 
served the same purpose as artificial 
seeding

Eurasia

Soviet Union 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Goals:
• disperse clouds and fog, particularly 

in the Arctic, to aid aviation and ship 
traffic

• prevent hail, catastrophic floods, and 
eroding downpours from convective 
clouds
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At this same time, US newspapers started picking up reports about Soviet 
uses of weather control and then hyping the possible danger of the Soviet 
Union gaining control of the weather and indeed the world. A United Press 
International dispatch in late 1957 reported that the Soviets had produced 
rain clouds in a laboratory by using radioactive elements, an interesting com-
bination of the weather and nuclear threat rolled into one. Referring to an 
article in the Soviet newspaper Zaraya Vostoka, the dispatch indicated that 
the scientists had used a “complex electrical and radiochemical process” that 
produced tiny water particles that eventually grew into a cloud that rained . . . 
all in a specially built chamber.29 Not only were the Soviets going to make rain 
on demand, they were going to make radioactive rain. Soon thereafter, USWB 
chief Reichelderfer expressed his concerns about the Soviets’ growing interest 
in weather control and their expansion of basic meteorological research.30 And 
a page 1 New York Times article based on extensive interviews with military 
personnel suggested that to preserve American military superiority, projects 
focusing on the feasibility of weather control “must receive strong support.”31 
Despite an apparent lack of intelligence on Soviet weather control, US officials 
were convinced that the Soviet Union was ready to dominate the world with 
its extensive weather control techniques while at the same time Americans 
downplayed the Soviet system’s ability to produce good science.

Soviet meteorologists had been conducting weather control experiments 
since before World War II, but apparently they were all small- scale. They 
chose not to distribute their results widely— or more likely, the Communist 
Party and the Soviet government decided they would not publicize their re-
sults outside the Soviet bloc— and West bloc countries interpreted that as “be-
ing ahead.” The Soviets were conducting cloud physics experiments as they 
gathered basic information about precipitation processes, but they focused 
more on clearing clouds and fog than on inducing or enhancing precipitation.

The extent of state support, encouragement, or coercion involved in weather 
control efforts around the world depended on the type of government and its 
needs and wants. Most countries were interested in bringing more water to 
dry lands, but some, like the Soviet Union, were more concerned with keeping 
their crops from being beaten down by hail. While the Soviet Union kept its 
meteorologists on a short leash, other nations took a more relaxed approach to 
weather control efforts. In the United States, with commercial firms taking the 
lead on the domestic front and military units taking the lead on possible uses 
of weather control outside the nation’s borders, by the mid- 1950s it was time 
to evaluate the situation and develop a national plan of attack. The Advisory 
Committee on Weather Control was established to do just that.
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T h e  A d v i s o r y  C o m m i t t e e  o n  W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l 
( 1 9 5 3 –  1 9 5 7 )

The ACWC— essentially a consolation prize for Senator Anderson when he 
could not get his Weather Control Commission bill approved— was to survey 
the weather control situation, evaluate extant data, and provide recommen-
dations to the president.32 By early September 1953, the White House was 
seeking nominations of appropriate persons to fill the positions reserved for 
private citizens, not only from relevant cabinet secretaries and the National 
Science Foundation director, but also from the chairman of the Republican 
National Committee.33 A number of government officials and all of the cab-
inet secretaries provided suggestions; many of the nominees were already 
serving on various weather control- related committees.34 The White House 
sent the compiled list containing the names of twenty- two distinguished men 
from a variety of fields to the relevant cabinet secretaries for comment.35 The 
final selectees were the chairman, retired Navy captain Howard T. “Shorty” 
Orville, a meteorologist and consultant for Bendix Corporation; Kenneth C. 
Spengler, executive director of the American Meteorological Society; A. M. 
Eberle, dean of agriculture at the South Dakota A&M (now, South Dakota 
State University) and member of South Dakota’s Weather Control Committee; 
former congressman, director of the Bureau of the Budget, and ambassador to 
the United Kingdom Lewis W. Douglas of Arizona, a prominent rancher and 
banker; and Joseph J. George, superintendent of meteorology for Eastern Air 
Lines. Once they were chosen, the White House forwarded their names to the 
Republican National Committee as a courtesy. Only two of the selectees were 
Republicans: Eberle and Orville. Spengler was an independent, Douglas and 
George were Democrats, but all three had supported Eisenhower during the 
1952 election.36 President Eisenhower formally appointed them in December 
1953, and the Senate confirmed them in January 1954.37

Not waiting for funds and a staff, Orville and his committee quickly defined 
their primary tasks: gathering data from both public and private cloud seeders 
and evaluating the results; investigating the extant knowledge of atmospheric 
physics and the probable effects that people could have on atmospheric phe-
nomena; examining the legal and economic aspects of artificial manipulation 
of atmospheric phenomena or patterns, and developing a recommendation re-
garding appropriate federal regulations; and considering the most viable plan 
to pursue both basic and applied research in atmospheric physics in the public 
interest. It would undertake these tasks with the assistance of “outstandingly 
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able” meteorologists, physicists, statisticians, economists, and attorneys who 
would serve as consultants or as committee staff members.38

By early June 1954, committee members had been thoroughly briefed by the 
Department of Defense (DoD) and had held three additional meetings during 
field trips to weather modification project sites: Ramey Field, Puerto Rico, 
where the University of Chicago (under contract to the US Air Force) was con-
ducting randomized seeding experiments on warm cumulus clouds; Seattle, 
Washington, to visit the University of Washington’s Meteorology Department, 
discuss items of state and local interest related to weather control, and check 
out the USWB’s ongoing Artificial Cloud Nucleation project; and Salt Lake 
City, Utah, to attend the Western Snow Conference and to discuss, with Uni-
versity of Utah researchers, rainmaking experiments underway in southern 
Utah, started at the behest of ranchers who had engaged Irving Krick’s Water 
Resources Development Corporation to do the seeding.39

The ACWC also queried government agencies about their interests in 
weather control (chapter 3). Water supply consistently led their lists. The US 
Geological Survey’s (USGS) Luna Leopold, a distinguished geomorpholo-
gist and hydrologist, argued on behalf of the Interior Department that it was 
extremely important to neither over-  nor underestimate weather control’s 
potential. Objective, critical analysis and evaluation of weather control tech-
niques were of the utmost importance. Interior did not want overly optimistic 
statements in the press that would encourage people to bombard them with 
requests to alter existing water resources plans, or to open up marginal lands 
for cultivation based on this “new- found” water supply. For this reason, Leo-
pold argued that Interior might be more concerned about weather control’s 
viability than other departments.40 Therein lay the committee’s problem: how 
could it sift through contradictory results from government and commercial 
weather control studies and make recommendations that would not potentially 
lead to widespread harm in the years ahead?

The National Science Foundation was the one government entity stand-
ing by to support basic research in weather control, and it argued that many 
of the ongoing technological efforts were probably premature given the lack of 
fundamental knowledge behind nucleation, the formation and dissipation of 
clouds, and atmospheric physics. The NSF recommended more laboratory 
and field research, and it suggested putting the engineering portion of weather 
control on a back burner until scientists had a better understanding of basic 
principles and had conducted “carefully planned field experiments.” Willing 
to host conferences on basic atmospheric science and weather control, the 
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NSF was ready to assist other government agencies that wished to modify the 
atmosphere for their own specific purposes.41

After five months, the ACWC was already trying to make sense of what it 
had learned. Although DoD was not the only executive department interested 
in weather control, it was singularly responsible for all federal weather con-
trol activities, which at the time were devoted to artificial cloud nucleation. 
However, none of the Artificial Cloud Nucleation projects were focused on 
arid or semi- arid regions, which the committee thought needed immediate 
attention. As USWB chief Reichelderfer pointed out, projects in low- moisture 
areas most closely approached laboratory conditions. The USWB’s part of the 
project in Washington State was being “complicated by the presence of too 
many nuclei” in the clouds. However, other committee members fussed over 
the implication of telling DoD how to carry out its research projects and use its 
assets. Perhaps they could recommend that other interested departments step 
up and undertake weather control research directly related to their needs, but 
those departments would still have to rely on military resources. Who besides 
the Air Force had air crews and specially outfitted aircraft to support weather 
control experiments?

Although USGS’s Leopold thought it was premature to recommend an op-
erational program to combat drought, members did note Senator Case’s recent 
comment that compared appropriating funds for drought relief ($15 million) 
with the ACWC’s budget request ($200,000). The former, he said, was like 
“paying for a dead horse.” While the amount of money devoted to weather 
control research was significantly smaller, it could yield big dividends down 
the line if weather control could prevent or ameliorate drought conditions. 
Some committee members thought they could use the drought expenditures, 
which would surely top the most recent $15 million appropriation, as part of 
their argument for more federal investment in weather control research.42

In the early months of their investigation, committee members had noted 
two serious problems: no controlled weather modification programs were un-
derway in arid regions of the country, and DoD intended to withdraw aircraft 
and air crews from ongoing cloud physics research programs by late Novem-
ber 1954. The latter was especially worrisome because DoD was in the best po-
sition to provide these resources, but the Eisenhower administration wanted 
to keep government costs down.

The committee had discovered that DoD was the primary government 
patron for cloud physics research and artificial cloud nucleation experimen-
tation. It conducted some of the work in its own laboratories and either con-
tracted out the remainder to universities and private companies or transferred 
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funds and/or aircraft to the USWB so its meteorologists could carry out re-
search projects. Although it was not within their portfolio to monitor research 
activities or to make recommendations related to research policy until their 
work was complete, the ACWC members were conscious of their responsibil-
ity to evaluate weather modification experiments. During this process they had 
uncovered some “uncertain and controversial scientific aspects” of weather 
control, concluding that the uncertain bits could be resolved with more re-
search and experimentation on theoretical cloud physics and applied weather 
modification.

Therefore, the ACWC members wrote directly to President Eisenhower 
expressing their desire for continued federal support for ongoing and future 
research efforts. Committee members were particularly vexed by drought con-
ditions in the nation’s arid lands and argued that undertaking artificial nucle-
ation research in these areas could simultaneously produce basic scientific 
knowledge and provide significant economic benefit to residents. Furthermore, 
they found it “inconceivable” that the results of such research would not have 
appropriate military applications. Private monies had been devoted to some of 
these research projects, but they were insufficient to cover aircraft and crews. 
The committee recommended taking immediate steps to “preserve an effective 
Federal weather control program” by letting DoD continue its cloud physics 
research programs, developing a weather modification project that would aid 
drought- stricken areas, and providing air crews and aircraft to the Artificial 
Cloud Nucleation programs and similar government- sponsored weather con-
trol activities.43 The committee members did not intend to meet with Eisen-
hower to discuss their recommendations, but Orville, Lewis Douglas, Dr. Alan 
Waterman (NSF), and Donald A. Quarles (assistant secretary of defense for 
research and engineering) did sit down with the president for a fifteen- minute 
meeting that stretched into thirty- five minutes due to Eisen hower’s interest in 
weather control. During the meeting, Douglas stressed the need for military 
aircraft support for the new program focused on arid regions being developed 
at the University of Arizona. Not only did Eisenhower ask Quarles to “take an-
other look” at the possibility of meeting the ACWC’s request; he also ensured 
that Quarles would convey Eisenhower’s personal interest in the program.44 
The University of Arizona got the needed aviation support.

Over the next eighteen months, the ACWC members received input from 
several consultants who were examining the nation’s short-  and long- term 
water needs, drought suppression, and scientists’ comments and recommen-
dations.45 They also considered studies that discussed psychological attitudes 
toward and religious disapproval of weather control, which were not likely 
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to be dispelled by scientific proof and should be “regarded as unlikely to be 
completely overcome.” Possible legal entanglements between groups trying to 
produce different types of weather over the same patch of land were another 
concern since it was unclear whether ownership of water resulting from seed-
ing would “refer to airborne moisture or to that deposited on the earth.” Ripar-
ian doctrine— which stipulated that each owner of land contiguous to a stream 
may use it for irrigation, watering livestock, and domestic purposes— was not 
going to work because clouds were not confined to a channel, and one would 
not be able to seed over land that would not benefit from seeding.46 While the 
ACWC members tended to focus on weather control’s technical aspects, soci-
etal and legal issues, which were becoming increasingly complicated, needed 
their attention as well.

Throughout 1955, evaluations of ongoing weather control experiments in 
the United States, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico poured in. In addition, an ACWC 
panel led by meteorologist Eugene Bollay analyzed possible effects of atomic 
and thermonuclear explosions on the weather, a topic of some concern among 
the general population, but less so among most meteorologists, who failed to 
find a direct connection between the two. John von Neumann suggested that 
debris from the explosions might be lifted into the upper atmosphere, much 
like ash from volcanic eruptions, thereby leading to temporary global cool-
ing. However, Bollay seemed to think that nuclear blasts might lead to more 
direct effects downwind from the blast site as particles remained in the lower 
atmosphere where they might induce or prevent precipitation depending on 
the atmospheric situation. He suggested that instead of taking an “irreversible 
negative stand” on large- scale weather effects due to seeding or nuclear blasts, 
it would be preferable to engage in a five-  to ten- year assessment of small-  
to large- scale weather control options, especially considering their possible 
economic impacts.47 The ACWC also directed an effort to determine if seeds 
from ground- based silver iodide generators would be carried into supercooled 
clouds by natural air currents and produce the desired results: enhanced rain-
fall or, in the case of preventing rainfall, drying out the clouds. “Project Over-
seed” was carried out at the Mount Washington Observatory in New Hamp-
shire, and preliminary results were ready in late 1955.48

Originally, the ACWC was to conduct its review of weather control in two 
years, which many considered too few. Nevertheless, the committee had to 
provide a final report on its work by June 30, 1956. Hoping for an extension, 
the committee members filed an interim report in February 1956. In the cover 
letter to President Eisenhower, they pointed out that under their supervision a 
superior methodology for statistically evaluating weather control experiments 
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had been put into place; an extensive series of evaluations had shown that 
cloud seeding produced substantial and economically important increases in 
precipitation in the Pacific Coast states; and a physical evaluation program 
had produced valuable results and given assurance of providing additional 
information that would be vital to solving the weather control problem. Com-
mittee members also argued that the United States was facing a “pressing 
water problem,” which, as Eisenhower had stated repeatedly, would “grow 
more desperate in future years.” They assured him that the ACWC could be 
a “factor in solving the nation’s water problems.”49

The committee reported progress on its four primary tasks, but it still 
wanted to see observable results from controlled experiments in addition to 
data coming in from commercial seeders’ reports. The ACWC members were 
reluctant to adopt conclusions on silver iodide’s effectiveness without signifi-
cantly more experimental data. They had already concluded that the federal 
government needed to take a major role in supporting academic manpower 
and basic research to advance knowledge of atmospheric processes. Economic 
and legal aspects of weather control were difficult to assess while atmospheric 
understanding remained weak, but committee members were not convinced 
that federal regulations were needed. While encouraging basic and applied 
research was outside the committee’s purview, it held that the National Science 
Foundation should support studies of natural and artificial nuclei, cloud drop-
let kinetics and electrical effects, and thermo-  and hydrodynamics of the lower 
atmosphere. Various cabinet departments were already supporting applied 
research related to their activities.

The committee also recommended that its original two- year mandate be 
extended for another two years, not because it had “failed to get the job done,” 
but because it had “succeeded in establishing some positive and important re-
sults which justify the Federal Government continuing its special interest in the 
field.” Within the additional two years, it would continue statistical evaluations 
of seeding projects; seek to find common meteorological factors in commercial 
operations that yielded outstanding statistical results by themselves or during 
certain types of storms; stimulate and encourage basic research into precipita-
tion processes; seek reliable information on practical methods of suppressing 
lightning and hail; continue studies of commercial seeding along the Pacific 
Coast to determine orographic effects on precipitation; and, lastly, determine 
the frequency of favorable seeding situations within defined regions.50 The 
committee argued that much more weather control research was required be-
cause of its potential importance to every citizen and to the nation as a whole.

As one might have predicted, USWB chief Reichelderfer was not particu-
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larly happy with the interim report. Writing to NSF’s Waterman, Reichelderfer 
held that the committee had “exaggerated the findings” when it reported a 
significant “breakthrough” in cloud seeding. He wondered how he should 
advise the under secretary of commerce, a committee member, who might 
not want to be party to this announcement unless he knew of statistical evi-
dence that was much clearer than had been previously reported. “The impe-
tus given by these statements to wild- cat commercial seeding,” Reichelderfer 
wrote, “and the credence at home and abroad to a report associated with the 
White House are matters of considerable concern.”51 In a letter to ACWC 
member Lewis Douglas, Reichelderfer wrote that the report gave the positive 
side of weather control without “giving the public the benefit of the cases 
that showed negative results.” Since the press conference that accompanied 
the report’s release, the USWB had been peppered with queries concerning 
rainmaking. It had been making measured responses, but it appeared to the 
public that the USWB’s silence meant it “subscribes to the publicity.” That 
the ACWC had found significant increases only in the mountainous areas of 
Pacific Coast states had been lost in the announcement. “Shall a committee 
at the Presidential level,” Reichelderfer asked, “lead the public to believe that 
a solution to rainfall deficiencies has been found when in fact the case is still 
full of uncertainties?” Was the ACWC an “evaluation committee or a promo-
tional agency”? “The public,” Reichelderfer maintained, had “a right to know 
whether it [was] reading a sales talk or carefully weighted facts.”52 But as the 
committee’s Charles Gardner noted, members had known before the report’s 
release that their “conservative friends” would react negatively if they put out 
any positive information, and on the whole thought the report and publicity 
had been well received.53

Extension!

Even before the interim report’s release, Senator Warren Magnuson 
 (D- Washington) introduced a bill extending the ACWC for two years. The 
only cabinet department not supporting the extension: Commerce, home of 
the USWB. Commerce secretary Sinclair Weeks suggested that the USWB, 
DoD, and other agencies and universities had run sufficient tests and secured 
sufficient data to move ahead with basic research. He saw no reason to con-
tinue the ACWC, an opinion likely heavily influenced by Reichelderfer. In 
contrast, Interior was so worried about the nation’s water supply that it argued 
for the extension to allow the ACWC to complete its evaluation and thus pro-
vide valuable information leading to better water resources, as well as land- use 
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planning and programs.54 Magnuson’s bill passed in July 1956, and the new 
reporting deadline was June 30, 1958.

The committee continued its work during the six months that the exten-
sion was in play. This period’s major event: the Conference on the Scientific 
Basis of Weather Modification Studies, held at the University of Arizona’s 
Institute for Atmospheric Physics. The thirty- five participants comprised an 
international who’s who of scientists and statisticians who had been involved 
in weather modification since the mid- 1940s. They shared a series of still- 
unanswered questions about weather modification and cloud physics, with 
the ACWC’s positive evaluation of statistical data pertaining to increased 
precipitation on the Pacific Coast a major indication of “significant positive 
results.”55 However, some statisticians challenged these results, taking aim at 
the lack of randomization in the experiments, how storms were selected for 
seeding, and possible errors in the analytical statistical models. Their charges 
were promptly rebutted by those involved with the ACWC’s own statistical 
program, a fracas that migrated from the conference into the local, and then 
national, press.56 As assessed by University of Arizona geophysicist James E. 
McDonald, the conference papers and discussions yielded less progress in 
cloud seeding than had been touted, but revealed considerable interest and 
labor going into cloud physics and precipitation studies. Extant cloud- seeding 
techniques suffered in three distinct ways: increased rainfall was not easily 
observed; seeding effects and potential may not have been as great as originally 
hoped; and natural precipitation variability might obscure significant results. 
Nevertheless, McDonald recommended “realistic optimism” and noted that 
the conference had made a strong case for continued cloud modification and 
cloud physics research.57 In short, while everyone wanted to see the research 
continue, atmospheric scientists were having a difficult time providing reliable 
evidence that cloud- seeding techniques significantly modified clouds or the 
precipitation they produced.

The ACWC evaluation continued until summer 1957, when committee 
members sent Eisenhower a brief update of their accomplishments, stressing 
once again that weather modification research could ultimately “make a sub-
stantial contribution to the solution of the Nation’s water resources problems.” 
After providing a summary of their conclusions to date, they reminded the 
president that because Congress had turned down their request for funds, 
they would be unable to complete their evaluation and analysis and file a fi-
nal report.58 And why weren’t funds appropriated? Because the Bureau of 
the Budget had determined that the ACWC had completed most of its work 
and all that was missing was that final report. Instead of spending money on 
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the final report, Director Percival Brundage suggested that the administration 
compile information from earlier reports and turn the funding and responsi-
bilities over to the National Science Foundation.59 The ACWC submitted the 
information it had on hand.

The Final Report

Orville’s letter and report— along with a “My dear Carl” letter from Lewis 
Douglas to Arizona senator Carl Hayden and a telegram protesting the lack 
of funding sent from Douglas to General Wilton B. Persons of the White 
House staff— must have a struck a nerve.60 Eisenhower reassured Orville that 
the committee would receive sufficient funds to complete its final report, and 
on December 31, 1957, the committee submitted the first volume of the two- 
volume Final Report of the Advisory Committee on Weather Control. Volume 2 
arrived less than a month later, minus the personal meeting with the president 
that Orville had sought on behalf of the committee.61

Volume 1 contained the conclusions and recommendations upon which 
all of the committee members could agree, while volume 2 provided technical 
reports with conclusions and recommendations that were “not necessarily 
those of the committee,” as Orville wrote in his foreword. He also pointed 
to the “extreme shortage of competent scientists and engineers” in weather 
modification and the overall lack of basic knowledge of atmospheric processes. 
Because the committee held that weather modification was a topic of vital im-
portance, members recommended that all of its records be turned over to the 
National Science Foundation, as the most logical governmental agency to de-
velop long- range basic and applied research efforts. The committee endorsed 
passage of S. 86 (Eighty- fifth Congress), which would designate the NSF as 
the lead agency on weather control research and provide it with funding to 
carry it out.62

The committee had undertaken two major programs: the statistical evalu-
ation program to determine if commercial cloud seeders had produced statis-
tically significant (i.e., likely not due to random chance) increases in precipi-
tation, and the physical evaluation program to determine the physical effects 
of silver iodide seeds on clouds, whether dispensed from ground generators 
or aircraft.

From the statistical evaluation, the committee found that seeding winter- 
type clouds in the West’s mountainous areas produced a 10– 15 percent in-
crease in average precipitation that could not be attributed to natural variation. 
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However, it did not see this same statistical result in nonmountainous areas. 
The committee carefully pointed out that it was not implying that no effects 
were produced, just that the techniques it had used were unable to pick up the 
small variations that might have occurred. Nor did it find any evidence that 
cloud seeding intended to increase precipitation had led to decreases instead. 
It was also unable to determine the efficacy of attempts to suppress hail due 
to inadequate hail frequency data against which to compare the experimen-
tal data.63

From the physical evaluation, the committee concluded that silver iodide 
ground generators could produce ice crystals in favorable clouds, but the mere 
presence of ice crystals in the clouds was insufficient to produce precipitation. 
Additionally, earlier concerns that silver iodide seeds decayed rapidly in bright 
sunlight turned out to be unfounded, and seeds were found to be effective up 
to thirty miles away from the release site. It also found that sometimes clouds 
with temperatures that allowed ice crystals to form on silver iodide seeds con-
tained very few, if any, naturally occurring ice crystals.64

Based on these findings— and the starting premise that scientific knowledge 
of physical and chemical processes of the atmosphere had to serve as the basis 
for weather control— the ACWC recommended a broad- based, long- range 
research program concerning these basic meteorological processes be under-
taken by government, academia, and industry. This effort would require “vig-
orous” governmental funding and the encouragement of talented men (yes, 
only men) to enter the meteorology discipline. To carry out such a program, it 
recommended the NSF as the appropriate supervising agency. It also provided 
a laundry list of “deficiencies” in meteorological knowledge from the effects of 
solar disturbances on weather to the dynamics of precipitation processes, all 
equally important for numerical weather prediction, which had reached the 
operational stage in the preceding two years.65

With conclusions and recommendations about weather control in the hands 
of the president, Congress, executive departments, and atmospheric scientists 
throughout the country, the federal government was posed to make decisions 
about what it would do to make weather control a reality and to put it to 
work on behalf of the nation’s economic well- being, its national defense pos-
ture, and its diplomatic efforts around the world. By early 1958, the Congress, 
the states, and meteorologists were all converging on a common solution to 
weather control inspired in large part by a Cold War– driven desire to one- up 
the Soviet Union in atmospheric science, which depended on a significant 
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boost in research funding and scientific manpower. Operational weather con-
trol appeared to be within reach, or so some state officials thought. The ques-
tion: if the state were “officials doing things,” what official would grab weather 
control on behalf of the state? And once he had it, would this tool be powerful 
or would it wither away? After fifteen years of theoretical and applied research, 
the American state would finally control the atmosphere.



C o n c l u s i o n  t o  P a r t  I I

The cold war has become, in large measure, a technological race for military advantage.

D a v i d  Z .  B e c k l e r  (1955)1

The Final Report of the Advisory Committee on Weather Control serves as an 
appropriate dividing line between weather control’s developmental period 
and the all- out federal attempt to control weather for domestic prosperity and 
security at home while controlling weather to curry favor with fence- sitting de-
veloping nations and fight proxy wars as the Cold War intensified. From 1950 
through 1957, congressmen, state government officials, and meteorologists 
were forced to adapt to rapidly changing political, social, and scientific cir-
cumstances. After all, during this period anything looked technologically pos-
sible, and in many people’s minds there was not much difference between sci-
ence and technology/engineering. Whether they were eradicating mosquitoes 
or fire ants, or wringing every possible drop of water from the Colorado River 
before it crossed into Mexico, controlling nature was the order of the day. Leg-
islators and bureaucrats at federal and state levels grappled with issues of state 
control and decision- making authority as they weighed the influence of “ex-
pert” scientific advice on matters of public policy, while meteorologists grappled 
with protecting their basic research agenda from governmental and commercial  
influences as they sought to maintain their newly won professional reputation.

Although federal legislators had originally aimed to fashion a weather con-
trol commission modeled on the Atomic Energy Commission, they ran into 
resistance from the military services and various camps of meteorologists. 
Military services were the primary patrons of weather control research, and 
they wanted no regulations that might interfere with their classified projects. 
The different camps of meteorologists— government (USWB), academic, and 
commercial— resisted for different reasons. Weather Bureau chief Francis Rei-
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chelderfer had no use for weather control when his underfunded bureau was 
struggling to get numerical weather prediction (computer model- generated 
weather forecasts) off the ground. Academic meteorologists, afraid of being 
lumped together with “quacks and frauds” selling rainmaking services in 
the US West, struggled to explain their lack of knowledge about precipita-
tion processes. And commercial meteorologists, who had readily adopted the 
techniques pioneered by General Electric in the late 1940s, didn’t want any 
regulations. Ultimately, the congressmen backed down, but during the hear-
ings the meteorologists realized that the only expert testimony that mattered 
came from those associated with Irving Langmuir, the Nobel Prize– winning 
chemist who was positive he could control weather across the entire continent. 
In a game of “who ya gonna believe— some meteorologist or a Nobel Prize 
winner,” the congressmen equated “prestigious” with “expert,” much to the 
chagrin of the meteorologists.

After several failed attempts to set up a regulatory mechanism at the federal 
level, the congressmen settled for establishing the Advisory Committee on 
Weather Control. When its science- based final report recommended against 
federal regulations, they took a different approach, making the National Sci-
ence Foundation the lead agency for weather control— a decision helped along 
by Cold War concerns over possible Soviet superiority in the field. This effort 
did not, of course, preclude the military services from launching or continuing 
their own efforts toward using weather as a weapon.

Worries over Soviet capabilities did not necessarily translate into consis-
tent funding support for basic atmospheric research. As ACWC chairman 
Howard T. Orville noted after his committee disbanded, the “entire research 
effort can be seriously jeopardized by the whim of one or two public offi-
cials in permanent positions in government.” Funds that had been “almost 
completely obliterated” in 1957, due to “economy- minded” officials, had been 
saved by the Sputnik launch. And yet the House Appropriations Committee 
disallowed the NSF’s fiscal year 1960 request for $500,000 for the nascent 
National Center for Atmospheric Research and $2 million to carry out the 
research and evaluation of weather modification. “Such actions on the part of 
uninformed public officials,” Orville fumed, “account for the weak, uncoordi-
nated, and halting atmospheric research effort today.”2 While funding for basic 
atmospheric research did increase in the 1960s, the tension between basic and 
applied research dependent on federal funding remained.

Meanwhile, the states had taken regulation into their own hands. Although few 
states had enacted laws regulating weather control until the ACWC came into 
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existence, by late 1957 thirteen states— including Washington— were regulat-
ing weather control to some degree; three states had passed related legislation; 
and an additional nine states had expressed interest in weather control. Some 
of the states had claimed sovereign rights to atmospheric moisture within state 
boundaries, and others had established their own research programs.3

Ten of the states regulating weather control, including Washington, re-
quired licensing. Did that dampen the weather wars? Not in Washington. 
Starting January 1, 1958, its Weather Modification Board began issuing licenses 
to commercial seeders, and the board also determined the competency of com-
mercial operators, compiled detailed records of all weather control operations, 
and promoted basic R&D activities related to weather control.4 Although the 
board thought it had done a reasonably good job of “getting the word out” 
about weather control operations, a good number of Washington residents 
were convinced that the continuous rains had to be due to cloud seeders, even 
if they lived far outside target areas.5 Letters of complaint, which today provide 
hours of reading entertainment, were far less amusing to those at Washington’s 
Department of Conservation who had to investigate each one and find a suit-
able answer. Some letters expressed concern that those living downwind of 
seeding areas might be deprived of rain (“Just because you are a state official, 
you certainly have NOT assumed the statis [sic] of GOD as YET”),6 and some 
were concerned about all of the clouds blocking the sun (“Can this be consid-
ered healthful?”).7 Some farmers considered the artificial rain as tantamount 
to trespassing (“The law which creates the [Weather Modification] board, 
empowering it to issue licenses for rainmaking is unconstitutional. It denies 
our individual rights”),8 and others scoffed that the required “public legal no-
tice” of seeding was a joke when placed in newspapers like the Cowlitz County 
Advocate (circulation one thousand), published in the 1,400- resident burg of 
Castle Rock.9 Even Governor Rosellini started getting letters, including one 
from a despairing resident concerned about the tourist trade. She wrote, “We 
are making an effort to attract tourists to our State, but how can we ever hope to 
successfully do so when the weather is so constantly miserable?”10 Those who 
have camped in a soggy tent while visiting Mount Rainier can commiserate.

As the 1950s ended, Rosellini may have rued the day that cloud seeders 
entered his state when the original trickle of complaints became a flood. The 
weather war that pitted cherry farmers against wheat farmers continued in the 
lee of the Cascade Range, and the utility companies, which were seeding to 
enhance the snowpack for hydroelectric power, and the farmers and loggers 
who opposed them in southwestern Washington continued to do battle as 
well. In summing up the situation, University of Washington meteorologist 
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Phil Church thought that there had been fewer problems with snowpack en-
hancement, although the public tended to think non- operational silver iodide 
ground generators were able to modify the weather. People were, in his opin-
ion, also lawsuit happy. “One man in this state,” Church wrote to geophysicist 
Walter Orr Roberts, chairman of Colorado’s Weather Control Commission, 
“now claims he has become impotent because of silver iodide fumes! What 
next?” What next indeed? Washington State University had determined that 
there was no significant difference between rainfall amounts in years with seed-
ing and years without— a result viewed skeptically by local residents. Church 
was convinced that they needed to continue working on basic cloud physics 
projects, and he intended to focus his research in the lab.11 At least his Seattle 
neighbors would not be upset about that.

How do the events discussed in the preceding three chapters fit into ideas 
about the state and its relation to science and technology during the Cold 
War? In military and legislative interest in weather control we see the develop-
ing symbiotic relationship between professional scientists and the state. The 
state needed the scientists’ professional expertise and research skills to move 
weather control forward, and the scientists needed the state’s patronage to 
fulfill their research agendas. This interweaving of science and state is what 
Brian Balogh defines as the “proministrative state.” One of the curious claims 
that Balogh makes about the proministrative state is that it consistently “prom-
ised services that outstripped demand for them.” Examples included state 
claims that nuclear energy would provide electricity so cheaply that it would 
not be worth metering, and state promises to “eradicate poverty.”12 Weather 
control fit right into that pattern. No one was demanding weather control in 
1950. Irving Krick and his group were hawking their wares from the Pacific 
Northwest through the Intermountain West and into the Desert Southwest, 
but were people around the nation clamoring for designer weather? Not at all. 
But these three examples of the proministrative state have a common thread: 
control. Controlling the atom, controlling people’s economic lives, controlling 
the weather. All for the better, of course. And all because in the post– World 
War II era, the nation had, as historian Michael Adas writes, “a faith in scien-
tific and technological solutions, and a missionary certitude that the United 
States was destined to serve as a model for the rest of humanity.”13 Take that, 
Russian Bear!

A more science- focused federal program would not necessarily have made 
the meteorology community any more receptive to the possibilities of opera-
tional weather control, nor would it have stopped the weather wars. Its pos-
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sibility did prompt heads of federal departments and agencies to jockey for 
position as they argued for making weather control a state tool under their 
supervision— recall our definition of the state, “officials in action”— while si-
multaneously expanding their power base. Whether it was turning the atmo-
sphere into a water reservoir, preventing lightning from starting fires or hail 
from damaging crops, keeping fog from ruining airline passengers’ days, or 
steering hurricanes “harmlessly out to sea,” weather control had something for 
almost everyone. And the American state was going to make sure it discovered 
and used all of them to its advantage.





* III *

Weather Control as State Tool 
(1957– 1980)

U.S. Seriously Concerned; Cold War May Spawn Weather Control Race

w a s h i n g t o n  p o s t  a n d  t i m e s  h e r a l d , page 1 headline, December 23, 1957

Y i k e s !  W e ’ r e  B e h i n d !

So screamed the front- page headline just three months after the Soviet Union’s 
Sputnik launch had kicked the “space race” into high gear. Staff reporter Nate 
Haseltine drew readers in with the lede:

The next hot fight on the cold- war front may well shape up into an all- out 
scientific race between this country and Russia to work out ways to control the 
world’s weather. American scientists are seriously concerned that the Soviets 
may win the race, gaining a fair- weather monopoly for themselves and weather 
extremes for this continent.1

Whew! The source for this stunning announcement? The “still under wraps” 
Final Report of the Advisory Committee on Weather Control.

After describing some of the wilder schemes linked to weather control— 
melting ice caps with sprayed- on lampblack, leveling mountains to change 
entire climate patterns, towing ice south from the Arctic Ocean to change the 
temperature of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans— Haseltine looped back to 
what meteorologists already knew: meteorological knowledge was not suffi-
cient to tackle them. As Weather Bureau chief Francis Reichelderfer put it, 
basic knowledge of atmospheric mechanics was “abysmal,” but the Soviets 
were “speeding up and expanding basic research in meteorology” and training 
more meteorologists than the Americans were.2 If government leaders hadn’t 
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seen science and technology as an affair of the state and the key to national 
prestige in the past, now was the time to get serious about providing sufficient 
support to enable their use as a state tool.3

Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Henry Houghton, hesitant to 
advocate for more than basic atmospheric research in the early 1950s, was 
worried about the unknown Russian threat: “I shudder to think of the conse-
quences of a prior Russian discovery of a feasible method of weather control. 
International control of weather modification will be essential to the safety 
of the world as control of nuclear energy now is. Unless we remain ahead 
or abreast of Russia in meteorology research, the prospects for international 
agreements on weather control will be poor indeed.”4

Testifying before the Senate Military Preparedness Committee in Novem-
ber 1957, famed hydrogen bomb scientist Edward Teller, who perhaps never 
met a large- scale weapon that he didn’t like, had said, “Please imagine a world 
in which the Russians can control weather in a big scale where they can change 
the rainfall over Russia, and that— and here I am talking about a very definite 
situation— might very well influence the rainfall in our country in an adverse 
manner. They will say, ‘We don’t care. We are sorry if we hurt you. We are 
merely trying to do what we need to do in order to let our people live.’”

And rounding out the doom and gloom, Haseltine quoted the late John von 
Neumann, who had been convinced that numerical weather prediction would 
eventually lead to weather control: “Probably intervention in atmospheric and 
climate matters will come in a few decades, and will unfold on a scale difficult 
to image at present.” Such an intervention would “merge each nation’s affairs 
with those of every other more thoroughly than the threat of a nuclear or any 
other war may already have done.”

“The next war clouds,” Haseltine ominously summed up, “may be truly 
atmospheric.”5

S o v i e t  a n d  C h i n e s e  W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l

Cold War national security had influenced weather control efforts since Proj-
ect Cirrus, but the Advisory Committee on Weather Control (ACWC) report 
coupled with Sputnik brought that connection into sharper focus. The direc-
tor of the CIA, Allen W. Dulles, was drawn in, telling his section heads that the 
White House was “becoming increasingly interested in the possibilities and 
potentialities for controlling weather.” Recognizing this as a “vital subject,” 
he planned to meet with the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) Alan Wa-
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terman to get up to speed.6 The CIA had been tracking international weather 
control efforts, including the Soviets’, since the early 1950s.7

What were the Soviets doing? Writing in the journal Priroda, V. A. Shtal’ 
and V. G. Morachevskiy argued for weather control research in support of the 
national economy, including rain creation, reducing or eliminating crop dam-
age due to frost, dry winds, and hailstorms, and the dispersal of fog and low 
stratus. They discussed Western press accounts about using thermonuclear 
devices to control global atmospheric processes because anomalous weather 
phenomena seemed to follow weapons tests— a claim they disputed. Atomic 
bombs would not modify the weather, but local seeding would.8

Atmospheric scientist E. K. Federov claimed that the first Soviet cloud 
physics experiments got underway in the 1930s, the same time that Tor 
Bergeron and Walter Findeisen were doing their work (chapter 1).9 Unable 
to make rain in quantity, researchers suspended their experiments during the 
war. The Soviet goal, he wrote, was to use weather control for good, while the 
United States used it for business purposes and to promote meteorological 
warfare. Credulous farmers had paid millions to entrepreneurs claiming to 
bring rain to their parched land. Political and military figures were openly 
discussing “meteorological warfare” and the alleged advantages that the Amer-
icans would have in a “meteorological attack” on the USSR— discussions that 
had “penetrated into the scientific literature.” However, Federov continued, 
the “morbid speculation” on weather control had since subsided and wide- 
scale investigations were taking place in a number of countries.10

Since precipitation mechanisms remained undetermined, Federov re-
ported, the Soviets were focusing on dissipating clouds while other countries 
sought to create precipitation, which could bring devastation. Indeed, “ad-
vancing deserts, ever- increasing soil erosion, dust storms, disastrous spring 
floods” were all present in the United States, which was exhausting its natural 
resources as it took a “predatory approach to natural wealth,” while the So-
viets worked to improve the natural condition by building reservoirs, drying 
marshes, and planting forests.11 Not for them the West’s “clumsy attempts to 
use the first scientific achievements on exerting an active influence on clouds 
for stirring up war hysteria,” which were being pursued by “reactionary mili-
tary and political figures in the USA and in certain other capitalistic countries.” 
No, the Soviets would focus on scientific discovery and the improvement of 
natural resources, not their misuse and destruction.12 Not exactly the tone one 
expects to see from a scientist, but Cold War references were not lacking in US 
scientists’ pronouncements either.
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Meteorologists attending the 1959 American Meteorological Society annual 
meeting heard J. Robert Stinson of the St. Louis University Technological 
Institute and Louis J. Battan of the University of Arizona Institute of Atmo-
spheric Physics argue that the United States could be falling behind the Soviet 
Union in meteorology and weather control. Battan noted that Soviet research 
seemed similar to US efforts, but that “there was little available information 
about their work in the use of radar, cloud seeding, and weather modification.” 
That lack of information must mean that it was secret, implying that what 
US meteorologists were doing was not secret, when much of it was. Stinson 
referred to Soviet meteorological research as “crude,” but that some of it was 
“excellent by any standard” and often “bold,” and with more investment in 
facilities and training programs, they would “catch up and eventually pass 
[the West] in research potential.”13 The solution? The United States needed 
to immediately move to recruit more meteorology students and support the 
science— yet another example of using the lack of knowledge of Soviet science 
to push for additional funding.

But Aleksandr M. Obukhov, the director of the Institute of Physics of the 
Atmosphere, Soviet Academy of Sciences, threw cold water on the overheated 
Americans when he expressed doubt about large- scale weather control and 
suggested that the best weather control device was an umbrella. Yes, the Sovi-
ets had undertaken small- scale experiments and achieved “moderate climate 
changes through modifying the landscape,” but those were a long way from 
massive rainmaking projects, which would not be economical.14

And what of America’s other Cold War nemesis— Red China? The  People’s 
Republic of China began weather control experiments in August 1958, follow-
ing a severe drought in the Kirin region. Meteorologists noted that scientific 
and technical work under the Communist Party’s leadership should be “pri-
marily geared to the development of production and for service to socialist 
construction; and science should be motivated by ‘missions,’” so meteoro-
logical research plans were accelerated to meet agricultural needs. The “City 
Committee” seeded nineteen times with several hundred kilograms of dry ice 
along a three- hundred- kilometer flight path, and the results were “very satis-
factory.”15

According to a review of the 1959 research year, Chinese meteorologists 
had made “magnificent accomplishments,” and significant progress had been 
made in artificial precipitation. They had worked on aviation-  and ground- 
based seeding, hail mitigation, and cloud and fog physics. Due to extant 
 scientific and technological conditions, they had not achieved complete con-
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trol over the weather, but had successfully modified clouds and fog. Of spe-
cial note:

Prior to the great leap forward, the Institute of Geophysics was actively inter-
ested in weather forecasting, which, of course, is still important, and an urgent 
need of national economic departments. But forecasting and analysis are not 
enough to satisfy the grand expectation of changing nature as demanded by 
the working masses during the great forward leap. We did not understand this 
point until the party made it clear to us, then we correctly decided to proceed 
rapidly with research in artificial precipitation.

Once in tune with the party, meteorologists faced sorting out the informa-
tion published in the three thousand papers on cloud physics and weather 
control that had appeared in the preceding twenty years. Studying all the 
papers would take too much time, so they started operational weather con-
trol first and worried about cloud physics later. A “scientifically backward 
country” like China needed “high speed development.” Hence, they started 
not with specialized research, but with the “masses who have been under 
the leadership of the local party and political authorities.” Since the masses 
had been suggesting that they obtain more water and store it for agricul-
tural  and industrial use, it was important to engage the support of party 
leaders and seek the “active participation of local meteorological workers” 
from the start. The author continued, “The rapid progress during the past 
12 months symbolizes the triumph that can be achieved when scientific work 
follows the line of the people.”16 Nothing like party encouragement to focus  
the mind.

According to an American assessment of the Chinese program, partici-
pants included personnel from the Institute of Geophysics and Meteorology 
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, provincial meteorological bureaus, and 
the People’s Liberation Army, which provided military aircraft and may have 
participated in the scientific efforts. While official government reports claimed 
a 70 to 80 percent increase in precipitation, the United States viewed those 
results as “misleading and probably exaggerated.” However, there was little 
doubt that the Chinese would continue their efforts, and even moderate suc-
cess could significantly aid their economy.17

If the Soviets and the Chinese were making major efforts in weather con-
trol, the United States was not about to be left behind, domestically or mil-
itarily. As the 1960s began, extensive programs to modify the atmosphere to 
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produce the desired designer weather for whatever environmental problem 
was in play began to take hold. But whether domestic (chapter 6) or military 
and/or diplomatic (chapter 7), guaranteeing America’s security with artifi-
cially induced precipitation was the ultimate goal behind state control of the  
atmosphere.



C h a p t e r  6

Weather Control as State Tool on 
the Home Front

Man is still a very long way from shepherding the winds. But wisdom firmly suggests 

that mankind start now to train the shepherds.

s a t u r d a y  r e v i e w , 19661

Drought conditions in the late 1940s and early 1950s had raised awareness of 
water shortages and distribution problems, and how weather control might 
alleviate them. Although Langmuir’s claims of producing precipitation across 
the nation via periodic cloud seeding had failed to materialize, droughts in the 
1960s renewed interest in artificially induced precipitation. Federal, state, and 
municipal agencies worked to perfect and deploy weather control technolo-
gies to alleviate water shortages, and to expand their areas of responsibility 
as well. By the 1960s, weather control had become a fixture in the US West, 
where states using federal grants tried to control their own programs. Most 
of the money came from the National Science Foundation (NSF), but the US 
Weather Bureau (USWB), US Forest Service (USFS), and the Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) were all interested in a number 
of weather control– related activities.2 The agency most closely connected to 
developing water resources— Interior’s Bureau of Reclamation (BuRec)— had 
not yet entered the weather control field, but within a few years it would be-
come a major player as cabinet secretaries jostled for position at the congres-
sional funding trough, and states seeking to enhance their water resources 
profiles fought for their share of support.

Federal agencies were facing a number of challenges related to atmospheric 
science research, including the lack of funding, manpower, and research coor-
dination among governmental departments, which pursued unique agendas 
indicative of the fragmented nature of weather control policies. In addition, 
the political maneuverings of federal agencies illustrate the problems inherent 
in trying to control something that is uncontrollable. Occasionally, someone 
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would raise concerns about potential conflicts between winners and losers 
in the pursuit of precipitable water, ecological issues such as the effects of 
modified weather on plants and animals, or legal issues surrounding lawsuits 
between governmental entities going after the same clouds. Yet these concerns 
were generally pushed to the periphery.

This chapter presents three case studies of state- controlled weather in the 
1960s and 1970s: the US Forest Service’s (USFS) small- scale Project Skyfire, 
to investigate the possibility of preventing lightning- caused forest fires in the 
northern Rockies; BuRec’s nationwide Project Skywater, to exploit the water 
vapor flowing over the Continental United States as a new source of fresh wa-
ter for thirsty land; and the joint Commerce/Navy hurricane- busting Project 
Stormfury, to keep hurricanes from smashing into the United States.

By the early 1980s, all of these programs were dead. The reasons behind 
their respective denouements, as well as those of the military- related programs 
discussed in chapter 7, will be addressed in the conclusion to Part III.

U S  F o r e s t  S e r v i c e :  S u p p r e s s i n g  L i g h t n i n g  i n  t h e 
R o c k i e s  ( 1 9 5 3 –  1 9 7 9 )

In the 1920s, while both were under the Department of Agriculture (USDA), 
the Forest Service and the Weather Bureau started a joint venture to reduce the 
loss of timberland to fire. Particularly in the West, forest fires are often sparked 
by lightning, and forest fires, regardless of cause, generally spiral out of con-
trol during dry atmospheric conditions, so foresters and weather forecasters 
teamed up to discuss how the USWB could be of assistance.3 Within a few 
months, it was establishing fire weather stations in the West to keep foresters 
aware of potential fire dangers. Relative humidity was the most important ele-
ment of such forecasts: the lower the humidity, the more likely a fire would be 
easier to start and harder to stop. Fire danger increased during long periods of 
low humidity, particularly if large amounts of fuel, that is, bone- dry trees and 
underbrush, were present.4 By midyear 1926, the Agricultural Appropriations 
Bill carried an additional $18,000 (about $300,000 in 2015) to support fire 
weather investigations and forecasting.5

Working together, weather forecasters and foresters determined that fire 
weather forecasts needed at least four elements: precipitation types and 
amounts, humidity increases or decreases, wind speed and direction, and 
geographic location.6 Lightning made little difference, particularly on the East-
ern Seaboard, because most lightning storms were accompanied by sufficient 
precipitation to keep combustible material wet, or to put out resulting fires 
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before they did much damage.7 To determine the relationship between fire and 
weather, foresters at the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station explored the 
interconnections among weather conditions, moisture content, and fuel flam-
mability. To assist them, the fire weather forecasters needed to increase their 
forecasts’ lead time and reliability.8 They also created “foolproof ” instruments 
for the USFS that would mechanically record weather elements without much 
human intervention. The weather forecasters equipped all fire weather stations 
with thermoscreens (i.e., the “little white houses with the weather gear in-
side”) containing thermometers, sling psychrometers for determining relative 
humidity, and a rain gage. Some stations got anemometers for measuring wind 
speed and direction, and a very few got thermo- hydrographs, which recorded 
temperature and humidity on a continuously moving piece of paper.9 What 
they lacked was a standardized procedure for compiling the data, a problem 
rectified in 1930.10

After collaborating for two decades, USFS officials were attuned to new 
meteorological techniques. Curious about weather control’s possibilities, es-
pecially creating rain to extinguish fires in remote national forests, they asked 
General Electric’s (GE) Vincent Schaefer if it were plausible. Considering the 
bigger picture, Schaefer responded, “It may be that dry- icing will be equally or 
more beneficial to you by reducing or even stopping the formation of lightning 
in individual clouds.” What a revolutionary idea! If foresters could control 
lightning, all fire suppression agencies would benefit. Once fires start, they 
may travel fifty to one hundred miles before stopping.11

Intrigued, USFS officials accepted Schaefer’s no- cost offer to visit their 
Priest River Branch Station (Idaho) in 1948. Explaining that supercooling in 
clouds caused aircraft icing and lightning, Schaefer thought thunderstorm 
intensity depended upon the amount of supercooled and liquid water in the 
cloud along with the cloud’s vertical extent and turbulence. If seeding could 
disrupt cloud growth, it could reduce the number of lightning strikes and 
forest fires.

Schaefer planned to photograph lightning storms as they developed over 
three separate “breeding spots” in the Kaniksu National Forest, capturing the 
life cycles of two separate storms. The next time two lightning storms oc-
curred, he planned to seed one with dry ice, keep the second as an unseeded 
control, and photograph each with a time- lapsed camera. As he set up his 
equipment, a large thunderstorm occurred, but it was not locally generated, 
none of the individual cells developed fully, and two of them merged, making 
photography impossible. Although Schaefer stayed for another three weeks, 
no additional thunderstorms developed. As he ruefully noted, “As so often 
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happens in research, and it seems to be particularly the case in weather stud-
ies, the start of a program is the signal for the cessation of the activities to be 
studied!” However, Schaefer thought that it would be possible in the future 
to modify lightning-  and hail- producing clouds that led to “cloud bursts,” 
destructive winds, and other destructive weather phenomena.12

Schaefer returned to Schenectady, but he did not forget about the light-
ning problem. In 1951, he proposed that the Munitalp Foundation, which sup-
ported basic meteorological research, fund a study of weather processes using 
mobile research teams that could travel around the country and observe atmo-
spheric phenomena in different regions. By using time- lapsed motion picture 
equipment, researchers could watch as simple cloud forms developed into 
more complex structures that produced lightning, hail, and high winds, and 
invite “people who worked outside,” for example, foresters, ranchers, farmers, 
and naturalists, to work alongside them.13 Originally, Schaefer had suggested 
a research program focused on hail because of the tens of millions of dollars 
in crop damage it caused each year, but Munitalp opted to support lightning 
research on behalf of the USFS.14 Yes, that is correct. A private foundation was 
funding a research project for a federal agency.

Skyfire, a basic research project on lightning- caused forest fires, got un-
derway in 1953. Lightning- caused fires destroy valuable timber, damage wa-
tersheds and ecosystems, and render recreation areas unusable. In the early 
1950s, lightning sparked about 7,500 forest fires each year, causing almost 
$25 million in damage ($250 million in 2015 dollars) and caused most forest 
fires in the US West, so reducing lightning would aid the nation. Skyfire had 
two long- range objectives: to gain a better understanding of the occurrence 
and characteristics of lightning storms and fires in the northern Rocky Moun-
tains, and to investigate the possibility of preventing or reducing the number 
of these fires by applying weather control techniques.15 Why the Rockies? Be-
cause 70 percent of its fires were caused by lightning. In one instance, lightning 
triggered more than four hundred fires in twenty- four hours, severely taxing 
fire suppression agencies.16

Researchers quickly discovered that a lot of preliminary work was needed 
before they could even think about tinkering with the atmosphere. The first 
requirement: determine the locations where lightning- caused fires were most 
likely to occur, the date and time of their occurrence, how quickly they were 
detected, how fast the fires expanded, how much ground they covered, and 
other related attributes. The researchers also needed excellent grounding in 
local weather and climate data, and cumulus cloud and lightning behavior. 
They also needed information about local clouds and lightning: lightning 
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storm characteristics; typical cloud breeding areas; common lightning storm 
paths; and distribution of lightning storms over time and space. US Forest 
Service workers assigned to twenty- two specially selected lookout stations in 
Montana, Idaho, northeastern Washington, eastern Oregon, and northwestern 
Wyoming started this ongoing effort in 1953. Perched high above the national 
forests in their fire lookout towers, young “spotters” spent the summer, bin-
oculars in hand, scanning the horizon for telltale puffs of smoke that signaled 
a fire and then radioing location information to fire- suppression teams. Since 
they were already in the towers, using fire spotters to record cloud types and 
sky coverage, instances of lightning, and resulting fires made a lot of sense.

The assembled data were invaluable to Project Skyfire coordinators. The 
spotters reported that while mountain ranges were typical locations for cumu-
lus cloud development due to orographic lifting, as meteorologists would have 
expected, cloud development varied day to day depending on atmospheric 
factors. Therefore, researchers needed to conduct micro-  and meso- scale anal-
yses along with careful topographic studies. When Skyfire researchers plotted 
lightning data, they discovered that strikes tended to follow a distinct line 
through the forest, information that assisted future seeding efforts. They also 
noted that lightning storms in the Rockies could be classified as one of three 
basic types: local air mass; frontal; or high- level, fast- moving. But the storms 
exhibited much greater variation within types than expected, and their dis-
tinguishing features were quite fuzzy. Concentrating on storm behavior, team 
members developed the project’s next stage: cloud seeding.17

In 1956, initial seeding experiments were not conducted in the north-
ern Rockies, but in Arizona, where researchers could try out both airborne 
and ground- based seeding operations on growing cumulus clouds, analyze 
the seeds’ effects, and test specially created equipment. The weather did 
not always cooperate. However, they observed postseeding virga (i.e., “rain 
streaks”: drops that fall from clouds and evaporate before striking the ground) 
and changes in cloud bases’ height and structure. On a few occasions, Skyfire’s 
mobile radar was able to register activity within a cloud. Based on its tests, the 
research team determined that it could analyze cloud- seeding outcomes by 
using aircraft, radar, photography, nuclei measurement, and weather analysis.18

Following the Arizona experiments, the team moved to the northern Rock-
ies, where it established an experimental site in the Lolo National Forest near 
the summit of the Bitterroot Range near the Idaho- Montana state line (fig. 6.1). 
After testing their seeding and analysis equipment, and conducting prelimi-
nary experiments, researchers determined the best placement of ground gen-
erators (fig. 6.2), the number of silver iodide seeds needed per second, the best 
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flight paths for airborne silver iodide seeding (fig. 6.3), and how to overcome 
the problem of small planes being unable to reach the top of towering cumu-
lus clouds during dry ice– seeding runs. For the latter, they settled on cutting 
through one edge of the cloud and releasing the dry ice there.19

Using the 1956 fire season to determine the best research design, seeding 
experiments began in earnest during the 1957 season and focused on ground- 
based seeding’s effects on growing cumulus clouds. Looking for a large- scale 
seeding effect, the researchers chose a test area thirty miles long and fifteen 
miles wide in the Lolo National Forest. They continued testing new silver 
iodide generators and developing techniques that allowed for physical analy-
ses of seeded clouds. To increase seeding opportunities, researchers seeded 
at every opportunity— as opposed to seeding as a result of a coin toss, for 
example— and compared the results of seeded clouds to adjacent unseeded 
clouds on the same day. Otherwise, they risked having insufficient data to 
analyze at fire season’s end. Placing their ground generators in the center of 
Skyfire’s cloud survey network, observers recorded meteorological conditions 
and photographed clouds as silver iodide seeds plumed up from the forest 
floor. Their mobile command center allowed them to keep track of events 
throughout the area (fig. 6.4).20

F i g u r e  6 . 1 .  Skyfire experimental locations, 1957– 1960. From Donald M. Fuquay, “Project 
Skyfire Progress Report, 1958– 1960,” Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, 
Forest Service, USDA, Ogden, Utah, 1962.



F i g u r e  6 . 2 .  Project 
Skyfire acetone- burning sil-
ver iodide ground generator. 
From Donald M. Fuquay 
and H. J. Wells, “The Proj-
ect Skyfire Cloud- Seeding 
Generator,” Intermountain 
Forest and Range Experi-
ment Station, Forest Service, 
USDA, Ogden, Utah, 1957.

F i g u r e  6 . 3 .  Project 
Skyfire airborne silver iodide 
generator. From Donald M. 
Fuquay, “Project Skyfire 
Progress Report, 1958– 
1960,” Intermountain Forest 
and Range Experiment Sta-
tion, Forest Service, USDA, 
Ogden, Utah, 1962.
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That first summer yielded twenty- nine seeding days, thirteen during light-
ning storms. The researchers reached no definitive conclusions, but gathered 
sufficient data to continue the project. They needed to learn much more about 
storm electrification to understand the causes of cloud- to- ground lightning 
strikes and why some storms were more intense than others. Additionally, they 
needed to know a lot more about lightning storm characteristics than their 
first four years of data had revealed. Researchers also needed to uncover the 
characteristics of silver iodide and other seeding agents and how they acted as 
freezing nuclei. They needed to develop specialized instruments to measure 
and record the number of freezing nuclei in the atmosphere and clouds, and 
to measure and record lightning strokes. Add in the development of appro-
priate photographic equipment and improved silver iodide seeding genera-
tors, and researchers had more than enough to do between fire seasons. They 
would need to conduct experiments fire season after fire season until they had 

F i g u r e  6 . 4 .  Mobile control unit for Project Skyfire; Don Fuquay, Vincent Schaefer, and 
Jack Barrows (left to right), 1957. US Department of Agriculture Photograph, author’s  collection.
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amassed enough data to determine with any degree of certainty if cloud mod-
ification would lead to lightning suppression and a concomitant reduction in 
lightning- caused forest fires in the Rockies.21

What did the researchers ascertain about experimental techniques and 
lightning fires? Due to local weather conditions dependent upon the larger 
synoptic situation and topography, releasing silver iodide seeds from ground 
generators was too unpredictable; they could not be used for controlled area 
experiments, so more expensive airborne seeding would be required. Fur-
thermore, Skyfire’s study of lightning storms revealed that in the study area, 
50 percent of lightning storms yielded 0.1 inch of rain, and another 20 percent 
0.1– 0.2 inch of rain— basically, not much. “Dry lightning” was typical and con-
tributed to the fire danger. Another 20 percent of the storms produced hail or 
graupel (i.e., “soft hail”), which did not aid fire suppression. Add it all up, and 
only 10 percent of the lightning storms produced more than 0.2 inch of rain.22 
It would take a lot more than that to extinguish a forest fire burning dry fuel.

Schaefer and his team also determined that many mountain storms were 
not as electrically active as thunderstorms in topographically flat regions. More 
than 50 percent of storms had ten or less ground strikes, while overall, the 
average thirty-  to sixty- minute- long storm had fifty ground strikes. The high 
average resulted from the 5 percent of lightning storms that produced more 
than three hundred cloud- to- ground strokes, that is, these few storms were 
responsible for one- third of the total strikes. Since most had low precipitable 
water and a cloud base higher than twelve thousand feet, the falling rain evap-
orated just under the clouds, creating erratic winds that whipped up resulting 
fires. If they were going to prevent forest fires, researchers had to figure out a 
way to tamp down the number of lightning strikes.23

Experiments and data collection continued for several years. After the 1961 
and 1962 fire seasons, researchers concluded that they needed to use more 
silver iodide seeds per experimental trial, and that there was a close association 
between the vertical height of the clouds and the number of lightning strikes.24 
By 1963, Project Skyfire personnel had assembled sufficient instrumentation, 
seeding equipment, and statistical techniques to start a long- range field test 
of the effects of cloud seeding on lightning. They attempted to discover how 
seeding affected physical and electrical structures of mountain thunderstorms 
as they continued to study the relationship between lightning discharge and 
forest- fire ignition.25

By the 1964 season, data indicated that massive silver iodide seeding of 
lightning storms led to a significant reduction in cloud- to- ground lightning 
strikes. To carry out this part of the program, researchers had to seed incipient 
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storms with twelve airborne and twelve ground- based silver iodide generators 
and then observe, photograph, and record resulting lightning strikes. Not only 
were they looking for a reduction in strikes, they were trying to determine if 
cloud- to- ground strikes that triggered fires differed from those that did not. 
Their data suggested that fires were more likely to be caused by lightning dis-
charges that had “long- continuing current” (LCC) portions. If that were true, 
could these types of discharges be altered by cloud seeding?26

The next experimental season provided more evidence that cloud seeding 
suppressed lightning. Over several summers, they had seen an average 32 per-
cent reduction in cloud- to- ground lightning in seeded storms. The Skyfire 
team began planning a larger version of its experimental program to test the 
possibility of lightning- fire prevention through a ground- based cloud- seeding 
system operated in a forested mountain area. It developed a dual- burn gen-
erator that could pump out 100 trillion nuclei/second for 110 minutes, and 
continued working on a high- capacity generator that could produce even more 
seeds for longer durations.27

Further seeding tests meant to suppress the LCC phase of lightning strikes 
resulted not only in a statistically significant reduction in the numbers of 
strikes, but also in the duration of the LCC phase from 182 milliseconds to 
115 milliseconds, which was thought to provide an important tool for man-
aging lightning- caused fires. By 1970, Skyfire was also collaborating with the 
Bureau of Land Management to suppress fires by seeding clouds to increase 
rain over or near fires, a technique they used in Alaska.28 The Skyfire seeding 
techniques were also used in 1970 when severe forest fires broke out in the Cas-
cade Mountains (which extend from Northern California through Washington 
State)— once to reduce lightning and once to augment precipitation to aid fire 
suppression. The seeded areas had no additional fires, but researchers were 
unable to determine if seeding was the cause. However, the real purpose of 
seeding the fire zones was to convert the Skyfire research procedures into op-
erational techniques that could be adopted more broadly by federal and state 
fire suppression agencies. Shortly thereafter, the Interagency Committee on 
Atmospheric Science approved the establishment of the National Lightning 
Suppression Project, effectively expanding Skyfire geographically and offering 
opportunities to assess its operational feasibility.29

Field tests continued through the early 1970s, but were suspended mid- 
decade, and the last half of the decade saw only the final data analyses. The 
USDA pulled all funding for weather modification out of its fiscal year 1979 
appropriation request.30 Project Skyfire and cloud modification for fire sup-
pression were no more, but they left behind a treasure trove of data about light-
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ning processes and their relationship to forest fires, a continuing problem that 
on average leads to more than ten thousand lightning- caused fires each year 
that burn some 4 million acres.31 If climate change leads to drier forests and 
increasing amounts of dry lightning as occurred during the 2015 fire season, 
the number of fires and acreage burned could rise significantly in the future.32

I n t e r i o r ’ s  B u r e a u  o f  R e c l a m a t i o n :  T h e 
A t m o s p h e r e  a s  W a t e r  R e s e r v o i r

In the early 1960s, BuRec commissioner Floyd Dominy, chafing under geo-
graphical restrictions, was seeking justification for extending his water re-
sources portfolio from the seventeen westernmost states to the entire nation. 
Continuing drought conditions coupled with advances in weather control 
techniques might provide excellent reasons. Tied by law to building dam and 
reclamation projects, if BuRec could exploit weather control as a solution to 
water shortages, it could expand its mission, power base, and funding. Unlike 
USWB personnel, who were interested in scientific discovery, BuRec staffers 
were interested in practical, engineering applications. They were unwilling to 
delay weather control until the atmosphere had given up its secrets on precip-
itation processes. The Bureau of Reclamation planned to use the atmosphere 
as a water reservoir, inducing rainfall over watersheds feeding its reservoirs 
in the West and extant reservoirs in the East, a plan that differentiated it from 
other government agencies. The tussles it sparked with the Department of 
Commerce exemplify the tensions that surrounded the state’s domestic use 
of weather control.33

Reclamation Gets in the Game

The Advisory Committee on Weather Control’s final report appeared in 1957, 
but attracted no attention from high- level BuRec personnel until spring 1961.34 
Once it did, BuRec quickly reached out to former GE researcher Vincent 
Schaefer, who saw the bureau as a “responsible, capable, and enthusiastic” 
entity that could take over the engineering facets of weather control. He hoped 
BuRec’s knowledge of water resources combined with weather control would 
strengthen its long- term objective of enhancing the nation’s water supplies.35

Within a year, Dominy and his senior advisers decided to pursue a research 
program focused on practical weather control methods that would increase 
the water supply, particularly in BuRec’s reservoirs. The bureau awarded its 
first research contracts to the South Dakota School of Mines and the Uni-
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versity of Wyoming for testing nucleating agents on cumulus clouds. Field 
researchers identified two similar clouds, seeded one, and held the second 
as an unseeded “control.” By observing differences between the two clouds’ 
behavior in these “markedly successful” experiments, they determined the 
effects of nucleating agents on the clouds, the types of clouds most amenable 
to artificial nucleation, and the lead time required to induce precipitation on 
a designated target. Based on data gathered by radar, time- lapse photography, 
and personal observations, BuRec reported that clouds precipitated when 
seeded, stopped precipitating when seeding stopped, and started again when 
seeding resumed. The control clouds did not precipitate. To reach a conclu-
sion on seeding’s efficacy, however, they needed to conduct many more years 
of field investigation.36

The Bureau of Reclamation’s Washington, DC, headquarters staff’s exu-
berant take on one season of experiments generated a hostile response from 
its Denver field office, which labeled the “markedly successful” appellation a 
“gross elaboration” of facts without scientific foundation. The Denver staff 
members had obtained cloud physics data from the experiments that did not 
support the overly favorable conclusion, leaving NSF, which was responsible 
for the nation’s weather control research program, in the uncomfortable situa-
tion of being unable to answer questions about BuRec’s experimental method-
ology.37 The Washington, DC, headquarters staff, in turn, huffed that “some of 
the scientific brains out there still believe nothing can ever be accomplished in 
weather modification.” It was not the Denver field office’s prerogative to repu-
diate headquarters’ public statements, which “detracted” from BuRec’s efforts 
to maintain cordial relations with NSF and the USWB, where those “scientific 
brains” worked.38 Skeptical NSF and USWB meteorologists, suspicious of 
BuRec’s project, did not appreciate the hand- waving explanations of BuRec’s 
experimental methodology and results. Future success, at least in the minds 
of those outside of BuRec, would depend on all interested agencies working 
together and sharing information. The Bureau of Reclamation’s weather con-
trol project had just gotten started and was already digging itself into a hole 
with its meteorological colleagues.

Successful experiment or not, BuRec moved forward with its proposed 
weather control project by couching it as crucial for future growth in the US 
West, an area they viewed as a potential “food deficit area”— a deficit that 
could be ameliorated by water (see fig. 6.5). The population of the eleven west-
ernmost states had quadrupled in the previous fifty years and was expected to 
triple in the next fifty. Irrigated agriculture had matched food production to 
population growth, but the abundance was narrowing. As western farmland 
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was transformed into housing developments that needed municipal water, the 
West would become unable to produce its own food by the early 1970s, and 
would produce less than half its needs by 2020 (figs. 6.6 and 6.7).

The Bureau of Reclamation calculated that the West would have to import 
almost 400 million tons of food annually to support its growing population, 
straining transportation systems and adding over 1 billion dollars per year to 
western families’ food bills. During a national emergency, the situation could 
become dire. It was in the nation’s best interests to ensure that the West could 
produce as much of its food as possible. The nation, according to BuRec, 
needed to step up its efforts to develop water resources to produce this food. 
The most readily available surface and subsurface water had already been de-
veloped or, in some cases, overdeveloped, and most local governments could 
not afford to develop remaining water. Federal and state governments needed 
to work together to meet the emerging need.39 By tying its bid to enter the 
weather control business directly to food production, BuRec raised the spec-
ter of food production shortages within a decade in the US West. Implicit in 

F i g u r e  6 . 5 .  Population Change by Economic Subregions, 1950– 1960. US Department of 
Agriculture, Economic Research Service. From “The West— A Potential Future Food Deficit 
Area,” Bureau of Reclamation, 1963, Floyd Dominy Papers, American Heritage Center, Lara-
mie, WY.
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its argument was the classic Malthusian assertion that an agriculturally defi-
cient West— a “third- world country” within an otherwise prosperous nation— 
would drain the nation’s economy and subsequently weaken its defense pos-
ture. Although the public, and perhaps state government leaders, might have 
been convinced by this argument, more scientific- leaning members of the 
federal government were not.

Developing a Scientific Argument for Weather Control

One leader desiring more science and less posturing was Interior’s science ad-
viser, John C. Calhoun, Jr., who anticipated approaching NSF to fund BuRec’s 
weather control program. The Bureau of Reclamation acknowledged that 
weather control faced significant difficulties: precipitation processes remained 
poorly understood, historical data were often inadequate, and commercial 

F i g u r e  6 . 6 .  Expected Food Requirements and Production from Presently Developed 
Lands with Existing Bureau of Reclamation Facilities, Mountain and Pacific Regions— 11 West-
ern States. From “The West— A Potential Future Food Deficit Area,” Bureau of Reclamation, 
1963, Floyd Dominy Papers, American Heritage Center, Laramie, WY.
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rainmaking activities could interfere with scientific field programs. How-
ever, BuRec had decided on a different approach to weather control: seeding 
“abundant” atmospheric moisture flowing over its watersheds, focusing on 
resulting impounded runoff, and using an extensive network of instrumenta-
tion, e.g., radar and precipitation gage networks, and “photographs from U- 2 
aircraft” and satellites, to gather data. The Bureau of Reclamation planned to 
seek advice from NSF and the USWB before proceeding, but would focus on 
engineering and operational weather control, not basic research. It hoped to 
run the project over two eleven- year- long hydrologic cycles so that sufficient 
data would be available to “prove” it had altered the weather or not.40 Its pro-
posed project would tackle the applied side of weather control: producing pre-
cipitation over a specific watershed during optimal seeding conditions. The 
National Science Foundation and its other grant recipients would determine 
how and why weather control worked.

Calhoun was dismayed by the “plan”; it provided nothing he could use to 
gain support from NSF. Increasing water when moisture was abundant? Too 

F i g u r e  6 . 7 .  Population and Farm Production as Percentage of U.S., Mountain and Pacific 
Regions— 11 Western States. From “The West— A Potential Future Food Deficit Area,” Bureau 
of Reclamation, 1963, Floyd Dominy Papers, American Heritage Center, Laramie, WY.
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vague. How would BuRec know if the experiment had been successful? What 
kinds of projects would it undertake? What types of clouds would it seed? 
Was it going to use a variety of techniques or just one? How would it address 
its lack of precipitation process knowledge? Calhoun was flummoxed. Why 
did BuRec think it was acceptable to pursue its own applied path instead 
of cooperating with organizations that had been, and would continue to be, 
conducting basic research with NSF funding? Seeking practical results alone 
would never meet NSF’s requirements.41

Calhoun was particularly upset because he knew that the University of 
Arizona’s weather modification studies had not produced detectable rainfall, 
and the University of Chicago’s two years of experiments had produced in-
sufficient data to develop a firm conclusion. Ongoing research aimed to un-
derstand small- scale (down to molecular) processes, and although accretion 
was important to precipitation processes in the lower and middle latitudes, 
no one understood how those processes happened so quickly. Basic and ap-
plied weather control research had to be coordinated. Only the most carefully 
planned field experiments would yield statistically significant results.42 Bureau 
of Reclamation staffers were going to have to develop a scientifically solid 
program in order to get Calhoun’s support, much less NSF’s.

Regrouping, BuRec staff members conceded there was no statistical evi-
dence of increased precipitation due to cloud seeding. However, they contin-
ued to argue that there was a difference between statistical significance based 
on precipitation recorded in rain gages, which might not be in the “right place,” 
and evidence from stream runoff, which was BuRec’s bottom line. They cared 
not one whit about the statistical significance of randomized cloud seeding 
because a precipitating cloud did not necessarily lead to measurable runoff. 
Therefore, BuRec proposed to seed every moisture- bearing cloud formation 
over a watershed, measure resulting streamflow, and compare it to a similar 
nonseeded watershed. Staffers were convinced that if they did not seed all 
moisture- bearing clouds, they would not increase water supplies.43

Staff members at BuRec quibbled over randomized cloud seeding, but not 
over the need for instrumentation. Bidding for Calhoun’s backing, Dominy 
agreed to broker an agreement between Interior and NSF that would allow 
BuRec’s Denver field office to prepare a detailed weather control research 
program, tossing in a few meteorologists to placate the scientific community.44 
Prepared to move “full steam ahead,” BuRec opted to target one of its most im-
portant watersheds: the Colorado River Basin. However, it needed additional 
funds, and members of the Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of 
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the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, some of whom had been 
pushing weather control legislation since the early fifties, were ready to help.

Reclamation Finds Friends in the Senate

The Bureau of Reclamation got its desired fiscal infusion courtesy of Senators 
Henry M. “Scoop” Jackson (D- Washington) and Clinton P. Anderson, who 
called for hearings to determine the feasibility of its proposed program. As the 
hearings opened in May 1964, Anderson mentioned that a water consulting 
firm had reported that six times more water flowed above the United States as 
water vapor— some of which traveled over the entire continent without falling 
to the ground— than was carried by all of the nation’s rivers. Wasted water! If 
this moisture fell on arid and semi- arid land that could subsequently be de-
veloped, it would have huge economic value. Therefore, Anderson proposed 
state support for two parallel programs: one of basic research into cloud phys-
ics mechanisms and another of extensive field research devoted to practical 
applications, the first “faltering step toward the ultimate solution of our wa-
ter problems.”45 This sounds suspiciously like the hearings in the 1950s. Ten 
years after Anderson’s earlier foray into weather control, his rhetoric remained 
 unchanged.

Bureau of Reclamation and Interior staff members testified that weather 
control offered big opportunities for increasing water flow that would improve 
the environment and quality of life, presumably for people and not the dry-
lands’ extant inhabitants. With additional research leading to practical appli-
cations, weather control could significantly affect human activities— again, no 
mention of other life forms— and BuRec was just the agency to coordinate 
this effort. Now for the “ask”: it needed more people, cooperation with other 
government entities, and, of course, money.46 In the witness chair, Calhoun 
endeavored to ensure that the senators understood the extent of the required 
experiments. Perceiving his hesitation, Anderson chided Calhoun and chal-
lenged him to discuss possible downsides. Calhoun cautioned that weather 
control was not necessarily harmless. Overseeding might decrease rainfall, and 
seeding might contaminate the atmosphere and water. Atmospheric processes 
could become so skewed that scientists would lose the opportunity to gain 
vital knowledge about natural processes.47

Bureau of Reclamation commissioner Floyd Dominy presented a specific 
justification for weather control: its reservoirs had been built based on early 
twentieth- century historical streamflow, which was no longer adequate to meet 
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demand. Increasing precipitation would increase streamflow and the quantity 
of stored water. The Colorado River Basin was already in a diminished water 
situation, so it provided an ideal opportunity to test the efficacy of weather 
control for water resources purposes. Although scientists could not agree on 
whether past programs had increased or decreased precipitation, no one could 
induce precipitation from dry air. Effective programs would enhance falling 
precipitation, which would land in watersheds feeding BuRec’s reservoirs. 
Dominy testified that he had heard that “water engineering involves a combi-
nation of mechanical and theological skills.” It was time to reduce the need for 
the latter. If BuRec could pursue its plan for a ten-  to twenty- year program for 
$1 million to $2 million per annum, it should be able to increase the percentage 
of mechanical skills involved.48

The generally supportive senators asked some tough questions. Did BuRec 
have the authority to work on weather control? How would it handle the extra 
water? Why did extra precipitation matter when BuRec just let it evaporate 
from the surfaces of its huge reservoirs? Good question . . . Would the pro-
posed methodology work in other places, for example, in the Missouri River 
watershed, which was expected to run out of water in 1980?49 If successful and 
replicable, many more senators would be interested in “bringing home the 
water.” How would senators know whether cloud seeding had worked or not?

Since BuRec did not plan on randomizing clouds, it considered random-
izing watersheds: seed in one watershed and not in a similar watershed, and 
then compare differences in runoff and streamflow. Determining differences in 
snowpacks that would melt later might be difficult (depth alone is not a valid 
indicator because water content varies among snowfalls), but they would do 
whatever necessary to make detailed measurements and observations and thus 
develop a science- based conclusion. Bureau of Reclamation officials thought 
they might be able to get assistance from “defense agencies,” but provided 
no details.50

Subcommittee members took the bait, and in late August 1964, Congress 
appropriated an extra $1.1 million to BuRec for the establishment of the Office 
of Atmospheric Water Resources in Denver.51 In a joint announcement, Inte-
rior and BuRec maintained that the expanded weather modification research 
program would investigate the “potentialities of atmospheric water resources” 
with the help of academic institutions and consulting meteorologists. Accord-
ing to Dominy, the project would provide data to support the “growing convic-
tion that man can influence the weather under certain conditions when sound 
engineering and scientific research techniques” are applied. It would initially 
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focus on augmenting precipitation over watersheds feeding reclamation proj-
ects in chronically water- deficient locations.52

By late 1964, BuRec had a foothold in the federal weather control effort. 
As NSF, and to a lesser extent the USWB, pursued related cloud physics re-
search, BuRec took on the engineering aspects of weather control to boost its 
reservoirs’ water supplies. Would it maintain that focus? Or would BuRec look 
for ways to expand its influence and control over those who would control the 
atmosphere?

Consolidating Control

Bureau of Reclamation officials had “heard through the grapevine” that NSF 
intended to divest itself of weather control responsibilities in early 1965, and 
they promptly began angling to solidify the bureau’s role as a major player 
in state weather control. Over the next two years, Floyd Dominy and his 
staff wheedled, cajoled, and politicked the Interagency Committee on Atmo-
spheric Sciences (ICAS), NSF, the Department of the Interior, and the Bureau 
of the Budget in their attempt to take over the nation’s scientific leadership of 
weather control. One small problem: ICAS’s chairman was Undersecretary of 
Commerce J. Herbert Holloman, the Weather Bureau belonged to the Depart-
ment of Commerce, and the chances that Holloman would allow BuRec to take 
regulatory control of state weather control were slim to none.53

Nevertheless, BuRec pushed for a broad- scale engineering approach as it 
developed a comprehensive strategy that would supplant existing “haphaz-
ard” operations, even as the Forest Service and Weather Bureau— who didn’t 
think BuRec had any chance of taking over weather control— continued to 
offer it suggestions.54 The Bureau of the Budget (BoB) was trying to ascertain 
the effectiveness of the federal government’s various weather control activi-
ties, while the National Science Board was doing likewise.55 The query that 
BoB sent out to various departments and agencies in its quest for information 
about weather control indicates that there was a major problem with domestic 
weather control: multiple purposes and paths with no one in charge, which 
encouraged political maneuvering for budgetary and scientific control. The 
bureaucratic fragmentation that was endemic in the American state was mir-
rored in weather control.

While BoB was sending out query letters, BuRec was sending Interior a 
military- allusion- filled strategy for its Atmospheric Water Resources Program. 
“We have,” BuRec staffers wrote, “our own troops, allies (other agencies), Hes-
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sians (contractors), and a persistent enemy (water shortage).” They were as-
sessing the situation, defining their objectives, and preparing orders for field 
units, all justified by congressional support and “somewhat controversial” 
indications that seeding clouds in orographic systems was effective. Bureau 
of Reclamation officials claimed they would establish a physical understand-
ing of precipitation mechanisms while simultaneously developing engineer-
ing techniques for cloud nucleation to increase water supplies. Once these 
goals had been accomplished they would commence routine cloud seeding.56 
The Bureau of Reclamation expressed more confidence in its ability to create 
knowledge of precipitation mechanisms than did atmospheric scientists, who 
had been researching them for decades. Once again, those furthest away from 
weather control’s scientific core were those likely to see inherent problems as 
simple to solve.57

Although NSF’s Earl Droessler, who headed its Atmospheric Sciences Pro-
gram, had been skeptical of BuRec’s efforts, he was favorably impressed with 
its latest weather control strategy. Bureau of Reclamation personnel strongly 
argued that its longtime use of weather and climate records and of precipita-
tion and runoff data demonstrated its atmospheric science capabilities, which 
was rather like claiming that having a rain gage in the backyard and a barometer 
in the house made one a meteorologist. (Or as a historian once told me, “I 
know as much as any meteorologist. . . . I watch the Weather Channel every 
day!”) Nevertheless, Droessler thought multiple agencies should be attacking 
weather and climate control problems, “among the most exciting and promis-
ing facing scientists and engineers today,” within their mission areas.58

With Droessler’s support in their back pockets, BuRec officials were hop-
ing to claim the upper hand in collecting weather modification data at the 
upcoming ICAS meeting.59 No matter what ICAS decided, however, BuRec 
anticipated that its water resources program was going to get bigger— much, 
much bigger. In a “blue envelope letter” to Dominy, Chief Engineer Barney 
Bellport anticipated that its weather control budget would rise to $35 million 
or more per year, the related staff would number eighty to ninety people, with 
sixty in atmospheric water resources, and contract personnel would number 
one thousand, increasing eventually to 2,800.60 With continued congressional 
interest in weather control, a recent weather modification conference, and a 
forthcoming conference on desalination, BuRec personnel thought the time 
was right to sponsor an international conference on atmospheric water re-
sources within the next couple of years to give their agency “unquestioned” 
global leadership in the field.61

From late 1965 into early 1966, BuRec fielded requests from senators in-
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terested in expanding their program. The NSF and the National Academy of 
Sciences issued favorable reports on weather control, and both suggested that 
one agency needed to be in charge while recognizing that BuRec still had a 
mission in the weather control field.62 It was time to determine the next steps.

The tentative plan called for BuRec to ask for a budget of $1– $2 billion 
($7– $14 billion in 2015 dollars) for atmospheric water resources research over 
a decade, with annual budgets ranging from $20 million to $50 million in 1968 
to $120 million to $140 million in 1977. Staffers envisioned six to eight regional 
centers (fig. 6.8) across the Continental United States that would carry out 
major research responsibilities within their assigned geographic areas, while 
other projects would cut across regions and require coordination. Consider-
ing the large amount of money involved, they would need to secure additional 
appropriations and figure out how to keep from sharing it with the Environ-
mental Science Services Administration (ESSA)— the new umbrella organi-
zation including the National Weather Service and the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey.63

Another plan was submitted to Interior in late 1966. It differed from early 
versions because in his endorsement, Interior’s assistant secretary of water 
and power development, Kenneth Holum, called for considering weather 
control’s sociocultural impacts and its effects on nature. Interior needed to 

F i g u r e  6 . 8 .  The Bureau of Reclamation’s Atmospheric Water Resources Plan included 
dividing the country into regional centers, shown here. From “Plan to Develop Technology 
for Increasing Water Yield from Atmospheric Sources: An Atmospheric Water Resources Pro-
gram,” US Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, 1966, Floyd Dominy Papers, 
American Heritage Center, Laramie, WY.
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develop a clear picture of environmental consequences, and to continue legal 
studies of weather modification along with scientific and engineering R&D. 
Since the plan called for developing an operational system for precipitation 
enhancement in some regions by 1972 and a general capability to enhance or 
redistribute precipitation by 1985, sociocultural and legal issues could not be 
put off much longer. Holum noted that President Johnson had already called 
for stepped- up efforts to make weather modification a reality, and members of 
Congress, especially Senators Anderson and McGovern, were similarly inter-
ested. Secretary Udall signed off in November 1966.64

The final plan had two parts. The first presented a snapshot of the nation’s 
current and potential water deficiencies (fig. 6.9). Complacency was not an 
option. The Colorado River Basin was already deficient, and projected water 
needs for 1980 would not be met by the Missouri River, Western Gulf, Great 
Basin, and South Pacific watersheds if population growth and use trends were 
not altered or new water sources went untapped. The migration of people into 
water- poor areas was not just a western problem because most of the country 
was experiencing some level of water supply problem. If these areas had access 
to more water, agricultural, industrial, and recreational opportunities would 
increase. Water quality was important, too. Unless the United States better 
managed existing supplies, improved distribution, and increased the total sup-
ply, its future development would be hobbled. Interior could not just manage 
surface and subsurface water; it had to develop it. The atmosphere had yet to 
be adequately developed as a water source.65

The second part of the plan addressed how weather modification could 
change the nation’s water resources picture. The Bureau of Reclamation 
needed to advance weather modification to increase precipitation to solve wa-
ter shortages triggered by drought or distribution problems. Existing method-
ologies relied on basic and applied research in cloud dynamics, microphysics, 
and cloud- environment interactions that had been underway for two decades. 
But heading into the mid- 1960s, a shift in attitude among scientists made ef-
fective cloud seeding appear to be more plausible as a water source. This shift 
had not come due to clearer theoretical insight, but due to the availability of 
more experimental data.66

The Bureau of Reclamation estimated that on average, the Continental 
United States received 4.2 trillion gallons of water per day in precipitation. 
Therefore, the water vapor in the atmosphere was a tremendous water reser-
voir that could be tapped by weather control techniques without materially 
affecting total atmospheric moisture. Long- term, BuRec wanted to focus on ar-
eas that needed water, not areas where it was simple to enhance  precipitation, 
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such as mountainous areas with moisture- laden flow or lake- effect precipita-
tion zones.67 The program’s name: Skywater.

Skywater

Skywater was openly billed as an applied weather control project to augment 
the nation’s water supply in the shortest time. (See fig. 6.10.) The amount of 
water produced would provide the scientific answers that BuRec sought as it 
developed effective techniques and operating systems with a goal of  increasing 

F i g u r e  6 . 9 .  Potential water deficiencies based on data from the Senate Select Committee 
on National Water Resources. Note that BuRec anticipated that the Southeast would have gen-
erally adequate water supplies, an estimate that woefully underestimated a rapid increase in At-
lanta’s population and a concomitant drop in stream flow in the Apalachicola- Chattahoochee- 
Flint water basin by the early twenty- first century. From “The West— A Potential Future Food 
Deficit Area,” Bureau of Reclamation, 1963, Floyd Dominy Papers, American Heritage Center, 
Laramie, WY.
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precipitation by an average of 10– 20 percent annually by 1985. This new, “in-
expensive” water would be important for supporting social and economic 
growth in areas affected by water shortages and/or high water management 
costs. Increased streamflow and heightened soil moisture that resulted from 
seeding would help to meet water- dependent agricultural, industrial, and mu-
nicipal needs. Additional streamflow would enhance water quantity, aid pollu-
tion control, and help to meet increased demand for water- based recreation. 
With an expected cost of $1– $4 per acre- foot and benefits ranging from $5– $50 
and more per acre- foot, the benefit- cost ratio was anticipated to exceed 10:1.68

Skywater also included plans to study sociocultural impacts, economic 
effects, and ecological effects of weather control. Researchers would seek to 
“identify and resolve” problems that might result from the introduction of 

F i g u r e  6 . 1 0 .  Project Skywater’s high- tech vision of the future of weather control, includ-
ing automatic command and control systems, and drones for sampling and seeding clouds. Note 
the man carrying the umbrella— ready for falling precipitation. From “Plan to Develop Technol-
ogy for Increasing Water Yield from Atmospheric Sources: An Atmospheric Water Resources 
Program,” US Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, 1966, Floyd Dominy Papers, 
American Heritage Center, Laramie, WY.
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weather control; failing to do so could prove to be more of a limiting factor 
than technical or scientific problems. Social and cultural studies would be 
important for enhancing understanding and acceptance of weather control 
among the populace, as would attention to the effect of additional clean wa-
ter supplies on the quality of life. Ecological studies would address short-  
and long- term effects of additional precipitation on fish and wildlife, micro- 
bioclimate, and vegetation. Legal studies would investigate problems related 
to liability, legislation, regulations, and authority. But despite the plans for 
sociocultural studies, they did not appear in BuRec’s description of its studies 
in 1967. Legal and ecological studies, however, were undertaken at the Univer-
sity of Arizona and the University of Michigan (although there was no budget 
line item for Michigan’s research).69

As Skywater gained momentum, Commissioner Dominy approached 
NASA administrator James E. Webb for assistance, arguing that space technol-
ogy could be of major importance in solving the atmospheric water resources 
problem. Although the funding comparison was not even close, BuRec needed 
to make technological improvements that reflected those of the space program. 
Dominy’s staff needed sensors, telemetry, computing capabilities, aircraft in-
struments, and delivery systems to identify suitable seeding situations and 
techniques for seeding, and to evaluate seeding operations in water- deficient 
locations in which social, legal, economic, and climatic conditions made 
weather control an acceptable means of providing additional water. Dominy 
urged Webb to join him in a collaborative effort to bring operational weather 
control to fruition.70

Noting the possibility of “modestly” affecting precipitation within a de-
cade, two University of Michigan researchers conducting ecological studies 
for BuRec argued that broad- scale weather control would not be feasible in 
the near term or ever. They argued that a generation earlier, weather control 
technologies would have been applied as soon as possible had they promised 
substantial profits, but public attitudes toward the environment were in flux. 
Profit alone would not be reason enough to pursue weather control if it might 
significantly (and adversely) affect the environment.71

Weather control would be desirable only if weather changes resulted in a 
net economic gain coupled with adequate compensation for those who suf-
fered economic losses, as well as a net improvement in psychological satisfac-
tion for people and in environmental conditions for plants and animals. The 
authors contradicted weather control supporters’ claims that since Western 
civilization had always been based on exploiting resources and modifying the 
environment, changes that provided an economic benefit were acceptable be-
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cause technological fixes were possible when ecological troubles surfaced. But 
the atmosphere varied from year to year, making it more difficult to determine 
whether changes in plant and animal communities were due to artificially in-
duced weather or to unexplained changes that would have taken place any-
way.72 While the federal government may have viewed the “environment” in 
terms of the physical environmental sciences and how they served the nation’s 
defense, those working in ecology and natural resources looked at it with a 
plant-  and animal- eye view. They would not always see more water as benefi-
cial. For BuRec, and industries, agriculture, and municipalities in water- poor 
areas of the country, more water was always an advantage.

The Bureau of Reclamation considered Skywater and its goal of augment-
ing the usable water supply from “rivers in the sky” as being yet another 
technological fix in a long line of similar water supply– fixing technologies: 
harnessing rivers, drilling wells, reservoir and irrigation canal systems, and 
desalination.73 Although some people were concerned that Skywater’s seeding 
experiments could lead to flooding if too much snow accumulated in water-
sheds, program managers argued that they were not trying to produce record 
snowpacks. They would seed until the snow reached a predetermined depth, 
and only in areas that possessed adequate reservoir storage. Contrary to ar-
guments that they might upset the “delicate balance of nature,” BuRec offi-
cials argued that this was not a delicate balance at all. Nature was not benign: 
tornadoes, hurricanes, and severe thunderstorms caused millions of dollars of 
damage annually. Skywater, which would gather moisture that would other-
wise float overhead, would be of the utmost benefit to society.74

The Bureau of Reclamation saw no downsides from Skywater. The tre-
mendous amounts of moisture carried in the atmosphere meant that seeding 
in one area would not deprive those downstream of water. Seeding with silver 
iodide was not an ecological problem because it was already less than 1/100th 
of the level permitted by the US Public Health Service. Furthermore, seeding 
was already underway in twenty- five states and in many countries. The Soviet 
Union’s weather modification program was two to three times larger than the 
United States’. BuRec then played the famine card, noting that increasing pop-
ulations around the world demanded more food. America’s strength would be 
determined by its ability to manage the rivers in the sky, and feed not only its 
own people but also others in need around the world.75

The Bureau of Reclamation’s arguments for Skywater boiled down to one: 
national security. The United States’ Cold War nemesis, the Soviet Union, 
was outspending it on weather control. Controlling the weather meant the 
difference between secure and insecure food supplies for the United States 
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as well as for its friends, foes, and fence sitters in a world divided between the 
East and West blocs. If the Soviets pulled ahead in the weather control race, 
they would be able to solve their agricultural problems and become a more 
formidable adversary. They would also be able to extend their weather con-
trol techniques to non- aligned countries and pull them into their ideological 
camp. Since the Departments of State and Defense were on hand to make 
the claims that being behind in weather control threatened American secu-
rity, BuRec did not have to make these arguments directly. However, it could 
allude to falling behind America’s Eastern adversaries as a selling point for 
weather control. Thus BuRec’s arguments were aided by a Cold War mental-
ity, the continued attractiveness of technological fixes, and an ongoing drought 
that deepened in the mid- 1960s. In recent years, these arguments might have 
seemed overwrought as California alone continued to produce almost half 
of the nation’s homegrown nuts, fruits, and vegetables instead of waiting for 
life- saving food shipments from the Eastern Seaboard. But in the 1960s, with 
widespread fear of environmental degradation and discussions in California 
of dividing the state into the “well- watered” North and the “water- deficient” 
South, the sky- is- falling- in prediction of a highly populated area running 
short of food and water made perfect sense to those holding the nation’s 
purse strings. Although no one is anticipating that California will become a 
net importer of food in the near future, the deepening drought in summer 2015 
led to state government cutting off water supplies to farmers for the first time 
ever. That decision will adversely affect agricultural output, but even with-
out state restrictions, farmers would not have found enough water to keep 
their water- intensive crops growing. As of July 2015, the emphasis has been on 
statewide conservation, and weather control efforts seem minor by compari-
son. The blue skies are lovely and the balmy temperatures a treat, but cloud-
less skies do not provide an opportunity for seeders to wring water from the  
atmosphere.

C o m m e r c e ’ s  U S W B :  S n u f f i n g  o u t  H u r r i c a n e s  w i t h 
P r o j e c t  S t o r m f u r y

The idea that people could one day prevent hurricanes from forming, snuff 
out little hurricanes before they grew to enormous proportions, or, failing 
that, steer them away from land and send them “harmlessly out to sea” had 
been bandied about for a while before the discussion of computer- generated 
weather forecasts and their promise of controlling the weather first hit the New 
York Times in January 1946:
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Some scientists even wonder whether the new discovery of atomic energy 
might provide a means of diverting, by its explosive force, a hurricane before it 
could strike a populated place.76

Apparently having radioactive fallout scattered about the world’s oceans from 
one- hundred- plus miles per hour winds was not a concern, but the use of 
atomic weapons to bomb hurricanes out of existence did not seem so far- 
fetched in the late 1940s and into the 1950s when the United States was con-
ducting aboveground atomic tests in the Pacific Ocean. Even today, a NOAA 
website addresses this possible use of nuclear weapons in its “frequently asked 
question” section.77

Meteorologists of the USWB were not among those suggesting ways to 
snuff out hurricanes, since very little was known about hurricane structure, 
dynamics, and behavior in the immediate postwar years. That had not stopped 
Irving Langmuir from developing a plan to seed a hurricane, preferably a 
“young” one, in concert with his military funders as part of Project Cirrus. He 
wanted to gain experience in seeding tropical cyclones that might be used to 
better steer or otherwise modify them in the future. During the 1947 hurricane 
season, General Electric assembled a team of consultants, military aircraft were 
maintained on “stand- by,” and the wait for a suitable tropical system began. 
With the hurricane season winding down, word came on October 10, 1947, of 
a hurricane that was forming in the Caribbean Sea. Within twenty- four hours, 
the Project Cirrus B- 17s had arrived in Mobile, Alabama, but the fast- moving 
storm was already crossing Florida, so the next day the planes headed for Mac-
Dill Field in Tampa, Florida, to join the Air Force’s 53rd Weather Reconnais-
sance Group. The combined units intended to take off on the seeding mission 
the morning of October 13 and head for the hurricane, which was expected to 
be between 480 and 640 kilometers east of Florida.

Instead of attempting to penetrate and seed the eyewall, the research team 
seeded the uppermost cloud shelf far enough from the center that reconnais-
sance aircraft could photograph the effects of seeding from 1.5 kilometers 
above the seeding aircraft. The first seeding run took thirty minutes as thirty- 
six kilograms of dry ice were distributed along a 180- kilometer track. Then the 
seeding aircraft dumped two twenty- two- kilogram loads of dry ice into a large 
cumulus cloud. Seeding accomplished, the aircraft retraced their paths, taking 
visual and photographic observations. According to Lieutenant Commander 
Daniel F. Rex, a Navy meteorologist who later became deeply involved in nu-
merical weather prediction, the seeded cloud deck showed “pronounced mod-
ification,” with the previous overcast area turning into “widely scattered snow 
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clouds” over 770 square kilometers. The observers did not notice any con-
vective activity (development of large cumulus clouds) following the  seeding.

Assessing the outcome, Vincent Schaefer noted that this was an “old storm,” 
instead of the desired “young storm.” He concluded that a young storm would 
be less “complex,” and researchers would have an easier time detecting seed-
ing’s effects. However, GE’s home base of Schenectady was not within quick 
striking distance of developing tropical storms, and Schaefer thought he and 
his colleagues should desist from hurricane work until they had accomplished 
more basic work. Langmuir thought they needed to learn a lot more about 
hurricanes and continued, “It seems to me that next year’s program should 
be to study hurricanes away from land, maybe out considerably beyond Ber-
muda, out in the middle of the Atlantic. . . . I think the chances are excellent 
that, with increased knowledge, we should be able to abolish the evil effects 
of these hurricanes.”78

End of story? Not quite. After the seeding experiment was over, the hurri-
cane’s path changed from its northeasterly course to westerly (fig. 6.11)— right 
into Savannah, Georgia, causing some $2 million damage (1947 USD) and one 
death.79 A decade later, meteorologists reconstructing the event provided ev-
idence that seeding had not in any way influenced the hurricane’s movement. 

F i g u r e  6 . 1 1 .  The track of 1947 Atlantic hurricane no. 8, which was seeded using Lang-
muir’s techniques. Wikimedia Commons; URL: https:// commons .wikimedia .org /wiki  / File 
: 1947 _Atlantic _hurricane _8 _track .png.
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But at the time Langmuir took “credit” for the course change, much to Gen-
eral Electric’s chagrin.80 As his GE coworker, Bernard Vonnegut, would point 
out over twenty years later, Langmuir’s “scientific vendetta with the hurricane 
did not stop”; he continued to call for a “comprehensive hurricane seeding 
program” whenever he gave a talk on weather modification.81

Atmospheric scientists’ expressed desires for more knowledge of hurri-
cane dynamics and structure would not have prompted the establishment of 
a national hurricane research program, but when the 1954 and 1955 hurri-
cane seasons produced $2.15 billion ($19 billion in 2015) in damage and four 
hundred deaths in the United States from Hurricanes Carol, Edna, Hazel, 
Connie, Diane, and Ione, that seemed to call for state action. A congressio-
nal appropriation in spring 1955 provided the USWB with significantly more 
funding for hurricane research, and once the 1955 hurricane season ended, 
Congress told the USWB to establish the National Hurricane Research Proj-
ect (NHRP), which ultimately became the Hurricane Research Division of 
the Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory in 1983. Within 
a year of its establishment, the NHRP was using Air Force aircraft to collect 
data, and within six years it had its own aircraft and had produced almost sixty 
research reports. Its mission was to study hurricane formation, structure, and 
dynamics, “seek means for hurricane modification,” and improve hurricane 
forecasts.82 Using aircraft, radar, and balloon- borne instruments to gather data, 
meteorologists found that hurricane clouds might contain large quantities of 
supercooled water— the kind that had proven itself amenable to crystallization 
in other weather control experiments. And this supercooled water was found 
in “cloud chimneys,” cumulus clouds with considerable vertical extent that 
ringed the hurricane’s eye, allowing warm, moist air to flow up through the 
bottom of the hurricane and to be ejected out the top, thus serving as an energy 
cell keeping the hurricane “alive.”83 The working hypothesis was that this area 
was either inertially unstable or nearly so. If the hurricane were seeded near the 
eye, then the surface pressure would be modified due to additional latent heat 
release as moisture condensed around the seeds. That modification would 
then trigger inertial instability, the eye wall would migrate outward, and the 
hurricane’s maximum winds would decrease due to the conservation of angu-
lar momentum— a spinning ice skater who extends her arms outward to slow 
down is illustrating this same concept. The ideal hurricane to experiment on 
would have a well- defined eye with winds that decreased with distance outside 
of the eyewall.84 But before they could carry out the experiments, hurricane 
researchers needed a way to get the seeds to the target efficiently. The US Navy 
was prepared to help.
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While NHRP personnel were trying to pry secrets out of hurricanes on 
the East Coast, out West personnel at the US Naval Ordnance Test Station 
(NOTS), China Lake, California, were developing an improved method of 
delivering silver iodide seeds to clouds, an outgrowth of their work to develop 
colored smokes for cloaking military operations. This new device used pyro-
technics, which allowed for the production and delivery of ice nuclei directly 
to the intended target, and was developed as part of Project Cyclops, which 
would later become Project Stormfury. According to the project director, geo-
physicist Pierre Saint- Amand, and his colleagues, they started “at the wrong 
end of the program” (i.e., with development and field trials, not with theory 
development) because many people were opposed to weather modification 
“in general,” and some weather modifiers already thought they had solved 
the problem of delivering seeding material. Hence, they saw no need for a 
new technique, and there was a “widespread feeling within the scientific com-
munity” that only theoretical work was appropriate at the time: No theory? 
No practical work. Saint- Amand, by contrast, thought that “development and 
field work add to understanding and lend impetus to theoretical work,” and 
hence he and his colleagues moved ahead.85 A military weapons development 
center has considerably more leeway in moving to the development stage in 
the absence of firm theory if the scientists and engineers involved are confident 
they can create the desired outcome.

The first opportunity to test out the NOTS- developed pyrotechnic canis-
ters (fig. 6.12) of silver iodide appeared several years later during Hurricane 
Esther. On September 16, 1961, a USWB aircraft dropped eight canisters into 
Esther’s eyewall. As a result, Esther’s barometric pressure, which had been 
dropping by one millibar/hour before seeding, stopped deepening and main-
tained a relative constant pressure thereafter. Seeding continued the next day, 
but the canisters fell wide of the eyewall, and the pressure remained the same. 
The experiment was deemed a success, and Stormfury became a joint Navy– 
Department of Commerce project in 1962.86

Further development of numerical weather prediction techniques also 
played an important role in Stormfury. Researchers, in particular Joanne 
Malkus (later Simpson) and Robert Simpson (of the Saffir- Simpson scale of 
hurricane strength), modeled the effects of silver iodide seeds on individual 
cumulus clouds, and from those results determined that “dynamic seeding,” 
which sought to modify the motion of the air, was the appropriate approach 
for hurricane modification.87

Unfortunately, no suitable hurricanes appeared in 1962. In August 1963, 
Project Stormfury researchers randomly seeded eleven nonhurricane cumulus 
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clouds. Of the six seeded clouds, five reacted as predicted by the cloud model, 
and none of the five unseeded clouds behaved like the seeded clouds.88 Buoyed 
by this success, the team was ready to take advantage of the opportunity pre-
sented by Hurricane Beulah, which developed just a few days later. Although 
Beulah was not an ideal candidate at first— Category One Beulah’s winds were 
only ninety miles per hour and the eye was poorly formed— they seeded any-
way, but ended up missing the towering cumulus surrounding the eye. They 
tried again the next day, by which time the winds had increased to 112 miles per 
hour (i.e., Category Three) and a distinct eye had formed. The seeding team 
managed to hit the target clouds. Airborne observers reported that the eyewall 
disintegrated, reformed with a larger diameter, and subsequently weakened. 
Wind measurements confirmed that the maximum wind speed had decreased 
by 20 percent and the zone of maximum winds had moved farther away from 
the center. Therefore, the results from Beulah matched those from Esther and 
those based on the original Stormfury hypothesis.89

From 1964 through 1968, Stormfury researchers were unable to seed any 
hurricanes because none passed within the “experimental area” set aside for 
the seeding experiment (see fig. 6.13). But the project continued. Researchers 
investigated alternative modification techniques, improved numerical mod-
els and pyrotechnic devices, and developed a new seeding hypothesis that 
involved seeding the first rain band outside the eyewall in an effort to cause a 

F i g u r e  6 . 1 2 .  Navy Pyrotechnic Silver Iodide Generator like the one used for Project 
Stormfury. From National Hurricane Research Project Report No. 60.
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second outer eyewall to form, thus weakening the original eyewall. Once the 
eyewall reformed at the larger radius, the most rapidly moving air was further 
from the center and the storm weakened.90

Hurricane Debbie in August 1969 provided Stormfury with its next oppor-
tunity to seed a hurricane, and researchers modified the technique by seeding 

F i g u r e  6 . 1 3 .  To reduce the risk of modified hurricanes striking land, Project Stormfury 
personnel could not seed any hurricanes unless they passed through this predetermined exper-
imental area— a leftover precaution from Langmuir’s 1947 modification attempt. From Project 
Stormfury, ESSA Fact Sheet, August 1966.
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the rain bands with massive amounts of silver iodide. Thirteen aircraft (see 
fig. 6.14) were involved in seeding and observing the results, and US Navy air-
craft made five runs, dropping more than a thousand silver- iodide pyrotechnic 
devices each day. During the two seeding days, winds decreased 31 percent and 
15 percent respectively, as predicted by models. After this apparent success, 
the Stormfury team was eager to seed another hurricane, but neither the 1970 
nor the 1971 hurricane season produced suitable tropical systems. In 1971, the 
Stormfury scientists decided to seed Hurricane Ginger, but it was an ill- defined 
system and seeding had no effect. Then in 1972, the tropical storms either fell 
outside of the experimental zone or were too weak. A bigger problem: the 
Navy decided to pursue projects more in line with national defense needs and 
pulled its support and aircraft out of Stormfury. The USWB aircraft, which 
had seen ten years of hard service, were nearing their operational limits.91

F i g u r e  6 . 1 4 .  Interior of a Project Stormfury aircraft. Note the padding throughout the 
aircraft to prevent injuries during in- flight turbulence. NOAA Central Library.
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At that point, the USWB looked to the Pacific Ocean in hopes of finding 
tropical systems it could seed, and it ordered two specially outfitted aircraft 
as observation platforms to join extant aircraft operated by NOAA, the Air 
Force, and NASA. However, the move to the Pacific was fraught with prob-
lems. It was one thing for the United States to seed hurricanes that might land 
on its territory, but another to seed hurricanes that might land elsewhere. If a 
seeded hurricane (typhoon in the western Pacific) strengthened and caused 
a huge amount of damage as well as loss of life in another nation, subsequent 
international outcry and legal consequences would have been huge. Once it 
became apparent that international agreements would not be forthcoming, it 
was impossible to move Stormfury to the western Pacific and Australia, and 
even in the eastern Pacific storms could strike Mexico or Central America.92

Even if Stormfury personnel had had a viable operational area and the nec-
essary aircraft, the project could not continue unless other factors were met: 
improved navigational equipment and advanced instrumentation for record-
ing meteorological data; the presence of sufficient supercooled water in hur-
ricane convection cells to make seeding effective; a hurricane vortex that was 
sufficiently easy to change so that seeding would affect hurricane dynamics; 
and the opportunity to repeat the experiments enough times that seeding re-
sults could be distinguished from expected natural hurricane behavior. While 
the navigational equipment and the advanced instrumentation were present— 
indeed, they were the best available and turned out to have a significant impact 
on other atmospheric research— it turned out that hurricane convection cells 
contained too much natural ice and too little supercooled water. Researchers 
could not reliably distinguish the effects of seeding from natural behavior, thus 
eliminating statistical viability.

With the operational area in doubt, by mid- 1983 it was apparent that a 
continuing program to reduce hurricane hazards was not a scientifically or 
politically viable undertaking. Thus Project Stormfury ended. While the ob-
jective of taming hurricanes went away, research missions to understand hur-
ricane formation, structure, and dynamics, and to improve hurricane forecasts, 
 continued.93

Stormfury’s demise was not the end of the line for the Navy’s pyrotechnic 
seed delivery systems. Indeed, Stormfury provided the perfect cover story for 
the military’s efforts to develop a weather weapon— one that could be used 
to enhance monsoon rains in Vietnam and Laos and thereby bog down men 
and materiel making their way down the Ho Chi Minh trail into South Viet-
nam during the Vietnam War. The pyrotechnics were designed to operate on 
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 cumulus clouds, and they were tested on cumulus clouds in the tropics, which 
would be similar to those in Southeast Asia. Results from the Stormfury ex-
periments provided Navy scientists with the feedback they needed to perfect 
their equipment and then turn it loose as a weapon of war, but first it would 
be tested as a state diplomatic tool.



C h a p t e r  7

Weather Control as State Tool on 
Military and Diplomatic Fronts

We shall propose further cooperative effort between all the nations in weather prediction 

and eventually weather control.

P r e s i d e n t  J o h n  F .  K e n n e d y  to the UN General Assembly, September 25, 1961

May the rainmakers succeed!

W a l t e r  W.  R o s t o w, President Lyndon B. Johnson’s national security adviser, 

on the secret US/India weather control project, December 29, 1966

Even while using national security as a touchstone— it was the Cold War, af-
ter all— most political discussions about weather control focused on the do-
mestic, “bring- home- the- water” variety. The State Department, however, was 
casting a wary eye on its international implications. Would it be possible, for 
example, to woo non- aligned nations with weather control without upsetting 
their neighbors? But agencies behind weather control activities— including 
the National Science Foundation and the Department of Defense— were not 
sinking money into investigations of these nagging questions. As they worked 
to fund basic-  and applied- research projects, the concomitant problems that 
might accompany full- fledged weather control were left for the future.

At the same time, worries that Cold War adversaries might pursue the 
same goals prompted President Kennedy to tell the UN General Assembly 
that weather control should be pursued for the common good and not as a 
war- fighting tool. Public statements, however, do not always reflect classified 
research and its intended functions, and within a few years the United States 
was pursuing a weather control carrot for diplomacy and a weather control 
stick for military ventures. Both carrot and stick originated from the same 
classified cloud- seeding technique tested over southeast Laos in a research 
program dubbed Project Popeye. Project GROMET— a secret “agrometeoro-
logical survey” brokered with the Government of India by the State Depart-
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ment, but funded and executed by the Department of Defense— aimed to use 
weather control to simultaneously break a drought, keep nuclear weapons 
out of India, and bring non- aligned India into the US orbit. Its equally secret 
counterpart— Project Compatriot— used weather control as a weapon in Laos 
and Vietnam. Related to the unclassified domestic Project Stormfury, these 
projects provoked discussions and stoked worries at the highest levels of the 
federal government.

In 1961, the Naval Ordnance Test Station (NOTS) in China Lake, California, 
began working on weather control, an outgrowth of creating colored “smoke 
bombs” as high altitude markers. Over time, their advanced pyrotechnic de-
livery system allowed appropriate placement of silver iodide seeding devices 
in hurricanes and cumulus clouds. (See Stormfury, chapter 6). However, mil-
itary weapons centers do not modify clouds just because they can. As NOTS 
geophysicist Pierre Saint- Amand testified during Senate hearings in 1965, 
“Primarily the work is aimed at giving the U.S. Navy and the other armed 
forces, if they should care to use it, the capability of modifying the environ-
ment to their own advantage, or to the disadvantage of the enemy. We regard 
the weather as a weapon. Anything one can use to get his way is a weapon and 
the weather is as good a one as any.”1 After discussing NOTS’s collaborative 
efforts with civilian agencies, Saint- Amand remarked that NOTS was “about 
through” with basic R&D related to creating and delivering seeds for freezing 
clouds and was ready to begin field experiments for military purposes such 
as dispersing cold fog (warm fog being a much more intractable problem). It 
was time for large- scale experiments to determine the effectiveness of extant 
weather control techniques, and every agency involved with weather control 
research and applications should be pushing forward the agenda.2 However, 
he did not want them interfering with military interests.

In light of future events, Saint- Amand’s closing comments are interest-
ing. He opined that international implications of “harvesting water” through 
cloud seeding had not been adequately addressed. At some point it would be 
possible to “control other people’s climate” as well as America’s. “Economic 
warfare,” he said, would probably “come up in the future . . . and whether . . . 
it is intentional or not, we are going to be accused in the event we start taking 
a lot of water out of the cloud systems in Western Europe or perhaps in the 
United States.”3 The Naval Ordnance Test Station was not, according to Saint- 
Amand, actively taking steps to analyze possible social implications of weather 
control, but it was thinking about it. Whether he sensed it or not, within a year 
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military, diplomatic, and social implications of weather control were going to 
become significantly more pressing.

A policy paper entitled “Foreign Policy Implications of Weather Modification” 
landed on Secretary of State Dean Rusk’s desk in 1966. Threatening a nation’s 
economy or security via weather control, intelligence analyst Howard Wiede-
mann wrote, was not yet possible, but it would be. Since the United States in-
tended to conduct large- scale weather and climate control research, it needed 
to develop relevant policies before deliberately modifying weather that would 
cross an international border. He continued, “Further research may lead to 
opportunities for using weather modification techniques for common benefit, 
including technical assistance to less developed countries,” or for inflicting 
massive damage on enemies. If one nation’s weather control could adversely 
affect a downstream nation, then international control of weather and climate 
modification was necessary. In fiscal year 1965, the United States was spending 
$4.97 million ($35 million in 2015 dollars) on fog dispersion and rainmaking, 
and the Soviet Union was spending $20 million ($140 million in 2015 dollars) 
on all types of weather modification efforts. “In light of the steady increase 
in total Soviet R&D expenditures and its long- standing interest in weather 
control, it is likely,” Wiedemann continued, “that the USSR will continue to 
devote substantial resources in this field.”4 Since weather control efforts were 
expected to expand in the next five to ten years, the American state had deci-
sions to make.

Weather control presented opportunities and problems. Opportunities 
abounded for small- scale efforts: fog dissipation, modest rain enhancement, 
hail mitigation, and precipitation for hydroelectric power stations among them. 
Even with minor benefits, these small projects could help less- developed coun-
tries without adversely affecting adjoining nations. However, using weather 
control as a foreign aid tool could bite back. Nations might blame adverse 
environmental conditions on weather control despite a lack of causal connec-
tions, prompting diplomatic protests or worse. If the United States assisted 
a country via weather control techniques, it would be “essential to stress the 
limitations of weather modification in order to keep expectations within rea-
sonable bounds; in collaborating with other countries on international proj-
ects, it may be difficult to strike a neat balance between healthy skepticism and 
an imaginative approach.”5 Strike a neat balance? The State Department’s 
science desk learned just how complicated it could be when DoD offered to 
mitigate India’s Bihar drought.
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D a n g l i n g  t h e  W e a t h e r  C o n t r o l  C a r r o t :  R a i n  f o r 
I n d i a ’ s  W i t h e r e d  C r o p s

India had gained independence from the United Kingdom in 1947— about 
the same time the Cold War grew colder. A poor, non- aligned country abut-
ting southwestern Communist China and in the shadow of the looming Soviet 
Union to the north, India trod carefully between West and East. Jawaharlal 
Nehru, India’s first prime minister, held that “the well- being of India and its 
poor masses depended on the adoption of modern technology . . . [relying] 
on science and technology, including the scientific spirit as valuable tools.”6 
In 1947, that meant going after the biggest scientific and technological prize of 
all: nuclear power. Not only would mastering the atom lead to a prosperous 
country, it would “elevate Indian science onto the world stage.”7 The resulting 
state focus on heavy industry left less support for agriculture, and in a nation 
numbering 345 million mostly impoverished people in 1947, food would be a 
continuing problem. By 1960, the population had grown to 450 million, and 
the United States was providing significant amounts of food aid to India. But 
regardless of food support, India remained non- aligned, even as its rival Paki-
stan entered into regional treaties with the United States, exploiting the latter’s 
anticommunist policy— a relationship that led Indian leaders to distrust US 
diplomatic efforts.8

It is against this backdrop that we consider the geopolitical situation of 
the 1960s and how the United States came to offer weather control to the 
Government of India as a carrot to shift its sights to the West. Between John F. 
Kennedy’s inauguration in January 1961 and DoD’s offer to put weather con-
trol to work against India’s Bihar drought in late 1966, India came out on the 
losing end of two major geopolitical events that diminished its global stand-
ing: the 1962 Sino- Indian war over the disputed Aksai Chin plateau, and the 
1965 Indo- Pakistan war over the disputed Rann of Kutch and Kashmir re-
gions.9 But India’s national pride was especially stung by China’s explosion 
of a nuclear device in 1964, effectively usurping India’s claim to the scientific 
and technological leadership it needed to maintain influence with Asian and 
African nations. For India, building a nuclear weapon seemed like the logical 
way to get back in the game, and pressure to do so began to mount within the 
country.10 But the United States, already unhappy about China’s entry into the 
nuclear club, did not want to see any more members, not even a non- aligned 
one. Seeing nuclear weapons as a security issue— not as a way for a nation to 
increase its status in the eyes of its neighbors— meant that the United States 
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was looking for a way to help India achieve its science and technology goals 
without building the bomb.11

In the midst of these border disputes, Nehru died and was succeeded by 
Lal Behadur Shastri, who in turn died in January 1966, just hours after the 
Soviet- brokered peace agreement between India and Pakistan was signed in 
Tashkent. Later that month, Nehru’s daughter, Indira Gandhi, became prime 
minister, inheriting a huge deficit, a substantial balance- of- trade problem, 
and a worsening food shortage exacerbated by a deepening drought that had 
started in summer 1965 with the failure of the summer monsoon— the rainy 
season that provides moisture for India’s grain- producing farmlands.12 Just 
two months later, Gandhi made a state visit to the United States, seeking help 
from President Lyndon Baines Johnson.

United States presidents do not usually get involved with the nitty- gritty 
day- to- day food aid work of the US Agency for International Development 
(USAID). But Johnson, desirous of spreading his Great Society throughout 
the world, did not fit the typical mold. Johnson trusted no one at the State 
Department other than Secretary Rusk, so he decided to use Public Law 480 
(the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954— later called 
“Food for Peace”) to provide food aid to India and several other countries. 
The advantage to Johnson: USDA, which managed Food for Peace, was led 
by Johnson ally Orville Freeman, and PL- 480 allowed for short- term aid deci-
sions while other aid programs were strictly long term.13 Essentially, Johnson 
became the “desk officer,” personally distributing food aid to India.14 But the 
1965 drought significantly worsened the food problem, so Johnson ramped up 
his efforts. Not content with addressing the immediate need to feed millions 
of people, he used his prodigious political savvy to exploit the Bihar drought 
in pursuit of his ultimate goal: making India self- sufficient in food. And that 
meant forcing the Indian government not only to make agriculture an eco-
nomic priority but to undertake fundamental agricultural reforms that it had 
opposed for years.15

As the drought deepened in early summer 1965, Johnson executed his 
“short- tether” policy, that is, he released grain so it would arrive “just in time.” 
Each month he analyzed the situation, and then he, and he alone, decided 
whether to permit grain shipments. No grain left the United States for India 
without Johnson’s express permission. As one might expect, Indian leaders 
were not only unnerved by not knowing whether they would get grain for their 
people, they resented Johnson’s overbearing attitude and tactics. Yet John-
son’s decision had the desired effect: the government significantly increased 
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its investment in agriculture, and in the hands of its reform- minded agriculture 
minister, Chidambaram Subramaniam, India was finally making progress that 
boded well for the nation’s food production.16

When Prime Minister Gandhi visited Johnson in March 1966, she pressed 
India’s case for more food aid, stressing its serious effort to reform agriculture 
as it moved toward self- sufficiency in food. More work needed to be done, 
and she wanted Johnson’s assurance that India would get the food it needed 
to stave off mass starvation. Johnson reassured Gandhi . . . sort of. If Congress 
were willing to support food aid to India, it would continue, but they discussed 
and agreed that other nations needed to step in and provide food assistance 
too.17 India’s food production depended on water, and absent irrigation, water 
came from rain. No amount of agricultural reform could make up for failed 
summer monsoons. As the grain harvest plummeted once again, Secretary of 
Agriculture Freeman told Johnson that India’s situation would be desperate 
by fall 1966. He wanted more fertilizer shipped to India. “The weather for 
next year’s crop cannot be controlled,” he wrote, “but the amount of fertilizer 
to be used can be.”18 Freeman was right about the fertilizer, but not about the 
weather, because attempts to control it were already in the works.

As Johnson kept a close eye on India’s agricultural output and its weather 
forecasts— he later recalled that he knew “exactly where the rain fell and where 
it failed to fall in India”— State Department personnel were discussing the 
Wiedemann paper on weather control. They recommended to Johnson that 
State’s India desk consider options to keep India from “going nuclear” as they 
took steps “to enhance India’s political prestige, including scientific and tech-
nical projects.” Johnson approved.19 If “dramatic uses of technology to attack 
India’s basic problems of food, population, health, and education” could be 
forthcoming, that would be even better.20 As State’s science desk noted, India 
had long- running scientific strengths in meteorology that might lead to a co-
operative effort to place a geostationary satellite in orbit over the Indian Ocean, 
significantly helping with monsoon forecasting.21

But in late 1966, Johnson— still manning the food aid desk— quit shipping 
grain to India, much to the consternation of Americans and those abroad who 
were anticipating mass starvation in India. Ignoring criticism that rained down 
from all sides, Johnson, determined to force Gandhi to complete agricultural 
reforms, refused to budge.22 The continued drought, however, was the main 
impediment to advancing the agriculture system. India needed water, and it 
needed it soon. Coincidentally, the State Department was still looking for a 
scientific and/or technological project that could raise India’s national self- 
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esteem at the same time that it solved a state problem. The Department of 
Defense also had a problem in need of a solution: it needed a new venue to test 
the latest NOTS- developed pyrotechnic silver iodide delivery system. Within 
a few months, these needs and wants converged to the same solution: weather 
control.

P r o j e c t  P o p e y e :  T e s t i n g  a  W e a t h e r  W e a p o n 
i n   L a o s

In early August 1966, the chief of naval operations contacted NOTS about 
an experimental program to be undertaken in Southeast Asia. Its mission: 
use the NOTS- developed silver iodide delivery system to increase rain and 
then evaluate the results, with effectiveness based not on how much rain hit 
the ground, but how many Viet Cong infiltration routes into South Vietnam 
were muddied up and made impassible. The selected test area was part of the 
Annam Mountain range, which lay mostly in Laos, with some straddling of 
Laos and Vietnam. Mountain elevations extended as high as 7,500 feet, so it 
was a good place to seed orographic- enhanced clouds, and it fell within the 
monsoon belt, which meant a dry season from November to March, and a wet 
season from April to October. Dubbed Popeye, the program’s goals were to 
enhance rainfall during the main part of the wet monsoon and to extend its 
starting and ending dates.23

From the time the NOTS team had started working on weather control 
techniques in the early 1960s, it had gained significant data about tropical 
cumulus cloud seeding during Project Stormfury, and about orographically 
enhanced cumulus cloud seeding during the Sierra Project, carried out in 
California’s Sierra Nevada Mountains. The NOTS team had also developed 
several types of nucleation devices that could be used on the ground, mounted 
on aircraft, or carried on an aircraft and then targeted on a cloud some distance 
away. Popeye team members used four different types of silver iodide pyro-
technic generators (all suitably named to maintain the Popeye theme):

• Sweetpea, a small flare producing 110 grams of silver iodide smoke,
• Wimpy, differing from Sweetpea only in the way it was fired,
• Grumper, a large aircraft- mounted flare producing 230 grams of silver io-

dide smoke, and
• Bluto, containing a special propellant composition burned in an aircraft- 

mounted rocket motor and producing 940 grams of silver iodide smoke.24
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The Popeye experiments (fig. 7.1) took place in fall 1966, with the test team 
using a variety of military aircraft for seeding and observations. Other military 
personnel, including weather observers, who came from Navy, Marine, and Air 
Force units, joined pilots and air crews.25

Gathering experimental data despite operating under occasional com-
bat conditions, the team members supplemented field data with surface and 
upper- air weather maps covering Vietnam and Southeast Asia, satellite and 
radarscope images, and moving and still photographs. They also maintained 
detailed logs of events inside and outside the aircraft.26

Quantitative results were lacking, but the combined qualitative data indi-
cated that seeded clouds grew six to ten times taller and wider within ten 
minutes of seeding and doubled the precipitation of unseeded clouds. This 
success led the commander in chief of the Pacific region to conclude that 
“cloud seeding to induce additional rain over infiltration routes in Laos could 
be used as a reliable tactical weapon.”27 The Department of Defense wanted 
to make the project operational, but the wet monsoon season wouldn’t return 
until April and seeding couldn’t start until March. Where else might it pursue 
this technique? India’s Bihar drought provided the answer.

F i g u r e  7 . 1 .  Project Popeye test areas. From E. M. Frisby, “Weather Modification in South-
east Asia, 1966- 1972,” Journal of Weather Modification 14 (1982): 1– 6.
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P r o j e c t  G R O M E T

In early December 1966, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara sent an 
 EXCLUSIVE FOR cable to the US ambassador to India, Chester Bowles, who 
was interested in DoD’s offer of a “Joint U.S.- India Precipitation Experiment” 
using “new technology to increase the rainfall in India.” McNamara cautioned 
Bowles against being too enthusiastic. Defense had only tested the technology 
in one (unnamed) area under special conditions, and until researchers knew it 
worked under India’s unique environmental conditions, it was unwise to lead 
Government of India (GOI) officials into thinking it was a sure thing. The 
best results would come in May with the summer monsoon, but DoD person-
nel were willing to start seeding in January over drought- stricken Bihar and 
Uttar Pradesh “in an attempt to improve crop yields.” (McNamara neglected 
to say that May would be outside the test window— seeding in Laos would 
start in March, so DoD had no reason to wait until May.) Caveats explained, 
McNamara urged Bowles to meet soon with Prime Minister Gandhi to discuss 
this possibility. A technical adviser could be in Delhi immediately if Bowles 
needed help making his case. If Gandhi agreed, DoD would schedule a meet-
ing between Indian and US scientists and develop a plan; a three- man team 
could be in Delhi with a “few days notice” and start the operation in three 
to four weeks. The DoD assumed India would bite, and it was arranging for 
aircrews and equipment.28

With the technical bits addressed, McNamara continued on to the “inter-
national, legal, and political problems” inherent in weather control projects. 
He emphasized that the project needed to remain “entirely covert and with 
the understanding, preferably in writing, that India will hold the United States 
harmless against any liability for damage that may arise from this program.” 
Anticipating success, DoD would work to make the technology available to 
civilian agencies for a “publicized joint program with Indians.” To provide 
additional cover, McNamara thought DoD might bring in an outside weather 
control expert from Australia. Defense and State were in accord. Bowles 
needed to get back to him on whether the covert nature of the program would 
be acceptable.29

Days later, State Department personnel were discussing a memo entitled 
“Study of International Law and Politics of Weather Modification,” which 
mentioned that a preliminary study needed to be done, preferably within six 
months. They did not have six months; cloud seeding in India was moving 
ahead rapidly. Apparently the memo’s drafter had no idea what was being 
proposed for India, and DoD’s representative concurred there was insufficient 
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lead time for a study.30 Even before the project started, State was wondering if it 
should extend the project into Pakistan to head off any international incidents 
over India “stealing” Pakistan’s water. Defense did not think so— there would 
not be enough cloud cover.

Some NOTS pyrotechnic devices had been sent outside of the country 
previously, when Saint- Amand shipped twenty devices to the University of 
Jerusalem’s Department of Meteorology for testing without notifying the Is-
raeli government. He had provided the unclassified Stormfury devices, not the 
“smaller, more sophisticated” classified models destined for India. State also 
learned about another “project of interest” to both State and Defense— likely 
Popeye or Compatriot— but the DoD representative was emphatic that these 
programs not be lumped together.31 Tying GROMET to Popeye would have 
been a security disaster for the administration— a chance it could not take.

Herman Pollack, of State’s science section, advised Bowles that State was 
not as gung- ho as its Defense counterparts. The seeding technique was se-
cret, the project was military- based, January was not an ideal seeding month, 
there was a very real possibility of raising false hopes among the Indians in 
the drought zone (even DoD was a tad uneasy on this point), and conducting 
an experiment that might affect weather on the other side of already contested 
national borders could create international legal nightmares. State hoped that 
the DoD briefers’ enthusiasm was not misplaced. Pollack and his colleagues 
were eagerly awaiting the results of the first experimental runs.32

The loop among all of the players started to close in late December, when 
Presidential Science Advisor Donald Hornig informed National Security 
Advisor Walt Rostow that Project Popeye had been successfully concluded, 
and DoD was ready to go operational. However, President Johnson needed to 
approve the plan.33 Following the Christmas holiday, Rostow reminded John-
son of the planned “highly classified” experiment to “seed clouds over Bihar 
and Uttar Pradesh in an effort to make some rain available within the next 
two months. If we succeed, this will materially improve the chances that this 
spring’s crop will produce something in the worst affected areas.” To maintain 
a low profile, participants would fly in small commercial planes and occupants 
would wear civilian clothes— whether civilians or not. If the media started ask-
ing questions, they would respond from a mutually agreed- upon press release 
that would call the project an “agro- meteorological survey.” Rostow finished 
with a flourish: “May the rain makers succeed!”34

The same day, State and DoD notified Bowles that the United States and 
the Government of India (GOI) had agreed to participate in GROMET, 
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which, they stressed, was a classified program and all correspondence related 
thereto would be EXDIS (Exclusive Distribution), that is, it was extremely 
sensitive and restricted to high- level personnel. Under the terms of the memo 
of understanding, the project would take place in Bihar, eastern Uttar Pradesh, 
and other areas designated by the GOI. Once the experiments were over, per-
sonnel from both countries would collaborate on evaluating the results. While 
the GROMET team prepared to take flight, Bowles continued to work out 
administrative details with the GOI. The United States would provide per-
sonnel (federal employees or contractors), aircraft, instruments, and seeding 
materials. The GOI would provide aircraft consumables (fuel, lubricants) and 
arrange for room and board. It would also hold the United States harmless for 
any injuries or damage. Both nations would agree on public press releases.35 
What the GOI declined to do was to waive “red- tape clearance procedures.” 
Once the State Department made clear it was “disappointed,” however, the 
GOI suggested that all participants enter the country as tourists.36 Problem 
solved.

While Bowles worked out the diplomatic kinks, the NOTS team was pre-
paring for the trip to India. At the top of the list: finding pilots for the seeding 
aircraft that were to be airlifted to Delhi. One of those contacted was George A. 
Brown. Brown had no idea what he was getting into when “Lee,” brother of his 
friend “Howard,” called and asked if he had any plans for the next few months. 
Intrigued, Brown called on both of them. Lee (there are no last names in this 
account), who worked at NOTS, asked Brown if he could get a passport so he 
could “leave the country for a few months.” Lee had already thoughtfully ar-
ranged for a secret clearance via the State Department and could only say that 
the project was called “GROMMET” (with an extra “M”— probably due to a 
mispronunciation). Brown was given the rank of Air Force lieutenant colonel 
of noncombative forces, Far East Asia, plus a substantial check. Brown also 
discovered that he was to meet an Air Force C- 141 Starlifter at China Lake in 
four days’ time. Once Brown agreed, Howard pulled out an envelope labeled 
“SECRET” and handed it to him. While Brown read the enclosed document, 
they drank twenty- year- old cognac and smoked cigars. The plan— an abso-
lutely secret plan, they reminded Brown— was that they would load four turbo 
Cessnas into the belly of the C- 141, fly them to India, and conduct rainmaking 
experiments.37

After lifting off from China Lake, Brown, Lee, Saint- Amand, and the rest of 
the team made a stop at Travis Air Force Base in Northern California for a crew 
change before heading west on the thirty- hour flight to Delhi— smoking lots of 
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cigars en route. In the early morning of January 23, the Starlifter descended 
from the dark, cloudless sky to land at Palem Airport outside Delhi. Project 
GROMET had come to India.38

Over the next few days, Brown and the aircrews reassembled the four 
Cessnas while Saint- Amand and the scientific team prepared for seeding. 
Parked next to the Cessnas was an Indian Air Force squadron composed of 
Soviet MiG- 21 fighter jets. On the other side, an old DC- 4 perched on its col-
lapsed landing gear, its wing providing the team shelter from the hot sun. What 
was in the fields surrounding the landing strip? Snakes and cobras— the team 
called them “one, two, and three step snakes” for how far one could walk after 
being bitten— that made their living catching rodents and other small wild-
life.39 Saint- Amand met with Indian officials from the Agriculture Ministry, 
the meteorological service, and civil aviation to schedule scientific meetings 
and arrange for appropriate communications frequencies and ground control 
for the flights.40

A far thornier problem than settling ground arrangements was agreeing on 
responses to possible press queries. A major sticking point: how to respond 
to questions about US military involvement. For the GOI, the answer had to 
include “no,” as in, “no, the US military is not involved.” For State, the answer 
needed to be more nuanced: “This is an agriculture experiment. Next ques-
tion, please.” Not a flat denial, which would be a lie, but limited information. 
The same problem pertained to secrecy: “It is not being kept secret— witness 
the fact that we are answering your questions,” not “What project? Who said 
we had a project going on here?” Address the question— give almost no infor-
mation. Another major challenge: the election campaign season was under-
way in India, and the approving officials were not in Delhi. The two weeks 
of diplomatic efforts must have seemed an eternity to Bowles, who needed an 
agreement before the first aircraft, and silver iodide seeds, flew.41

By the time everyone had signed off, some GOI officials were wondering if 
it made more sense to announce what they were doing. However, Bowles and 
his primary contacts within the GOI thought it a bad idea to make any public 
statements until they had had a successful seeding run. And GROMET team 
leaders had suggested that they use the technique outside of the previously 
agreed- upon experimental area to ensure they had a broader range of suc-
cesses before making any statements. Bowles concurred.42 The final agreed- 
upon contingency statement:

Scientists from the United States and India are cooperating in a joint agro- 
meteorological research project, localized in the Eastern Uttar Pradesh and 
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Bihar (and any other area to be indicated by the Government of India) to study 
the cloud physics and rain producing mechanisms over these areas of India 
which have incurred several droughts over the last few years.

According to these negotiated answers, the research involved measuring stan-
dard atmospheric variables (i.e., moisture, air temperature, cloud top tem-
peratures, etc.) and experimenting with cloud seeding. If the query concerned 
India’s past experiments with weather modification, they were to note that 
India had been working on “artificial stimulation of warm clouds” in north-
ern India, and this current experiment would be on cold clouds. Not said was 
that Indian scientists had been working on weather modification techniques 
since the 1950s. In case people wondered why Americans were involved if the 
Indians had had their own projects in the past, they were supposed to be told 
that previous cloud- seeding attempts had all been ground- based, while this 
joint project involved “very high altitudes with especially equipped aircraft.” 
Were they making rain? They were experimenting with “stimulating rain” in a 
small area, but it was important to remember that conditions were not condu-
cive during this season. Has this worked before? Promising results had come 
from experiments conducted in the Caribbean.

Subsequent questions were a little more pointed. Question: “Is this an ex-
periment which the Americans are making for their own benefit and in order 
to perfect techniques which are considered to be too risky for use in their own 
country?” Answer: We’ve tried this in America, we don’t think there is any risk, 
and it would be a good idea to test it where rain is needed. Question: “Could 
this technique be used clandestinely to cause inordinate rainfall downstream, 
thus flooding the territory of any other country?” This question, as initially 
posed, suggested that the country would be Pakistan. Cooler heads decided 
that even if that were the question posed, they did not need to anticipate quite 
that level of detail in their printed questions and answers, in case a copy fell 
into the wrong hands. The answer: “Effects of this technique are strictly lo-
calized and of short duration.” Another great question: Has the government 
guaranteed that the people in these planes won’t be spying? Not a problem. 
Each plane would carry a member of the Indian Air Force, and Indian scien-
tists were involved with the project.43

By early February, the planes were ready for a test run to check out their 
equipment. According to pilot George Brown, their mission was to fly three 
aircraft north of Delhi, climbing to twenty- six thousand feet with payloads 
of silver iodide rockets and flares. As they flew out of Delhi, they discovered 
the major flight hazard they would encounter: vultures and hawks that would 
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take down their planes if they hit them during climb- out. The pilots decided 
to keep their airspeed down until they had cleared the large birds, and they 
also kept a close eye on their navigation equipment lest they stray too close to 
Pakistani or Chinese airspace, particularly since a small Pakistani plane had 
been shot down a week earlier when it strayed over a military zone. Sighting 
their first clouds, they fired their rockets and watched as silver iodide saturated 
the cumulus clouds, which started to rain. Then the flight got a little more 
exciting. As Brown’s plane entered another cloudy area, Brown activated the 
rocket under the left wing, which promptly exploded. Caving in the bottom 
of the wing under the fuel tank, it caused the plane to start a roll. The blast 
also shattered a window, allowing extremely cold high- altitude air to flood the 
plane. Brown warned others not to fire their rockets, and they limped back 
to base. After modifying the rockets so they were safe for future use, the team 
members told their State Department handlers that they were ready to start 
the GROMET experiments.44

The team was ready, but nary a cloud appeared in the critical Bihar area. 
Meteorologists had reported, however, that clouds were forming in the north-
ern Punjab. In GROMET’s version of “Mother may I?” Bowles inquired: Can 
we seed there? Because of the recent shoot- down, State and Defense were less 
than enthusiastic.45 Bowles realized the problems inherent in seeding near the 
Pakistani border— they were just trying to find some clouds to seed.46 Since 
the GROMET project was “sensitive,” State wanted to control seeding out-
side of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. The GROMET team could suggest alternate 
seeding areas, but it had to float those ideas to State before raising them with 
Indian nationals. If GOI officials suggested a target area, State wanted to hear 
about it first.47 But Bowles persisted. He had discussed the matter with Prime 
Minister Gandhi’s secretary Lakshmi Kant Jha, who agreed that GROMET 
needed to take advantage of every opportunity “that [did] not entail risk of 
[an] international incident.” If possible, it was extremely important “to demon-
strate . . . that India’s food and agriculture need not be entirely at the mercy 
of weather vagaries.” Any success would provide India with a psychological 
boost and a practical agricultural benefit. They had invested a lot of money in 
this project because Bihar and Uttar Pradesh needed rain, but they could not 
seed clouds that were not there. Since the clouds were not coming to them, 
they needed to go to the clouds. And that meant they needed the flexibility to 
move when the opportunity arose without having to get permission from State. 
A dispirited Bowles wondered why the “sensitivity [was] so great” that their 
local judgment was in question. He also pointed out the obvious: they would 
not reap any benefits from the project if they could not publicize an ultimate 
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success.48 Less than twenty- four hours later, Bowles sent a second message to 
State— this one “immediate”— which State then forwarded on to the White 
House. Clouds were finally moving eastward across central Rajasthan. Could 
GROMET move to this site for seeding operations? Answer: No, for the pres-
ent. The decision disappointed Bowles’s contact at the Agriculture Ministry, 
J. C. Mathur. He was embarrassed because he had gone out on a limb with 
the Indian Ministry of Defense, convincing them to give the GROMET team 
permission to fly outside Bihar- Uttar Pradesh. “I hope,” a dejected Bowles 
wrote to State, “you can give us . . . flexibility soonest.”49

After “further consultations [with] Washington agency experts,” State re-
lented. The GROMET team was sufficiently competent to make judgment 
calls on downwind effects that might create potential international problems. 
However, State still insisted on being informed of any changes in area, and 
any seeding it performed had to have “some legitimate agricultural use.” The 
GROMET team was “not repeat not” in India to demonstrate the technique, 
which might have been a surprise to DoD. Furthermore, there was to be no 
publicity until civilian agencies had taken over the project. State felt that “pre-
mature disclosure could kindle interest elsewhere which we are not prepared 
to consider.”50

Given the connection to Project Popeye, State did not want interest 
 “kindled” anywhere. It wanted the GROMET team to get in, see if it could 
make rain to benefit agriculture, then get out with as few questions as possible. 
Defense had wanted a test site, but not at the expense of blowing its cover in 
Vietnam and Laos.

The GROMET team finally located seedable clouds on February 12 and 
continued seeding over several days. These runs left one Cessna with a hail- 
damaged wing. Another flew too close to the border with China, which Brown 
discovered when “20 millimeter cannon slugs” from a Chinese MiG- 21 “arced 
in front” of his Cessna. The next day they made sure to stay well south of the 
border.51 Resulting rain amounts were mixed, ranging from heavy to moderate 
to light depending on the size and types of clouds seeded. In general, larger 
clouds produced more rain.52 But then again, larger clouds contain more mois-
ture, so that was not exactly unexpected. A situation report sent in late Febru-
ary provided similar results, with clouds responding as expected depending 
on their size and type.

In his summary, Bowles indicated that seeded clouds rained when they 
probably would not have naturally, but the dry air evaporated the moisture 
before it hit the ground. Even in areas where it appeared the rain reached 
the surface, they had no way of measuring rain totals— an inherent difficulty 
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in a project that was supposed to support agriculture. Bowles noted that the 
GROMET team believed “that economically valuable amounts of rain can 
be produced over much of India during and after the monsoon season when 
there is usually abundant non- raining cloud cover.”53 Since the only moisture 
that matters to crops is what lands on them, it was difficult to call the project 
“successful.” And given reports that knowledge of GROMET was “spreading 
in India,” the GOI and Bowles had to figure out what to say. J. C. Mathur 
wanted to release a public statement soon since Parliament would convene in 
mid- March, and questions could arise then. Bowles was confused by State’s 
directive to release no statements until the project had been taken over by civil-
ian agencies. If civilian agencies did not take control until after the experiments 
were “successful,” State might be waiting “a long time, indeed longer than is 
politically prudent at this end.” Therefore, Bowles wanted State’s permission 
to meet with Mathur and work out a joint statement indicating the project had 
been “useful and both sides [were] giving further study to possibility of con-
tinuing it.” In the meantime, Bowles and his team in New Delhi were trying to 
figure out how the project might be continued, but he stressed that State’s de-
cision on a “low key public statement” should not depend on his draft plan.54

When Rostow reported GROMET results to President Johnson at the end 
of February, he ended, “State and the scientists are sorting out what kind of 
a statement to issue— if any.”55 The archives yielded no additional messages 
between Bowles and State on a “low key public statement,” so it seems that 
State’s answer was “no.” In addition, two relevant books written by Indian 
authors in the late 1970s do not mention government rainmaking efforts in 
India during this period, casting doubt on supposed “widespread” knowledge 
about GROMET.56

Despite the lack of success, State wanted to extend GROMET to Pakistan. 
Writing to Bowles in New Delhi and Ambassador Walter P. McConaughy in 
Rawalpindi, State declared that it had undertaken an eight- week project in 
India due to urgent humanitarian needs related to the drought, and discussed 
the limited nature of the cloud seeding and the west- to- east winds that lim-
ited seeding’s impact to Indian territory. With the summer monsoon starting 
in April, winds would blow from east to west, which meant seeding in India 
could impact Pakistan, particularly if clouds that would have rained out in 
Pakistan rained out in India instead. State did not want Pakistan to conclude 
that India was stealing its water, a very real possibility since Pakistan, as Mc-
Conaughy noted, had an “almost psychotic fear of India.”57 Pakistan needed 
water too, so politically it made sense to cover both countries. State wanted 
to discuss the possibilities with the GOI and then with the Government of 
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Pakistan. May would bring “good cloud hunting,” and seeding teams needed 
to get started.58

Nothing, apparently, ever came of this proposal, although State considered 
sending scientists to Rawalpindi to discuss the matter with the Government 
of Pakistan.59 Indeed, the idea of using weather control in India started fall-
ing apart in spring 1967. Writing to Science Advisor Donald Hornig in May, 
Bowles expressed worries because he had received no “green light” to extend 
GROMET and turn it over to a civilian agency. He thought seeding would 
continue into the summer monsoon season, which is how he had pitched the 
project to Prime Minister Gandhi and why he had expended so much time co-
ordinating GROMET with State, Defense, and the GOI. Bowles understood 
the problems involved with getting long- term programs underway. However, 
“right now,” he wrote, “the hour for Indian democracy is late.” India needed a 
significantly better harvest or the “fragile Indian democracy” could fall apart 
as its increasingly desperate citizens competed for food. The monsoon clouds 
were arriving. Could Hornig help?60

Bowles may never have known that US/India foreign policy was not respon-
sible for GROMET’s failure to become part of a civilian agency. A letter from 
Hornig to Johnson in early June explained that a US Agency for International 
Development (USAID)– sponsored “team of experts” was heading to India 
to begin some “cloud seeding experiments using a new technique.” Because 
of weather control’s promise, a special report issued by the Federal Council 
for Science and Technology advocated for a tenfold or more increase in fund-
ing for the Environmental Science Services Administration and Interior as 
they pursued advanced weather control techniques. However, Hornig warned 
LBJ of serious political implications involved with using weather control tech-
niques.61 Hornig’s statement about weather control in India is not supported 
by any other evidence. The GROMET experiment ended, and while State had 
suggested that three scientists might visit both India and Pakistan to discuss 
further weather modification efforts, nothing apparently came of it.

Even without GROMET, the summer monsoons provided plenty of water 
to India’s parched land; when this water combined with improved seeds and 
additional fertilizer, India harvested a bumper crop of grain in 1967. As the 
threat of famine faded, State did not need cloud seeding to assure a better 
harvest, and Defense did not need a connection made between strange- looking 
modified clouds in India with even larger, strange- looking modified clouds in 
Vietnam and Laos. The experimental Project Popeye was about to turn into 
the operational Project Compatriot, as the United States turned weather into 
a weapon.
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D e p l o y i n g  t h e  W e a t h e r  W e a p o n :  V i e t n a m 
a n d   L a o s

As the GROMET team hunted for suitable clouds in India, Hornig was up-
dating President Johnson on Project Popeye. He had previously discussed the 
project with Johnson— its purpose was to muddy up the trails that brought 
men and materiel into South Vietnam— and cautioned him that this new 
cloud- seeding technique held considerable military potential, but could pres-
ent “serious political problems.”62

The seeding technique proved effective in Vietnam and Laos because of 
large cumulus clouds present before and after the summer monsoon. When 
the pyrotechnic canisters full of silver iodide hit the clouds, the latter “blew 
up” into a distinctive shape, the same shape that observers saw in India, and 
one reason GROMET ended. The Popeye tests had induced significant 
amounts of rain from 80 percent of the seeded clouds and had intensified 
some storms. Hornig reminded Johnson that even though the technique had 
been successful, whether it would reduce the supply flow or have “adverse 
side effects such as flooding populated areas or crops,” was unknown. The 
question: should the United States “initiate a full- scale operation” or not? The 
Joint Chiefs of Staff supported an extensive plan that would cover the length of 
the Laotian Panhandle and southern North Vietnam, and they wanted to get 
started “as soon as possible.” Hornig wrote that State was not opposed, but 
was concerned civilian areas could be damaged and crops destroyed by seed-
ing too close to coastal southern North Vietnam. Consequently, State wanted 
to see more information on military effectiveness and was recommending an 
experimental run focused on “choke points.”63

Hornig was troubled by the political implications of “weather warfare,” 
noting that if the weather weapon went operational, the public would find 
out eventually, as would America’s allies and enemies. “The charge will be 
made,” Hornig wrote, “that we have been the first to open a ‘Pandora’s box’ 
of unknown threats to future civilizations.” Referring to some of the more con-
troversial ideas for modifying the weather and how they could be used to deter 
enemies, Hornig noted that the Popeye techniques could create “disastrous 
floods in highly populated and intensive agriculture areas in certain parts of 
the world.”64

Despite the potential downsides, Johnson gave the go- ahead, and Project 
Compatriot started on March 20, 1967. As an operational project, Compa-
triot was less cumbersome to military personnel than the experimental Pop-
eye. They no longer had to maintain extensive documentation or randomize 
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clouds. The pilots determined the best location to release the pyrotechnic 
devices based on air temperature and updraft. Three WC- 130 “Hercules” 
weather reconnaissance aircraft and two RF- 4C “Phantom II” reconnaissance 
aircraft were devoted to Compatriot; the former carried 104 seeding units on 
both sides of the aircraft, the latter 104 in its photo cartridge compartments. 
In addition to the four different types of seeding units used in the Popeye ex-
periments (discussed above), personnel in China Lake continued to modify 
the seeding delivery units for a variety of cloud types and flying conditions, 
deploying all of them during the war.65

Two months later, Walt Rostow repeated Hornig’s earlier concerns when he 
wrote Johnson a “TOP SECRET— LITERALLY EYES ONLY” memo about 
a suggested expansion of Compatriot that would flood the upper Song Ca wa-
tershed and subsequently cause landslides, hamper the operations of locks on 
coastal waterways, force supply movement to higher ground, generate twelve 
to thirty- six inches of coastal flooding from late July through early October, 
cause flash flooding in the highlands, and silt up navigable waterways, thus 
providing a significant military advantage to American and South Vietnamese 
forces. Despite what appeared to be serious consequences for those living 
in the area, a “careful intelligence analysis” determined there would be “no 
significant danger to life, health or sanitation” because the local population 
lived in homes on stilts. Seeding would destroy about 10 percent of North 
Vietnam’s rice production, requiring Hanoi to increase imports by 70 percent, 
most coming from Communist China. “Psychologically and in terms of pos-
sible exposure of the operation,” the report continued, “it raises a significant 
question of civilian damage in relation to military impact.”66

It also raised questions about how the plan might be exposed. Chances of a 
leak were considered minimal— very few people knew about the project, and 
suitable cover stories were in place. However, if the North Vietnamese started 
accusing the United States of triggering the heavy rains and others govern-
ments started repeating the accusation, that could be a serious problem. The 
results of GROMET would be published in about a year, and it would take 
little effort to connect making rain in India to flooding Laos. If the North Viet-
namese triggered speculation that metastasized into a widespread controversy, 
or a single well- regarded meteorologist started asking about possible military 
uses of weather as a weapon, the US government would have to provide an-
swers. Therefore, the Johnson administration needed a plan for responding 
to queries. Rostow considered two options. They could outright deny using 
weather as a weapon and then continue to use it, counting on security mea-
sures to keep it under wraps. That might work for about year, he thought, but 
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not much longer. If someone “leaked” information about the operation, the 
administration’s credibility would be shot. Or, they could admit they were us-
ing weather as a weapon and then continue using it if they justified its military 
importance. Rostow thought the second choice was “least bad.”67

Rostow then turned to “basic policy considerations.” They needed to 
consider the public’s conception of “weather warfare,” which was no longer 
dropping dry ice to clear runway fog, as had been done in Korea, but had 
morphed into “climate or broad scale weather control,” aided and abetted by 
newspaper articles. The US government had already taken “a beating” over 
“bombing, chemical agents, and even napalm,” made worse because “we are 
a big and sophisticated nation making war on a small and backward one.” 
Weather control, particularly if it flooded a substantial portion of the country, 
was not likely to be viewed favorably. However, Rostow continued, “objec-
tively, a strong argument can be made that the Song Ca operation is essentially 
a form of interdiction, and as such much more humane than bombing”— an 
interesting comment since many consider flooding among the worst natural 
disasters because it does not go away quickly. During a drought, water may 
not be plentiful, but it is usually still available. And drought does not make 
travel next- to- impossible, spread disease, or destroy property. Floods do all of 
these things. As to crop damage, Rostow wrote that they could just argue that 
the North Vietnamese had damaged 10 percent of the South Vietnamese rice 
crop— so essentially the nations would be even. And they did not anticipate 
any “significant” loss of life or health impact, which could be checked “so that 
we would know at all times what we were doing.”68

Rostow also bemoaned the fact that such “objective arguments” would not 
“overcome emotion.” The United States could be accused of “using science 
unfairly against a small nation,” and of using rainfall to flood North Vietnam 
even though it had promised not to bomb dikes. The North Vietnamese could 
distort, perhaps “grossly,” loss of life and the extent of damage, leading the 
world community to pressure the United States to stop using weather control 
techniques in the war effort. “In either event,” Rostow wrote, “our only de-
fense would be the logic of our arguments based on a candid admission that 
rain making was being used as a humane and effective non- lethal supplement 
to our bombing of the North to reduce the flow of men and supplies into 
the South.” The other pitfalls? If the United States claimed that it only used 
weather control in situations where it would not harm civilian life and health, 
would military operations in the future be held to such a standard? What if 
the United States were in a “major conflict”? “Would we, for example,” Ros-
tow wondered, “have rejected partial flooding of the Netherlands if this could 
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have got us to Berlin two months sooner?” Perhaps the solution was to deal 
with the situation if it arose, and be more concerned about the opponent than 
international lawyers.69

Wrapping up, Rostow maintained that his analysis was “as accurate and 
thorough as possible.” To get the “major military effect,” the administration 
would risk compromising America’s “image as a responsible and moderate 
nation.” They could just continue with the original plan and induce localized 
heavy rainfall in the Laotian mountains where there was “no significant civil-
ian damage whatever.” This would be a “half a loaf ” and could still offer the 
possibility of having to defend it “against illogical argument and accusations.” 
But going forward with the Song Ca operation would be more likely to expose 
the Laotian seeding as well, and then they could lose the entire opportunity if 
they had to stop weather control. Considering the Song Ca operation on its 
own, Rostow noted that they did have “options short of the full theoretical 
6.7 inches per month of additional rainfall, continued right through the rainy 
season.” (It is nothing short of amazing that the estimate was down to a tenth 
of an inch.) They could call off the seeding at any time, especially if the North 
Vietnamese were catching on and ready to make public charges about the ex-
cess water. But a “limited and controlled” operation would produce a smaller 
military payoff, and the United States might be accused of using weather con-
trol anyway. Rostow’s conclusion: add the Song Ca operation and “stick to 
it no matter what.” Since the meteorological conditions were favorable, the 
seeding teams needed to move forward immediately, or wait for a year.70

Rostow requested Hornig’s opinion. Hornig thought the president would 
need more information about the “expected military effect in quantitative 
terms.” Yes, the basin was “strategically situated,” and “optimistically the oper-
ation could have major effects,” but what would the practical effects be on the 
North Vietnamese forces? Hornig did not accept that flooding would not be a 
major hazard for civilians: it would likely be a “hazard to life, health, and sani-
tation.” Losing the rice crop and good transportation would “likely cause food 
shortages for the very young, the aged, and the infirm.” Hornig concurred that 
a “leak” was unlikely, but argued that it would be compromised at some point 
for one of three reasons. Saigon radar was already picking up “unusual cloud 
formations,” but those observations had been waved off by “ascribing them to 
‘early monsoon conditions.’” The seeded clouds were so distinctive that they 
could be seen by nonmilitary weather satellites and meteorologists might be in-
trigued enough to start doing research. (Military weather satellites were far su-
perior to civilian satellites, able to pick up features that showed up as indistinct 
blurs on other weather satellite images.) Furthermore, Hornig wrote, “The 
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fact that we are going ahead with the Indian program on the basis of appar-
ently flimsy back- up evidence has led to speculation that we ‘know something’ 
which has not yet appeared.” Rostow, Hornig declared, was underestimating 
the “degree of revulsion to be expected in the domestic and international me-
teorological circles at the initiation of ‘weather warfare’ . . . especially since 
our highly disaffected general scientific community, at least in the universities, 
is ready to join the chorus.” Rostow should also be considering “potential 
damage to our world position” by initiating a “new form of warfare.” “Not only 
because it is in the sequence— atomic bomb, riot gases, defoliation, napalm,” 
Hornig stressed, “but because of the picture it may give of a nation flailing  
out with every tool at its disposal— particularly if it should prove ineffective.”71

Hornig was dead- on in his assessment of the revulsion in domestic “me-
teorological circles,” which had been very clear about using weather control 
only for peaceful purposes. Earlier in the decade, the National Academy of 
Sciences’ Committee on Atmospheric Sciences had rejected Edward Teller’s 
idea that it should propose that NATO study weather control for the very rea-
son that it could jeopardize international cooperation in the atmospheric sci-
ences that had grown despite the Cold War. Teller withdrew his proposal after 
heated opposition from a number of committee members, including numerical 
weather prediction pioneer Jule Charney. But he was not easily discouraged. 
Teller later recommended using weather as a weapon in Vietnam after hearing 
NOTS personnel claim they could muddy up the Ho Chi Minh trail with their 
cloud- seeding techniques.72

Despite Hornig’s unease, weather control missions were conducted in 
Laos, North Vietnam, South Vietnam, and Cambodia, depending on oper-
ational needs and intelligence estimates (see fig. 7.2). Due to their sensitive 
nature, they were reported as weather reconnaissance missions through nor-
mal channels. The Joint Chiefs of Staff received weekly updates, and periodic 
updates went to the Secretary of Defense.73

As of June 9, Johnson had not yet decided whether to extend Compatriot 
into the Song Ca basin. In response to Rostow’s query, Johnson put the topic 
on the agenda for their meeting on June 13.74 Johnson’s White House diary 
indicates he met with Rostow, Defense Secretary McNamara, Under Secretary 
of State Katzenbach, former national security advisor McGeorge Bundy, White 
House press secretary George Christian, and the US ambassador to the So-
viet Union, Llewellyn Thompson, during his weekly luncheon. That evening, 
Johnson spoke with both Rostow and McNamara by phone.75 What might 
have been discussed at the luncheon or during the phone calls is unknown. A 
month later, however, Johnson queried Rostow about a landslide that had oc-



F i g u r e  7 . 2 .  Intelligence report from Project Compatriot, showing seeding areas and 
ground conditions, Project Compatriot Weekly Report #6, April 21– 27, 1967. National Security 
File, Subject File Addendum, Box 52/Project Compatriot, Lyndon Baines Johnson Presidential 
Library.
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curred in the A Shau valley, trapping North Vietnamese forces that US forces 
bombed with B- 52s. Rostow reported that the president’s instincts about the 
slide had been correct: seeding in the area June 16– 22 had likely contributed 
to it.76 Although weekly Compatriot reports through July 13, 1967, reported no 
seeding in the Song Ca area, maps of the seeding areas provided by the Depart-
ment of Defense during the Weather Modification hearings before the Senate 
Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment of the Committee 
on Foreign Relations in March 1974 show that the Song Ca basin was added to 
the seeding area on July 11, 1967 (see fig. 7.3). The next year, the North Vietnam 
section of the seeding area was deleted, but otherwise the Song Ca seeding 
area requested by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in May 1967 remained in place until 
1972, when seeding moved south into Cambodia.77 That the Song Ca area was 
added one day after Rostow confirmed Johnson’s hunch that the A Shau valley 
landslide was connected to Compatriot is not exactly a “smoking gun,” but it 

F i g u r e  7 . 3 .  Project Compatriot seeding areas, 1967. From E. M. Frisby, “Weather Modifi-
cation in Southeast Asia, 1966- 1972,” Journal of Weather Modification 14 (1982): 1– 6.
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suggests that being able to tie seeding directly to a successful military outcome 
was a deciding factor for Johnson.

Compatriot missions continued from 1967 through 1972 during the summer 
monsoon season (March through November). The Air Force and Navy flew 
2,602 sorties during which they expended 47,409 pyrotechnic units. Were they 
successful? Testimony given at the March 1974 Senate hearings was mixed. Ac-
cording to the statement of Dennis J. Doolin, deputy assistant secretary of de-
fense (East Asia and Pacific affairs), the results were “limited and unverifiable.” 
Project Compatriot had been undertaken because it was relatively inexpensive 
(the planes were there already) and the increased rain seemed to slow down 
traffic on primitive roads carrying supplies into South Vietnam. Doolin pointed 
out that cloud seeding worked only when the clouds in the area would have 
rained anyway— the situation in Southeast Asia— and that interdiction of this 
sort made sense only in an area where communications were primitive. Since 
both of these factors held, DoD took advantage of it.78 But Lieutenant Colo-
nel Ed Soyster provided more specific information. Despite a lack of ground 
measurements, the Defense Intelligence Agency had estimated a 30 percent  
increase. Soyster continued, “Sensor recordings and other information fol-
lowing seeding indicated enemy difficulties from heavy rainfall.” Defense con-
cluded that seeding had slowed down traffic on the Ho Chi Minh trail.79

At the same hearing, Saint- Amand took great pains to describe how good 
the NOTS- developed cloud- seeding techniques were and how they had been 
used to relieve the Bihar drought (without saying it was a classified project), 
mitigate a drought in the Philippines (a project known as GROMET II), pro-
duce water in the Azores, and help out the island of Okinawa (then under 
US military control). When Senator Claiborne Pell asked if Saint- Amand had 
been involved with weather modification in Southeast Asia— the subject of the 
hearing— Saint- Amand replied: “I am appearing here as a private citizen. I am 
not authorized to express any opinions whatsoever one way or the other on 
the subject, gentlemen. I must decline to answer.”80 But Pell didn’t ask Saint- 
 Amand his opinion— Pell asked if he had shared NOTS- developed technolo-
gies with those doing seeding in Laos and Vietnam. And he continued to claim 
that everything NOTS shared was the same as that used in Project Stormfury. 
This was not true. The devices were not the same, they were classified, and 
they continued to be modified throughout the Vietnam War to meet new mil-
itary needs.

Before closing this chapter, I want to address the issue of the secrecy surround-
ing military involvement with weather control. Very few people— uniformed 
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or civilian— knew much about GROMET, Popeye, or Compatriot. That was 
the way the Departments of Defense and State wanted it. During his 1974 
hearings, Senator Pell asked Dennis Doolin— who passed the question to Air 
Force major general Ray Furlong— for the “reasoning behind it being so highly 
classified.” Furlong gave a classic non- answer: perhaps there was political 
concern. When they started interdiction efforts in Laos, they did not discuss 
them with anyone except the Government of Laos. But, Pell continued, “the 
classification was considerably higher. . . . This was the only program about 
which the DOD did not feel able to respond to questions in either a public 
or private session.” Since Pell thought the weather modification scheme had 
actually produced nothing of importance, he was reminded of the old maxim, 
“An elephant labored, and a mouse came forth.” So, he pressed, why the great 
secrecy? General Furlong responded that Pell’s elephant maxim reflected “in 
large measure [the] current thinking of the classification.” Doolin jumped in: 
“We are actively pursuing this in terms of declassification of the information.”81 
Were they? The documents related to Compatriot in the LBJ Library were not 
declassified until 1994— twenty years after the hearings. While Doolin may 
have wanted them declassified, it is hard to know what he did and did not get 
declassified. But Pell and his committee did not find out who was involved in 
approving the cloud- seeding areas in Vietnam or who had known about the 
project while it was being considered and while it was underway . . . or if they 
did, they were sworn to secrecy as well. And when a few minutes later Pell 
asked the DoD team if any other classified weather modification projects had 
been undertaken by the government in the previous ten years or if this were 
the only one, these were the responses:

General Furlong: To the best of our knowledge.
Lt Col Soyster: It is the only one, to my knowledge.
Mr. Doolin: The only one.82

Were they lying, uninformed, misinformed, or some combination thereof ?
And what of the CIA’s role in classified weather modification? George 

Brown claimed that the CIA was involved at some level in the GROMET oper-
ation, but if it was, the CIA has not declassified those records and posted them 
to CIA CREST— its database of declassified documents— as of this writing. 
Available documents show that the CIA had been tracking Soviet and Chinese 
weather modification since the 1950s, and that it was interested in potential 
military applications. In June 1972, a staff member from the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee asked the CIA, on behalf of Senator Pell, to provide 
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a “brief survey of weather modification in Indochina.” An unidentified CIA 
officer reported in the June 27, 1972, Journal– Office of Legislative Council that 
he had told the staffer he knew nothing more about weather modification than 
was contained in Senator Pell’s press release. He further suggested that the 
staffer talk to the State Department.83

But it is unlikely that the CIA was in the dark about military weather control. 
In January 1973, Rear Admiral L. W. “Bill” Moffit, of the Office of the Chief of 
Naval Operations, asked the commander of Naval Intelligence Command for 
U- 2 support to provide reconnaissance for weather modification experiments 
that would be undertaken by the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake (formerly 
NOTS) over the Pacific Ocean just west of Santa Barbara, California, from Jan-
uary through April. The request was problematic because the previous year, 
the desired natural conditions under which the experiments would take place 
had occurred only sixteen times, and Go– No Go decisions were made only 
twenty- four hours in advance. Any assistance would be appreciated.84 Less 
than two weeks later, the Naval Intelligence Command forwarded the original 
request to the chief of Reconnaissance Group Information Requirements Staff, 
Office of the Deputy Director for Intelligence, at the CIA, pointing out that 
“the purpose of the experiments is to develop effective cloud dispersal tech-
niques which, if successful, could have operational applications.” The U- 2s 
would be ideal. If the CIA could help out, it should contact the appropriate 
Navy office.85 A little less than a month later— apparently after some internal 
routing of the request within the CIA and the visit of “representatives from 
Project Headquarters to the Naval Weapons Center”— the chief of the Collec-
tion Branch Reconnaissance Group was advised that it would be supporting 
the Navy on this project, which was given a code name that was redacted 
from the document.86 Here we have the Naval Weapons Center conducting 
experiments off the coast of Santa Barbara. That in itself was not strange, since 
the “Santa Barbara experiments,” as they were dubbed, had been underway 
for a number of years. But when Admiral Moffit made the initial request for 
U- 2 support, the first paragraph contained a brief description of the experi-
ment, indicating the general vicinity (off the coast of Santa Barbara), the period 
(January through April), and how far in advance they could predict satisfac-
tory conditions (six hours with 80 percent reliability). That paragraph had a 
classification marking, and the CIA redacted it and every other classification 
marking in this secret document. Why? The correspondence that forwarded 
the original memo to the CIA was similarly redacted. One might expect that 
original paragraph was unclassified (U), and the paragraph asking for U- 2 sup-
port was secret (S)— which would still make the entire document secret— but 
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it is impossible to discern. And if the first paragraph were indeed classified 
secret, then it makes the Naval Weapons Center’s work off the Santa Barbara 
coast even more interesting.

A third example from declassified CIA documents provides additional 
clues to CIA involvement. In January 1976, Senator Pell was again holding 
hearings on weather modification. A military officer from the Department 
of Defense Research and Engineering Office— which had been involved in 
GROMET— was sent to testify before Pell’s Senate Foreign Relations Arms 
Control Subcommittee. He had contacted the CIA because he expected “to be 
asked if the CIA” were involved. Several CIA personnel went to work on the re-
quest and “worked out some language” for the officer’s use.87 That “language” 
was probably provided over the phone to avoid leaving a paper trail, and as it 
turned out, Pell did not ask the DoD team about CIA involvement during the 
January 21, 1976, hearing.88 But in July 1976, Pell wrote directly to then CIA 
director George H. W. Bush and asked point blank: did the CIA “conduct, 
finance, or encourage other groups . . . to seed the wind currents and clouds 
off the coast of Cuba (or any other nation) to cause them to drop rain before 
they passed over that country” between 1968 and 1972? Or did it seed clouds 
“to cause severe storms or flooding that would impede the harvest activities 
within that nation”?89 The letter enclosed an Associated Press article that had 
appeared in the Providence Journal on June 29, which included the original 
allegation, a denial from the Department of Defense, and a sentence indicating 
the CIA could not be reached for comment.90

But CIA director Bush was already ahead of the game. On July 7, a let-
ter to the New York Times written by a University of Maine history professor 
discussed how a “former Defense Department researcher revealed that the 
United States has been waging a secret weather war against Cuba,” and tied 
that weather war to the CIA. At the bottom of the article is a handwritten note, 
“Ben— Any dope on this? GB 7– 7”91 The reply to Bush’s query came nine 
days later: after checking files and “institutional memory . . . we have never 
been involved in any operations directed to weather modification over Cuba. 
There is an old feasibility study done by the DDS&T [deputy director for 
science and technology] re the possibilities, but the project was abandoned.”92 
The letter drafted by CIA staffer G. A. Carver, Jr., for Bush to send to Pell was 
a short two sentences denying CIA involvement.93 However, Carver provided 
Bush with a second paragraph to add to the original draft:

You will recall that in connection with our correspondence earlier this year 
(your 23 January letter to Bill Colby and my 19 February reply) my colleagues 
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briefed two members of your personal and committee staff on certain Southeast 
Asian activities, none of which were directed against harvests or— obviously— 
against Cuba.

Carver was inclined to send just the one paragraph answer and

convey the flavor of the above orally through a telephone call or in your next 
face- to- face meeting. That would keep our statements in the public written 
record accurate but avoid whetting curiosity. On the other hand, you may not 
care to sail quite this close to the wind so far as the written record is concerned 
and, hence, may want to incorporate something like the suggested second 
paragraph in the actual written response.94

In his August 16 response, Bush— who would become Ronald Reagan’s vice 
president four years later, and US president eight years hence— elected to in-
clude the second paragraph in his letter and finished by writing, “I would be 
happy to discuss this further with you personally if you wish.”95

By the mid- 1970s, Senator Pell’s public hearings had brought out what 
the Department of Defense was willing to report about weather modification. 
Members of the Pentagon staff were careful to reassure the senators that DoD 
was not working on any classified research related to environmental modifica-
tion of any sort, be that seeding rain clouds, clearing fog, steering typhoons, 
or dropping emulsifiers on roadways. The CIA responses, based on the “sail-
ing too close to the wind” comment, suggest the possibility that the CIA— at 
least in its unclassified public comments— was shading the truth. What it was 
willing to report behind closed doors will remain a mystery until the records 
are declassified, if ever. But in any case, the outrage over weather modification 
had put a damper on the US government’s attempts to use weather control as 
a military tool, and perhaps as a diplomatic one as well.

Domestic programs were still in effect, but they were starting to run into 
headwinds as well. As we will see in the conclusion, the 1980s would not be 
kind to government- sponsored weather control. But the concept of weather 
control, like a vampire, is difficult to kill.
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The weather control slide that began in the 1970s was almost as steep as the 
weather control climb that started in the late 1940s. On the military side, the 
“outing” of the secret weather modification project in Laos and Vietnam by 
Washington Post columnist Jack Anderson in 1971, its inclusion in the Pen-
tagon Papers, and then the full- blown exposé by journalist Seymour Hersh 
in the New York Times in July 1972 were just a warm- up before an outraged 
Senator Pell started his hearings: the first, on Senate Resolution 281, “Prohib-
iting Military Weather Modification,” in July 1972 and then the 1974 hearings 
discussed in chapter 7.1 The intense scrutiny put the Department of Defense 
on the . . . ah . . . defensive, and the personnel trotted over to Capitol Hill to 
testify must have drawn the short straws. From that point on, weather control 
took on an even lower profile in the military. By fiscal year 1978, the military 
branches zeroed out the weather modification R&D budget.2 However, those 
numbers were for unclassified R&D. And while in the late 1990s the US mil-
itary was “[virtually ignoring] current techniques of weather modification,” 
the idea of using weather control for military operations was not completely 
dead. Fog suppression, for example, was still ongoing at Fairchild Air Force 
Base in Spokane, Washington, though only on a limited basis. Base officials 
were reluctant to use it because the technique left nearby roads, including 
those outside the base, icy. Base commanders did not want to be legally liable 
for a traffic accident.

However, in his thesis “Benign Weather Modification,” Air Force major 
Barry B. Coble argued that it was time for the military to take another look 
at what he called “benign weather modification”— the use of techniques that 
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could cross over into the civilian sector (including fog dispersal and rain 
enhancement). If it made use of “remotely piloted vehicles” (RPV), that is, 
drones, which could “loiter” with their seeding payload in clouds at less ex-
pense than could piloted aircraft, then there could be a variety of positive 
outcomes.3 The military services performed such “benign” missions during 
Project GROMET in India, and later GROMET II in the Philippines, but 
spending time, money, and energy on benign weather control in an era of high- 
tech weaponry also delivered by drones seems high unlikely.

On the domestic front, funding decisions were not playing out well for 
the various weather control– related programs. As discussed in chapter 6, the 
Agriculture Department pulled funding for Skyfire from the fiscal year 1976 
budget. Stormfury was having its own set of problems, not least of which was 
having no hurricanes that could be safely seeded in the Atlantic and inter-
national opposition to seeding typhoons in the West Pacific, which stopped 
seeding before it started. Skywater was still in play for the next few years, but 
it ran into trouble too: the dry years of the 1960s abated, removing the ur-
gency from weather control efforts. Despite a reduction in support, operational 
and research- based weather control projects did continue in the Continental 
United States and in Alaska during the 1970s (see fig. P3).

However, relatively good weather, problems finding suitable tropical 
systems for seeding, and sufficient water in reservoirs would not have been 
enough to remove weather control from the budget. So what else was going 
on? An excellent assessment was done in the late 1980s by Stanley A. Chang-
non, Jr., a highly respected atmospheric scientist with the Climate and Mete-
orology Section of the Illinois State Water Survey who had long been active in 
weather modification research, and political scientist W. Henry Lambright, an 
assessment which sheds some light on the rapid fall of weather modification 
funding. Although $300 million in federal funding had been spent on weather 
control research since 1960, by the late 1970s funding started to fall rapidly, and 
by 1987 (the year of their article) it had fallen by half since 1978.4 Interestingly, 
funding dwindled precisely when scientists were making significant advances. 
By the mid- 1970s, it was possible to dissipate cold fogs and enhance snowfall 
from orographic clouds. Furthermore, technological improvements in weather 
radar, aircraft, and seed- delivery systems pointed to even more progress in the 
future. Despite recommendations for increased funding by the scientific com-
munity, federal funding for weather modification R&D dropped 24 percent in 
fiscal year 1974 while the rest of the R&D budget increased 11 percent.5 Why?

At the time, several possible reasons were bandied about, some of which 
were the “usual suspect” issues that had cropped up in earlier battles for 
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 funding: lousy experimental design, unscientific techniques, poor manage-
ment, and, perhaps the most damaging charge of all, claims of success that 
were not backed up by acceptable evidence. But Changnon and Lambert posit 
a different explanation: a series of federal policy decisions, starting with NSF’s 
removal as the lead agency for weather modification research in 1968, had led 
to an uncoordinated effort on weather modification research that ultimately 
doomed the field. Further, they argue that when the NSF shifted management 
of weather modification activities from its Meteorology Program— where it 
logically should have remained— to its new Research Applied to National 
Needs (RANN) Program, the focus shifted from the basic atmospheric re-
search that scientists still needed to undertake in support of weather control 
to applied research, succumbing to the temptation to just get on with enhanc-
ing rainfall or clearing fog or whatever needed to be done to meet “national 

F i g u r e  P 3 .  Research and operational weather control projects in the United States, 1973– 
1978. Two additional projects were underway in Alaska. From “The Management of Weather 
Resources: Report of the Statistical Task Force to the Weather Modification Advisory Board, 
Vol. 1,” Department of Commerce, June 30, 1978.
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needs.” This focus shift coming at the same time as the cancellation of the 
National Hail Research Experiment, the weather control research budget at 
NSF dropped from $5.4 million in fiscal year 1976 to $2.0 million in fiscal year 
1978. Although the program later turned back to basic research, by fiscal year 
1982, the annual research budget for weather control was only $1.0 million— 
mist in the rain gauge for a technology- heavy experimental field.6

Even though NSF’s drawdown on weather control funding was a huge loss, 
other agencies might have taken up the slack. They didn’t. Agriculture zeroed 
out Project Skyfire’s budget by fiscal year 1977, but considering that agriculture 
could have been the major beneficiary of a successful national weather control 
effort, the department could have shown more interest all along. It appears that 
Agriculture had decided to defer to other agencies— for example, the Bureau 
of Reclamation (BuRec)— to make that investment. High crop yields during 
this period would not have encouraged Agriculture to divert funds to a high- 
technology method of providing water for crops when the crops were doing 
just fine.7

What about Interior, BuRec, and Project Skywater? Western senators, 
who were always interested in getting more water to their constituents, had 
been early supporters of Skywater and had appropriated increasing sums of 
money in the mid- 1960s. But while BuRec did conduct, or contract for, basic 
atmospheric research, most of the funding went to applied research aimed at 
putting water into watersheds that fed the existing reservoir/irrigation system. 
None of their basic research funding addressed the possibility of mitigating se-
vere weather— hurricanes, tornadoes, or hailstorms. That meant that Interior/
BuRec would not become the lead agency for federal weather modification 
efforts, despite support on Capitol Hill. Lead agency or not, BuRec ended up 
getting the most federal support for weather control, skewing federal policy 
toward weather control as a water resources management tool.8

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), which 
in 1970 became the umbrella organization of the National Weather Service 
(formerly the USWB), would have been the logical lead agency for the weather 
control effort since the late 1940s, but USWB chief Francis Reichelderfer did 
not support it. When he retired in 1963, Robert M. White, who was more 
favorably disposed to weather control research, took his place. (White later 
led the Environmental Science Services Administration and then NOAA.) 
With White at the helm, the USWB re- entered the weather control research 
arena with Project Stormfury. Additional weather control projects included 
the Florida Area Cumulus Experiment (FACE), which started in 1970 and 
continued throughout the decade, efforts to “redistribute lake- induced heavy 
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snowfalls on Lake Erie,” and lightning suppression in Arizona. For reasons 
that are not clear, NOAA’s leaders did not seek to take the national lead on 
weather control.9

In any event, with the military services knocked out of the running after 
the weather weapon fiasco of the early 1970s, and the other agencies either 
uninterested or unable to take on a leadership role, no one stepped forward 
to press the case for sustained federal funding for weather control. What had 
been considered to be in the nation’s interest— economically, socially, and 
militarily— had been pushed aside. The possibilities for its resurrection were 
anything but clear.



C o n c l u s i o n

Weather Control and  
the American State

Since there are multiple ways to see this story, we need to consider multiple 
perspectives. Therefore, the conclusion considers episodes in the history of 
weather control and its relationship to the American state, each of which con-
tribute to the larger picture.

The American state, bureaucratically strong or not, has always meant “officials 
doing things”— whether we have in mind an administrative, industrial, welfare, 
national security, warfare, proministrative, associational, scientific, straight, 
or any other kind of state.1 And those officials, like state officials everywhere, 
exerted control over the state’s territory and residents. But starting in the late 
nineteenth century, state officials attempted to exert more control over natural 
resources by manipulating them on scales large and small. Forests and grazing 
lands; all manner of flora and fauna, terrestrial, aquatic, and atmospheric; the 
soil; minerals; and especially water for domestic consumption, hydropower, 
irrigation, industrial processes, transportation, and recreation— all came un-
der state scrutiny in aid of the military, economics, and public health. Officials’ 
efforts to control or merely subdue nature were aided by scientific knowledge, 
at first imported from Europe and eventually developed in domestic research 
university, government, and industrial laboratories. But most of it boiled down 
to tinkering with nature, since they were manipulating processes underpinned 
by limited scientific understanding. These activities eventually became central 
to bureaucratic decision making. Engineers and scientific experts were called 
upon to advise the state, carry out appropriate research and applications with 
state funding, and professionalize the state’s operations.2
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But even in a continent- sized country like the United States, controlling 
these types of natural resources through the first half of the twentieth century 
was “local” because actions and consequences remained within state territory. 
Managing forests throughout the Pacific Northwest is a substantial undertak-
ing, but that control does not extend to Canadian trees. Tailings resulting from 
mining in the Intermountain West may adversely affect people living down-
stream from the mines, but probably not people living in South America. Simi-
larly, ridding the land of predator species in an attempt to increase the number 
of “useful” animals does not affect people or ecosystems in Asia. All of these 
instances represent local control, even if they cover geographic regions that are 
larger than many other nation- states.

But controlling the behavior of air and its moisture (which recognize no 
political boundaries) and water (which may flow out of one nation- state and 
into another) raises the stakes significantly if the consequences, unintentional 
or not, “bite back.”3 A state that attempts to deliberately control these two most 
basic natural resources in order to militarily or diplomatically coerce other 
nations to do its bidding will quickly run afoul of the international community 
of nations (as in fact did happen, as we have seen, when the United States 
weaponized weather in Southeast Asia). And what if a powerful state— for it 
will only be within the purview of a powerful state— decides to take a global 
environmental matter into its own hands and try to engineer its way out of it? 
What then? Such an attempt could trigger a major global power struggle in 
the twenty- first century.4

We now know that in the United States, scientific— loosely defined— 
weather control was always a state tool. From the first explosives- laden ex-
periments outside Midland, Texas, in 1891, to the Roaring Twenties– era elec-
trified sand experiments to clear clouds and fog for army aviators, to General 
Electric’s post– World War II dry ice and silver iodide cloud- busting and rain- 
inducing experiments, and on to the deep- in- the- Cold- War applied weather 
control projects undertaken by the US Forest Service, Bureau of Reclamation, 
Weather Bureau, and the Department of Defense, American “officials taking 
action” funded the research, developed and executed the applications, and 
then decided when the weather control tool was no longer worth using.

All this matters in a new way in the twenty- first century as the effects of 
climate change are becoming increasingly apparent: glaciers are retreating, 
sea level is rising, permafrost is melting, plants and animals are either on the 
move or failing to thrive, fire seasons are longer and more intense, weather 
extremes may be occurring with more regularity, droughts may be particularly 
protracted, fresh water may become in increasingly short supply.5 The Amer-
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ican state has picked up and discarded the weather control tool more than 
once. Will the need for water lead it to pick up this tool again?

The American state— those “officials taking action”— can often be sensed 
in narratives of US history. It often lurks just at the edges in histories of science, 
technology, and the environment: a sometime patron, builder, influencer, user, 
or regulator. So, for the moment, let us imagine the “state” as a shadowy male 
figure. What if the developments narrated in this history depend on the state— 
this shadowy man— every step of the way? Do we bring him (and a signed 
check) in through the front door, then shove him out through the back door 
so the rest of the actors— scientists, engineers, inventors, business leaders, or 
others— can remain disinterested and untainted by federal largesse? Or do we 
pull him in, take his check, and then let him sit in the withdrawing room while 
everyone else drinks sherry in the main parlor? Or, instead, do we invite him 
in, take his money, let him “meet the parents,” acknowledge that he is calling 
the shots, and then continue checking in with him to make sure he hasn’t trot-
ted off with a more attractive partner whose heartfelt desires are more in sync 
with his own? If we are going to “bring the state back in” while telling a story 
about state efforts to control nature in the way that Theda Skocpol encourages, 
then the last course is the only one that makes sense. We not only need to 
follow the money; we need to follow the state’s motivation for providing those 
funds and uncover the hoped- for return on the investment.6

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (as discussed in chap-
ter 1), the American state’s motivation for using weather control was extremely 
weak, particularly compared to the sophisticated Cold War uses that came to 
the fore after World War II. The initial attempt, prompted by a lone senator 
who wanted to increase the value of his Texas landholdings by having rain fall 
on his property, was relatively low cost and of limited scientific value. How-
ever, it fit in nicely with the invention- crazy milieu of the time when nothing 
was impossible, not to mention the state’s desire to make something of that 
huge expanse of land between the Mississippi River and Pacific Ocean, from 
the Canadian border south to the Mexican border. That effort died quickly. 
The Agriculture secretary— seeking to advance his own agenda for turning 
his science- heavy department into a bureaucratic powerhouse— disowned 
the entire project and returned the money to the US Treasury. Nevertheless, 
the initial project would not have been undertaken without the efforts of the 
state, and the Progressive Era push to increase efficiency and rely on rational, 
scientific modes of “taking action” paved the way for additional congressional 
appropriations for scientific investigations that would allow the state to control 
its natural resources.
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The state also inspired the rise of aviation as a military tool, and World 
War I’s impact set the stage for the next attempt: using electrified sand to clear 
fog and clouds for fragile Army Air Corps aircraft whose pilots, in the days 
before instrumented flight, relied on visual flight rules. They had to be able to 
see the landing strip before trying to bring their aircraft down for a landing, 
or, more accurately, a controlled crash. Clearing clouds or fog with electrified 
sand allowed them to do so. Alas, this early twentieth- century state effort also 
came to nothing. The idea was attractive— the execution was not. But again, it 
was totally dependent on state funding to develop the instruments for electri-
fying the sand and military aircraft to carry out the experiments.

The development of a theoretical basis for precipitation processes in the 
1930s helped pave the way for the first genuinely scientific efforts to control 
the weather, which grew out of General Electric’s research on cloaking smokes 
and aircraft icing during World War II. The state’s importance becomes in-
creasingly evident here. The laboratory director, Nobel Prize– winning chem-
ist Irving Langmuir, had long gotten funding from the US military. To secure 
funding for weather control, all he needed to do was make a few phone calls or 
send a letter to his defense contacts, and the deal was made. Not only did he 
get funding: he got access to military airplanes, airfields, and other instrumen-
tation required to carry out his experiments because military leaders could 
see many ways to use it as a military tool in the early Cold War. It could not 
be traced back to the user, it wasn’t radioactive, it could be used tactically and 
strategically, and it was relative inexpensive. What was not to like?

Within a few months, interest spread to scientific experts, bureaucrats, and 
congressmen; the state hold on weather control tightened. In weather control, 
congressmen, particularly New Mexico senator Clinton P. Anderson, were 
pursuing goals that did not seem to reflect much more than a postwar desire to 
simultaneously control nature and bolster national security, both domestically 
and militarily. He wanted not only to advance weather control as a state tool by 
building a bureaucratic structure around it (Weather Control Commission), 
but to maintain it as a state tool by keeping commercial interests under federal 
control. But did the state have the capacity to implement such a goal? Certainly 
the money was available— and so was the bureaucratic infrastructure, which 
had not just expanded during the war, but had solidified into place as the Cold 
War deepened.7 Pockets of opposition pushed back, including the military— 
which wanted to keep weather control out of the hands of another Atomic 
Energy Commission– type bureaucracy so that it could maintain control— and 
commercial seeders, who wanted to be able to pursue their business interests 
without state interference. Ultimately, the military kept control and the com-
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mercial seeders were reined in by individual states. That is, they experienced 
sub- state control.

Scholars have argued that the American state does not have the typical 
underpinnings that support strong state power, such as the French state’s 
prestigious career civil service, and therefore its power is “fragmented” and 
“dispersed.”8 With weather control, that is certainly the case. Yes, the military 
had a fairly tight hold on weather control research, but the US Weather Bureau 
in the 1950s and the Bureau of Reclamation in the 1960s also administered 
weather control funding. Did that really make a difference to recipients of fed-
eral grants to conduct related research? When funding is coming from federal 
coffers, it may seem to researchers that their research agenda is being steered 
by the state. Yet, when one considers the development of scientific expertise 
and the execution of scientific research in the United States, the fragmentation 
may not make as much difference as it does in other situations. The money 
comes from different agencies, but it is all under state control.

This also raises several intriguing questions. How, for example, did the state 
try to seek optimal solutions to problems? One should also not dismiss the 
possibility of state actions addressing problems or finding solutions beyond 
the “reach of societal actors.”9 Indeed, if one is trying to figure out how to con-
trol the weather, that is not going to be done by people in society. Researchers 
may figure out the mechanics, but they are not going to address national issues, 
much less international implications. One may also argue that no state activ-
ity can be “disinterested” because someone or some group will benefit and 
someone or group will not.10 Indeed, how does the state find solutions when 
there are no disinterested actors? In the case of weather control, it was not trig-
gered by anyone who was disinterested— nor was it opposed by anyone who 
was disinterested. Everyone concerned had a vested interest, whether they 
were within or outside the state apparatus. Langmuir and his group supported 
weather control because it was good for General Electric even as they claimed 
it was good for the nation. Western farmers and ranchers who supported it 
were looking for cheap water, so they weren’t disinterested. Congressmen who 
simultaneously wanted more research and more applied weather control along 
with more control over weather control were not disinterested— they very 
much wanted their states to be the beneficiaries of weather control successes. 
The military and the Bureau of Reclamation both wanted weather control. 
And the weakest actor in this group— the Weather Bureau— wanted it to just 
disappear. But disinterested parties? Not a one.

We might also ask: in practical terms, what were some of the primary man-
agement problems facing weather control in the first decades of the Cold War? 
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Concentrated efforts shifted from basic research to practical applications too 
soon, and one of those practical applications had been the weather weapon, the 
exposure of which during the Vietnam conflict left the United States redfaced. 
Furthermore, commercial seeding firms were continuing to provide weather 
control services— thus making it appear that the time for basic research was 
past, and it was time to move on to applications. Many scientists, however, did 
not agree. This led to public disagreements among meteorologists over the 
efficacy of weather control projects, between meteorologists and engineers over 
the efficacy of weather control technology, and between users of weather con-
trol services (who wanted to see seeding projects expand) and scientists (who 
were not sure that was a good idea). As uncertainties increased, willingness to 
extend or expand funding decreased. Also at issue was the limited number of 
field projects, which tended to be underfunded and poorly designed, leading 
to disputes over the statistical results. Consistently inconclusive results led 
many scientists to conclude that “poor science” was involved— an almost cer-
tain death knell for a scientific undertaking. And lastly, there were questions 
concerning whether scientific gains that had come from the $300 million ex-
pended on weather control R&D had been worth it. Could the money have 
been better spent on research that would have improved forecasts or for more 
sophisticated atmospheric models? That is impossible to determine— there is 
no opportunity for a “do over” with research monies. But once the questions 
started being asked, the lack of answers led scientists to pull away and encour-
age the flow of research dollars into other areas of atmospheric sciences.11

“The past,” as William Faulkner notes, “is never dead. It’s not even past.”12 
Or as Yogi Berra put it, “It’s déjà vu all over again.” Scientists may have been 
retreating from weather control research as the money dried up by the end 
of the Cold War, but does that mean that federal legislators had permanently 
turned their backs on weather control? Not at all.13 After the 1980s, weather 
modification and control disappeared from the congressional hearings lineup. 
But in 2005, during the George W. Bush administration, hearings were held 
on Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison’s (R- Texas) Weather Modification Research 
and Technology Transfer Authorization Act (S. 217), which would have es-
tablished the Weather Modification Operations and Research Board under 
the Department of Commerce. Its purpose was to “develop and implement a 
comprehensive and coordinated national weather modification policy and a 
national Federal and State program of weather research and development.”14 
And why did Senator Hutchison think this was a good idea? According to 
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Hutchison, it was critical to “assess and evaluate the efficacy of weather mod-
ification research to the extent that lives are saved and property damage is 
limited,” especially considering the impacts of hurricanes Katrina and Rita, 
and violent tornadic storms that had hit the Midwest during 2005.15 And she 
does hail from a state that has seen its share of droughts and does have its 
own Weather Modification Advisory Committee.16 Scientists did testify in 
support of the bill— which was favorably reported out of committee, but with 
no attached funding— arguing that considerable technological progress had 
been made since the 1980s and more money needed to be made available for 
research to exploit these new techniques. As amended, the proposed board 
would become a subcommittee under the Office of Science and Technology 
Policy to “coordinate a national weather modification research program.”17 In 
a pattern reminiscent of bills introduced each session during the 1950s— it is 
unclear if Hutchison was aware of this history— this bill never made it to the 
Senate floor for a vote.

Two years later, Senator Hutchison tried again with S. 1807, “Weather Mit-
igation Research and Development Policy Authorization Act of 2007,” which 
would have established the Weather Mitigation Advisory and Research Board. 
The purpose of the act was to “develop and implement a comprehensive and 
coordinated national weather mitigation policy and a national cooperative Fed-
eral and State program of weather mitigation research and development”— 
essentially the same as her earlier bill. However, instead of being under the 
Department of Commerce, the board would be under the supervision of the 
National Science Foundation. Interestingly, “mitigation” was defined as being 
“modification”— not an equivalence that scientists are likely to make.18 Once 
again, the bill died, was reintroduced (2009), successfully passed committee 
hearings, but failed to go to the Senate floor. The lack of a major weather di-
saster coupled with a tight budget in the Great Recession may have helped to 
doom Hutchison’s bill. Or, perhaps, legislators are no longer so keen to spend 
money attempting to control the uncontrollable.

This notable lack of success in passing legislation and securing funding for 
weather control did not, however, stop the Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS) from asking the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) in 2009 to help DHS develop its own program to modify hurricanes. 
But NOAA demurred, responding that its Office of Atmospheric Research 
recognized “that weather modification, in general, is occurring through the 
funding of private enterprises,” but that NOAA “did not support research” 
that would entail “efforts to modify hurricanes.”19 So NOAA has stayed away 
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from weather control efforts for decades. Apparently, DHS did not do its 
homework first.

While no other weather modification– related bills (other than companion 
House bills) have been introduced at the time of this book’s publication, hear-
ings have been held on geoengineering, also known as climate engineering, 
“to address global climate change problem, including carbon dioxide removal 
(CDR) and solar radiation management (SRM) technologies.”20 The first hear-
ings took place in November 2009 and continued periodically until March 
2010. The Congressional Research Service and the Government Account-
ability Office have also provided reports related to geoengineering, but they 
generally have addressed carbon dioxide removal and solar radiation manage-
ment technologies.21 Geoengineering, as defined in these publications, is only 
distantly related to the weather control efforts of the mid- twentieth century. 
Since most of those were not “large- scale” projects, they would not qualify as 
geoengineering, which takes human tinkering with the environment to a com-
pletely different and sobering level, and involves geopolitical considerations 
in a way that weather control does not.22

Does this mean that weather control is on the skids? On the contrary. It may 
surprise readers to know that a number of state governments continue to be 
involved in weather control efforts, including hail mitigation and cloud seed-
ing for snowpack enhancement. Examples of current state- supported weather 
control projects include North Dakota’s hail suppression project, snowpack 
enhancement projects in Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado, and Colorado’s 
use of “sound cannons” to break up hail- producing storms. North Dakota’s 
program— operational since 1974— seeks to protect property and crops. Spon-
sored by local county governments with state government sharing the costs, 
the program is directed by state meteorologists and carried out by Weather 
Modification, Inc., in Fargo, North Dakota.23 Utah’s snowpack enhancement 
project is under the direction of the Utah Division of Water Resources and has 
been ongoing since 1973. In 2014, silver iodide cloud seeding was underway 
in four areas of the state at a total cost of approximately $500,000. The State 
of Utah covers half of the cost, with the remainder funded by various water 
conservancy districts. Based on 2012 data (the latest posted), cloud seeding 
increased runoff by 181,700 acre- feet of water at a cost of $2.27 per acre- foot, 
and percentage increases ranged from 3 to 15 percent, depending on the seed-
ing area.24 From the data, it is impossible to determine whether the increase 
was statistically significant or not. Similarly, Wyoming’s legislature approved 
a five- year Wyoming Weather Modification Pilot Program that got underway 
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during the 2006– 2007 winter season. The $8.8 million program differs from 
others because its results are being evaluated by atmospheric scientists work-
ing at the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado, 
and the Desert Research Institute in Nevada (Reno and Las Vegas). Data col-
lection stopped in April 2014, and a series of related reports have already been 
released.25 In Colorado, the state’s Water Conservation Board issues grants 
for silver iodide seeding for snowpack enhancement in watersheds feeding 
the main rivers whose headwaters are in the state. These mostly involve cloud 
seeding with silver iodide, but they also permit “sound cannons” for breaking 
up hailstorms.26 Other states— particularly in arid and semi- arid parts of the 
country— have similar programs, and a quick look at the annual edition of the 
Journal of Weather Modification provides additional evidence of significant 
weather control work underway in the United States. The Weather Modifica-
tion Association currently lists about twenty certified weather modification 
operators and another nine certified managers who provide services to govern-
ments and business interests.27 Despite NOAA’s long- standing qualms about 
being involved in weather control, the private sector has no such concerns, 
continuing both research and applied operations.

And lastly, one cannot address the topic of current- day weather control am-
bitions without a nod to the conspiracy theories that continue to swirl around 
it. As Area 51 in Roswell, New Mexico, is to alien landings, military- funded 
efforts such as the now- closed High Frequency Active Auroral Research 
Program (HAARP) in remote Alaska— which was part of an ionospheric 
investigation— are to weather control. While a Google search of “weather con-
trol” yields approximately 725,000 hits, and “weather modification” yields 
approximately 760,000 hits, searching for “weather control” and “conspir-
acy” yields approximately 890,000 hits. Mix together a little bit of secrecy, an 
almost complete lack of scientific understanding of atmospheric processes, 
and a conviction that a nefarious hand must be behind every “weird weather” 
event, and weather control becomes a prime target for conspiracy theorists. 
Add in the wide reach of the Internet, and the stories start to propagate faster 
than well- fed fruit flies. Perhaps the weather control story contains so many 
you- can’t- make- this- stuff- up moments that the temptation to make it an even 
wilder story is too enticing. The conspiracy stories are entertaining . . . just 
not terribly likely.28

So we must conclude this story. Weather control— when considered as a small- 
 scale effort— first gained significant promise after World War II, aided by the 
rise of the atmospheric sciences in the postwar years and the availability of 
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funding as the Cold War ebbed and flowed until the late twentieth century. 
But the hype that surrounded it— hype created and sustained by elite research-
ers such as Irving Langmuir, John von Neumann, and Edward Teller— and 
worries over Soviet capabilities to exploit the weather to spread Communism 
around the world made weather control an irresistible draw for military leaders 
looking for an undetectable offensive and defensive weapon. Thus weather 
control efforts fit in with the postwar, Cold War– era hubris that people could 
gain the power to dominate nature. This was, after all, the same era when elec-
tricity from nuclear power would supposedly be too cheap to meter, nuclear 
weapons could be used to create harbors in the Arctic (radiation be damned), 
and chemicals could control all manner of pests without harming the envi-
ronment or causing a silent spring— none of which panned out in the absence 
of scientific and technological humility.29 Simultaneously, weather control 
seemed to offer a relatively simple, low- cost solution to the drought condi-
tions that had spread throughout the United States in the 1950s and continued 
into the 1960s. To congressmen seeking to bring water to their constituents’ 
parched land— and who also wanted to strengthen America’s national secu-
rity posture, particularly in the face of the Sputnik launch— weather control 
seemed like an amazing possibility that could come to fruition in a few short 
years if enough money were thrown at it. Cloud seeding for snowpack en-
hancement in the West’s mountains did become a reality. Yet the idea touted 
by Irving Langmuir that a single pellet of dry ice carefully placed into a cloud 
in New Mexico could lead to gentle rainfall all the way to the Eastern Seaboard 
did not. Neither did hurricane- busting efforts, nor ideas that those folks liv-
ing in the upper Midwest who were suffering from the winter blues could be 
given periodic shots of sunshine courtesy of designer weather. However, the 
“weather weapon” did indeed happen— although just how effective it was is 
highly debatable. It likely washed out enemy positions and muddied up the 
Ho Chi Minh trail in the late 1960s and early 1970s, but it certainly did not stop 
the Viet Cong from infiltrating South Vietnam. Its discovery by a persistent, 
probing American press, combined with its exposure in the Pentagon Papers, 
stirred up a huge controversy over the weaponization of the weather and the 
possibility that changes in the weather in one part of our global atmosphere 
might produce inadvertent changes somewhere else. And although it did not 
precipitate weather control’s demise, the classified weaponization of weather 
did not help to keep it alive: a kind of Faustian bargain, which John F. Kennedy 
had cautioned about just before his assassination in a speech to the National 
Academy of Sciences.30

What makes this story even more important? It is well worth emphasizing 
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again: because other attempts to control nature— no matter how big— are es-
sentially local. Big levees on the Mississippi, the Central Valley water project 
in California, large- scale management of forests, controls over fish stocks, and 
the like: all are local in that they do not, nor will they ever, affect the entire 
Earth. Yes, they may affect a large hunk of the United States or a substantial 
swath of the ocean, but they do not affect every piece of land or all of the 
world’s oceans. But once people start attempting to control the atmosphere 
and the moisture it carries, they are affecting the weather and climate of every-
one downstream. And if they go really big, and think that by sequestering large 
amounts of carbon dioxide, or putting up reflective devices to send the sun’s 
rays back into space, or putting iron filings into the ocean to suck up carbon 
dioxide— among the current geoengineering schemes— that they can mitigate 
rising global temperatures, then the resulting changes in the atmosphere must 
be agreed to by the entire global community. It is not up to one scientific and 
engineering powerhouse of a state to attempt massive changes to an absolutely 
essential natural resource in hopes of changing the atmosphere back to what 
it was before human actions began to influence it well before the beginning of 
the industrial age.31

But the weather control discussed in Make It Rain was not geoengineering, 
for it could not change the weather on any kind of a massive scale, Irving Lang-
muir’s claims notwithstanding. Skyfire, Skywater, Stormfury, Popeye, Compa-
triot, and GROMET were instead all about water: water to put out fires, water 
to fill reservoirs for irrigation, reducing water from hurricanes, water to flush 
out the enemy in Vietnam and Laos, and water for agriculture in India. The 
American state used a tool, which it called weather control, but was actually the 
artificial inducement of precipitation on demand: to bring water where it was 
needed (irrigation— domestically and internationally), wanted (weapon), or 
not wanted (overseeding to protect fruit or to disrupt hurricanes), or to dry up 
clouds (fog dissipation, hail mitigation). Those efforts were essentially local.

While meteorologists may hold differing professional views of the efficacy 
of weather modification techniques, I think most would agree that it is possible 
to modify clouds in some way with current seeding techniques. Whether it 
is economically worthwhile to do so depends on the environmental context. 
But if it were not economically viable, consulting firms that provide weather 
modification services to private customers would have been out of business, 
and individual states would have given up on their efforts to use these same 
techniques to fill reservoirs that provide water for a variety of uses years ago.

Recent attention- grabbing headlines about drought in California and 
throughout much of the US West are evidence of the impact of regional and lo-
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cal fresh water shortages. While they may eventually be ameliorated by several 
consecutive rainy seasons, the more likely scenario is that the affected regions 
will have to fundamentally change the way that water is allocated and used. It 
is just as likely that residents will demand that “something” be done.32 And 
the promise of enough rain or snow to keep crops alive may very well seem 
doable. As we have seen from earlier attempts to alleviate drought conditions, 
it is possible to induce precipitation from a cloud, but impossible to create the 
cloud itself. Will multiyear drought conditions finally yield some straight talk 
on weather control? Maybe, maybe not. But ultimately, the American state’s 
weather control tool existed to place water where it was needed or wanted. 
And in the twenty- first century, a thirsty population, a thirsty economy, a 
thirsty state will need to find supplies of fresh water.

How will that demand for water resources be met? Will the discussions 
related to state actions focus on science and technology? Or will they also ad-
dress values? Public policy debates about climate change and related ecolog-
ical changes, coastal inundation, and fresh water shortages aren’t really about 
science— they are about values. Expert advice from scientists is not going to in-
fluence cultural attitudes in this arena, but looking back at past efforts and their 
intended and unintended results may help us to put science policy decisions 
into a context that helps to move the discussion forward.33 Rainmaking, rain 
enhancement, hail mitigation, fog clearing . . . all amount to weather control. 
Designer weather may be down as a tool of the American state, but it is by no 
means out. Its history holds lessons for the future if we heed them.
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N o t e s

Introduction

1. James Rodger Fleming, Fixing the Sky: The Checkered History of Weather and Climate 
Control (New York: Columbia University Press, 2010). Surveying literary accounts as well as 
real- world attempts to control the weather, Fleming focuses on the innate hubris of such ideas 
and what he views as the pathological nature of the entire enterprise. I concur in pathologi-
cal science— as defined by Nobel Prize– winning chemist Irving Langmuir, one of the most 
prestigious scientists involved in weather control— being an element in Langmuir’s attempts. 
Indeed, Langmuir’s weather control is perhaps the quintessential example. But Langmuir was 
not the only scientist involved in weather control, and the scientific work of others, who will 
appear later in this book, was not pathological: they recognized the limits of what could be 
done, transparently operated within those limits, and were making sincere efforts to unlock the 
secrets of cloud physics. And while the military was more than happy to fund weather control 
efforts, the domestic use of weather control was just as strong. In all of the cases presented in 
detail here, the common thread is the state, exerting control over the atmosphere just as it had 
exerted control over the rest of its territory.

2. Scholarly treatments of weather control include Clark C. Spence, The Rainmakers: 
American “Pluviculture” to World War II (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1980); Jeff 
Townsend, Making Rain in America: A History (Lubbock, TX: ICASALS Publication, 1975), 
provides an overview through midcentury; William R. Cotton and Roger A. Pielke, Human 
Impacts on Weather and Climate (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), take a social 
science view; Chunglin Kwa, “The Rise and Fall of Weather Modification: Changes in Amer-
ican Attitudes toward Technology, Nature, and Society,” in Changing the Atmosphere: Expert 
Knowledge and Environmental Governance, ed. Clark A. Miller and Paul N. Edwards, 135– 65 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2001), provides a short summary of US weather control efforts 
in the late twentieth century; Jacob Darwin Hamblin, Arming Mother Nature: The Birth of 
Catastrophic Environmentalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), addresses military 
uses of the environment, including weather control.
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3. My path to approaching weather control as a state tool was influenced by James C. Scott, 
Seeing Like a State (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1998), and by environmental his-
tory literature focused on large control- of- nature projects and the intersection of environmental 
policy and diplomatic history; see Kurkpatrick Dorsey, The Dawn of Conservation Diplomacy: 
U.S.- Canadian Wildlife Protection Treaties in the Progressive Era (Seattle: University of Wash-
ington Press, 1998); Samuel P. Hays, Beauty, Health, and Permanence: Environmental Politics 
in the United States, 1955– 1985 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989); Paul W. Hirt, 
A Conspiracy of Optimism: Management of the National Forests since World War II (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1994); Ted Steinberg, Acts of God: The Unnatural History of 
Natural Disaster in America (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000); Richard White, The 
Organic Machine: The Remaking of the Columbia River (New York: Hill & Wang, 1995); Don-
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